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3.0 Discussion on Inspection & Monitoring Technologies Available & Employed over World Railway
Systems
Track inspection methods are evolving rapidly and is being adopted by railway engineering departments
world over. As these services are needed on increasing spread of track, service providers are integrating
multiple technologies onto single platform, moving towards real time reporting and developing userfriendly web applications to monitor & provide access to inspection information.
Following are some of the leading service providers of the state of the art Inspection & Monitoring
technologies.
DMA
DMA provides primarily non-contact, optical measurement solution for track measurement and
inspection application. DMA ensures accuracy of its data and diagnostics by ulilisation of calibration
tools and processes, practicing automated sanity checks on data and performs periodic eld tests for
spot checks & comparisons. DMA is capable of installing its optical measurement equipment on an
expanding range of vehicles including Rail-Cum Road Vehicles & in service rail bound vehicles.
ENSCO
ENSCO rail provides track recording vehicles with various technologies, including digital track geometry,
rail prole, rail corrugation and machine mission. Machine vision technology can also be mounted on
revenue vehicles to perform such functions including rail-wheel interaction. World over, three major
trends are developing. The rst is ultra comprehensive track inspection vehicles, which can house eight
or more inspection systems on board due to reduced hardware size and system integration. Another
trend observed is the increase in autonomous track geometry inspections on revenue vehicles. A third
trend is, performing track inspections in the ofce, where automated inspection data is transferred to the
ofce and can be reviewed to supplement or even replace foot –by-foot inspection.
MRT Holdings
MRT Holdings LLC has introduced its Track Geometry Systems (TGS). TGS utilizes aerospace grade
inertial guidance systems paired with wireless communication between various modules. These
systems can be installed on a variety of vehicles and that the open source reporting structure of its TGS
allows railways to take ownership of their own data and integrate it into back ofce reporting
infrastructure.
NxGen Rail
NxGen Rail provides and operates rail-bound track inspection services at sectional speed, combining
multiple technologies to provide a holistic view of the track condition. These technologies include full
track and rail geometry, machine vision and ground penetrating radars. Nx Track Cloud (TM) enables
railways to perform virtual visits to anywhere on their network at the click of a mouse and view tracks,
rails and other assets with high denition imagery. Advancement in technology are now allowing more
data integration and analysis methods that enhance the performance of the inspection technology
driving the push from reactive to condition based maintenance strategies.
Plasser American
Plasser American Corp provides a system that provides information on a range of track inspection needs
including track geometry, rail prole, corrugation, clearances, rail aw detection and catenary
measurement systems to video systems for inspection of right of way, track components, thermal
imaging & more.
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In addition to above, there exists several other service providers world over like Rail Works, GREX,
Holland, MerMec etc. which are capable in providing world class inspection & Monitoring technologies
by combining various technologies on a single platform with state of the art hardware &software for
inspection, reporting and analysis.
4.0 Features of Track Recording Car being Procured for Inspection & Monitoring of DFCCIL Network
After studying the world's best practices, presentationsdiscussions with the major & leading suppliers of
the world & visit to advanced Railway systems of Europe, DFCCIL has formulated the specications of
the Track Recording Car. The system is designed as Integrated Monitoring System. The measurement
and recording of track parameters, track components etc. shall be sufciently in detail so that physical
inspections and measurement by staff may be considerably reduced. DFCCIL is procuring two recording
cars namely “Track Recording Car (TRC)”&“OHE Recording Car (ORC)”. TRC will be equipped for
inspection & measurement of Salient features of Track Recording car are summarised below: for
inspection & measurement of all the parameters pertaining to track & some of the parameters pertaining
to OHE & ORC will be equipped with all the parameters of OHE & some of the parameters pertaining to
track.
Track Recording Car (TRC)

OHE Recording Car (ORC)

4.1 Track Parameter Recording System
Inertial principle of measurement based on Non-Contact Opto-inertial equipment using lasers and high
speed digital camera measuring technology shall be used for the measurement of vertical and lateral
proles of both left & right rails.
4.1 Half Rail profile and Wear Measurement System
LASER based contact-less sensors for recording of track geometry parameters shall be used in this sub
system for measurement of rail prole and wear.
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4.2 System for Identification of Infringement in Maximum Moving Dimension (MMD) Envelope of IR and
DFCCIL
a) The system shall be able to scan the MMD envelop at every spot of less than 80 millimeters at
maximum recording speed of 100 Kmph.
b) The system shall measure and record positions of structures within a rectangular shape of 15m of
base and 10m of height.
c) The system shall have the facility to upload the standard DFCCIL and Indian Railway Maximum
Moving Dimensions envelop in the system;
d) The system shall be able to evaluate the deviations of the measured envelop with respect to the
standard MMD envelop. It should also be able to plot the actual prole at selected location;
e) The deviations of any obstacle w.r.t standard IR and DFCCIL MMD envelope shall be stored and
printed with details and location (chainage of obstacle in terms of last Kilometer and meter); and
f) The system shall be capable of displaying the video of clearance envelop on separate VDU and store
the overlapping image of measured and standard MMD envelop along with obstacle.With this system
of intelligent videography, DFCCIL also aims at monitoring of Encroachment within the RoW.
4.4 System for Video Recording of Track at Both ends of the Vehicle
a) The system shall have the facility to videography at both the end of the TRC;
b) HD Resolution Video camera shall be provided. Resolution of the captured view shall not be less than
1280X720 pixels;
c) The system shall be capable to acquire, store and print the image at track features with location of
track feature e.g. Level Crossing, Curve Start, Curve End, Bridge Start, Bridge End, station etc. by
using sing preloaded tack feature location le. Option to print the image at track features shall be user
selectable; and
d) System shall have the capability for storage of images with localization index at least at every 2.0
meter at maximum recording speed of 110 kmph.
4.5 System for Track Vision and Video Recording of Track Components for Condition Monitoring
a) System shall be capable to identify, store and print image and description of the defects in both left
and right Rail, Fastenings, sleepers, Ballast and balise;
b) System shall be capable to store image and description of defect with location in separate les for
each component of track i.e. Rails, Fastenings, Sleepers and Ballast;
c) The system must be able to gather and process grey level high resolution images of the rail top
surface associated with localization information in an integrated way for analysis; and
d) System must be capable of automated detection of defects and abnormalities like:
Rails: Linear defect, Area Defect, Corrugation, Joint Gap measurement, excess welding material
detection.
Sleepers: Detection of cracks in sleepers, misalignment, broken sleeper, presence of objects on
sleepers, dancing sleepers.
Fastenings: Detection of missing, loose, rotated, deformed & non-standard ttings
Ballast& Others: Detection of Prole, excess or deciency, axle counters, foreign objects, SEJ,
Switches & Crossing, Level Crossing, Vegetation check, position of balise.
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4.6 Positioning and Localization System
a) The system requires robust and accurate measurement of speed, distance, clock, direction,
synchronization with the help of event marker
b) GPS mapping of various track features.
4.7 Diagnostic Kit for ETCS Level-1
Recording Cars shall be equipped with diagnostic kit for ETCS Level-1 for continuous monitoring of
balise& TPWS equipments.
5.0 Self-Proposed Rail Inspection Vehicle (RIV) for Rail Grinding
Rail Grinding is the removal of a thin surface layer of metal from the rail surface by grinding machine in
order to ascertain the optimized rail prole. It is an established practice on railways throughout the world.
Rails are the most expensive track asset and the purpose of grinding is to prolong rail life while helping to
control the risk of rail fractures. The aim of grinding is to maintain optimal Rail-wheel interface by
removing fatigued rail surface metal. In order to ascertain the optimum rail grinding, one has to measure
& monitor the rail wear pattern. In order to monitor the correct rail wear pattern, DFCCIL is procuring a
delicatedself-propelled Rail Inspection Vehicle (RIV) which will be need for collecting digitized image of
the transverse prole of rail head for detailed analysis and for generating Rail Grinding Plans to be used
on Rail Grinding. The main objectives of RIV are:
a) Recording digital image of the rail head proles for selection of optimum grinding pattern, number of
grinding pass & grinding speed per pass for any section of track;
b) Assessing the grinding requirements due to surface defects on rail top after recording visuals on the
rail top;
c) GPS based route data recording of the track features.
6.0 Bridge Inspection Vehicle
DFCCIL is procuring a dedicated self-propelled Bridge
Inspection Vehicle for the inspection of different types of
bridges on the DFC network. Bridge inspection vehicle
should be provided with hydraulically operated Bridge
Inspection Platform Unit. The articulated booms shall be
provided is such a manner so as to provide a versatile
range of movement and each part of the bridge structure
approachable to the Inspection & Maintenance staff.
Bridge Inspection Vehicle will be equipped with various
tools &equipments like: Rivet testing hammer, Inspection
cum chipping hammer, Elcometer, tapes of different
sizes, calipers, feeler gauges, mirror, torch light, infrared
thermometer, current meter, Echo sounder, Schmidt's
concrete testing hammer, concrete cover meter, DPT,
Magnetic crack detector, welding gauges, Fiber glass
boat, safety helmets, safety belts etc.
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DFCCIL is procuring the above systems through International Competitive Bidding (ICB) based on
Design &Build methodology. The salient features as mentioned above are the starting point for bidders to
submit their detailed design which will be scrutinized by Project Management consultants (PMC)& nally
approvalby the employer. In this method of procurement, DFCCIL will be in a position of ne tuning the
design so that state of the art equipment & technology can be ensured. Idea behind formulating such a
system is minimizing the human interference to the extent possible keeping in view the Indian condition
so as to reduce the cost of Inspection, Monitoring & nally the cost of maintenance.
7.0 Conclusion
DFCCIL has been designed with very lean organisation with the prime objective of reduced cost of
Inspection, Monitoring & Maintenance of its infrastructure. As trafc density on DFCCIL network will be
very high& fewer slots will be available for performing the above activities, conventional methods of
track inspection & monitoring will not be able to keep pace with the stated objectives of availability,
reliability, safety & cost reduction. Today, innovative technologies allow monitoring of the most important
infrastructure of railway systems. Diagnostic systems include monitoring of track, intelligent video
inspection, video recognition of defects and many other. Innovative systems, which can be installed on
either a dedicated vehicle or commercial vehicles, may radically reduce the on-foot patrolling of railway
infrastructure, improve the maintenance management & facilitate maintenance & renewal in a more
optimized manner.
DFCCIL, while studying the best practices available over the world Railway systems, chose to procure a
dedicated self-propelled Track Recording CarsOHE Recording Car equipped with the above systems in
an integrated manner so as to reduce the cost of Inspection & Monitoring & nally the cost of
maintenance.
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Abstract
Track unevenness is the main input, inuencing the vertical response of track-train interaction. Mid-chord versine
method is the most common method for assessing the severity of the track surface unevenness. Indian Railways is
studying the possibility of revision of chord for assessing the unevenness for wider range of wavelength. This paper
presents mathematical basis to select optimal chord(s), which shall capture wavelengths of largest range of interest. It
may be interesting to note that the mathematical formulation is independent of speed, so the ndings could be extended
to any speed and relevant wavelength of unevenness. For intermediate stage of semi high speed this study present two
alternatives (i) combination of 18 m long chord and 6 m short chord, suitable for bandwidth of 3.8 m to 43 m and (ii)
single 18 m chord with combination of two sensors one placed at mid-chord and other placed at 0.36L from mid chord,
suitable for bandwidth of 3.25 m to 43 m. For both the alternatives the magnication factor > 0.75.

1
INTRODUCTION
Railway track irregularities are commonly considered to be the main factors affecting the dynamic response of
Railway Bridge / track structure / high speed train system [1]. The relationship between vertical acceleration of
rolling stock and vertical unevenness of track are by and large linear up to 1 m/sec2 RMS value of vertical
acceleration of rolling stock [2]. Chinese Railway considers longitudinal alignment and vertical surface
unevenness as the main indicators for quality of static geometry of ballast less track [3]. An Indian Railway
committee has reported that critical wavelengths for various rolling stocks running on Indian Railway are
ranging from 7 m to 41 m for speed range of 90 kmph to 160 kmph; this committee has also observed that ride
quality and variation of gauge & track twist are poorly correlated; whereas the vertical unevenness & lateral
alignment are highly correlated with ride quality. Similar observations are also reported in UIC-518 (AppendixD) and European Code EN14363 (Appendix-C) [4]. Therefore, for maintenance accurate and consistent
measurement of track irregularity is must to assess ride quality.

1.1 Versine
Generally track unevenness is assessed by measuring mid chord versine. This method is suitable for the
larger wavelength and for higher vertical acceleration response of rolling stock [2]. Versine is captured
by measuring vertical distance between rail top and midpoint of a chord, stretched between two points
on the rail top. As shown in Fig. 1 the mid ordinate versine for a circular curve of large radius can be
approximated as L2/8R, where L is length of chord and R is radius of curve. It is obvious that long chord
would yield higher versine.
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1.2 Wavelength
The wavelength associated with
sur face unevenness due to rail
corrugation and rolling defects are
ranging from 0.1 m to 3.0 m [1, 3].
Whereas wavelengths corresponding
to track parameters for maintenance
viz. alignment (vertical and lateral),
cant, twist, gauge are from 3 m to 70 m
and wavelengths corresponding to
design geometry mainly alignment are
≥ 70 m [1]. In fact ver tical
unevenness is superposition of several waves of different wavelengths. As a result few wavelengths got
amplied and other few got suppressed. For this reason often magnication of amplitude of wave of
different wavelengths are considered to assess suitability of chord length for given track.
1.3 Chord
Indian Railways uses chord lengths of 3.6 m and 9.6 m, with overlapping interval of 0.25 m, for
assessing quality of vertical unevenness based on statistical analysis. Accordingly track is divided into
four categories depending upon the peak amplitude of unevenness [5]. A study on the ride comfort and
running speed of the high speed Shinkansen cars reveals that for higher speed, track irregularity
corresponding to longer wavelength is more relevant for vibration of cars [2]. East Japan Railway is
using 40 m chord and 20 m chord for measurement of large wavelength of vertical unevenness to ensure
right quality of Sinkansen [2]. Chinese railway adopts medium wavelength for vertical unevenness
measured with chord length of 30 m at overlapping interval of 5 m whereas vertical unevenness
pertaining to long wavelength are measured with 300 m long chord with overlapping interval of 150 m
[3]. For larger chord length the tendency of magnication of measured versine is large for high
unevenness whereas, the vertical vibration of rolling stock is not large at the relevant location, so the
larger cord length is not of particular advantage w.r.t. right quality [2]. An Indian Railway committee
recently recommended combination of 9 m and 18 m chord lengths for measuring unevenness for speed
up to 160 kmph [4].
1.4 Objectives of present study
This paper at rst aims to evaluate whether the actual surface unevenness can be expressed as a
function of versine or vice versa. Next it is intended to examine sufciency of the mid chord versine to
capture all the relevant wavelengths of surface unevenness, and whether versine at locations away from
the mid chord will be able to capture relatively better set of relevant wavelengths of surface unevenness.
Finally policy for adopting best possible chord length will be explored.
2
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF VERTICAL UNEVENNESS
Vertical surface unevenness is superposition of several (N = 1, 2...) sinusoidal waves of different wavelengths
li and amplitude Ai (Eq. 1). A chord of length L is traversing on the uneven surface from right to left, Fig. 2.
Without loss of generality the origin can be assumed at the mid-chord at any given instant of time and equation
of i th wave is given by Eq. 2. A sensor is placed at a distance aL from mid-chord. It would capture the wave
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prole having phase difference equal to 2paL/l. Similarly both ends of the chord will also have corresponding
phase differences. Their equations are listed below.

Figure 2: Positioning a chord on sine wave to capture versine
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The form of versine given by Eq. 7 and equation of original wave given by Eq. 2 are similar to general form of
sine waves. It may be seen that their wavelengths are same. However, difference is that the amplitude of Vi(a) is
now modied and it also has a phase difference. So, while capturing the versine wavelength content is not lost.
In other words surface unevenness due to individual wavelengths can be truly represented by respective
versine.
The maximum amplitude of yi(a) shall be for 2π(x −aL)/λi = (2n + 1)π/2; corresponding to n = 0 the
magnication factor would be

Sign of M(a)max depends upon sign of 'π/2 + 2πaL/λi −φi', therefore, absolute value is considered.
Now to obtain expression for mid-chord by putting a = 0 one will get

Close examination of above equation will reveal that maximum value MFi(m) = 2 for
minimum value MFi(m) = 0 for

n

L = 2n + 1 for

n = 0, 1, 2, ...

The commutative versine and magnication factor would be
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n

L

= 2n + 1 and

3

Analysis

Magnification factor (MF) w.r.t. wavelength chord ratio (λ/L) are plotted in Fig. 3; from it one can observe that
with increase in λ at first the MF sharply increases (from MF = 0) and reaches to peak (from MF = 2) then
reduces to zero. In this plot one may observe three distinct regions marked 1, 2, and 3.

Figure 3 : Magnification factor vs. wavelength chords ratio (RWL = λ/L)
The regional bandwidth reduces from right to left i.e. from 1 to 3. For the region 1 the bandwidth is ranging from
λ/L = 0.5 to λ/L−>∞. But practically this range is λ/L = 0.634 to λ/L = 2.385 for MF >0.75. Important λ/L
w.r.t. MF = [0, 0.75, 2] are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Wavelength-chords ratio λ/L for MF = [0, 0.75, 2]

Magnification factor w.r.t. wavelength is plotted in Fig. 4 for selected chords L=3.6, 6.0, 9.6, 18 & 40 m.
From practical point of view M F >0.75;
corresponding bandwidth for these chord are
shown in Table 2. The bandwidth of
wavelength is very narrow for smaller chords
as compared with longer chords. Therefore,
one may tends to choose longer chord but at
the cost of missing smaller wavelengths. So a
balance view is needed to be adopted,
especially when the required bandwidth is 7 m
to 41 m from point of view of rolling stocks and
3 m onwards from track point of view.
Figure 4: Magnication factor w.r.t. wavelength for different chords
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Table 2: Wavelength band width for MF > 0.75 for different chords

The bandwidth shown in Table 2 provides clue for combining the chords to increase effective bandwidth.
Magnication vs. λ for three chords viz. 6 m, 9 m and 18 m are plotted in Fig 5; from this plot, combination of
chords for extended bandwidth are extracted and shown in Table 3. From this it can be concluded that
combination of 6 m and 18 m chords has wider bandwidth as compared to that of 9 m and 18 m chords.

Figure 5 : Optimisation of chord to cover wider range of wavelengths
Table 3: Wavelength band width for MF > 0.75 for different chords

In the two chords method the magnication for short chord and long chord will be different; which sometimes
may be confusing. This can be avoided by adopting single chord but measuring versine at two chord positions
viz, one at mid-chord and other at away from mid-chord. A plot between MF and λ and ratio of respective
magnication factors for these two positions for 18 m chord are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively. From
this plot one may observe that a large gap bandwidth (7.4 m to 11.4 m) having MF <0.75 exists between
regions 1 and 2 and between region 2 and 3 bandwidth gap is 4.5 m to 5.6 m. However for these gap
bandwidths, versine at positions (0.34L to 0.38L) away from mid-chord have MF <0.75. One may attempts to
provide sensor only one sensor at any of the eccentric position say at 0.36L from mid-chord, but it may be
noted that the magnication factor drops sharply beyond λ = 12 m, i.e. this position is no longer benecial.
However, if one consider combining two sensors one at a = 0.36 and other at mid-chord, the overall
bandwidth will be 3.25 m to 42.9 m. Similar observations were made in earlier research too [1]. Advantage of
this approach is that magnication factor will be same for both the positions.
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Figure 6: Magnication factor for 18 m chord, for two sensors one at mid-chord
and other at 0.36L from mid chord

Figure 7 : For 18 m chord magnication factor and their ratio
(0.36L from mid chord to mid chord )

4

Summary And Conclusion

The present study provides for mathematical basis for selecting combinations of chord lengths and positioning
of versine sensor in such a way that the extended bandwidth is maximised for highest possible magnication
factor. The long chord is deliberately kept 18 m, so as to accommodate within available rolling stocks plying on
Indian Railways. Accordingly, recommended combinations are either 6 m short chord and 18 m long chord for
mid-chord versine or single 18 m chord with simultaneous versine measurement at mid-chord and at 0.36L
away from mid-chord. However, for high speed operation the chord length can be suitably increased
depending upon availability of main and satellite unit and appropriate LASER guidance system. The
mathematical basis as developed in the present paper will still holds good as the formulation is independent of
speed.
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1.

Introduction
Broken rails are considered the most common cause of derailments by some [Lui et al. 2008].

Figure 1. Frequency and severity of class 1 main line freight train derailments, 2001 - 2010 (Lui et al 2008)
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Figure 6.
Electronic module (left) and solarpanel mounting on mast pole (right)
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Figure 10.
NCR UBRD unit (left) and alarm terminal display (right)
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Figure 11. Measured ultrasonic propagation 400 meters from the transducer
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Synopsis

In the present paper an effort has been made to summarise the present practices being adopted for manual inspection
of IR track for assessment of its health through visual inspection and measurement of condition of trackcomponents
and track parameters. It also deals with the limitations of manual inspection in static oating condition and availability of
automated techniques world over for condition monitoring of IR track and its components under loaded dynamic
condition to overcome the limitation of manual inspection practices and planning of Indian Railway for adoption of
automated inspection techniques.

1.

Introduction :
Track is an important infrastructure and proper maintenance of the track is essential for safe and
comfortable transportation of passenger and traffic. On IR we have ballasted track which is flexible in
nature. Mere monitoring of physical track parameters in floating condition is not sufficient for
assessment of track health. Even measurement of physical track parameters under loaded dynamic
condition is not sufficient for identification of maintenance needs. However measurement physical track
parameters under loaded condition give an indication of health of track. However for planning complete
maintenance of track, it is essential to assess the condition of various components of track and track
features. In addition to Physical track parameters monitoring of following parameters of track
components is also essential:
i. Wear measurement of rails along with rail inclination and lip flow (Burr)
ii. Both linear and area surface defects in rail head
iii. Corrugation on rail head
iv. Condition of sleepers in terms of placement and condition
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v.

Presence and condition of different components of fastenings e.g. Liner, Rubber pad and fastening it
self
vi. Joint gap measurement for fish plated joints and SEJ
vii. Status of welds
viii. Status of ballast in terms of quantity, profile and clean ballast.
ix. Condition of various track features e.g. level crossing, Points and Crossings, Curves etc.
x. Condition of subgrade
Presently on Indian Railways, only physical track parameters of track under loaded condition are being
measured with track recording carsbut monitoring of above parameters of track components is being
done through periodic manual inspections only at various level. The manual inspections are subjective
assessment of various track components. The inspection of turnouts is also done manually periodically.
The condition assessment of subgrade is rarely done on IR.In the first part of paper we will be discussing
the various manual inspections being done on IR for condition monitoring of various parameters of track
components, which needs to be automated and in the second part we will discuss the replacement of
manual inspections with automated inspection methods being used on world railways to ensure safe,
comfortable and economical transportation of passenger and freight.
2.

Manual Inspections being done on IR for condition monitoring of track components.
Manual Inspection can be broadly divided in following categories:
i) Inspection and monitoring of condition of track and its components.
ii) Inspection of geometrical parameters such as longitudinal/cross levels, alignment etc.
iii) Inspection of condition of ballast and subgrade.
iv) Inspection of special features such as bridges, cuttings, embankments, RAW, RAT.
v) Inspection for detection of rail failures-rail fractures/weld failures.
vi) Preventive inspection for rail flaws.

2.1. Inspection and monitoring of condition of track and its components.
This inspection aims to monitor condition of track components such as Rail, sleepers, fittings like elastic
clips, bolts, rubber pads etc. This inspection is carried out by several P.Way officials at different
frequency namely
Keyman
–
DAILY foot inspection
SSE/JE
–
Bi-weekly inspection by foot or push trolley.
ADEN
– Bi Monthly inspection by push trolley or motor trolley.
The details of inspection to be carried out by above officials is given in chapter 1 of IRPWM.
2.2. Inspection of geometrical features such as longitudinal/cross levels, alignment etc.
It is to examine condition of track geometry parameters and to ensure that the track parameters are under
prescribed limits (Floating and Loaded condition).
Manual inspection by SSEs and JEs, and ADENs etc. at various laid down intervals for recording track
parameters to attend them in due course of time- FLOATING CONDITION.
For measurement under loaded conditions Track Recording Cars are deployed over IR network to record
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geometrical parameters of track. The reporting in TRC is SD and peak based. On the basis of peaks of
particular parameter the track is graded upon its condition. In TRC, recorded data is also analysed
statistically for deployment of Track machines and for technical studies.
2.3. Inspection of condition of ballast and sub grade.
Manual inspection by SSEs and JEs, and ADENs etc. to examine condition of ballast and sub grade so as
to establish its affect on retention of track parameters and also to establish affect of caked up ballast
cushion on assets like sleepers, Rails etc.
2.4. Inspection of special features such as bridges, cuttings, embankments, Railway Affecting works
(RAW), Railway Affecting Tanks (RAT).
Manual scheduled inspection of all these assets by different P-Way officials as Keyman, SSE, JE, ADENs
etc. to examine the stability of above structures and to prevent any mishap by assessing early signs of
failure. This inspection is also supplemented by specialised inspections by Bridge wing team, if required.
2.5. Inspection for detection of rail failures-rail fractures/weld failures.
Manual inspection by keyman, patrolman and during winters by cold weather patrolmen, for timely
detection of rail failures and stop movement of trains in case of emergency.
2.6. Preventive inspection for rail flaws.
Ultrasonic flaw detection by using hand held trolleys with manual operators to timely detect rail flaws so as to
prevent rail/weld failures by timely changing rails and imposing speed restrictions if required. For USFD
testing of welds hand probing is done. In this method human dependence is high and progress is low.
Thus we can see that out of all the above different inspections as described above keyman inspection is
the most common inspection and is conducted daily over the entire stretch of Indian railways .
The most important and predominant feature of these inspections are that these are done manually
which is very subjective, depends a lot on individuals' perception whether he consider particular level of
shortcoming is a deficiency or not.
Also this involves serious risk to human life as keyman inspection and all other manual inspections are
done while trains are running on track this will become more dangerous and greater safety hazard with
increasing sectional speeds as faster moving trains will give shorter reaction time to inspecting officials
moving on track.
Thus it is essential and important for IR to switch over from human dependent manual track Inspection
system to Technology dependent automated track inspection.
3.

Inspection facilities being adopted world over.
In addition to measurement and recording of physical track geometry parameters under loaded
conditions following additional parameters are being measured using automated systems at speeds up
to 200 Kmph. The frequency of measurement by various systems depends on the requirement, speed of
route, retentively of maintenance inputs and maintenance cycle. All the additional subsystems being
used can be mounted on the same track geometry measurement car and all measurements are
synchronised. Thus it gives the information on reasons for defect in physical track parameters.
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3.1. Rear window and Driver's view Video Recording for condition monitoring of track features
Two cameras are mounted on both end of the car to provide appearance of track in front and behind of the
car. The cameras are equipped with LED lighting to give good quality picture in all lighting conditions. The
cameras can be mounted inside the coach on special window in the instrumentation hall or outside the
coach in a protective mounting arrangement.The view of one camera is given in the picture below.

The software has capability for deep levels of data integration to view images from cameras with precise
location on the track and simultaneously synchronizing and stamping the data from other subsystems
e.g data from track geometry or acceleration measurement subsystem. The image of one track feature
(Level Crossing) is shown in the figure below. Following information can be printed on the image of the
track feature.
Date of Recording 12.02.2018
TRC No. TRC-7973
Railway: EasternDivision: HWH Section HWH-MGS
Location of Track feature: 123 KM 231.08 meter
Left Axle Vertical Acceleration : 0.22g Left Axle Lateral acceleration :0.19g
Right Axle Vertical Acceleration : 0.24
Right Axle Lateral acceleration :0.21g
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3.2. Condition Monitoring of Track Components using Video Cameras with LASER scanners
A number of cameras are installed on the bogie of track recording coach with fabricated mounting
arrangements and configured to capture the images of defects in rails, sleepers, fastenings and ballast.
The cameras are equipped with LED lighting for sharp image capturing in different lighting conditions. For
identification and measurement of certain defects LASER scanners are also used along with video
cameras e.g for measurement of lack or excess of ballast, concrete sleeper spalling and level of ballast
the LASER scanners are essential. The typical mounting arrangement of track component video
monitoring system is shown in the figure below:

Typically 09 cameras are used with LASER for video inspection of track components. These cameras are
arranged to get consistent image. 02 cameras deliver the rail top image of left and right side. 04 cameras
delivers the four sides of left and right rail and 03 cameras delivers the ballast and sleeper view and top
view of fasteners. Following figures shows the arrangement of cameras.

Position of Top View Cameras

Position of 04 side Cameras
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Position of sleeper and Ballast cameras

The details of different parameters of various track components that can be measured using this system
with accuracy of measurement are given below:
i) Rails
a. Linear longitudinal defect (Crack on rail top) with minimum width of 1.0 mm and minimum length
of 10.0 mm. Linear transverse and gauge corner defects above 0.2mm x 0.9 mm.
b. Area defect (Squat & wheel burn etc.) with minimum area of 10 mm2
c. Joint gap measurement (Fish plated and SEJ)with minimum value of 2.0 mm
d. Misaligned and cupped weld detection & measurement with minimum value of 1.0mm on 150 mm.
ii) Sleepers
a. Crack in concrete sleeper with minimum width of 2 mm and minimum length 20 mm
b. Concrete sleeper misalignment with minimum rotation of 5.0 degree
c. Concrete sleeper spalling
d. Sleeper spacing with an accuracy of + 20 mm
e. Vertical level of sleepers w.r.t rail top with an accuracy of 2.0 mm
iii) Fastenings
a. Missing Clip
b. Missing/Shifted Rail Pad
c. Missing Anchor
d. Missing fishplate and bolts
e. Missing Liner.
f. Base plate crack check with minimum width of 0.5 mm and length of 10.0 mm
iv) Ballast
a. Excess or lack of ballast with in terms of area with minimum value of 0.5 m2. The area mentioned
is the top surface area of ballast where the ballast cushion is less or more w.r.t the specified
range of values.
b. Level of ballast w.r.t centre of sleeper with minimum value of 25 mm.
c. Detection of axle counters, Dancing sleepers, Foreign objects, SEJ, Switches & Crossings and
Level Crossings,
d. Vegetation check
e. Excess of Mud/Dry mud
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3.3. Condition Monitoring of Turnouts
Presently the measurement of turn out parameters is being done manually under floating condition. It is
important to measure these turn out parameters under loaded condition at the maximum permissible
speed on turnout. The system shall be capable of sampling the complete cross sectionof turnout at
sampling interval if 20 mm to give damage of tongue. System for monitoring of turnouts is composed of
cameras & Lasers and inertial system. The system has three LASERS on each rail side and is partially
superimposed. The field of view is extended laterally and vertically to cover all relevant elements of
turnout including the open tongue and frog zone. The inertial pack consists of 3 accelerometers and 3
gyros. The parameters to be measured needs to be specified. The system allows to measure 25 metre
wavelength measurement down to 10 Kmph. A sample report of turn out measurement parameters on
main line and branch line is given in figures below.
Main wheel set guidance parameters reports

Branch line Parameter Report

Main line parameter Report

3.4. Subjective assessment of track quality through measurement of accelerations at axle box level in
revenue trains.
Presently on IR the accelerations are being measured at coach floor level on pivot of the bogie.
Measurement of acceleration at this location gives the acceleration dully compensated by primary and
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secondary suspension of the bogie. Thus these accelerations are
relevant for riding comfort in coach but does not give the true
picture of track defects. On many foreign railways the
accelerations are also being measured at axle box level for realistic
subjective assessment of track defects. The acceleration at axle
box level will have higher frequency and magnitude but these will
be directly related to track defects provide there is no wheel flat and
bearings of axle box are in good state of maintenance. In German
Accelerometer on axle Box
Railways the axle box level accelerations are being measured
through unattended systems mounted in revenue trains on daily basis. These accelerometers can be
mounted in regular Track Recording cars also. The accelerometer mounted on axle box is shown in the
figure on right. However before using axle box mounted acceleration measurement systems, the limiting
values of accelerations corresponding to vertical and lateral track defects needs to be fixed through
detailed correlation analysis between vertical and lateral accelerations and vertical and lateral track
parameters for realistic assessment of track defects on the basis of acceleration at axle box level. After
establishing limiting values of axle box level acceleration values the monitoring of track health can be
done by unattended systems mounted in dedicated trains running on same route periodically.
3.5. Wear and condition monitoring of rails using LASER based profile measurement systems
Rail profile and wear measurement can be performed by the same set of LASERS and Cameras being
used for track parameter measurement. The image of full rail section is acquired using two LASRs and
two Cameras for each rail. The acquired image is superimposed on preloaded new rail profile and wear is
calculated using image processing software. Thus if rail wear measurement is integrated with tracc
geometry the hardware sensor cost is nil. Thus normally wear measurement and track recording
systems are procured as integrated systems. For location reporting synchronisation also the signal from
track geometry measurement are used. Complete sensor beam to be mounted on bogie of TRC coach
for track geometry and rail profile & wear measurement is shown in the figure below.
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Superimposition of measured rail profile on new rail profile and parameters which can be derived through
super imposition is shown in the figure below

3.6. Identification of presence of any obstacle in maximum moving dimension envelop of railroad
through video imaging using rotating camera.
The clearance measurement system is a non-contact measuring system, which performs laser
scanning and determines the clearance profiles with reference to the track axis. Advanced software
algorithms ensure the detection of obstacles in maximum moving dimension envelop of particular
railway. The measurement is performed by a laser beam, which is emitted from a diode laser and
directed towards the objects by a rotating mirror. The reflected light allows detecting accurately the
distance to the object. The LASER and Camera can be mounted on rear end of TRC recording coach or
between two coaches. A tentative mounting location of sensor is shown in the figure below.

The data from the clearance measurement system can be integrated and synchronised with video
inspection system to verify the object infringing the MMD envelop. The clearance obstacle is identified
and reported online. The standard MMD envelop will be uploaded so that obstacle in envelop is
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superimposed on the MMD envelop.The system can display the following parameters online.
i) Track level inclination
ii) Predefined clearance profile
iii) Check detected profile with predefined MMD envelop
iv) Distance between track centres in case of double line track
v) Video system acquisition
A typical sample report of clearance measurement report of Russian railway is shown in the figure
below.

4.

Benefits of Automated Inspection Systems
i) Due to elastic behaviour of track the health assessment of various track parameters and track
components is essential under loaded dynamic conditions to ensure safety and comfort, which is
not feasible with manual inspection methods, which are done in static and floating condition.
ii) The manual inspection is subjective and will depend on human competence and assessment, thus
varies from person to person. The automated inspection is based on well-established logics and
predefined values.
iii) The manual inspection is time consuming and some times not feasible due to varying atmospheric
conditions.
iv) Synchronisation of various track defects is not feasible in manual inspection.
v) Manual inspection is time consuming and thus frequency of inspection is more, which is not
desirable in view of heavy axle load and traffic density.
vi) With frequent inspection the defect propagation pattern can be observed and remedial measure can
be taken well in time.
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vii) The automated inspection results can be fed in Track Management System directly for planning
maintenance requirements, whereas manual inspection measurements are required to be fed in the
TMS through manual interface.
5.

Conclusion :
Considering the above benefits, it is proposed that initially IR shall adopt the automated track inspection
techniques along with manual inspection methods. After assessing the accuracy and reliability of
automated inspection techniques, the manual inspection shall be discontinue in phased manner.

6.

Planning of Indian Railway
i) IR has initiated for acquisition of 03 integrated Track Inspection and Monitoring system having the
capabilities discussed in para 3.0 except turnout inspection system. The inclusion of turnout
measurement system in future procurement of ITMS shall be considered as turnout measurement
under loaded dynamic condition is very important for safety and comfort point of view.
ii) IR has planned to acquire 4 more integrated Track monitoring systems and these have been
incorporated in the Budget for the financial year 2018-19.
iii) IR has planned to acquire 16 P.Way inspection systems having capability for video inspection of
track components, rear window video recording of track features with subjective assessment of
track parameters through acceleration measurement at axle box level.
iv) IR has planned 40 unattended acceleration measurement systems for monitoring of acceleration at
axle box level in revenue trains (Rajdhani Trains).
v) Work has been initiated and is also under planning to conduct Ground Penetration Radar survey to
assess and analyse ballast bed condition for kilometres where Deep screening is due and shall be
due in next 2 years.

c

vvv
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Rail infrastructure is a relatively simple engineering asset, however with very high utilisation demands,
minimal redundancy and with maintenance restricted to very limited periods, inspection and maintenance
tasksareexpensive, disruptive and open to safety concerns.
Balfour Beatty Rail's aim is to improve the passenger experience, creating better journeys by increasing
network capacity, improving reliability and making our railways more efcient and sustainable. Minimising the
time spent on track, whilst maximising the understanding of its condition is key and in recent years the digital
revolution has allowed some signicant improvements in how infrastructure information is gathered and
analysed. In particular, solutions are now available that capture information without affecting normal
operations and allow many of the inspection tasks traditionally undertaken on the trackside to be carried out in
the ofce, sometimes allowing a large amount of automation to be used.
This paper looks at how this increase in monitoring is delivering value for the infrastructure owner and how
some recent developments are set to offer a step change improvement in the management of track
maintenance.
The business case for more frequent measurement
Around 65% of the life cycle cost of railway infrastructure is associated with operation and maintenance, over
what is normally a very prolonged period. There are particular challenges as railways age,where more
monitoring and maintenance is needed. If the overall costs of infrastructure ownership are to be well managed
this is an essential area to address. But how well is it managed?
The gure below shows harmonized benchmarking results from 14 rail operators in Europe – each bar. The
results show an average cost of Eur73.9k per km for maintenance, typically split 50/50 between renewals and
maintenance – conrming it's an expensive business. But the results also show huge variability, with the best
network owners spending 50% less than the average and the worst 100% more. For many railways there is
huge scope for improvement.
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Ref: UIC LICB Benchmarking Study

What is it that the best do that makes such a difference? Analysis shows that a common aspect is their
signicant use of asset management and condition monitoring, having better information with which to drive
the maintenance process.
It has been estimated that the additional cost of collecting and managing the data for an improved
understanding is 2% to 3% of the cost of maintenance. But a range of studies have shown that, properly
implemented such improved understanding can deliver a 10% to 20% maintenance cost reduction - a
signicant return on investment. It is not surprising therefore that this is an area that has become very
important to network owners.
A step change in infrastructure measurement
Maintaining intensively used networks presents some unique challenges, particularly where infrastructure is
in tunnels. With access for maintenance work restricted to just a few hours in the early morning, the precious
time available for remedial work should not be spent looking to see what needs to be done, but on doing it.
Autonomous infrastructure measurement systems, small enough to t to a normal service train and fully
automated, offer a step change in track management. Such systems decimate the cost of measurement, but
more importantly they allow much more frequent monitoring, providing an early indication of developing faults
and a clearer understanding of deterioration rates to help with decision making.
The improved information helps both reliability and cost by ensuring that maintenance is carried out at the
optimum time, sometimes early, where a targeted repair can be seen to be cost effective or essential to retain
performance, and sometimes, where safe, later when it is possible to cluster the work with other requirements
to maximize the access opportunity.
By measuring in service train paths for dedicated measurement trains are avoided, further maximizing the
use of the limited maintenance window, and more of the inspection process is moved from the track to the
ofce, allowing work to be planned more thoroughly and so better delivered.
For these reasons the UK Department for Transport is now mandating the inclusion of autonomous
infrastructure measurement for new eets of trains. For example the IEP eet being delivered in the UK by
Hitachi will include fteen trains with TrueTrak™ autonomous track geometry measurement systems designed
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into the vehicle from new.
The new Crossrail eet being built by Bombardier will also include autonomous infrastructure measurement
for track, overhead line, signalling balises and noise. When these trains enter service they will be the most
comprehensive autonomous infrastructure measurement passenger vehicles in the world.
Automated Visual Inspection
Technology is also helping with visual inspection, traditionally a manual process, with signicant benets, as
shown by Network Rail's PLPR (Plain Line Pattern Recognition) project. By combining high-resolution
cameras and cutting-edge pattern recognition software to automate the detection of track defects
OmniVision®improves both the quality and safety of the inspection process. Five trains are equipped and
inspect the majority of the UK network at speeds up to 200kph. The high resolution images are then
automatically analysed, integrated with track geometry measurementsto enable a cross correlation and
candidate defects presented for manual conrmation and reporting to maintenance engineers within 48 hours,
all from the safety of the ofce.
Image acquisition is undertaken using a series of high resolution line scan cameras tted to the vehicle underbody which, coupled with high intensity LED illumination, provides excellent imaging of track components
irrespective of vehicle speed and a wide variety of environmental conditions. The high intensity allows
consistency of lighting such that inspectors say they cannot tell if images are collected during the day or night.

Using advanced machine vision algorithms the system is able to automatically recognise and categorise
defects based on user dened business rules. For example, the system will detect a missing fastener, but can
also be congured to generate a report when a number of missing fasteners have been detected within a
section of track.
OmniVision® is congured to inspect/detect track assets and defects for validation. Advanced geometric
pattern matching determines the location of known asset and defect types regardless of size, orientation,
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shading or part occlusion. Typical objects include:
= Missing fasteners
= Rail joints
= Rail clamps
= Rapid changes in rail running band
= Railhead surface defects e.g. squats, wheel burns, joint gaps and breaks
= Defective sleepers
= Excess and decient ballast
= Fixed assets requiring detailed inspection such as level crossings
= Tie Bars

The concept of compound defects is used to combine multiple defects and business rules to reduce manual
processing time and prioritise work areas. Advanced detection and reporting algorithms are applied which
condense a large number of sub-faults into a single category. Examples include: multiple missing fasteners
(excluding single fastener faults); detailed crack analysis; and high/low ballast conditions.Business rules are
also applied in conjunction with data from other systems such as track geometry, prioritising defects where the
track geometry is also affected. Rail prole, thermal imaging or even geo-fences identied by a positioning
system can also be used.
For the Network Rail PLPR project, OmniVision® is designed to inspect 16000 miles every 4 weeks, and has
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been in operation since 2011. The condence in the system, process and safety case has allowed the project
to remove the need for continuous manual inspection, enabling the redeployment of 700 track inspectors and
using 40 ofce based veriers, improving safety, and yielding a £7M p.a. cost saving.
Surveying for Asset Inventory, Design and Maintenance Delivery
OmniSurveyor3D® is a unique system that is based upon high resolution digital images and a high precision
positioning system that includes differential GPS, tachometer and a high grade Inertial Measurement Unit. The
software allows users to undertake accurate three-dimensional measurements using the points and pixels in
the laser and video data and acquire and validate asset information from the imagery. The system can be used
for asset inventories, planning of possessions or site excursions and, by adding new, virtual assets signal
sighting, design verication and route familiarisation.
The system has been used extensively in signalling scheme design projects for Network Rail in the UK. The
provision of both an asset inventory and track centre line data form the basis of 'as is' CAD diagrams and is
particularly useful in the planning of a renewal project. The 'to-be' design can also be modelled using
placement into the survey video of 3D asset representations. The software and data has proven to be useful
across disciplines including maintenance, electrication and operations.
The newly developed OmniCapture3DMobile Mapping System now makes data collection easy for
international customers. This latest generation survey system, based on 20 years of experience, utilises two
high speed laser prolers and integrates them with an inertial measurement unit and imaging into a single
chassis enclosure. The measurement system is transportable, can be own around the world and can be tted
in minutes once a custom mounting bracket has been attached to the vehicle.
All sensors are fully synchronised to enable the
acquisition of high density, high accuracy point
clouds. Each laser prole records 1 million points
per second with 200 scan lines per second, whilst
the inertial measurement unit records position and
provides dynamic compensation for recorded data.
Use of the two prolers provides a simultaneous
fore/aft view of the network and allows for a higher
measurement speed.The imaging system adds
context to the scene in the form of 4K, HD, linescan, infra-red or spherical camera views.
The high resolution images and the precise
locational positioning of each frame provide a very
accurate 3D measurement capability. The laser
scanning data is synchronised to the video and can
be overlaid. Measurements can also be taken from
the laser scan data.
The resulting data can be used to support asset identication, work planningand it is even possible to add
virtual assets into the imagery and a wide range of existing asset models are available. This unique capability
provides a view of what the modied infrastructure will look like and allows for assessments such signal
sighting, checks on clearances for new structures and placement of temporary plant and materials. It is also
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possible to overlay third par ty
datasets such as track geometry or
ground penetrating radarto help
with root cause identication.
OmniSurveyor3D was rst used in
the UK railway industry in 1998 and
has developed to meet the specic
needs of rail users in different roles.
It now has over 1100 users who use
it on a daily basis to save time and
cost, as well as improving safety on
various projects ranging from new
builds to asset management. Network Rail have identied that it has reduced on site activities by 30% and
improved design efciency by 30% from:
= Signicant reductions in the need for track visits.
= Reductions in the use of safety-critical resources and maintenance vehicles.
= Increased safety for employees and contractors.
= A greater understanding of the network and asset locations.
Visualising condition
More frequent measurement and a desire for earlier identication of faults places greater demands on data
management systems. These must be highly automated and ensure excellent positional repeatability - is that a
series of defects, or just one inaccurately located?
DataMap™ is a condition visualisation system, built on a location based model of the network, which includes
techniques for highly accurate and automated alignment of data. For London Underground, which uses a
combined GPS and tag based location reference (due to tunnel sections), a location accuracy of better than
0.5m is achieved.
Central to the approach is a link node model of the railway. Each link is a unique section of track that connects
two nodes and all data is mapped onto the model at the appropriate location. This allows a much more holistic
view of data, spatially synchronized. All data types, including video frames, proles of running rails or
structures, ballast proles, geometry, corrugation,
overhead line, ultrasonic results can be visualised
together. This level of visualisation is particularly
useful for the engineer who wants to examine
multiple data types for correlations in order to get to
the root cause of a problem.
A typical display is shown below. Each of the
windows is synchronized by location to allow a rapid
assessment of condition at any point where a
problem is indicated.
Data visualisation is not restricted to the paths taken
by recording vehicles. A user can dene any
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contiguous path of interest on the model and DataMap™ will stitch together the latest available data for that
path, link by link. The system will, if required, use data from different vehicles and different recording dates to
present the most recent composite view.
With vehicle captured video, it is even possible to perform a virtual track walk in the comfort of the ofce with
all measurement data synchronized with the video frames, allowing a stop, start, forward and reverse
assessment with more information than being on site. In this context, DataMap™ can reduce track-walking
costs dramatically and is ideal for monitoring heavily trafcked or remote sections of a network.
Parameters can be combined to provide appropriate track quality indices. Examples include grinding
compliance and rail quality indices based on interpretation of total wear of rail measured from rail prole and
corrugation. For managers, quality indices provide the ideal tool for monitoring overall track condition, whether
maintenance is undertaken 'in-house' or contracted out, including for work quality acceptance and warranty
management. Security and region denitions ensure that users only see the data that they are allowed to and
that they only perform the functions they are privileged to access.
The system has proved very effective in the early identication and precise targeting of faults, saving time and
cost by allowing a more focussed repair and often avoiding the need for a temporary speed restriction.
Combined with autonomous measurement an assessment of the effectiveness of overnight maintenance is
very easy and is often possible the next day.
Conclusions
The high cost of rail infrastructure maintenance and the difculty of access for remedial work
present challenges for all railways, particularly as they age.
= Better asset management offers huge scope for both performance improvement and cost
reduction.
= As the cost of measurement reduces and the importance of the information gathered increases
the future for good infrastructure management will inevitably see more things being measured
more frequently.
=
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Synopsys:
In recent years the sensor devices have become cheaper and hence application of sensing technologies has
expanded rapidly. This has led to a rapid expansion in condition monitoring of systems, structures, vehicles,
and machinery using sensors. The recent advances in networking technologies such as wireless
communication and mobile networking coupled with the technology to integrate devices has widen the arena
of condition monitoring. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) can be used for monitoring the railway fixed
infrastructure such as bridges, rail tracks, tunnels. The application is equally applicable for vehicle health
monitoring such as chassis, bogies, wheels, hydraulic and pneumatic pressures etc of locomotives, coaches
and wagons.
Indian Railway with a fleet of nearly thousand Track machines is among the proud owners of largest number of
such machines on the world Railway system. The sensor technology can also be used for monitoring track
and track machine parameters to effectively manage track maintenance as well as track machine
maintenance. Application of wireless sensor network for monitoring track and track machines is unique
application where we monitor fixed infrastructure (track) and moving infrastructure (track machine) using this
technology.
This paper elaborates the recent trial conducted in North Central Railway in consultation with Railway Board
and RDSO for GPS based real time remote monitoring system on Tamping Express 3954 machine on
Allahabad division. This system provides the web based on line condition monitoring of track maintenance
and effective working of track machine.
1.0 INTRODUCTION:
Effective management of rail infrastructure can be done by development, upgrading, and expansion of
intelligent network which gives continuous health condition of assets. A key part of the management in
future will be condition monitoring of assets. Condition monitoring detects and identifies deterioration in
infrastructure before the deterioration causes a failure. In simple condition monitoring, sensors monitor
the condition of a structure or machinery. If the sensor readings reach a predetermined limit or fault
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condition, then an alarm is activated. However, this simplistic approach may lead to a large number of
false alarms and missed failures. It only provides local analysis but does not take advantage of the
superior capabilities when the sensors are networked and their data processed collectively. Integrated
data processing allows an overall picture of an asset's condition to be achieved and overall condition
trends to be determined.
Each sensor node generally has a radio transceiver, a small microcontroller, and an energy source,
usually a battery. WSNs and data analytics allow the railways to turn data into intelligence. They provide
decision support through continuous real-time data capture and analysis to identify faults. The data from
distributed systems such as sensor networks are constantly monitored.
WSN monitoring can be used to:
(1) Maintain process tolerances;
(2) Verify and protect machine, systems and process stability;
(3) Detect maintenance requirements;
(4) Minimize downtime;
(5) Prevent failures and thus saves money and time;
(6) Decide maintenance based on the prediction of failure rather than running to a standard fixed
schedule or being done after the actual failure.
2.0 SENSOR DESIGN:
Various types of sensors are used in Railway condition monitoring for analyzing different aspects of
structures and machineries. In the case of sensors, the device typically converts a measured
mechanical signal into an electrical signal. Most railway sensors fall under the umbrella type micro
electro mechanical systems (MEMS). MEMS are small, integrated devices, or systems that combine
electrical and mechanical components. While choosing sensors for Railway field application, following
main aspects should be kept in mind
1. The sensors are robust and withstand shocks and harsh conditions.
2. They are efficient and economical at the same time.
3. Power consumption is minimal.
3.0 NETWORK DESIGN:
WSNs enable continuous real-time capture of data. However, WSNs need to be able to handle the
harshness of outdoor long term condition monitoring; often in hostile environments. They typically use
low-power sensors powered by batteries although further research is going on for exploring the use of
alternative power supplies such as local energy generation. Hence, the network to enable data capture
has to be carefully designed to overcome these factors and prevent transmission errors, network
outages, missing data, or corrupted data.
In designing the networks, many factors are to be considered for efficient transmission of data
3.1 Base Station:
The base station controls the sensor nodes and acts as a gateway for data transmission to a remote
server. The sensor nodes use short-range communication such as Wi-Fi or Bluetooth to transmit data to
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the base station. The base station uses long range communication such as GPRS or satellite to transmit
collated data back to a server at a control center.
3.2 Relay Nodes:
Sensor nodes are generally having a short transmission range. If they cannot reach the base station, then
higher capability relay nodes may be used to transmit the data to base station.
3.3 Data Size:
The network routes the data through it. The size of the data transmission in network varies i.e. it may be in
bits, bytes, frames, packets, segments etc depending on the size of data to be transmitted by sensor
node, relay node, base station or control center. Accordingly devices should be chosen.
3.4 Sensor Placement:
The placement of sensors is constrained by the requirements of the monitoring and by the physical
environment. Sensor nodes can be arranged in either an adhoc or a pre planned conguration. In adhoc
arrangement, sensor nodes are randomly placed in the monitored area. In preplanned arrangement,
sensor nodes are arranged in either a grid, optimal placement , 2-D or 3-D placement.
3.5 Communications Medium:
There are many communication techniques used in WSNs in Railways. Inter sensor communications
and sensor to base station transmission are usually of short range. The base station transmits gathered
data back to the control center, and this requires long-range communication. WSNs can use
technologies based on standard mobile telephony (Bluetooth, GSM, GPRS etc) or broadband techniques
such as Wi-Fi & Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs).
3.6 Power Consumption:
The transceiver in the sensor node contains many components e.g. frequency synthesizers, mixers,
voltage control oscillators, phase-locked loops, and power ampliers. These all consume power. Thus,
data transmission and routing has to be carefully designed to minimize the energy usage.
4.0 MONITORING SYSTEM:
The data from sensors is treated as either a time series, where data are produced continuously or
periodically, or a sequence of readings where data is generated adhoc, for example, generated every time
a train passes. Condition monitoring can be performed continuously or periodically.
WSNs can be divided into two categories based on mobility, the xed network relates to sensor nodes in
xed locations such as bridges, tunnels, and special points, whereas the movable network relates to
sensor nodes attached to locomotives, track machines, coaches or rail wagons. The data for the
movable network are logged with accompanying GPS coordinates. Movable (on-board) sensors can
monitor the whole track length travelled by the train but only monitor the sections of the train where the
sensor nodes are attached. In contrast, track-mounted (xed) sensor nodes can measure the whole train
as it passes but only at specic points where the nodes are mounted on the track. This tradeoff needs to
be considered when designing the node placements.
5.0 A CASE STUDY OF NCR:
Here is a case study of the application of sensor technology in the field of track machines. This study
discusses the trials conducted in North Central Railway in consultation with Railway Board & RDSO for
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GPS based real time
remote monitoring system
on one of Tamping Express
Machine - 3954 deployed
in Allahabad division.
The main objective of
Tamping Machine Remote
Monitoring Unit (TMRMU)
system is data acquisition,
monitoring and reporting
in real time of the core
parameters that indicate
tamping performance and
machine health status
Figure 1: System overview
along with the location
data using GPS module.
GPS (location data) add credibility to the tamping performance data (obtained from various sensors)
which when transmitted over GSM network enables real time monitoring and control of the tamping
activities being performed in the field. The system overview is detailed in the Fig.1.
All recorded data from sensor network is stored in the TMRMU. In case of the GSM network
failure/unavailability, data is re-transmitted whenever the GSM network is restored/available again so that
no loss of data takes place. The transmitted data is stored over cloud so that it is available through
internet to all authorized users, thus offering secure, easily understandable and accurate information of
tamping activities in the field.
5.1 Facility for recording of data and viewing in graphical and chart mode:
This transmitted data is used by the authorized user to remotely analyze with the help of auto generated
graphs and tabular reports. The entry in the system is only to authorised person and secured through
password. The information transmitted by TMRMU can be viewed on GVI (General Visual Interface) in
the desired format of table, graph etc. The information can also be filtered for viewing and analysing. This
enables secure access and easy analysis of the tamping activities.
The TMRMU system is also equipped with a mobile App to enable tamping personnel to manually key-in
the Tamping machine number, Railway Division and Section, Date, Up/Down track, Kilometer Reference
details via their cell phones and thus they can also associate themselves and the machinery with which
they are working.
5.2 Capturing of Pre and Post Tamping Track data:
For getting the track and machine parameters, this system has been equipped to acquire and transmit the
core parameters from different parts of track machine. All Hydraulic pressures and temperatures of
various system of machine have been obtained by using sensors where as electrical digital parameter for
track has been trapped through transducers and connectors provided on machine. The system is able to
access all core tamping parameters and at relays the data and the GPS coordinates to a central server at
specific interval. Maximum 40 input ports have been provided to capture data at present.
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Table 1: Input Parameters recorded:

Table 2: Machine Working Parameters:

5.3 Static Manual Feeding:
Date, machine number, block section, line (Up/Dn) and location (Km) is to be fed in by machine operator
every day through mobile or laptop. There is also a provision for viewing and monitoring the live
parameters and also to enter the operator data. Further data may also be filled in before start of actual
working.
Track Machine No.:
Railways:Division:
Date:
Operator Name:
Section:
Block Section:
Direction:Location (Km/TP wise):
Block duration:
Mode of tamping –
Design Mode/Smoothening Mode

From_________ to_________
From_________ to_________ Total _____________
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5.4 Features of the On-Board Equipment:
This system has some specific OBE (On Board Equipment), which are required for data acquisition and
converting the electrical value into digital mode for transmitting and evaluating by end viewer. Details of
items used in the system for tamping express 3954 are detailed below:= Operating Voltage – 12V / 24 V
= GSM/GPRS 2.5G (Internal), External GPS (IP67, magnetic mount)
= CAN interface – J1939 standard, RS485 interface – MODBUS – for converting analogue signals to
digital signals.
= 40 Analog inputs – Range +10V to -10V. Resolution – 3 mv
= Digital inputs - Range 0 - 32 VDC
= 2 PWM inputs: Frequency 0 – 10 KHz, 0 – 10VDC
= Ingress protection – IP4x
= EN50155 compliance
A sample view of OBE unit provided on Tamping Express 3954 for trial vide letter of Director/TM-III/RDSO
vide No. TM/TM/T-Exp/Pt.IV dated 26.03.2015 is as below. The device has been working satisfactorily.

Figure -2 Installation view in Tamping Express 3954

5.5 Tracking of Machine Location
Track machine location can be traced through GPS map for various modes like OFF Status, Running
Status and Working Status as detailed below:-

Figure -3 Status of Machine on maps – (Machine in off status – Red status)
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5.5.1 Status of Machine on maps - Machine in off status – Red status
When the machine is not in starting mode it will indicate the status as red pointer on GPS map as well as
point indication in dash board.

Figure -4 Status of Machine on maps – (Machine in transit for block – Yellow status)

5.5.2 Machine in transit for block – Yellow status
When the machine is offered for block working, it will indicate as yellow on GPS map as well as point
indication in dash board.

Figure -5 Status of Machine on maps – (Tamping work in progress – Green status)

5.5.3 Tamping work in progress – Green status
When the actual tamping work is in progress, it will give indication in green colour on GPS map as well as
point indication in dash board.
5.6 Track & Machine parameters – Real time and static view
Core track and machine parameters can be seen in real time or in static mode. Separate windows have
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been provided for track and machine parameters. These parameters can also be viewed through tamping
section in Dashboard page. Threshold values for recorded data are set for analysing for performance of
track maintenance.
– General_lift(mm)
– Post_tamping_Alignment(mm)
– Post_Tamping_Cross_Level(mm)
– Post_Tamping_Longitudinal_Level_
– Post_Tamping_Longitudinal_Level_
– Pre_Tamping_Cross_Level(mm)
– Squeezing_pressure(bar)
– Squeezing_time(sec)[-0.1.1.2]
– Sup_elev_target_value(mm)
– Tamping_Depth(mm)
– Target_Versine(mm)

Fig.6 Pre tamping cross level and post tamping cross level

5.6.1 Input parameters – All input
parameters given in table-1
can be viewed to ensure
proper setting and feeding of
various machine input as per
track to be tamped. For
appreciation, Pre tamping
cross level and post tamping
cross level along with GPS
position of tamped location
is as shown in Fig 6.
Fig.7 System pressure and big squeezing counter pressure

Fig.8 Squeezing time
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5.6.2 Machine Working Parameters – All the machine parameters given in table-2 can be viewed and
analysed. For appreciation, System pressure and big squeezing counter pressure along with GPS
position of tamped location is shown in Fig 7 and squeezing time is shown in Fig 8.
5.7 Data Sheet Generation and Report
5.7.1 Report can be generated in the excel format for the work done (Parameter and date has to be selected) for
offline viewing. Report can be generated from Dashboard page by exporting details for any particular
date or block and performance can be analyzed for desired parameters.

Fig.9 Working Hours

5.7.2 Daily, weekly and monthly reports for tamping activities can be extracted in desired format for evaluating
the progress of machine. Fig.9 shows an example for daily tamping hours.
5.7.3 Highlighting of Irregularities
Irregularities in tamping activity can be highlighted by comparing the present value against the pre
defined and fed thresholds values.
Irregularities for Post tamping cross level are displayed with red spots in Fig 10. Threshold of 0 – 5 mm
are given. Threshold values used are only for testing purpose and actual values have to be defined as per
the manual provisions/standard of maintenance.

Fig.10 Irregularities for Post tamping cross level

5.8 COST OF System:
The cost of Wireless Sensor Network ( WSN) depends on many factors e.g.(a) The type of information needed and hence the type of sensors to be used
(b) Data needed continuously or on adhoc basis
(c) Location of set up of network
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(d) Availability of power source for sensor nodes
(e) Importance of information and hence need of back up system etc
WSNs is still a developing field on Indian Railway and hence initial cost is slightly high. However, once it is
used on wider scale, cost will come down drastically. For a trial Tamping Machine Remote Monitoring
Unit (TMRMU) system used in NCR for remote monitoring of Tamping Express Machine-3954 the cost is
approx 10-12 lac.
6.0 CONCLUSION:
The WSN must be reliable and accurate to enable effective condition monitoring even in harsh and
inaccessible environments but must also be cost effective. It is possible to translate the sensor data from
WSN into relevant and clear information to enable decision support in the railway infrastructure for
deciding maintenance lifecycle.
This paper has reviewed the applicability of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) on Track Machine for
condition monitoring and optimizing of track maintenance. Until recently, railway inspection has been
visually performed but this only examines objects supercially and intermittently, and the analysis needs
to be interpreted by an expert, who can be subjective. Sensors are objective and can provide data from
the entire object (including internally) to allow the whole object's health to be fully assessed and to
analyze its durability and remaining life time.
Track machine remote monitoring is the need of time for proper monitoring as the machines have
become indispensible and its optimum utilization is a prime objective in present mechanized era of
Railway Track maintenance. It is expected that this system (TMRMU) will become useful tool for Track
maintenance management system in Indian Railways.
7.0 Recommendation:
There are a number of promising directions for improvement in condition monitoring of assets in the
railways through this technology. Some of these are detailed below(i) At present number of machines are increasing manifold so monitoring of actual movement, working
and performance is essential so this system of TMRMU can be provided on all other machines after
successful trial of the system on tamping express in NCR.
(ii) Failure analysis, trouble shooting and monitoring of preventive maintenance can also be
incorporated in the system.
(iii) Location of actual defect with reference to transmission pole is to be incorporated in RDSO
specification.
7.1 There is further scope for research in this field, some of which are(i) Development of Holistic integrated systems which provide near real-time information and alerts can
be developed.
(ii) Development of smart sensors.
(iii) Security of Sensor Networks.
(iv) Development of Standard of data collection and processing.
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ON HAND TRAINING ON TAMPING SIMULATOR
FOR OPTIMIZING TRACK MAINTENANCE
BY TRACK MACHINES
By
Rajesh Kumar Agrawal, CE/TMC/NCR
Satya Prakash Mishra, Principal/IRTMTC
Bhavesh Kumar Bhardwaj, Chief Instructor/IRTMTC

1.0
2.0

Synopsis: Indian Railways
Indian railway is one of the longest railway and the largest passenger carrier (>8 billion) in the world.
Though the group 'A' track on Indian Railways has the speed potential of 160 km/h but most of the
Superfast/Mail/Express trains are running at a speed much below this speed except Rajdhani and
Shatabdi Express which are running above 130km/h.
To enhance further the speed, a new vision of high speed was unveiled by Government of India in the budget
year 2016-2017 as Mission Raftaar. This mission envisages doubling the average speed of freight trains
and an increase of 25km/h in average speed of Superfast/Mail/Express trains in next ve years. This was
achieved soon when Indian Railways started its rst semi-high-speed train as Gatimaan Express on 5th
April 2016 between Hazarat Nizamuddin and Agra Cantonment stations with a maximum speed of 160
km/h. With this, Indian Railways has started to expand its wings towards High speed trains. Further, an
MOU has been signed by the Government of India and Japan for the Mumbai - Ahmedabad High-Speed
Rail Corridor for running of Bullet trains at a speed potential of 320 to 350 km/h.
Tracks for above speed will be laid on PSC sleepers and required to be maintained with tight tolerances.
Such heavy structures can be maintained by track machines only. Track machines are capable to
achieve these tolerances provided machines are well calibrated and the eld staff is well trained. Indian
Railway Track Machines Training Centre at Allahabad, N.C. Railway better known as
IRTMTC/ALLAHABAD has already been working as a nodal agency for imparting training to the eld
staff for optimizing track maintenance by track machines and to improve their working skills to maintain
these high speed track.
Towards achieving this goal, a 09-3D Tamping Simulator was recently commissioned on 23.11.2017
at IRTMTC, Allahabad. It is the rst simulator in the world having two different cabins to simulate Front
and Tamping Cabin of machine. This advance simulator will help the trainees to ameliorate their working
skills to achieve optimizing track maintenance by track machines.
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3.0

Introduction: At present tracks are being maintained by using Track machines. We are using various
track machines to perform different type of works on track i.e. Ballast cleaning machines, Track
tamping machines & also special purpose machines. Various Tamping machines which are used are
WST, VPR, DUO, MPT, UNIs, CSM, and Tamping Express (including Dynamic Tamping Express). There
are four important track parameters which are corrected by the use of tamping machines. These are –
Versine, Cross level, Twist & longitudinal level. Speed and safe running of train depends upon these four
parameters.
Maintenance with machine is highly a skill intensive task. It comprises of two different nature jobs- (1)
knowledge & understanding of machine, (2) skill of using its functions to obtain best results on track. If
a machine operator lacks in either of these two skills, machine cannot give optimum results. This
disparity between required and available skill can be sufced by this advance tamping simulator. The
on-hand training on this simulator will be an added advantage as there is no major difference between
machine and this simulator and operators can learn to operate machine up to its optimum capabilities.
This on-hand training will surly make them better operators than earlier.

4.0

Relation between track tolerances and safe speed:
In Civil Engineering Report No C-21 conducted by RDSO between Howrah and Kanpur in the curved
section following observations were made :

3.1

Cant Deficiency

From the above table, it is seen that even for a cant deciency of 150 mm the extent of steady wheel load
variations, lateral forces and lateral accelerations are quite low. For a cant deciency of 100 mm this
value is even lower being 0.055g only.
3.2

Alignment
A relation between alignment defects and the related lateral accelerations and forces is given below :

From above two tables, it is clear that effect of alignment defect is much more severe than the effect of
increase in cant deciency. So maximum possible cant deciency (from all consideration) should be
utilized to minimize the actual cant, as it is very difcult to maintain track of higher super elevation. For
maximum permissible speed cant should be decided after utilizing maximum possible cant deciency
with the use of the formula
Ca+Cd= GV2 /127R
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4.0

5.0

5.1

In addition to difculty in maintenance of track with higher cant, the possibility of developing twist in the
circular portion also increases with increase of cant. Twist creates off loading and on loading which is
not good for stability of the rolling stock.
With the help of DRP (Data Recording Processor) track parameters could be observed which are
achieved after tamping and accordingly optimization of various track parameters can be done. Safe
speed can accordingly be calculated by observing optimum values of track parameters possible in the
existing track.
Importance of tamping: Due to the passing of trains in the due course of time, track parameters start
deteriorating. Their deterioration if not rectied within time, leads to more deviation in the prescribed
value. Most precisely, tamping means “correction of track geometry” and is done to get equally
compacted sleeper supports of sufcient bearing capacity which results in improved load distribution
on several sleepers and thereby increases track stability with desired target track parameters required
for safe running of trains at desired speed.

Principle of Tamping: Machines are based on the principle of automatic working. Their working zones
can be divided into two domain i.e. Mechanical and Electrical/Electronics. These principles are
described in brief as belowMechanical Principle: Non-synchronous equal pressure principle is used for tamping. As per this
principle, all tamping tools apply the same pressure to the ballast, independent of their movement in the
ballast bed. That means equalization of surface pressure on all tools, and allows them to move
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5.2

6.0
7.0

independently in the ballast bed, equivalent to the resistance.
Electrical Principle: Principally machine automation works on “Closed Loop Control System”. A
Closed loop Control System is a control system which uses one or more feedback loops or paths
between its output and input.Actually it is an automatic control system in which an operation, process,
or mechanism is regulated by feedback.
Closed loop Control System
Limitations of Machines: Tamping machines deployed on Indian Railways are working with following
achievable tolerances regarding maintenance of parametersAdvanced systems introduced on new machines : New tamping machines which are at present being
introduced and working on Indian Railways are equipped with following new systems1. Automatischer Leit Computer/Automatic Guide Computer (ALC)

Input

Comparator

Error

Feedback

Measuring
Element

2. Computer Measurement System (CMS)
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Control
Action

Output

3. Computer Working System (CWS)
4. PLC (SPS) Diagnosis System
5. Data Recording Processor (DRP)
6. LASER Lining
8.0 Factors affecting quality of work: It is clear from the above discussion that track machines can work
near to perfection and desired track parameters are achievable by these machines. But these machines
are not being utilized up to their optimum capabilities and that's why, still track parameters are not being
maintained up to the desired quality with respect to the tolerances and retentivity. As IR is entering into
the era of semi-high speed trains, it is high time to learn for the maximum use of these
machines and at the same time to improve skill of operators. Improvement in
overall working of machine will comprise following four areas of concern.
8.1 Responsibility of P.Way officials: Responsibilities of P.way staff regarding
utilization of machines are well described in IRTMM & IRPWM. These
activities should be carried out accordingly for better results by machines.
8.2 Condition and Calibration of Machines- This item covers mainly lining,
leveling & tamping unit systems. These systems are described below:8.2.1 Leveling & Lining system: These two systems are independent but
controlled by the same unit. A combined unit known as Lining cum
Leveling unit (LLU) is used for maintaining lining & leveling parameters. This unit can work in horizontal
plane as well as in vertical plane independently.
Metered hydraulic ow moves the Lining cum Leveling Unit in horizontal plane for alignment while
metered hydraulic ow from two servo valves move Left & Right Rails independently in vertical planes.
Interestingly these all three independent movements take place simultaneously by the one Lining cum
Leveling Unit.
Leveling & Lining system is a closed loop system as discussed earlier where input is dependent on
output. In simple words it is also known as Machine-Machine Interface (MMI). A simple MMI for lining
system is shown below:In above gure Lining Transducer (LT) & Servo Valve are interlinked through a control PCB. When
machine stops on sleepers for alignment, LT has same value 'H' which is compared with desired value
'V' in PCB. Result from PCB may be positive, negative or Zero based on value of H. This deviation from V
is called error & this error drives a servo valve which slews the track to make V±H=0. As the value of H
changes, the resultant of PCB also changes & these changes take place until V±H=0. As resultant 'R' is
Zero, no correction to servo valve & no slew takes
place on track.
As discussed, Servo Valve & Lining Transducers
are interdependent and eliminate the error of track
without intervention of operator. That's why, it is
known as MMI. Here Lining Transducer (LT)
converts Mechanical Signal to Electrical Signal
where Servo Valve converts Electrical Signal to
Mechanical (Hydraulic) Signal. Printed Circuit
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Board (PCB) takes the responsibility of computation and Control. In lining & leveling, work is
accomplished in two domain:i) Measurement domain
ii) Execution domain
The execution domain must always follow the measurement domain and to achieve this, proper
calibration is required. A good Calibrated machine will have following graphs:These three graphs clearly show that more error will lead to more slew & '0' error means 'No slew'. This
is the fundamental principle of machine working. A machine can achieve the desired output only when it
is calibrated properly.

1 Versine signal generated by Lining Transducer

2 Hydraulic flow generated by Servo Valve

8.2.2 Tamping system :
The tamping units work according to the
asynchronous constant pressure tamping
principle. The tamping tools penetrate into the
ballast and perform a closing movement with
sinusoidal vibrations. Parameters of Tamping
system vary according to type of track and
machines. They are well described in Indian
3 Graph between hydraulic flow and
Railway Track Machine Manual (IRTMM) under
correction(Slew) applied to track in mm
Para no.206.
8.3 Mode of Working: Mode of working is the key to quality.
For leveling and lining machine works in two modes8.3.1 Smoothening mode
8.3.2 Precision or Design mode
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8.3.1 Smoothening Mode Tamping :
As name indicates, this mode of tamping does not eliminate errors completely but smoothens the
parameters and may improve the riding comfort. In leveling, 1/3 error is left after tamping while in 3point & 4-point lining methods, 1/3 & 1/6 error are left after tamping respectively.
8.3.2 Design Mode Tamping –
In design mode working, errors in track are completely eliminated. In fact, this is the only way to
maintain a high standard track for future Semi-high and High speed trains. P.Way ofcials are required to
carry out survey of track for slews and lifts. Proposed slews (FD values) and lifts (Target heights) are
marked on sleepers and then fed into the machines through Slew potentiometer & General lift
potentiometer respectively.
Design mode tamping can be carried out in both modes- 3-point & 4-point. A study in this regard has
been carried out by IRICEN/Pune in eld. The results of that study are tabulated below-

By observation of results it is clear that 3-point lining method is the best for design mode. In design
mode following data have to be fed in machine-

Feeding of data plays an important role in nal result of machine. Data feeding is a skill dependent
process, it varies man to man and therefore the results from the same machine may vary for two
different operators on the same track. ALC is a better alternative of data feeding as it is a program based
process instead of skill based. ALC can be used in Smoothening mode as well as in Design mode. By
using ALC in design mode, précised results can be achieved easily. ALC is discussed below8.3.3 Automatic Guide Computer (ALC) –
ALC, better known as “Win-ALC” is a software program for Lining and Leveling. This system is
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designed to enhance and improve the performance of tamping machines' lining and lifting systems. It
can be used worldwide by the different railways with the same efciency irrespective of their track
gauges.
ALC is a normal, on-board computer, used to rectify the lining and levelling parameters. Various
interfaces help the computer to collect data from the machine circuits and send processed data to the
machine circuits as input also. These inputs are received from two sections- (a) Feeding section (Feed
potentiometers) and (b) from track (actual parameters)
This processed data generates a proposed track. This proposed track can be seen on monitor with its
proposed parameters and if shown graph is found as per design then it can be implemented directly on
track during working. ALC has a facility that collected data can be copied and analysed on any other
computer having the ALC program installed.
In ALC only 3-point lining method is used.
8.3.1.1 Main Features of ALC: Main features of ALC are depicted belowa) Latest technologies for both hardware and software
b) Direct import of correction data values from various surveying trolleys (Trimble, Amberg, etc.)
c) 32-bit operating system
d) All data les can be imported/exported via USB or disks.
e) Simple graphical and tabular input
f) Self-explanatory screens and function keys
g) Results can be seen, stored & printed easily.
A view of ALC monitor is shown below-

8.3.3.2 Mode of Working by ALC: ALC can be worked in three modes as described belowa)Geometry method (In case of Known track geometry)
b)Front offset/level correction method
c)Measuring run method (When track geometry is not known)
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Either mode 1, known as Design mode or mode 3, known as Smoothening mode/ Measuring run
method can be used alone but mode 2 cannot be used alone. Mode 2, Front offset/level correction
method is used either with mode 1 or mode 3 and generally, it is used with Measuring run method.
How to use Geometry method- In the geometry method the target track geometry is entered into the
computer along with design data. For this method of working, the exact design and geometry
information must be known. Measuring run is not carried out as the computer automatically takes the
correct lining and lift information calculated from the data entered. This method is the best method of
working as no error is left in track after working.
Limitations of Geometry method- It can work only in the condition when Track geometry is known.
Therefore it is more useful on newly constructed track than running track.
How to use Measuring run method- The “Measuring run” method is used where the track data is not
known. The data for the track is obtained via a measuring run using the machines measuring system
prior to working. During or after the measurement, certain known obligatory points can be entered.
During measuring run on curves, Transition Tangent Points (TTPs) and Circular Tangent Points (CTPs)
should also be marked. Computation of super-elevation and versines can be altered as per the
requirement in constant linear (Transition) and constant radius (circular) sections. After computation
by the “ALC”, the tamper is set to work with the “ALC” automatically entering the computed lift, slew &
versine values into the machine system. Thus, it corrects the track geometry as per computed data
provided by ALC.
Limitations of Measuring run method- This method can maintain the parameters better than normal
smoothening mode but still the track is left with some errors as it does not eliminate the errors
completely.
Measuring run method with Front offset/level correction method- This is a method of which results
are very near to the design mode method results. In this method, actual parameters are measured by
measuring run and then they are compared with desired parameters. After computation computed
slew and lift values are superimposed in ALC to get the desired results. Errors left in track after
working are nearly zero.
Limitations of Measuring run method with Front offset / level correction method- Accuracy and
precision in results totally depends on the skill of P. Way staff. His experience and accuracy in
computation decides the nal result.
8.3.3.3 Things to be followed during measuring run methoda) The beginning point, while measuring in forward mode should be clearly marked in the track. Work
after calculation should start from this point only.
b) While measuring in backward mode no marking is required.
c) The Transition Tangent Points and Circular Tangent Points should be clearly marked on the track
and should correspondingly marked while plotting the graph using F3.
d) Fixed point areas should be marked using F7.
e) Super-elevation of the curve (if any), should be entered.
f) Maximum permissible speed of the track should be known and used while computing.
g) The minimum and maximum lifting values required for level correction and basic lifting values
required should be known.
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h) The maximum shifting of track LH/RH allowed during lining computation should be known.
I) The machine picks up lining and levelling error of the track only within their chord length chord
length.
j) The recording can be done at a maximum of 10kmph.
8.4

Skill of operator:
A skilled operator is an asset to any system. An unskilled operator cannot use machine effectively and
cannot get best results even with an advanced machine. Besides these, there are some unsubstantial
but signicant items which are generally overlooked by the skilled operators also. These small items
can make great difference in quality and productivity of work. A list of such items is given belowa. Selection of base rail for lining- Choose less disturbed rail as a base rail on straights. On curves
choose outer rail as a base rail.
b. Selection of base or cant rail for leveling- Track machines are equipped with “Cant Selector
Switch” not with base selector switch. Base rail is selected automatically opposite to the cant rail.
Therefore always attentive to the position of switch it should be always kept opposite to the cant
rail. Selection criteria of base rail is as under· On Curves- Inner Rail,
· On Straight
Ø One with the least disturbance,
Ø One which is relatively higher,
Ø Double line- Non cess Rail
c. Selection of General lift- Magnitude of
General Lift should be the algebraic
difference of higher and lower points of
Base rail + 5 mm. At one time, General Lift
value should not exceed 50 mm. The result
of this study is shown belowd. Ramp in and Ramp out- Rate of feeding
ramp in and ramp out should be 1:1000 i.e.
'X' mm in 'X' meter. Feeding rate should be
kept linear and continuous otherwise
longitudinal levels will deteriorate. It is
always better to feed them with ALC.
e. Ramp in method for next block on same track- Always start ramp in from the location at which
ramp out was started in previous block as
shown in gure. Never start work from the
last tamped sleeper.
f. Selection of squeezing time- Normal
working range of squeezing time is from
0.8-1.2 seconds. Selection of optimum
squeezing time should be based on
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following factors at siteI. On the magnitude of general lift
ii. On the value of slew
iii. Condition of ballast
Use of second squeezing timer (if available) with less time setting to be done in double / triple
insertion working.
g. Numbers of tools- Never work with missing tool. Tamping with missing tools even deteriorates the
track parameters instead of improvement.
h. Size and shapes of tools- Surface area of tamping tools blade of different machines is given in
Annexure 2.1 in IRTMM. Tools with more than 20% wear of the original surface area should not be
used. The worn out tools are to be reconditioned/replaced.
i. Selection of squeezing pressure- Set the squeezing pressure according to condition of ballast
within its range. It should be minimum behind BCM working.
j. Taking of machine back during working- Avoid taking back machine to maintain cross levels
because machines are meant to maintain LLs by maintaining cross levels.
k. Use of 4-point lining method on straight- Though the residual error is less in 4-point lining with
respect to 3-point lining method but never use it on straight because it works on the principle of
maintaining versine ratio. If a bad track has a perfect versine ratio then it is understood as a good
track by machine and it will lead to the deterioration of the whole track.
l. Direction of measuring run- To save time during block always take measuring run in backward
direction, this will save time for one pass of machine. Therefore SSE (P.Way) should enter in the
block section from opposite direction of the machine's working direction.
m. Marking of obligatory points- Marking of the obligatory points particularly Transition Tangent
Points and Circular Tangent Points of curves should be done precisely otherwise machine will shift
the curve.
n. Feeding of correction values- Never overlook importance of feeding of various correction values
on track. These are essential for both- Design mode as well as Smoothening mode.
o. Stop the machine 50m before the actual site of measuring run. Set the machine for measuring run
here and move machine towards site, it will set the trolleys properly on track before measuring run
and then start measuring run from actual site of work.
9.0

Role of IRTMTC in achieving optimum work quality:
IRTMTC is the nodal training institute of Indian
Railways in the eld of track machines. During
discussion with operators, it is observed that most of
the times, they are lacking in level of knowledge as
machines are using more & more advance technology
day by day and manufacturers (OEMs) do not always
share knowledge. Therefore IRTMTC has a great
responsibility to bridge this knowledge gap. A
pertinent training to the trainees is the only solution to
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Inauguration of Tamping Simulator by Sh. M.K. Gupta ME/Railway Board

9.1

ll up this gap and the on-hand training on Tamping Simulator is an important mode of this distinctive
training.
Introduction of tamping simulator: This simulator has two containers which simulate the two cabins of
09-3X tamping machineØ Front Cabin
Ø Tamping/Working Cabin

9.1.1 Front Cabin- Front cabin is equipped with following facilitiesA. Automatic Guide Computer (ALC)
B. Computer Measurement System (CMS)
C. Data Recording Processor (DRP)
D. Printer
E. General Lift Potentiometer
F. Slew Potentiometer
G. Versine Potentiometer
H. Digital display for GL, Slew & versine values
I. ±5mm Correction potentiometer for Lining
J. ±5mm Correction potentiometer for LHS lifting
K. ±5mm Correction potentiometer for RHS lifting
L. Complete lift indicators LHS & RHS
M. Galvanometer for working Zone cross level
9.1.2 Tamping Cabin- This cabin simulates the working cabin of Tamping Express. It facilitates the tamping
operation. This panel comprises all switch and systems of real machine like Computer Working System
(CWS), squeezing timers, depth selector, cant potentiometer,working padels, pneumatic lock/unlock
systems etc.

This simulator has the facility of 3-D as well as 2-D simulation, for 3-D simulation special glasses are
used. An 85” 3-D TV is used to simulate tamping operations. From working chair we can have the side
view (left and right side) of machine also which helps us to sight lifting units etc. from sides.
These two cabins simulate the complete working of a tamping machine.
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9.2

How can simulator help to improve the skill of operator: This simulator can help the trainees to
improve their skills in above two domains. It imparts training to operators in the eld of calibration and
skill development. The conditions and calibration of machine and skill of operator as discussed in Para
8.2 and 8.4 can be covered with this simulator as described below-

9.2.1 In the field of Calibration: In this zone, operators are trained regarding right practices of calibration in
eld. Later the different situations are simulated on simulator, by comparing the situations and their end
result. Operator nds it very easy for them to understand what to do or what not to do at site for
calibration.
9.2.2 In the field of ALC: ALC is an integral part of the front cabin in this simulator. This ALC is the same which
is used on our machines so trainees are trained here on ALC to work in every mode of working. They
can design different geometry curves with various parameters on this simulator and can verify nal
correction after tamping. If the factual results deviate from anticipated results, then the missing link in
working can be hunted up and eliminated. By simulating different type of track geometries on simulator,
operators can easily understand how to deal the various situations/challenges at site.
9.2.3 In the field of Computer Measurement System (CMS) & Computer Working System (CWS}:
Simulator gives scope of acquaintance with CMS & CWS also to the operators. Earlier machines were
not equipped with these two systems therefore these are very new for almost all operators over Indian
Railways. Due to this unawareness operators are not able to use them optimally which decreases the
accuracy of work. This simulator helps them to understand and use these facilities in better way
towards the optimum use of machine in eld.
9.2.4 In the field of Tamping: Tamping cabin of this simulator is fully equipped with advance tamping
facilities. The spectrum of facilities of training in this simulator covers from how to open and close
machines at site to how to manage work on a relatively bad track. Here trainees can learn right
practices of= how to start tamping
= how to select optimum squeezing time according to ballast conditions,
= how to select tamping depth
= what adjustments are required for double or triple insertions
= how to synchronise machine speed with satellite speed in case of CSM or Tamping Express
= effect of slew and lifting on squeezing time
= how to work on curves
= change in feeding pattern on reverse curve
10.0 Conclusions:
i). With the use of simulator, different eld conditions can be created on the track on simulator and then
designed parameters through tamping could be veried in Data Recording Processor (DRP).
ii). Through simulator DRP, it could be found out that what best combination of parameters (optimization
of track parameters) could be achieved for a designed speed.
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iii). Similar eld conditions could be created in the track through DRP and then possibility of desired
parameters could be checked with the use of ALC.
iv) Operators of Tampers could learn best practices with skill improvement and can operate machine
straight forward after completion of initial training at IRTMTC.
11.0 Suggestions and Recommendations:
Suggestions and Recommendations of this study are as under:1) Whenever a new operator is deployed for work on a tamping machine, he should be sent to IRTMTC
for training on Simulator.
2) Detailed course module should be prepared for each machine and the manufacturers (OEMs) should
also be insisted upon for imparting training to operators whenever a new machine is commissioned
in Railway.
3) In the similar way, few courses should also be conducted by manufacturers (OEMs) at IRTMTC for
imparting training to trainers as well on advance newly installed systems.

T
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Acoustic Wireless Sensor Network (AWSN)
for
Rail Fracture Detection
Anish Kumar, IRSE
Director/ Stn. Dev (Engg.)
Railway Board

Abstract
This paper discusses rail fracture detection technique using wireless sensor network and acoustic emission. Acoustic emissions
(AE) are the stress waves producedby the sudden internal stress redistribution of the materialscaused by the changes in the internal
structure such as fracture.Acoustic emission signals are prevailed by AE sensor, xed on the material surface. AE sensors are high
frequency piezoelectric transducer which detects these acoustic emissions while ltering out ambient noise.For monitoring of
entire track of a railway system, a wireless network of AE sensors distributed along the track length is used. A wireless sensor
network (WSN) primarily consists of Node stations, Base stations and Control station.The basic function of Node station is to sense
(through AE sensors), process (through micro controller) and communicates (through radio communication). The Base station
controls the sensor nodes and acts as a gateway for data transmission to a remote server. The sensor nodes useBluetooth, Wi-fy or
3G/4G to transmit data to the Base station. The Base station uses long range communication such as GPRS or satellite to transmit
data to a server at a Control station. Thus rail fracture can be reported to Control station on real time basis.
Keywords- Acoustic emission, Piezo electric sensors, Wirelesssensor network.

[A]

Introduction
Most existing rail fracture detection technologies rely on transmitting and receiving signals, which
require trackside infrastructure. An active system that monitors the integrity of the railway track using
continuous signal correlation analysis was invented by Davenport, Hoctor and Stralen (2005) and owned by
General Electric Company (US). In such system, an acoustic signal is generated and inserted in the rail at one
location which propagates along the rail and is received at a remote location. The integrity of the rail between
the transmitter and receiver is conrmed as long as an acceptable signal is received. Should the rail develop a
clean break between the transmitter and receiver, the inserted signal will not be received. The major limitations
of this technique are that fracture can't be monitored while track under consideration is occupied by running
train. Also this technique monitors track for fracture at intermittent intervals which can be as low as 3 to 15
minutes.
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The present module is the reverse application of above mentioned technique. Here acoustic emissions
due to fractured rail are captured via AE sensors. These data are processed and then communicated to the
control station. Thus it is a continuous monitoring of track. Also, track can be monitored continuously even
under running trafc conditions.Cracks can even be detected at crack initiation stage. Thus it provides a robust
mechanism for asset monitoring and fracture detection.
[B]
Existing Technologyfor Acoustic‐based rail‐fracture detection& its limitations
=

=

=

=

=

=

=
=

=
=

=

Guided ultrasonic wave technologies are used for rail inspection. An electromagnetic acoustic
transducer (EMAT) generates ultrasound. A powerful current with xed frequency is used to excite
the EMAT and to produce a guided ultrasonic or other wave.
One of automated commercial broken rail inspection solutions available, is the Ultrasonic Broken
Rail Detector (UBRD) from the RailSonic (South Africa). UBRD is an International Union of Railways
(UIC) supported project. With the cooperation of Alstom and Railsonic, a prototype acoustic‐based
rail break detection system was developed.
The acoustic signal is inserted in the rail at one location (transmitter), propagates along the rail, and
is received at a remote location (receiver). The integrity of the rail between the transmitter and
receiver is conrmed once acceptable signals are received. In case the rail develops a clean crack
between the transmitter and receiver, the inserted signal will not be received.
High-energy signal is sent in two directions at predetermined intervals. The transmitted signal is
propagated in the rail and is received by receivers. The nearby transmitters send ultrasonic waves
with the same frequency but with different periods. In this way, the receivers will be able to
recognize the direction (left or right) from which they receive the signal. If there is a break in the rail,
the amplitude of the waves received by receivers will be reduced and an alarm signal will be
sounded.
The main components of this system are sensors that traverse the rail tracks, a data acquisition
system, an algorithm to process the data and classify the signals as those arising from a break or
no break and nally a means for notifying the GPS position of the break to authorities so that
necessary action may be taken.
Ultrasonic sensors are alternately installed 1.75-2 km apart from each other in the web of the rail.
The receiver station thus consists of two transmitters on either side of the receiver, installed at a
maximum distance of 1.75 km.
The receiver station monitors both rails, and sends the equipment status and alarm conditions to
the central monitoring station via a digital interface.
Transmitter Module Description: Transmitter Modules generate precisely timed high voltage burst
sequences for excitation of ultrasonic sound waves in the rail. A real time clock, pulse amplier and
LED Display Board, all housed in a plastic enclosure.
The system employs a typical ultrasonic signal frequency that ranges from 10 kHz to 50 kHz, pulse
duration of 10 milliseconds each, and pulse repetition interval of 25 milliseconds.
The Receiver consists of two separate analogue amplier and lter circuits which generate triggers
when received signals comply with the signal discrimination criteria, i.e. frequency, burst length,
and amplitude.
Severe continuous noise at a receiver will jeopardize valid signal detection, regardless of detector
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[C]

efciency. An approaching train will manifest as atypical case. Under such circumstances, the
receiver will indicate “Train inSection”, stop processing received signals, and remain dormant until
thenoise subsides, after which it gets activate and resume normal functioning.
In its current form, a completeinstalled line can be scanned for rail breaks down to 3 minute
intervals (calledthe interrogation period), depending on train length and trafc density. On theOREX
line in South Africa, the Interrogation Interval is set to 15 minutes toconserve energy consumed
from the solar power supply system.
The main attributes of the UBRD (RailSonic) system are:
v detection of clean breaks, crown fractures
v notication of train presence
v notication of abnormal rail activity
v remote sensing of equipment failures
Estimated costs of UBRD system
The accurate price of UBRD system depends on the layout and availability of mains power, type of
alarm terminal required, and integration requirements with CTC System. However, a typical solar
powered station is estimated to cost in the vicinity of US$12 000, and the spacing of the equipment
can be between 1km to 1.5km depending on the rail type and state.
Some drawbacks of UBRD system
v No broken rail detection is available while a train is present in the monitored section.
v UBRD system may not be suitable for “realtime” high speed broken rail detection purposes;
instead can be used for “passive” broken rail detection through continuous monitoring of the
track condition.

Proposed Scheme: “Acoustic wireless sensor network for Rail fracture detection”
C. 1 Theoretical Background
C.1.1 Acoustic Emission due to Rail fracture
= Acoustic emission is the phenomenon of radiation of acoustic (elastic) waves in solids that occurs
when a material undergoes irreversible changes in its internal structure. Acoustic emission is the
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transient elastic waves within a material, caused by the rapid release of localized stress energy.
= Apart from surrounding noise, AE can also be generated from sources not involving material failure
like friction, impact.
= Sudden release of energy gets converted into mechanical wave i.e longitudinal compression and
expansion of solids particles resulting acoustic waves. The released energy travelles in the form of
high frequency stress wave.Most of the released energy is within the 1 kHz to 1 MHz range.
= One can detect the maximum acoustic emissions and predict the material failure (irreversible
deterioration).AE technology involves the use of ultrasonic transducers/ sensors (20 kHz - 1 MHz)
to listen for the sounds of failure occurring in materials and structures.
= Transducers convert energy from one form to another. In the case of sensors, the device typically
converts a measured mechanical signal into an electrical signal.
= Each material type, structure and geometry and fracture mode has particular AE impress. By
studying the sensors signals, one can detect the acoustic emissions and predict the material
failure.
= The disadvantage of AE is that commercial AE systems can only estimate qualitatively how much
damage is in the material and approximately how long the components will last. Moreover, service
environments are generally very noisy, and the AE signals are usually very weak. Thus, signal
discrimination and noise reduction are very difcult, yet extremely important for successful AE
applications.
C.1.2 How Rail fracture is sensed: Wireless Acoustic Sensor
= AE mostly range within 150 KHz to 300 KHz range (broadly within 1 kHz to 1 MHz range).
= Ultrasonic sensors (20 KHz to 1 MHz) use piezoelectric material. Piezoelectric effect is the
generation of electric charge in crystalline materials upon application of mechanical stress.
(acoustic wave, pressure)

The charges can be collected on electrodes deposited on the crystal.
= Measurement of charge is then the
measure of deformation i.e measurement
of acoustic wave.
= For the signal processing, a critical
voltage is set up, and the acoustic
emission would be regarded to be
generated if it exceeds the critical voltage.
=
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C.1.3 What is Acoustic wireless sensor network?
= A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a wireless network consisting of spatially distributed
autonomous devices using sensors to cooperatively monitor physical or environmental
conditions,such as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants, at different
locations.
= A wireless sensor network primarily consists of Node stations, Base stations and Control station.
= Node stationv Piezoelectic crystal senses acoustic emissions,as voltage.
v A/D converter: analog signal observed by sensor is converted into digital for processing
v Process signals: only those signals which exceeds critical voltage.
v Convert electrical signals into radio waves.
v Nodes station use short-range communication such as Wi-Fi / Bluetooth/or even 3G/4G to
transmit data to the base station.
= Base station-process the data & sent it to satellite. The base station controls the sensor nodes and
acts as a gateway for data transmission to a remote server.The base station uses long range
communication such as GPRS or satellite to transmit data to a server at a control station. It has a
more powerful processor and more memory than the sensor nodes to allow it to collate data from
multiple sensors.
= Control Station – receives real time information about fracture& its location
C.1.4 Components & functioning of Node stations
= The basic function of Node station is to sense, process and communicate.

=

Sensors
v Withstand bad environmental conditions
v Communicate failure, if a sensor went off it report it to a base station
v Unattended operation
v Portable & Scalable (only limited by bandwidth of Base station)
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Low power source, Battery
v Most railway sensors fall under the umbrella type microelectromechanical systems (MEMS).
MEMS are small, integrated devices, or systems that combine electrical and mechanical
components.
Micro controller
v A very low cost low power mini microprocessor that can monitor one or more sensors
v Process acoustic signals obtained as voltage; only process those signals which exceed the
preset critical value.
v The AE signals cached by the sensor could be stored on the digital memory oscilloscope and
then analyzed in time and frequency domain, in order to determine the relevant material
structure characteristics such as defects etc.
Transceiver
v A Radio Link to the outside world
v Converts electric signal into radio waves (digital to analog)
v Boosters are provided to amplify radio waves
v Use GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) for sending radio signals to control
station
v An important recent communication advance has been GSM-R (Global System for Mobile
Communications Railway), which is an adaptation of GSM telephony for railway applications. It
is designed for information exchange between trains and control station. Its main advantages
are its low cost and worldwide availability.
Power supply
v MEMS sensors have the advantage that they consume ultralow power.
v Sensor nodes often use batteries as their energy source.
v A lithium battery can provide 24x7 power supply to these type of sensors.
v Typical rate of energy consumption of sensor systems (≈10–100 mW).
The AE sensors/ transducers are piezoelectric resonance sensors, which are only very sensitive to
a certain frequency. AE transducers operate within high-frequency range (30- 1000 kHz), thus
eliminating to a large extent, mechanical noise. The use of high frequency sensors are deemed
necessary in a noisy environment such as railway track.
When the AE transducer senses a signal over a certain level (i.e., the threshold), an AE event is
captured. The number of times the signal rises and crosses the threshold is the count of the AE
event.
Acoustic-emission parameters, including acoustic-emission counts, peak levels, and energies.
These parameters can be correlated with the defect formation and failures. Some of the researches
suggest the waveforms of acoustic emission as functions of sources and wave-propagation
mechanisms.
A high level of trafc noise and a limited signal from crack growth, especially at low crack growth
rates, signicantly complicate the AE signal analysis.
v
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Since the AE signals are very weak, a preamplier is connected right after the AE transducer to
minimize the noise interference and prevent the signal loss. Sometimes, the transducer and the
preamplier are built as a unit. In the eld, preamplier can be xed a few feet ahead of AE sensors.
Then, the signals pass through a lter to remove the noise. Guard sensors are some times used to
eliminate extraneous sound. Guard sensor eliminates extraneous sound based on arrival time
difference. AE data are analyzed using special pattern recognition software. AE features like signal
amplitude, duration, energy, average signal level, etc. are compared while analysing the AE data.
The signals are again amplied by the main amplier before being sent to the base station.
High-sensitivity AE sensors can pick up signals at an early stage of fatigue crack initiation. As AE
count rate increases, the crack-growth rate increases. Nevertheless, how the increase of the AE
count rate is related to that of the crack-growth rate varies with different materials.
AE signals resulting from different damage mechanisms often vary signicantly. Thus AE signal,
associated with crack growth, depends on the fracture mode: high duration, low frequency signals
result from ductile fracture; low duration, high frequency signals result from brittle fracture. In the
fully pearlitic steel the AE power spectrum peak frequencies for ductile fracture were observed to
be below 50 kHz and for brittle fracture to be above 200 kHz
The sensitivity of AE sensors depends upon frequency, direction of waves, adhesive couplant,
globally time synchronization etc.

C.1.5 AWSN – Network architecture
= The natural topology choices available for WSN in rail applications are star, tree, and mesh
topologies.
= In a star topology (single point-to-multipoint), there is a single base station that can send and/or
receive messages to/from a number of remote sensor nodes. The remote nodes can only
communicate directly with the base station but not with each other. This topology is simple,results
in fewer transmissions/ collisions and has low communication latency. The disadvantages are the
base station must be within transmission range of all nodes and remote nodes must increase their
transmission power to overcome signal attenuation and loss.
= A tree topology is a hierarchy of nodes, with the root node serving client nodes that, in turn, serve
other lower level nodes. Messages pass from the sensor nodes through the tree branches to the
root. Sensor nodes can communicate with their parent or with other nodes in a group within
transmission range.
= In contrast, in a mesh topology, any node in the network can communicate with any other node in
the network that is within transmission range(multihop communication). The network can be easily
extended by adding new nodes and also incorporates fault tolerance as failed nodes can be
bypassed using alternative routes.
C2

Practical Application – Proposed design
= Wireless sensors are placed @ 200-250 m along both rail of railway track. Sensors are placed on
the rear side of the rail, using silicon grease and supported by magnetic clamp. Forwarding nodes
can be added for remote node stations. The forwarding nodes are poles which have no sensor
need, they are equipped only with transceivers.
= Since the data sampling rate is low for monitoring the growth of a crack over a period of time, the
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microcontroller, memory, and transceiver power can all be low.Node has the minimum processing
and decision making needs, so cost will be less. A less intricate wireless sensor is fairly cheap (@
Rs 2,500 / unit)
For network optimisation and cost reduction, fracture information may only be relayed to the
adjacent stations. Considering a block section of 10 km, there can be around 50 sensors (node
stations), 4-5 base stations (situated on cess or xed on electric masts) and adjacent stations can
be taken as control station. This arrangement will greatly reduce the processing needs of base
stations and still serve the intended purpose. A 3G/ 4G network will be sufcient and direct
communication with orbiting satellite via radio signals may not be required, thus making this
arrangement more cost effective.
A Condition monitoring systems must store large quantities of data to build models for analysis.
The data must be validated rst to ensure that they are correct and error-free (sensor faults, noise,
null values, communication errors, etc.). This process may be performed in the sensor node's
microcontroller; thus, only valid data are transmitted thus minimizing the transmission load.
Therefore processing algorithms need to be robust. The WSN data can also be stored and analyzed
over longer time periods to identify long term progressive faults such as a slowly developing crack.
Sensor nodes use the greatest amount of energy during data communication. The transceiver in the
sensor node contains frequency synthesizers, mixers, voltage control oscillators, phase-locked
loops, and power ampliers. These all consume power. Thus, data transmission and routing has to
be carefully designed to minimize the energy usage.
WSN can also be structured in sleep/ wakeup mode. Sensor nodes form a cluster around a
gateway. Nodes in a cluster follow a sleep/wakeup protocol. Sleep/wake-up schedule is
coordinated by gateway (base station). When nodes wake up they acquire data from sensors and
transmit it to the gateway. Then they go to sleep until the next data collection is scheduled.
Sleep/wake-up operation saves battery power.

C3

Advantages
= WSN monitoring provides continuous and near real-time data acquisition to monitor defect
formation and failures in structural materials used in services. Thus it not only captures fracture but
also detects crack initiation and monitors its propagation.
= Track awaiting repair usually has a speed restriction enforced so, if AWSN is used for condition
monitoring, speed restrictions may not be required or can be more relaxed. AWSN can be used
even under running trafc condition.
= WSN has the ability to combine data from a wide variety of sensors. Combination of AE sensor in
active mode with other sensors such as transponders, utilised for relay of signal aspects to enroute
train, can be designed to safely run the train under foggy conditions without speed restrictions.
Also, AWSN can be coupled with sensors for wheel condition monitoring. A suitably designed
AWSN provides enough scalability for asset condition monitoring and other related applications.

[D]

Conclusion
Acoustic wireless sensor network promises effective and continuous track condition monitoring
mechanism which works even under running trafc condition. AE sensors which are very sensitive to
high frequency acoustic emissions eliminate the surrounding noise through preamplier and guard
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sensors, analyses these ltered data through micro controller and send these signals to the Base
station through transceiver. Base stations act as a gateway which provides a radio link to outside
world, relays these signal to Control station trough satellite communication and thus ensures real time
fracture detection. AWSN technology not only detects fracture but captures the rail cracks right from
crack initiation to propagation and up to fracture stage. AE sensors nodes can be attached to and
amalgamated with different other track/ train sensors and therefore it can be packaged as a holistic
track-train condition and operation monitoring system which ultimately enhances operational
efciency. The ability of AWSN to work in sleep/ wakeup mode may be utilised for optimising the
condition monitoring system. All these strong features make AWSN technology most robust,
efcientand state of art technology in the eld of track condition monitoring.
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ABSTRACT

Acoustic Wireless Sensor Network (AWSN)
for Rail Fracture Detection
Anish Kumar, IRSE
Director/ Stn. Dev (Engg.)
Railway Board
This paper discusses rail fracture detection technique using wireless sensor network and acoustic emission.
Acoustic emissions (AE) are the stress waves produced by the sudden internal stress redistribution of the materials
caused by the changes in the internal structure such as fracture. Acoustic emission signals are prevailed by AE sensor,
xed on the material surface. AE sensors are high frequency piezoelectric transducer which detects these acoustic
emissions while ltering out ambient noise. For monitoring of entire track of a railway system, a wireless network of AE
sensors distributed along the track length is used. A wireless sensor network (WSN) primarily consists of Node
stations, Base stations and Control station. The basic function of Node station is to sense (through AE sensors),
process (through micro controller) and communicates (through radio communication). The Base station controls the
sensor nodes and acts as a gateway for data transmission to a remote server. The sensor nodes use Bluetooth, Wi-fy or
3G/4G to transmit data to the Base station. The Base station uses long range communication such as GPRS or satellite
to transmit data to a server at a Control station. Thus rail fracture can be reported to Control station on real time basis.
Acoustic wireless sensor network promises effective and continuous track condition monitoring mechanism
which works even under running trafc condition. AWSN technology not only detects fracture but captures the rail
cracks right from crack initiation to propagation and up to fracture stage. AE sensors nodes can be attached to and
amalgamated with different other track/ train sensors and therefore it can be packaged as a holistic track-train condition
and operation monitoring system which ultimately enhances operational efciency. The ability of AWSN to work in
sleep/ wakeup mode may be utilised for optimising the condition monitoring system. All these strong features make
AWSN technology most robust, efcient and state of art technology in the eld of track condition monitoring.
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Mobile: 9717641086
Email: rb.director.sd@gmail.com

SUMMARY
Civil Engineer with aggregate experience of more than 18 years in various aspects of, Track & Bridge construction,
Mechanized Track maintenance,Station redevelopment on PPP mode in Indian Railways; Construction & maintenance of Semi High
Speed track abroad and also about 3 years of experience as a design engineer in a fortune 500 MNC “Fluor Daniel”.
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MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
= Timely Construction & commissioning of 100 km of Semi High speed (160 kmph) SerembanGemas Electried, Bi-Directional & Auto-signaling system, double track Project ($ 1 billion) on
meter gauge at Malaysia.
= Securing Letter of Intent (LoI) from Govt. of Malaysia for US$ 1.6 billion track project on Govt. to
Govt. basis, for IrconInternation Limited.
= Fabrication & Erection of steel girders (by cantilever construction method), for two mega bridges in
East Central Railway;
4 Bridge on river Koshi (47 span @ 45.5 m, OWwelded girder)
4 Bridge on river Gandak (8 x 76.2 m open web welded girder)
= Construction and nal commissioning of track doubling project, between Thana bihpur to Kataria
(27 km) in Sonepur Division, East Central Railway.
CAREER PATH
Designation
Director/ Station Development,
Railway Board
Chief Project Manager/ Track

Tenure / Duration
Project / Place
Station Redevelopment Project for all A1/A June 2017 – Till date
category station, all across India
SGEDT Project, Malaysia
May 2014 – May 2017

Deputy Chief Project Manager/
Track, Machine & Planning
Deputy Chief Engineer /
Construction
Deputy Chief Engineer /
Construction
Post Graduate Program in Public
Policy & Management
Sr Executive Engineer / Executive
Engineer
Assistant Divisional Engineer

SGEDT Project, Malaysia

May 2012 – April 2014

Samastipur Division, East Central Railway

Oct 2011 – April 2012

Hajipur Division, East Central Railway

June 2010 – Sept 2011

Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore

June 2009 - May 2010

IRSE Probation
Design Engineer

Khagaria, Hajipur Division, East Central Nov 2006 – May 2009
Railway
Gomoh / Dhanbad Division / East Central Oct 2003 – Oct 2006
Railway
April 2002 – Sept 2003
IRICEN, Pune
Fluor Danial India Pvt Ltd (a Fortune 500 May 1999 – Mar 2002
MNC), Gurgaon

Educational Qualication
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PAPER Presented
1) “Semi High speed trains on Indian Railway's Network: Track & Vehicle side demands”, Paper
presented at National seminar, organized by Institute of Permanent Way Engineers (IPWE),
Mumbai, January-2017
2) “Alternate Project Financing Modes, for Venturing into International Arena”, Paper presented at
International seminar, organized by centre of public policy, IIM-Bangalore, August-2016
3) “High speed trains on existing upgraded track”
Paper presented at National seminar, organized by Institute of Permanent Way Engineers (IPWE),
New Delhi, January-2015
4) “Infrastructure Financing in Indian Railways”
Paper presented at International seminar, organized by centre of public
policy, IIM-Bangalore,
August-2013.
5) Special Acknowledgement (for structural design work)
“Design of Table Top Structures with Soil – Structure Interaction, Annual conference of the
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, Canada, 4-7 June 2003 by Yingcai Han & Nigel Histon, Fluor
Canada Ltd, Calgary, Alberta
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Date of Birth
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Languages Known :

Hindi and English

Marital Status

:

Married & Two kids (Daughter 9+ yr, Son 7+ yr)

Hobbies
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Playing Cricket, Lawn /Table tennis, Squash, Astrology

Date: 14/01/2018
Place:Delhi
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Pre-tamping Survey using Survey Trolley
and Design Mode Tamping using
Absolute Prole on DFC Corridors
Atul B Khare, CPM/TDL/DFCCIL
Manjul Mathur, GGM/EC/DFCCIL

On Indian Railways the measurement and correction of track geometry has been traditionally done through
relative measurements through overlapping chords of varying lengths. With the induction of tamping machines
the geometry correction graduated to tamping in smoothening mode where the defects in track geometry are
made less pronounced by distribution them over the adjacent lengths. In course of time this was improved to
measurement of pre tamping track geometry through surveying instruments and running a surfacing or
realignment computer programmes to determine the slews and lifts, which were marked on sleepers and
necessary corrections were achieved using track tamping machine. Recent advances in the eld of survey
equipments have made it possible to generate the absolute proles using Electronic measuring devices like
Total Stations and Differential Global positioning systems (DGPS). Such absolute prole once generated can
be used as permanent reference for giving maintenance corrections using combination of equipment and
machines like survey trolleys, Electronic Distance measuring equipment and track tamping machines with
compatible software. These simple solutions provide a comprehensive and reliable data for all times with
reduced time of possession of track. This paper describes the laying of track using GPS co-ordinates and
correction of alignment through a pre-tamping survey using Survey trolley which generates the feed for
tamping machine for progressive correction the laid track geometry in two or three tamping cycles.
2.
Survey System:
On Bhaupur- Khurja section the track is laid by mechanised means using a New track construction machine
(NTC). A Trimble survey trolley and associated toolsare used for measurement, recording, analysis and
rectication of track geometry during construction. It produces high accuracy “Absolute Position of Rail” and
“Relative Track Geometry” to sub 5mm precision using optical instruments. Hardware and software specially
tailored for railway tasksstreamlines work in the eld and ofce. The system includes the following:
a) Trimble Trolley: One or two rail mounted trolleys can be used for measurement of pre-tamping
prole of laid track. These trolleys have a gas pressurized gauge sensor to measure gauge, a
calibrated inclination censor to measure cant, a positive braking system, and an internal 2.4 GHz
radio communication system. The trolleys can be adapted to work with different gauges, are light
weight (20kg) and can be easily removed from the track to stay clear of tamping machines,
construction equipment and moving trains. When two trolleys are used the instrument trolley has a
high precision 1” total station mounted on an adjustable levelling tribrach and the prism trolley has a
handle mounted Trimble controller unit and a Trimble track prism. The controller unit displays real
time comparison of measured data to design while walking with the trolley.
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b) Tamping machine with compatible software which takes the slews and lifts from controller unit of
survey trolley and use it on the tamping machine to bring the initially laid track to desired absolute
prole progressively in two or three tamping cycles.

Fig -Trolleys- One with robotic total station and
other with prism and controller unit

Fig- Controller Unit

The system produces absolute and relative geometry by measuring to a high precision control
network established close to the track at intervals of 150 to 200m. The control network achieves
not only the initial project quality requirements but also a legacy tying in absolute track geometry for
future maintenance giving the Railway a much more sustainable network and asset longevity.
3.

Establishing Control network:
Topographic Survey is an essential preliminary step for civil engineering design and construction
works. The topographic surveys are carried out from whole to part to establish horizontal and vertical
control over proposed project site. The Bhaupur- Khurja project spreads over 350 km in length and
following surveys were carried out to establish the reference points:
= Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) Survey using DGPS instruments and conversion to
Cartesian co-ordinates using WGS84 system;
= Horizontal Traversing between established GPS points to transfer co-ordinates to control points at
200m interval
= Vertical traverse to connect to Grand
Trunk Survey (GTS) Bench marks
around the site and transfer of level to
the control points at 200m interval
= Topographical ground/land survey by
triangulation traverse using “Total
Electronic Station” instruments and
contour map along the entire length of
the alignment.
With the said surveys, the Design
alignment of track is produced in XML
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format with X, Y and Z co-ordinates. This alignment is fed into total station of survey trolley as target
alignment.
4.

Pre Tamping Measurements:
The measurement of pre-tamping prole can either be undertaken using either two or one trolley.
a) Two trolley measurements:
In this system two trolleys are used. The instrument trolley has a high precision 1” total station
mounted on an adjustable levelling tribrach and the prism trolley has a handle mounted Trimble
controller unit and a Trimble track prism. The controller unit displays real time comparison of
measured alignment to design while walking with the trolley.

Fig: Measurement to first control point

Fig: Measurement to second control point

The instrument trolley mounted with total
station instrument is positioned and locked,
using the braking system, perpendicular to
a control station and takes a measurement
to a prism held on the control station. It is
then pushed up to the next control station,
positioned and locked, and a measurement
taken to the control station as before. The prism trolley is then positioned and locked perpendicular
to the rst control station and a measurement taken to it by the instrument to dene the long chord.
The prism trolley is then pushed towards the instrument trolley and the total station measures the
co-ordinates continuously, recording them at predetermined
interval of normally 5 meter. While the prism trolley is being
pushed the Controller unit, containing preloaded alignment
les, displays real time comparison to design, chainage, uplift
on left and right rail, slew values, gauge, cant and main
alignment points for marking and synchronization of tamping
machines.
b) Single trolley measurements:
In this measurement, the robotic total station is positioned by
the side of track. Measurements are taken at least on three
control points to obtain thepositionof instrument through
resection. The measuring trolley with Controller unit and prism
is moved on the track for about 150 m. The robotic total station
consciously moves around its vertical axis sighting the prism Fig- Measurements with Single trolley
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on measurement trolley and records measurements at pre-determined interval which is generally 5
m. While the prism trolley is being pushed the Controller unit, containing preloaded alignment les,
displays real time comparison to design, chainage, uplift on left and right rail, slew values, gauge,
cant and main alignment points for marking and synchronization of tamping machines.
The two trolley measurements are recommended for speed and accuracy, as some time is wasted
in resection after every 150 m when one trolley is used.
5.

Out put:
The measured data through trolleys is downloaded to the desktop computer and processed through a
software to generate the following output:

Fig: The Output

This output in further processed to ALC format and transferred to tamping machine for design mode
tamping. The following are the pre and post tamping parameters of track:
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6.

Key Benefits:
The following are the key benets of using the survey system:
= Light weight (20kg) and easily removed from track in less than ten seconds.
= Reduced tamping time and costs with rapid delivery of data to the tamping machine.
= Reduced track downtime for construction and maintenance.
= 3D track co-ordinates of track captured in a single operation.
= Self-contained trolley provide exibility and reliable results.
= Permanent repository of track alignment can be created for maintenance corrections.
= Reduced tamping efforts by effective utilisation of tampers.

7.

Conclusion:
There is need for full mechanisation of track laying to achieve consistent quality and efciency. The
initial quality of laying of track determines not only its life but also affects the frequency of maintenance
interventions. With the routes getting saturated the track possession is becoming increasingly
challenging for the maintenance Engineers. Through measurement of Absolute proles and using
design mode tamping the maintenance inputs can be delayed. Further absolute track geometry
provides a permanent referencefor future maintenance giving the Railway a much more sustainable
network and asset longevity. These operations demands precise measurements of track geometry.
The survey trolleys are cost effective and easy to implement solutions for such needs.

T
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Study of Dynamic characteristics to
Detect Railway Ballast Damage and application
in Structure Health Monitoring
By
Sri Sandip Kumar Saha*

Abstract
This paper examines impact of dynamic parameters of rail-ballast-sleeper system to detect possible damage of the
underlying railway ballast. The detection of ballast damage still heavily relies on visual inspection and destructive test.
In this feasibility study, a ballasted track with concrete sleeper is modeled in standard software. In the study, ballast
under sleeper is modeled as an elastic beam based on stiffness approach. When the ballast is damaged, the stiffness
provided in supporting sleeper at various locations will reduce. This paper studies the possibility to detect the damage
status of ballast under a sleeper by monitoring the vibration of the corresponding sleeper. This paper not only
presented the theoretical development but also the numerical verications. It concludes development of Structural
Health Monitoring (SHM) Tool is need of hour.

1.

Introduction
In age of modernization, a fast, reliable, safe and cost effective transportation system is highly
desirable for the development of the country's economic and social growth. We cannot imagine this without
the railways “Lifeline of the nation”. Today we are on verge of entry to a list of elite countries which pride
themselves on such an achievement; High Speed Railway System. Our dream will turn into reality within a few
years when high speed train will run between Mumbai-Ahmadabad either speed of 350 kmph or even more. On
this development, the axle load is increased over 32 tones for all important routes. Under such a heavy axle and
dynamic loading, the degradation of ballast will become even more and faster. With increase of loading, a
ballasted track will vibrate at its own amplitude. If it matches with critical amplitude at certain speed potential, it
may cause disaster. Resonance will occur with effect of external periodic dynamic loads.. If the ballast's
Retentivity in holding the sleepers and rails in position is reduced gradually, this will certainly cause serious
safety issue of the conventional railway System.
The ballast track system is backbone of traditional railway structures. The system contains different
parts i.e. rail, sleeper, tting. Under sleeper, it contains ballast, sub-ballast and sub grade. Each component has
different functionality. The ballast, which includes coarse aggregates of varying sizes, transfers vertical, lateral
and longitudinal loads to the formation via the rails and the sleepers. Fur thermore, the ballast provides
drainage as well as longitudinal and lateral stability to the track structure. It also provides elasticity and
resilience to track for getting riding comfort, retards the growth of vegetation and resists the effects of fouling
from deposited materials.
The size of the fresh ballast varies normally between 40 mm to 60mm. After years of passage of trafc, the size
of ballast will reduced to 30 mm or even less with some nes and dust particles. It gradually comes to dust
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having no resilience, if not replace timely. The track structure collapses due to ballast damage under regular
increased axle and dynamic loading. It disturbs track parameters like alignment and vertical level of track.
Ballast damage reduces not only the size of ballast but also looses packing of the ballast at various locations
under sleepers, causing uneven support (Selig & Waters 1997).
The current solution in addressing ballast degradation is to conduct ballast cleaning through deep
screening either manually or by ballast cleaning machine and renewal with new rake of ballast. This is not a
cost-effective solution. It would be wise to detect ballast degradation region wise and develop an analytical
model or perform parametric study before rushing for practical solution. When there is any abnormal vibration
reported by the train loco pilot or any ofcial during footplate, it is quite usual for the permanent way inspectors
to identify the problems based on their previous experience. Ballast damaged detection methods can be
categorized into destructive and non-destructive. One of the most popular destructive methods is to dig
several shallow trial pits that allow eld ofcial to observe the ballast condition and ballast cushion. In the past
few years four indirect non-destructive techniques have been introduced, namely Ground Probing Radar
(GPR) (Narayanan et al.2001; Roberts el al. 2007; Al-Qadi et al. 2008), Continuous Surface Wave System
(CSWS) (Sutton & Snelling 1998; Moxhay et al. 2008), Falling Weight deect meter (FWD) (Burrow et al. 2007)
and Track Geometry/Overhead Line inspection (TOV).
The stiffness provided in supporting a sleeper depends on the size and packing level of the ballast
(Kaewunruen & Remennikov 2007, Lam et al. 2009; Lam et al. 2010). The ballast-damage can reduce
detectable changes in vibration characteristics of the in-situ sleeper. The main objective of the paper is to study
the feasibility in using the vibration characteristics of in-situ concrete sleepers in quantifying the health status
of ballast directly under the sleepers. A fast real-time ballast damage detection method can be implemented by
permanent way inspectors in assessing the safety and riding quality of ballasted track systems.
2.
2.1

Methodologies
Basic Concept
The basic idea is to develop a numerical modeling considering superstructure i.e. sleeper, rail, elastic
ttings and substructure i.e. sub grade, formation as a whole. The ballast system is modeled as a beam on
elastic foundation system. The damage in ballast in ballast will certainly reduce the stiffness provided by the
ballast at that particular zone. For a dynamic system, the changes in either the stiffness and/or mass
distribution will alter the corresponding dynamic properties of track structure. Therefore, the structure's
stiffness is reduced due change of mode of vibration. The concept is very clear. The changes in dynamic
properties due to ballast damage are to be large enough to be detectable and are to be quantied One of the
objectives of this paper is to estimate the level of changes through numerical modeling before application to
practical problems.
2.2

Numerical Modeling of the Rail-Sleeper-Ballast System
To carry out numerical studies, a new numerical model has been created and the parametric
investigations are carried out using this model. The sleeper is modeled as a Timoshenko beam, and the two
rails (with rail pads) on the sleeper are considered as two spring mass systems with mass mR and spring
stiffness kR. The effect of ballast is represented by an elastic foundation with stiffness kB. Figure 1 shows the
modeling of the rail-sleeper-ballast system. The ballast under the sleeper is divided into ve regions (see Figure
1) for the purpose of ballast damage detection. In the undamaged state, the values of stiffness at undamaged
condition at all six regions are assumed to be the same.
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The numerical models are developed to simulate the dynamic analysis using the software
STAADPRO® which is based on stiffness approach. The rails are modeled using the beam elements and the
connection between the two is modeled by springs. It is modeled as rigid element giving spring stiffness
between sleeper and rail. Since STAADPRO® does not allow spring elements in the analytical model, the
behavior of springs are simulated by providing axially loaded truss elements. The axial stiffness of a truss
member is given by AE/L. The modulus of elasticity of truss is taken as 210 KN/m2. The sectional area of each
element is therefore given by K*L/E.

Figure 1. Rail-Sleeper-ballast system

Figure 2. Euler beam on elastic foundation

The formulation of the element stiffness matrix of a Timoshenko beam on elastic foundation can be easily
derived by extending the Euler beam formulation from Krenk (2001). Figure 2 shows the element taken for
modeling the sleeper on ballast. The starting node is i and the ending node is j. There are four degrees-offreedom both translational and rotational, two at the starting node and the other two at the ending node. The
length of the element is L and the stiffness of the elastic foundation is assumed to be kB. The element stiffness K
can be expressed as
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Where E and I are the modulus of elasticity and the second moment of area, respectively, of the
element; and

To consider the dynamic effect, the consistent mass matrix is employed in this study (Paz & Leigh 2003)
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The equivalent width of the sleeper, b (mm)
The equivalent modulus of elasticity, E (N/m2)
C/s Area of one Rail Section (mm2)
The density, p (kg/m3)
*The equivalent stiffness provided by the ballast to the Sleeper (N/m2)
*The equivalent stiffness provided by the rail on the Sleeper (N/m)

270
2.15×1010
7885
2750
7.840×107
11
2.059×10

*Values extracted from Zhai et al. (2004).

4.

Assumption
In the undamaged state, the equivalent stiffness coefcients of ballast for all regions underneath the
sleeper are assumed to be same. The equivalent stiffness coefcients of the left and right rails are assumed to
be identical.
The model predicted natural frequencies and mode shapes are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 3. For
the comparison of mode shapes from different damage cases, the mode shapes are normalized such that the
length of the mode shape vector is equal on unity. Therefore, only the rst three modes of the system are
considered in this study.
It must be pointed out that natural frequencies are global properties of the system. Since the railsleeper-ballast system considered in this case study in its undamaged state is symmetrical. The ballast
damage case will induce the same changes in natural frequencies. Therefore, the changes in natural
frequencies for ballast damage under the left and right rails (i.e. Cases 1 and 2) are the same.

Figure. 3 Different Modes of vibration

(a)

(b)

Figure. 4 Model predicted natural frequencies and mode shapes of the rst three modes
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Figure. 5
Percentage Reduction in natural frequencies of different modes in all cases

(b) Mode 2

(a) Mode 1

(c) Mode 2

Figure. 6 Calculated modes shapes of the rst three modes (a. b & c) in all cases

5.2

Parametric studies (90% reduction in stiffness)
Observation is consistent with that in the damage induced changes in natural frequencies. Mode 5 is
most sensitive; mode 1 is marginally less sensitive. The usual percentage error for measured mode shape is
about 2% to 5%.
From Figure for Case 1, the change in natural frequency for mode 1 is over approximately 16% and the
changes in natural frequencies for the following modes are decreasing but it increases at mode 4.It is clear that
mode 5 is most sensitive to the damage in this case, while modes 1 and 2 are less insensitive. But mode 3 is
more sensitive than mode 1 & 2.
For Case 3, mode 1 is sensitive (8.095 % reduction), mode 2 and 3 are less sensitive (2.59 %
reduction) than Mode 1. Mode 5 is not sense at all. It is clear that different modes have different sensitivities to
damage at different locations.
With the advance measurement equipment, natural frequencies of sleeper can be measured with high
accuracy with less than 1% error. Therefore, a percentage change of frequency 1% can lson be consdeured is
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Table 6 Calculated natural frequencies for all cases (90 % reduction in stiffness)

Figure. 7 Percentage Reduction in natural frequencies
of different modes in all cases

(b) Mode 2

(a) Mode 1

(c) Mode 3

Figure. 8 Calculated modes shapes of the rst three modes in all cases

6.

Conclusion
The numerical case study results are very encouraging. It shows the dynamic characteristics with
clear picture of damage condition of ballast under the sleeper. It can be summarized that Modal analysis has
become an effective means for identifying, understanding and simulating dynamic behavior and response of
structures.
But real challenge lies with practical application. Many difculties must be overcome before this
approach can be applied in a real-time situation. First of all, the vibration measurement of sleepers at the
undamaged state of the system is usually unavailable. The permanent way inspector can only measure the
dynamic responses of sleepers on possibly damaged ballast on eld. This problem has to overcome before
application of any Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) technique.
So it can be concluded the following points and suggestions:-
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(i) RDSO has to develop a numerical or analytical model to represent the undamaged state of the railsleeper-ballast system without any loss of stiffness.
(ii) Another limitation in the implementation of this approach is the uncertainty problem. Unlike any
structural systems for aerospace and mechanical systems, the model parameters of a railsleeper-ballast system are relatively uncertain. Probability theory or stochastic analysis or
random vibration should be employed in widely addressing the uncertainty problem. All recent
studies in developed countries are carrying on this way for Health monitoring and assessment of
the system.
(iii) There are many factors affecting dynamic behavior such as the damage of the sleeper itself, the
rail defects and rail pads damage and environmental factors like temperature, humidity, corrosion
etc. Those factors must be considered in the development of a most practical ballast damage
detection method.
(iv) As per as eld application, the damaged state of track system can be assessed by continuous
monitoring system by installing signaling sensors on selected sleepers at specied distance in
the railway track. The measured signals are transferred through wireless network or GPS system
along the track to the control. Now in ofce, it has to be compared with numerical model
developed already. From there, we can access the damage or seriousness of damage. This is
systematic structural health monitoring system to tackle dynamic load impact in rail-ballastsleeper system.
(v) Vibration based structural health monitoring with most effective use of modal analysis is future
requirement and need of hour. It involves response of system involving sensors, system and
acquisition systems. It can be seen as alternative tool for costly visual inspections also.
At last, with in depth understanding of dynamic characteristics, the advanced prediction and system
structural condition identication, railway track and their component's health monitoring are becoming a reality
in the near future in a more advanced manner.
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Abstract

This paper examines impact of dynamic parameters of rail-ballast-sleeper system to detect possible damage of the
underlying railway ballast. The detection of ballast damage still heavily relies on visual inspection and destructive test.
In this feasibility study, a ballasted track with concrete sleeper is modeled in standard software. In the study, ballast
under sleeper is modeled as an elastic beam based on stiffness approach. When the ballast is damaged, the stiffness
provided in supporting sleeper at various locations will reduce. This paper studies the possibility to detect the damage
status of ballast under a sleeper by monitoring the vibration of the corresponding sleeper. This paper not only
presented the theoretical development but also the numerical verications. It concludes development of Structural
Health Monitoring (SHM) Tool is need of hour.

1.

Introduction
The Indian railway network today has a track length of 96,506 running kilometres over a route of
67,677 kilometres and 7,653 stations. It is the fourth largest railway networkin the world exceeded only by
those of the United States, Russia and China. The rail network traverses every length and breadth of India and is
known to carry over 30 million passengers and 2.8 million tons of freight daily. In terms of the reliability and
safety parameters, we have not yet reached truly global standards. Though rail transport in India is growing at a
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rapid pace, the associated safety infrastructure facilities have not kept pace with the aforementioned
proliferation. Our facilities are inadequate as compared to the international standards and as a result, there
have been frequent derailments that have resulted in severe loss of valuable human lives and property. The
principal problem has been the lack of cheap and efcient technology to detect problems in the rail tracks and
of course, the lack of proper maintenance of rails which have resulted in the formation of cracks and
subsequently fractures and other similar problems caused by anti-social elements which jeopardize the
security of operation of rail transport.
Fracture in rail can occur either at the welded joint location or elsewhere in any portion of parent rail. In
this paper, for the sake of simplicity, both types of such fractures have been designated as “rail fracture” and no
separate distinction has been made. Statistics of reported rail fractureson Northern Railway and Indian
Railways for the last few years is given below:
Railway
Northern Railways
Indian Railways

2014-15
548
4210

2015-16
416
3164

2016-17
455
3769

Thus there have been around 3000-4000 potential safety hazards on account of fractures. Honourable
Minister for Railways has repeatedly expressed his concern for timely detection of such fractures and other
preventing measures to improve reliability of track structure. Efforts are on to test various techniques for the
Indian environment.
2.

PREVALENT SYSTEMS FOR DIAGNOSIS OF FRACTURE/CRACK/FAULT IN RAIL:
There are four traditional system used for long time in the railway department for crack detection:
4 Visual Inspection: Live inspection is carried out by human eyes. This method has low reliability
and accuracy. It is costly, time consuming and ineffective for large and complex structural
systems such as the rail track.
4 Static Non-Destructive testing: Some of these ultrasonic emission or acoustic emission (Hand
probing) method, eddy current method, dye penetrates method, bre optic sensor of various
kinds. These methods can be useful for small areas where intensive testing is needed.
4 Mobile Non Destructive testing like running of SPURT car, DRT, SRT, etc. These methods are
inefcient and more costly when compared to newer methods.
4 Disturbance to Track Circuit: The rails are also used as a medium to carry electrical return current
from OHE. At times, this leads to misleading and untrustworthy rail crack reading. Very costly.
Majority of the track is not provided with Track Circuit.
Following Non Conventional Concepts have
been oated and tried or are under trial:
4 Detection of broken rail in non track circuit
area, using two low impedance
connections between the two rails.
Limitations are due to electrical leakage,
deep earth conduction, interference due to
Figure-1.
OHE, etc. Refer Figure-1.
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4 Detection using Light Emitting Diode- Light
Dependent Resistor (LED-LDR) assembly.
Requires a BOT (Robot) to run over the track.
This can be done only under trafc block.
4 Detection of cracks using electronic camera,
some sensors and a computer attached to
them. In these systems the cracks and
deformations can be determined by means of
the special cameras and sensors that can be
Figure-2
put under any wagon or railcar moving on the
track, in order to observe the rail, and a computer system with some software connected to them.
4 Detection of the vibrations originating from the railway vehicle travelling on the rail, with the help
of the sensors and evaluation of this gathered signal. This is a passive system and a railway
vehicle is expected to pass over the deformed rail segment for measurements. Under such
prerequisite, it can be too late to avoid an accident and in some situations derailments may
occur. Therefore, this kind of system cannot be a reliable solution to
the existing rail problems.
4 Detection of fracture in railway track using “Ultrasonic Broken Rail
Detection System” (Refer Figure-3). A pilot project has been taken up to
test the efcacy of this system on Northern Railways. Unfortunately, the
results are not encouraging as there are plenty of False Alarms and the
reliability of detection is very low.
4Use of “Optic Fibre Cable Based Acoustics Sensing System”
technology for detection of fractures. Efforts are also being made
Figure-3
on Indian Railways using this technique. However, efcacy of the
Ultrasonic Transducer with Rail Clamp
technique is yet to be established.

3.

PROPOSED CONCEPT:
In this concept, controlled electromechanical vibrations are applied to the rail. These travel through the
rail material in all directions. The same are detected at some distance away from the point of application. In
case of a fracture, there is loss or reasonable change in the character of vibration signals reaching the point of
detection. A set of devices and computer software are used to compare the vibration signals reaching the point
of detection with the input vibrations,to make an inference about the physical integrity of the rail.
The proposed concept uses the following principle of propagation of Mechanical Waves:
3.1

Principle of Working:
(i) Mechanical wave propagate faster and to a longer distance in iron than in air (ν iron = ν air).
(ii) Frequency of vibration of mechanical wave does not change as it travels from one medium to
another (ν air = ν iron)
(iii) For the same frequency of vibration, mechanical wave has lesser wavelength in air as compared
to in iron. (λ air< λ iron)
(iv) During propagation of mechanical wave, there is loss of energy at the interface of iron and
air,hence amplitude of vibration is reduced in air as compared to in iron (a air = a iron)
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Principle is explained in the Figure- 4 and 5.

Figure-4

Figure-5

3.2.

General Description:
The arrangement/system consists ofa) Power supply
b) Vibration application module drive card and a communication system to transmit the signal from
a centralised location to the electro-mechanical vibration application module.
c) An electro-mechanical vibration application module that periodically vibrates the rail body.
d) Vibration sensing module located at a certain distance from the vibration application point on the
same rail, and a communication system to transmit the signal to a centralised location.
e) A system located at the centralised location, consisting of signal processing and decision making
module to conclude whether the rail has a crack or fracture and its location.
f) Alert system, at the centralised location, for communication to the concerned authorities for
attending to the crack/fracture.
The above is explained in Figure-6.
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Figure-6

3.3.

Details of Various Components:
Reference No.
Description
100
Rail
200
(Electromechanical) Vibration Application Module
210
Vibration Application Module Mechanical Interface
220
Vibration Application Module Drive Card
221
Driver Interface of Vibration Application Module's Drive Card
222
Microprocessor of Vibration Application Module's Drive Card
223
Memory of Vibration Application Module's Drive Card
224
Communication Interface Circuit.
300
Vibration Signal Application Point
400
Vibration Signal Sensing Point
500
Communication system/Line
600
Vibration Sensing Module
610
Vibration Sensing Module Interface
620
Electronic Sensing Card for Vibration Sensing Module
621
Vibration Sensing Interface Circuit
622
Microprocessor of Vibration Sensing Module's Electronic Sensing Card
623
Communication Interface Circuit
624
Memory of Vibration Sensing Module's Electronic Sensing Card
625
Vibration Sensor
626
Vibration Signal Processing Unit
627
Communication system interface
700
External Memory
800
Central Processing Unit and Control Room
900
Power Supply
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3.4.

Detailed Description/Operational Steps:
a) Vibration application module drive card (220) transmits signals from centralised location to
electro-mechanical vibration application module (200) through a wireless or wired
communication system (500).
b) A controlled mechanical vibration is applied at a point (300) on the rail (100) with the help of an
Electro mechanical vibration application module (200) which uses Power supply (900) for its
operation.
c) The electro-mechanical vibration application module (200) takes on the task of converting the
electrical signal that is generated in the system into the mechanical form (VSA) and applying it to
the rail (100).
d) This vibration signal (VSA) propagates through the rail towards point (400).
e) A Vibration Sensing Module (600) picks up vibrations from a point (400) on the same rail which is
at some distance apart from point (300).
f) This vibration signal (VSB) is transmitted to a Central location through wireless or wired
communication system (500).
g) A central processing system processes and compares these vibration signals (VSA and VSB) and
uses a decision making module to conclude whether the rail has a crack or fracture between the
two locations (300) and (400).
h) If the conclusion is “Crack or fracture”, the same is transmitted to an Alert System.
i) The alert system communicates to all concerned authorities about the location of the
crack/fracture for protecting the track and attending to the fault.
The Electromechanical Vibration Application Module (200), as shown in Figure-8, is operated by the
Vibration Application Module Drive Card (220) (Refer Figure-7), as follows:

Figure-7
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=

=

=
=

=

The electromechanical
vibration application
module (200) applies
vibrations to rail (100) at
vibration signal application
point (300) through
vibration application
module mechanical
interface (210) as shown
in Figure-8.
Figure-8
The (electromechanical)
vibration application module (200) is driven by the driver interface of the vibration application
module's drive card (221).
The driver interface of the vibration application module's drive card (221) is controlled and
directed by the microprocessor (222).
The microprocessor of vibration application module's drive card (222) keeps all the data gathered
during the process in the memory of vibration application module driving board system memory
(223).
The microprocessor of the vibration application module's drive board (222) relay all the
necessary information about the process to the external communication line (500) by using the
communication interface circuit (224) and communication system/line to the Central Control
room.

The Vibration Sensing Module (600), as shown in Figure-9, works as follows= The signal that reached to the vibration signal sensing point (400) is taken by the vibration
sensing module interface
(610) in the vibration
sensing module (600).
= The same is transmitted to
the electronic sensing
card for vibration sensing
module (620) as shown in
Figure-10.
= The vibration signal that is
picked up by the vibration
Figure-9
sensor (625) in the
electronic sensing card for vibration sensing module (620) is passed through the vibration
sensing interface circuit (621) and converted into the electrical signal for the vibration signal
processing unit (626) to process the signal.
= This electrical analog signal is converted into the digital format in the vibration signal processing
unit (626) and transmitted to the microprocessor of vibration sensing module's electronic
sensing card (622) of the system.
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The microprocessor of
vibration sensing
module's electronic
sensing card (622)
identies the signal by
performing some
mathematical operations
on the signal.
= The output from this
identication operation is
saved into the external
memory (700) through
the communication
interface circuit (623)
Figure-10
and in the memory of
vibration sensing module's electronic sensing card (624) at the same time.
= The processed data generated from the microprocessor of vibration sensing module's electronic
sensing card (622) is transmitted to the central command station PC (800) for display of
necessary information and alarm functions through a wired or wireless communication system
interface (627).
= As a result of the processing of vibration signal transmitted from Vibration Signal Application Point
(300) and the vibration signal sensing point (400), a particular conclusion is reached about the
rail's (100) physical integration.
= Loss or a reasonable change of the character of the vibration signal coming to the vibration signal
sensing point (400) reveals the information in regards to the physical status of the rail (100) such
as t for use or unusable due to a rupture, fracture or a crack.
Advantages:
i. The most signicant feature of this proposed concept is the capability to pre determines the
fractures or cracks in the rail on real time basis, just after occurrence of the same.
ii. There is no need for any a railway vehicle to pass over the railway track for such identication to
be done.
iii. The proposed system of detection of fractures/cracks does not require any Trafc block.
iv. Since the line is proposed to be divided into specic detection zones, the location of the
breakdown can be easily determined.
v. As the fracture/crack in rail can be pre-detected, itis possible to prevent major railway accidences
that may occur on account of such fractures/cracks in rail.
vi. This concept eliminates the inadequacies of the point based analysis performed by the Ultrasonic
Flaw Detection equipment, as detection of fractures and cracks can be done much easily and
quickly on a long railway line, at once.
vii. Fracture/crack data collected can be easily integrated into the Track Management System module
to identify fracture prone areas and for planning Through Rail Renewal.
=

3.5.
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viii. This system can detect not only the visible cracks or deformations on the surface layer of the rail
body, but also to detect the cracks which may occur anywhere on the rail body.
ix. This system is less costly than the laser, sensitive sensors or high-resolution and fast shooting
cameras and similar detection systems.
x. The fractures and cracks on the high-speed railway tracks in particular, and all the railway lines in
general, can be detected just at the beginning stage or just after the formation of the fault, and
necessary warning signals can be generated/communicated before the railway vehicle reaches
to the troubled area.
4.

COMPARISON BETWEEN “ULTRASONIC BROKEN RAIL DETECTION SYSTEM” AND THE
“PROPOSED CONCEPT”:

5.

COST ASPECT:
A work was awarded to Institute for Maritime Technology, South Africa for installation, operation and
maintenance of Ultrasonic Broken Rail Detection system (for two years) on NCR and Northern Railway
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on a track length of 50 kms (approx) at a total cost of US$ 833496 (Rs.5.5 Cr approx).It is rmly
believed that the cost of system as per the proposed concept would be less than this cost, but,
reliability of detection, much higher.
6.

CONCLUSION:
Indian Railways is struggling to nd a “Fail Safe” method for timely detection of rail fractures and
cracks so as to improve asset reliability and thus safety of passengers and punctuality of trains. Many
methods have been tried. Some are under trial. Unfortunately, the results have not been very
encouraging. The proposed concept,wherein, loss or reasonable change in the character of controlled
electromechanical vibration signals coming to the Vibration Signal Sensing pointdetermines the
physical status of the rail, has a huge potential to achieve the above objective at a reasonable cost.
Unlike Ultrasonic Broken Rail Detection System, the performance and reliability of this concept is not
adversely affected during train movement and other obligatory discontinuities in the track.
Implementation of this concept on Indian Railways would also give a big boost to “Make in India”
initiative launched by Honourable Prime Minister of India in September 2014.
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LEVERAGING DEVELOPMENTS IN MONITORING TECHNOLOGY
FOR OPTIMISING TRACK MAINTENANCE
KONDA SRINIVAS

(ADEN/Bidar, Secunderabad Division, S.C.Rly)

Infrastructure should be able to offer a level of performance, which guarantees trafc ows with
minimum disruption, based on high levels of operational availability, safety and security.
This must be achieved at optimum life cycle cost, necessitating effective maintenance, planning and
asset management. .
Building on expertise from within the rail sector and from other modes, network infrastructure
availability will be developed to a high level and is resilient. This will be measured by performance regimes for
passenger (included high density, high speed and conventional trafc) and freight trafc.
Bringing together innovative technologies and concepts, the design, construction, operation and
maintenance of network infrastructure shall be more reliable, safe and secure, supportive of customer needs,
cost effective, sustainable, adaptable to future requirements, automated and resilient to hazards.
Stations and terminals will be designed to meet the needs of the future customer and are the
cornerstone for the provision of quality, accessible and reliable rail services and sector competitiveness.
Why maintenance is required
= Track geometry deteriorates under inuence of dynamic track loads.
= Track geometry deterioration - complex issue - 3 main causes
4 Random settlement of ballast
4 Lack of straightness of rails
4 Variations in dynamic load along the track caused by vehicles
Why do we measure Track geometry
= To identify the deviations or the defects
= To compare the track with other tracks and with the benchmark
= To monitor the rate of deterioration for special attention and
= To give timely input and prolong the life of the asset
= To assess the quality of track maintenance inputs
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How do we assess the track geometry manually?
= Push Trolley Inspections
= Foot Plate and Brake Van Inspections
= Manual Measurements
4 Unevenness
4 Alignment
4 Gauge
4 Cross Level
= Versines and Super elevation on Curves
= Other track elements like LC, P&C, SEJ etc.
Mechanized Measurement – Systems on IR
= Track Recording Cars (TRC) – TMM directorate of RDSO – Engineering Department
= Oscillograph Cars Mechanical Directorate of RDSO
= Oscillation Monitoring System (OMS) – Divisions or Zonal Headquaretrs
Present Sytems of Track Maintenance –
a) The track should be maintained by conventional system of manual packing with railway employees
(Track maintainers) Through Packing: Conventional Maintenance By Beater Packing :
For example on PWI section UDGR 70 km
Monthly expenditure on staff of 185 about 50 lakhs per month and 6 crores for salaries and 1 crore
for other benets like bonus, passes & pension
Average cost of maintenance 10 lakhs per km per annum
b) Mechanized maintenance of track by On track tamping machines periodically as well as need
based Track Maintenance by Machines
Proposed Type of maintenance:1. Track renewals:- material supplied by Railways no railway employees in working and except
supervisory staff with some protection staff /trolley men.
TRR, TSR or CTR as per the service life ,wear & tear, need based as per unusual Occurrences,
modernization or new policy etc.
***To be done by TRT, PQRS like mechanized methods assisted by contractual agencies in Rear
works
TTR by T-28 and like mechanized methods assisted by contractual agencies in Rear works
TFR by contractual agencies material supplied by Railways.
TFTR formation treatment if required to done by machines/agencies in pucca planned way with
quality control blocking the line for some period & not running the trains.
TBR (Deep screening) should be donr periodically once in 10 years or as warranted to be done by
BCM,followed by tamping machine and track stabilizers supported by agencies for rear works.
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2.

Regular track maintenance
a) Through packing:- No need of through by gangs. Only need based tamping by on track tampers like
CSM/DUOMATIC based TGI/OMS and other inspection. Agency should be used for pre,during and
post tamping operations One end to other end packing should be required only after deep screening
till complete consolidation adopting additional rounds of tamping after a lag of two/three months.
b) Shallow screening
should be done by
FRM( Shoulder
screening machine)
after 5 years of Deep
screening to clear
shoulder drainage and
avoiding vegetation
growth.
c) Boxing should be done
t o LW R p r o  l e b y
agencies duly adjusting
ballast, recouping
ballast by BOBYN
ballast trains from
ballast depot and BRM.
d) Deweeding / removing wild growth should be done by agencies and using herbicides like Glycol
e) Lubrication of joints/Pulling back creep works scarce and can be done by artisan staff.
f) Picking of slacks to be attended as per the inspection notes to be attended by machines and in case
of urgency can be done by special gangs of JE/P.Way.
g) LWR Destressing should be done by agencies
h) Side drain cleaning should be done by agencies.

3.

Patrolling
a) Presently we are doing key man patrolling monsoon patrolling, cold weather patrolling and hot
weather patrolling duly sending persons in to the section
physically to check for the deciencies like breaches,
sinking of track wash out s, rail/weld failures at the walking
speed of 5kmph( approx) for 2 or 3 rounds. In this
safety/protection depends upon the integrity and interest of
patrolmen.
b) Now let us go to latest technology of live images/videos of
actual condition of track by GPS/Satellite cameras Live
Google mapping pictures scanning the track, CC tv or
Drone cameras.
Set up control room at every station view the condition of
track by moving the drone on the track at a level above train
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height .Observe the abnormalities on track
fractures, ood on track. Obstruction on track ,
suspend the trafc rush to the spot with
emergency rescue team and the attend the
emergencies like weld/rail fractures, buckling and
restore the trafc. If water owing, boulder/tree
falling to be cleared as per site conditions.
c) Key man patrolling to continued daily for checking
the track condition physically and to attend the
ttings.
4.

Trespassing of track.
No level crossings permitted and crossing the only by RUB/ROB and no persons/animals also
permitted within the railway boundaries except staff attending and protect with proper
fencing/barricading

Track and Structures
= Future ballasted or slab track systems with improved performances, technologies have
advantages, for both HSL or passenger lines and freight corridors
= New developments and concepts for switches and crossings
= Optimized noise and vibration control
= New methods of clearance measurement taking into account the maintenance operation of the
structures and/or the tracks
Track system consists
= Rails
= Tendency for joint less rails
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Rail manufacturers going for longer rails (as supplied 260 m rails by Jindal to DFC) and SAIL also
planning for up to 520 m rails
= Wear resistant rails like HH rails duly rail grinding to suitable proles
= LWR continued over the points and crossings with duly providing Anti-creep devices and ensuring
the fracture less adopting some temperature maintaining methods (No SEJs like Hyderabad Metro)
= Anti Creep Device (Pin and Fork Type )
=

In order to limit relative displacements between switch
and stock rail or at crossings, anti creep devices are
used. For the anti creep device type “PIN and FORK” a
pin and fork, which engage, are bolted onto the webs of
the two rails.
= It is designed such that it starts work only when the
dened allowable displacement of a component is
reached therefore the track components are kept free
from unnecessary loads.
= Fastenings
= Elastic fastenings should be theft free.
= GR Pads with sufcient cushioning and uniform liner/no liner system should be adopted for less
maintenance.
Obligatory points like points&crossings,curves and bridges
= Thick webbed switches Zu 60 prole
= Movable crossings/Weldable CMS crossings
= Maximum length should be straight and if curves
unavoidable go for smoother ones and check rails on
curves
= All the bridges should be ballasted deck bridges only LWR
to be continued over the bridge and should be designed for
suitable loading
=
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=
=
=
=
=
=

Complete mechanized maintenance including all renewals.
USFD testing should be periodical and by SPURT car type vehicle.
No Glued joints / No track circuit system signals by CBTC( Communication based train control
system which is wireless like Hyderabad Metro
Sufcient track machines should be available in the vicinity with complete maintenance/repairs to
work in the assured daily corridor maintenance trafc block of 3 to 4 Hours
Emergencies to be attended by disaster management vehicles which are fully equipped and
manned round the clock at every 50/100 km distance with approach road along the track.
No Gatemen required as no Lcs.

Conclusion
= Leveraging development in monitoring IT technology of GPS, Drone camera of high resolution for
watching track day and night for patrolling
= Leveraging transport facility to all the staff JE/SSE/P.Way and Track maintainers at alternate block
station or 20km to move in the section without going by walk with tools on head in conventional way
= Using the proper machines like one tamping machine for an ADEN/Sub-division which can be
move by road/rail for need based maintenance with corridor blocks of maintenance for a period 34 hours per day.
= No through packing or tamping should not be done on the track where TGI more than 100 and good
running without notes.
= Continuous tamping to be only after deep screening till it gets nal consolidation even up to 3-4
months
= Miscellaneous works like boxing, Deweeding, side drains cleaning and pre, post and during
tamping operations only with contractor agencies which costs 2-3 lakhs per km
= Key man patrolling is compulsory physical daily attention and ensuring track condition.
= Trolly inspection by moped/motor under block protection and inspections of curve,points &
crossings, bridges or other features by foot.
= One JE/SSE in-charge for 2 block sections or 20km with 1or 2 assisting JE to observe track
through control room of Drone/GPS coverage and should have 20 multi skill track maintainers who
are capable of rail renewal, cutting, drilling, welding, gas cutting and packing if required and work as
trolley man, artisan with all equipment ,materials provided with pick up van and material lorry for
transportation.
= ADEN sub-division consists on 5 SSE/P.Way of 100 km should be provided with SSE/P.Way stores
procurement /issue ,Contract management.
= All the above leveraging technology development maintenance cost will come down to 50% as
reducing the staff from 3/km to 1.5/km
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Optimisation of monitoring technology for
better track maintenance of Indian Railways
based on
Global Railways experience*

Synopsis
Indian Railways are planning in a big way to modernize the Railway technology to face the challenge of modern
trafc consisting of higher speed & heavier axle load. Track constitutes the most important part of the
infrastructure providing the guided path for the wheels to move and, therefore, carry the main burden of
moving loads.
With continuously increasing trafc, higher speeds and increased axle loads, the demand for inspection and
maintenance of the infrastructure is ever increasing. To face the challenges of efcient and reliable movement
of high volume of trafc, the traditional man-power intensive, subjective methods of inspection and
assessment of condition of infrastructure are no longer sufcient. Presently on Indian Railways Track
monitoring is being done mostly through visual methods like Trolley inspection, Foot plate inspection to judge
its riding quality, manual measurement of track geometry. Similarly Points & Crossing & Level Crossing etc are
also being checked by manual inspection.
The advancement in science and technology has opened up new vistas with a large number of techniques and
instrumentation processes available for inspection and condition assessment of infrastructure. Indian
Railways has been using several technologies developed from time to time for monitoring of track, bridges and
tunnels to a limited extant. The recent developments worldwide provide several new opportunities for cost
effective and precision monitoring of assets particularly track.
An attempt has been made to critically examine various such methods being used by modern railway like
German Railways, French Railways, Japenese Railways, British Railways & US Railways etc and nally
suggest leveraging developments to optimise monitoring technology for better maintenance of track on Indian
Railways based on global experience.
*M.M. Agarwal, Former Chief Engineer (Railways) & Former Executive Director/IPWE
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Optimisation of monitoring technology for better track maintenance of Indian Railways based on global
Railways experience
1.

Introduction :
Presently Indian Railways are monitoring the track by manual method like Inspection of track by
Trolleying or by foot plate of fast moving trains. Daily inspection of track by key man, Ultrasonic
inspection of rail by USFD trolley, manual inspection of level crossing & curves as well as of points &
crossing. Manual patrolling of track is also being done in winter/rainy season by patrol man on a
programme basis. Though Indian Railway have recently procured some of the modern track
monitoring method like Track recording cars, self propelled ultrasonic rail testing cars (SPURT),
oscillation monitoring system (OMS-2000) etc, but these are relatively few & their frequency limited.
It is well known that measuring the infrastructure like track manually by surveying gangs is timeconsuming, cost-intensive and not accurate enough for any Railway System today. In view of this,
monitoring of track by modern gadgets, equipments and device. Some of them being installed in
special vehicle is required to maintain the track in better health. These track structure measuring
vehicles can be equipped with a combination of various available measuring systems to establish the
condition of the track, depending on the requirements of the railway.
These measuring vehicles can either be self-propelled or a suitable passenger rail coach can be
equipped with all the instrumentation and form part of a train. Modern track monitoring systems are
required based on global experience so that maintenance of track can be properly planned.

2.

Advantages of mechanized inspection and monitoring of track
A number of advantages exist in mechanised of inspection and monitoring work, which can be broadly
summarized as follows:
1. Increase in working efciency (reducing load on workers)
2. Accuracy improvement (making correct measurements)
3. Increase in frequency (repetition of measurement)
4. Functional improvement (measuring what human beings cannot)
The merits of (1) and (2) are evident, since mechanized differential measurements are better than
manual chord measurements in the case of track geometry (track irregularity). With the development
of various types of inspection equipment which can be mounted on coaches of regular trains the
importance of this aspect has grown (Item3). Higher frequency inspections, allow earlier detection of
any rapid shift in the track deterioration which in turn enhances safety and greater maintenance plan
efciency. Fixed monitoring systems also belong to this category. Point (4) indicates inspection where
measurement is difcult when relying only on the naked eye, e.g. measurement of rail surface
roughness and internal rail defects.
As mentioned above, the overall importance of mechanization is clear, but benets it brings to
measuring will vary depending on the type of system applied. When developing a new technology it is
necessary to consider what the expected merits will be.

3.

Different type of Track monitoring devices/equipment
Different type of track monitoring devices are used worldwide on various Railway systems to measure
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various parameters of Track where effect safety & smooth running of fast & heavy trafc on the track.
Some of important devices/gadgets involved are:
1. Track Recording Cars
To obtain the relevant data about track geometry it is possible to have regular measurements
carried out by TRACK RECORDING CARS. These cars scan the entire line network several times a
year. In these cars, track irregularity in the shape of track measurement primarily measured. Track
measurement focuses on ve items: (i) longitudinal level (ii) alignment (iii) cross level (iv) gauge
and (v) twist. The acquired data can be merged in a track geometry data base and are available for
long-term analyses. This provides the planning ofces with a valuable instrument. Rates of
deterioration indicate which type of action would be the most suitable in order to restore the target
geometry of the track and to retain it as long as possible.
Different type of Track recording cars have been developed by various managements. Details of a
typical example of track recording cars made by Plasser & Theurer are given below:
Track geometry recording cars made by
Plasser & Theurer, Austria, supply a
wealth of information, depending on their
equipment and the requirements. Apart
from data on the track geometry, this
also includes data on the rail prole,
wear of the running edge, rail inclination
and surface faults of the rails. Modern
measuring systems are capable of
measuring the clearance gauge and the
ballast prole, monitoring the
rail fastenings, video inspection
and measuring the position of the
Figure 1: Track Recording Car EM SAT 120 by Plasser & Theurer
contact wire.
Track Surveillance by Recording Car (Plasser & Theurer EM SAT 120) which carries out
Infrastructure-Condition Inspection, Measuring, Monitoring and Recording and helping to keep the
Rail-Track in sound and healthy Condition.
1.1 Multi Function Track Recording Car
For measuring, recording and analysis of the
track geometry, the standard equipment of every
track recording car is the track geometry
measuring system. Multi function track recording
cars has basic facility of measuring track
Geometry as well as optional measuring system,
which can also take measurements of other parts
of track structure.
The Modern multi function track recording car
Figure 2.: Non-contacting measurement under Load at up to 100 km/h
has the following functions.
with Plasser & Theurer, Austria, Track recording Car EMF1 for Track Surveying
and ultrasonic Rail-Flaw Detection incl. Evaluation in real Time
For track monitoring, the standard measuring
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system as well as some of the important optional measuring system of Plasser & Theurer track
recording car are given below:
Standard measuring systems
* Non-contacting track geometry measuring system with integrated GPS navigation and
optional gauge measurement for recording the track geometry.
Optional measuring systems
* Rail prole measuring system (Optional: software package for the calculation of equivalent
conicity)
* Corrugation measuring system (Optional: software for automatic measuring of joint gaps)
* Clearance prole measuring system/ballast prole measuring system.
* Ultrasonic rail ew detection system.
Video monitoring systems
* Track component video monitoring system. (Rail surface, rail fasteners, rail shplates, sleeper
condition)
* Third rail video system
* Head check monitoring system.
2

Track measuring devices mounted in regularly running trains
The traditional strategy of Railways and infrastructure managers is to measure regularly track
geometry to identify irregularities and inform maintenance works. This data is retrieved by dedicated
track inspection vehicles. Recent trend is to deploy on commercially operated trains measurement
devices, increasing the frequency of measurements. By using scheduled trains, infrastructure
managers can retrieve inspection data every day. Margin of error can be evaluated in a predictive way.
Typical example of such systems being operated in various Railway Systems are given in
subsequent paras:
Japanese Railway: Track measuring devices monitorised on high speed train of Japanese Railway is
demonstrated in Figure
German Railways:
German Railways have equipped one of its
Intercity Express (I.C.E.) Trains with
acceleration- and rotation-gyroscope
sensors mounted on the axle-box which
monitoring data of vertical and horizontal
alignment defects as socalled “TRAIN
BASED IN SERVICE MONITORING for
TARGET PLANING OF MAINTENANCE”.
This ICE transmits daily the acceleration
rates cum position on its route.. Through the
wheel/bogie acceleration rates values Figure 3: Japan Railways Kyushu 800 High Speed Train fitted to Car Body
measured by Axle-Box mounted
and Bogies with Equipments providing Data on Track Conditions
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Figure 4: Track measuring Devices mounted on
Kyushu 800 High Speed Train, Japan

Figure 5: Online Data Collection from Accelerometer and
Gyroscope Rotation Sensors mounted on a Bogie of
a German Federal Railway Express Train Locomotive

Accelerometers and gyroscopic Measurement Sensors the running trains will transmit in future to the
Permanent Way Engineer the telemetric data of developing track defects with their exact location in his
jurisdiction, how the defects develop with the time and with what rates (dynamic of deterioration)
under given trafc load. The Track Engineer will get alarm, when he will have to interfere by repair or
maintenance. This method includes also the monitoring of turnouts.
2.1

Track Geometry Assessment devices
Dozens of various branded high-speed
geometry measurement systems are
employed for rail track geometr y
assessment in various Railway Systems.
Usually each of them is mounted on a
special type of vehicle.
SOKOL system for monitoring and
assessment of track geometry, can be
integrated in any mobile diagnostic system
like carriages, railcars, etc.
The track geometry equipment constitutes
a system of sensors mounted on three or
four inspection bogies installed on the
body or the frame of vehicle bogies. This Figure 6 : SOKOL System for Monitoring and Assessment of Track Geometry
design facilitates data logging at speeds up to 100 km/h. Simultaneous assessment of vertical and
horizontal positions of both rails with respect to vehicle body as well as of kinematic travel parameters
results in precise determination of the track geometry. The system also logs and checks for
parameters and components of the track section under inspection: coordinates of kilometre posts,
articial facilities, crossings, switches, etc.

3.

Virtual Track Walk
Performing walking inspections of a roadbed is time consuming and difcult to manage in high trafc
areas. The use of Track Component specialized Imaging System allows railways to automatically
collect continuous images of the roadbed from a moving platform. The ability to store these georeferenced images allows for any area in question to be evaluated from the ofce. Automated
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algorithms and processing software accompany this technology for comprehensive ofce inspection
tools. Such equipments can be used for detecting conditions such as missing/broken fasteners and
grading concrete ties (sleepers).
ENSCO's Virtual Track-Walk (VTW), USA, software enables high-resolution track images to be
inspected in the ofce. A key feature is the ability to view synchronized images from multiple
inspection cameras along with milepost and GPS. When using VTW to inspect track, built-in tools
allow the user to mark defects and identify track assets. The software then automatically tags these
with milepost numbers and GPS coordinates. Identied defects and assets can be exported to CSV
reports. VTW can be used for conducting visual track inspection and tie grading in the ofce. Defects
identied can be put in the report that includes milepost and GPS coordinates of each defect.

Figure 7 : ENSCO light Track Inspection/Imaging
Rail-cum-Road Vehicle for virtual Track-Walk

4.
4.1

Various gadgets/equipments for innovative Rail track monitoring
Track Alignment Data: Different Railways have developed innovative devices /equipment for track
alignment & similar track parameters & some of them are given below:

Figure 9 :
High performance system solution
for Track Alignment Data or
Control-Point-based Tamping Survey
AMBERG TAMPING, Switzerland

4.2

Figure 8 : ENSCO Track Imaging System for virtual Track-Walk

Figure 10 :
3 D Laser Mapping Image of Rail-Road

Figure 11 :
Rail Infrastructure Reality Capture providing
3D Data by “Leica SiTrack”, Germany,
for Monitoring 360º Clearance

Unmanned Inspection Trolley
Rail Safety depends on regular access, evaluation and protection along the rail road right-of-way. With
the new instrumented Rail Inspection System, the inspection and rst response work can now be done
robotically, with almost no risk of human injury fatality.
An unmanned instrumented rail inspection system has been developed by Johns Hopkins University's
Applied Physics Laboratory of USA.
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Equipped with near-infrared video and
photographic capabilities, the rail-mounted
Iris unmanned inspection trolley is open
remotely from a portable base station that
provides a single interface for controlling
the vehicle and reviewing data. Optional
chemical, radiation and optical sensors
make it suitable for handling man-made
disaster like bomb threats, res as well as
natural disaster.
Figure 12: Unmanned Inspection Trolley

4.3

Computer Vision based method of Fault
detection on Railway Track
Computer vision-based condition monitoring methods are increasingly used on railway systems. By
means of a camera placed on top locomotive of the train, rail images are taken of the rail that the train is
on as well as the neighboring rail. On these images, the edge and feature extraction methods are
applied to determine the rail defects. The resulting several faults between railways are studied in detail
to determine if there is a failure. Rail condition monitoring process can be performed using data
obtained with the help of computers using these methods.
Various studies & experiments have been carried out by Research centres of various Railways and
computer based systems have been developed to identify track defects.
In one of the study, a computer vision-based methods have been proposed for condition monitoring on
the railways. In the proposed approach, images of both the rail cruising on and the neighboring rail are
taken with the aid of a camera placed on the locomotive. Position of rail is determined by applying
some image processing algorithms on the images taken. Following this procedure the distance
between the rails are calculated from the pixels, and is recorded for inspection. Basic approach to
examine the change in pixel values between the rails whether any shrinkage or expansion, is detected
accurately and reliably and easily. The most important advantage of the proposed approach, the
neighboring rail is also monitored by a single camera.

4.4

Crack detection of Railway track using modern technology
The cracks and other problems with the rails generally go unnoticed due to improper maintenance and
irregular manual track line monitoring that is being carried out in the current situation with the help of
modern technology, it is possible for Railways to identify the cracks in the railway tracks earlier and
prevent the accidents. One such modern method is to use of CENSORS. These crack detection sensor,
are placed in the train engine. By this, if some crack is detected on the track the train starts to slow and
stop at respective point automatically and exact place of crack would be given to control room.
Secondly the next cause of accidents is prevented from two trains opposite in same track by using the
same sensors tted in the engine, if the sensor senses the same signal from opposite train then it
automatically applies the brake and stops the train at certain distance.
The commonly employed rail crack detection schemes in foreign countries are usually ultrasonic or
eddy current based techniques which are the reasonably good accuracy in most cases. However, the
one characteristic which the above mentioned methods have in common is that they are both
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expensive, which makes them ineligible for implementation in the current Indian scenario. Also, the
ultrasonic can only inspect the core of materials; that is, the method cannot check for surface and near
surface cracking where many of the faults are located. Many of the most serious defects that can
develop in the rail head can be very difcult to detect using the currently available inspection equipment
Use of robotics for crack detection
Technical solutions offered by many companies in the detection of cracks in rails by Robotics involve
periodic maintenance coupled with occasional monitoring usually once a month or in a similar time
frame. But the robotics possesses the inherent advantage of facilitating monitoring of rail tracks on a
daily basis during nights, when the usual train trafc is suspended.
4.5

Rail Stress Monitoring Systems
For safety of railway track, Track maintenance Engineers have to keep a wary eye on the longitudinal
rail stress in CWR. The ability to accurately know the stress level in the rails of the track structure,
without invasive procedures (removal of fasteners) and/or destructive testing, represents a formidable
task for even the most experienced inspector.
In the warmer months as rail temperatures reach levels well above their so-called “stress-free” or
“neutral” temperatures, the potential for track buckles (“thermal misalignments” or “sun kinks”)
increases signicantly. Lateral track buckles are typically characterized by half-wave lengths greater
than 15' and include alignment deviations that will not permit safe passage of rolling stock at any
speed.
In winter months also, there is concern with longitudinal rail stresses and differences between actual
and “stress-free” rail temperatures. The number of rail breaks and the related “signal indication”
service disruptions as well as the potential for related derailments increase signicantly as the climate
and the rails exposed to the extreme cold. While some northern climate railroads of Europe do
occasionally apply blanket slow orders during periods of extremely low temperatures, rail break
concerns persist in more moderate climate territories.
Note: On Indian Railway in winter season a large number of rail fractures occar due to
compressing rails.
Several different commercial systems are available that include the installation of wayside sensors
designed to measure longitudinal rail
strain and compute the corresponding
stress levels. (An example of a typical
installation of a sensor designed to
monitor rail strain and compute
pertinent information related to the
stress state of the rail is shown in
(Figure 14: Typical installation of a
CWR longitudinal rail stress sensor)
The information gathered from
wayside sensors may be analyzed by
rail engineers and maintenance staff to
Figure 13: Typical installation of a CWR longitudinal rail stress sensor
determine locations where rail stress
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levels are approaching previously established threshold or trigger levels. Railroad engineers and
maintenance staff may choose to install such sensors at specic or generic locations. For example,
locations near the bottom of long grades, large civil structures, road crossings or special track work
represent typical locations where rail tends to accumulate. Alternatively, maintenance staff may elect
to have sensors installed at specied intervals along the track in an attempt to monitor the entire system.
5.

Use of DRONES for Track Monitoring
One of the most eye-catching developments featured recent study is the projected use of unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV's), commonly known as a drones for predictive maintenance of railway track
network. Most of the modern Rail Systems are making use of this innovative equipment/gadgets.
Germany: Deutsche Bahn (DB), Europe's largest railway and rail infrastructure operator began last
year using drones in an effort to combat grafti-spraying gangs. The metre wide drones, each can y
for up to 80 minutes at a speed of 33 mph, can operate autonomously or be remotely controlled by a
human operator. The drones' motors emit little noise, making them ideal for surveillance.
USA: Union Pacic Chief Executive Ofcer Jack Koraleski, is looking at drones to improve the
efciency of maintenance on the network: “You could send a drone to do the inspection and then if it
saw something you could send a person up to do the nal inspection.
United Kingdom: The Winter storms of 2014, saw extensive damage to the infrastructure on the South
Coast. Network Rail used a drone (the 'orange hornet') to monitor the rebuilding of around 100 metres
of sea wall in Dawlish, Devon which was destroyed by the storms.
Netherlands: Dutch railway company ProRail uses drones equipped with infrared sensors to check
the switch point heating systems on its tracks. Using the drone's images, the company can see
whether the switch point heating systems are operating correctly. Checking the switch points
manually is labour-intensive and also dangerous for employees, so drones can offer a number of
advantages.
Other modern Rail systems are also making us of Drones for monitoring infrastructure particularly
tracks

6.

Turnout & Crossing monitoring system
Turnouts represent the most maintenance intensive component of track infrastructure. Typical failure
modes in power switches include:
= Failures due to malfunction of moving parts such as switch machine or drive mechanism;
= Failures that cause components to loosen resulting in geometry exceptions
= Failures due to the wear (or damage) of a switch point or moveable frog-point. Turnout defects
and failures disturb the trafc ow in a big way. Turnout and switch machine failures account for a
large proportion of track related delays and unplanned maintenance.
One of such Switch Condition Monitoring (SCM) System is ROADMASTER from Voest Alpine, Austria.
It enables operators to reduce switch failures and optimize maintenance processes. SCM alerts allow
maintenance work to be scheduled to restore performance before service is disrupted. Performance
of switch machines and turnouts is measured at every movement, and specialist algorithms are used
to warn when normal operating characteristics are exceeded. Solutions are non-invasive and fully
congurable to cover all combinations of switch machine, turnout and control scheme.
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ROADMASTER (or PHOENIXSCM) used on PHOENIXMDS platform offers infrastructure operators and
maintainers valuable information on the condition and performance of turnouts, switch machines and
associated assets. The data and automated alerts provided create a vital time-frame in which
maintenance work can be scheduled to restore performance before failure. Maintenance can be
prioritized according to asset condition, and additional information provided by the function enables a
targeted approach to fault nding.
One or more drive motors are attached to the switch. When they set the switch in motion, electricity
ows. In the signal box, sensors record the power consumption and transmit the data to DIANA. The

Figure 14:
ROADMASTER, Voest Alpine, Switch Condition Monitoring *(SCM) System

6.1

Figure 15:
Flow Sheet of how DIANA works

computer program compares the results with the set-point. If the switch is missing nothing, then the
curve corresponds to the reference current curve. If the program detects any deviations, DIANA will
sound alarm. This platform detects on an early stage malfunctions, debris in the switch or wear. And
the repair team can take preventative measures; either repair or maintain the switch or replace it if it is
defective.
German Railway (DB) has already mounted this diagnostic system on 10000 switches. In 2018
another 15000 switches will come under this diagnostic system. It is envisaged to cover 30000
switches until 2020.
TURNOUT POINT THROW FORCE MONITORING SYSTEMS
The performance of power (remote) operated turnouts represents a major maintenance concern for
both track and signal forces. The deployment of an effective turnout monitoring system is not intended
to replace or reduce the need to perform inspections mandated by the FRA by either the track or signal
departments. Monitoring systems which make use of information collected at switch and MPF throw
devices and/or the associated articulated components, promise more effective maintenance planning
and, consequently, fewer track and signal related service disruptions.
Failures in turnouts may be generally subdivided into three different groups3:
a. Failures due to malfunction of moving parts such as switch machine or drive mechanism;
b. Failures that cause components to loosen resulting in geometry exceptions;
c. Failures due to the wear (or damage) of a switch point or moveable frog-point.
In existing systems, data is collected by appropriately designed sensors and is normally preprocessed
at the sensor location before being prepared for transmission. Data includes working pressure of
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7.

electro-hydraulic switch drives or the current draw of the electric switch machines.
While these systems are not designed to diagnose a fault to component level2, they offer a level of
intelligence to identify abnormal behavior
Recommendations
After having a study of various modern mechanized system of Track monitoring on advanced Railways
of the world, an attempt is being made to suggest optimization of track monitoring devices which can
help in improvement of track maintenance to provide safe travel of goods & passengers.

Figure 16: Turnout throw force monitoring systems-2

7.1

7.2

7.3

Multifunction Track recording cars: Indian Railways should procure number of modern multifunction
track recording cars which can measure track geometry & also record other data on track prole like
rail wear, surface faults of rails, ballast prole, monitoring of rail fastening as well as carryout
ultrasonic rail aw detection. Plasser & Theurer has come up with multifunction track recording car,
which can carry out all these functions.
Track measuring devices mounted on high speed trains: Indian Railway should procure some track
measuring devices mounted on locomotives as done by German Railways
German Railways have equipped one of its Intercity Express (I.C.E.) Trains with acceleration- and
rotation-gyroscope sensors mounted on the axle-box which monitoring data of vertical and horizontal
alignment defects as socalled “TRAIN
BASED IN SERVICE MONITORING for
TARGET PLANING OF MAINTENANCE”
Rail Stress monitoring system
On Indian Railway in winter season a large
number of rail fractures occur due to
compression in rails. Similarly in summer,
there is fear of buckling of track due to
excessive stresses in the rail.
Indian Railways should procure few Rail Figure : Online Data Collection from Accelerometer and Gyroscope Rotation Sensors
stress monitoring system & place them on
mounted on a Bogie of a German Federal Railway Express Train Locomotive
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7.4

7.5.

7.6

selected locations of track, which are vulnerable for cracks in winter or rail buckling in summer.
Points & crossing monitoring system
As large number of accidents take place on Points & Crossing, there is need to improve monitoring
technology for safety of points & crossing.
Indian Railways should procure some specialized switch & crossing monitoring system for condition
monitoring of turnout.
One of such Switch Condition Monitoring (SCM) System is ROADMASTER from Voest Alpine, Austria.
It enables operators to reduce switch failures and optimize maintenance processes. German Railways
have infact deployed large number of these equipments.
Track Alignment Data: Indian Railway should procure some rail alignment data checking machine &
place such systems on vulnerable areas where due to bad soil or other reasons track alignment is not
proper similar to one used by AMBERG High performance system solution for Track Alignment Data or
Control-Point-based Tamping Survey AMBERG TAMPING, Switzerland.
Use of DRONES for Track Monitoring
One of the most eye-catching developments featured recent studies is the projected use of unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV's), commonly known as drones for predictive maintenance of railway track
network. Most of the modern Rail Systems are making use of these innovative equipment/gadgets.
For monitoring of vulnerable area which are susceptible to damage to track or its components,
Indian Railway should procure some 'Drones' as done by US Railways. Infact, US Railway system has
deployed some Drones. These Drones are used to improve the efciency of maintenance on the
network: The railway sends a Drone to do the inspection and then if it saw something, one could send a
person who can to do the nal inspection,

8.
8.1

Final Conclusion & Recommendations:
Indian Railways (I.R.) at present is doing monitoring of track & its allied structures mostly manually.
Recently IR has procured some of the modern track monitoring machines/gadgets etc., but these are
very few & their frequency of inspection is limited.
The recent developments worldwide provide several new opportunities for cost effective and precision
monitoring of assets particularly track.
These mechanical devices are basically meant for increase in working efciency, Accuracy
improvement increase in frequency & functional improvement (measurement what human beings
cannot do)
8.2.
Some of the modern mechanical devices/equipment being used on advanced Railways of world are:
8.2.1 Track recording Cars & Multi function Track Recording Cars: These cars scan the entire line network
several times a year & carry out regular measurements of track. The multi function track recording
cars make measurements of track as well as other track structure. Apart from data on the track
geometry, this also includes data on the rail prole, wear of the running edge, rail inclination and
surface faults of the rails.
8.2.2 Track measuring devices mounted in regularly running trains: Recent trend is to deploy on
commercially operated trains measurement devices, increasing the frequency of measurements. By
using scheduled trains, infrastructure managers can retrieve inspection data every day. Margin of error
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can be evaluated in a predictive way.
8.2.3 Virtual Track Walk: Performing walking inspections of a roadbed is time consuming and difcult to
manage in high trafc areas. Using the Track Component Imaging System allows railways to
automatically collect continuous images of the roadbed from a moving platform.
8.2.4 Various gadgets/equipments for innovative Rail track monitoring: (i) Track Alignment data
recording equipments (ii) Unmanned Inspection Trolley (iii) Computer Vision based method of Fault
detection on Railway Track (iv) Crack detection of Railway track using modern technology (v) Rail
Stress Monitoring Systems etc.
8.3.
Use of DRONES for Track Monitoring: One of the most eye-catching developments featured recent
studies is the projected use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV's), commonly known as drones for
predictive maintenance of railway track network. Most of the modern Rail Systems are making use of
this innovative equipment/gadgets
USA : Union pacic Railways are looking at drones to improve the efciency of maintenance on the
network. The infrastructure managers can send a drone to do the inspection and then if it saw
something you could send a person up to do the nal inspection.
8.4
Turnout & Crossing monitoring system: One of such Switch Condition Monitoring (SCM) System is
ROADMASTER from Voest Alpine, Austria. It enables operators to reduce switch failures and optimize
maintenance processes.
ROADMASTER (or PHOENIXSCM) used on PHOENIXMDS platform offers infrastructure operators and
maintainers valuable information on the condition and performance of turnouts, switch machines and
associated assets.
German Railways have claried a new technology for monitoring the points in the rail network with its
system DIANA. With these "intelligent switches" train trafc should become even more reliable in the
future. One or more drive motors are attached to the switch. When they set the switch in motion,
electricity ows. In the signal box, sensors record the power consumption and transmit the data to
DIANA. If the program detects any deviations, DIANA will sound alarm. This platform detects on an
early stage malfunctions, debris in the switch or wear. And the repair team can take preventative
measures; either repair or maintain the switch or replace it if it is defective.
8.5.
Recommendations for IR based on global Railway experience: After having a study of various
modern mechanized system of Track monitoring on advanced Railways of the world, an attempt is
being made to suggest optimization of track monitoring devices which can help in improvement of
track maintenance to provide safe travel of goods & passengers.
Following equipments/gadgets & accessories are recommended for use on Indian Railways.
(i) Multifunction Track recording cars (ii) Track measuring devices mounted on high speed trains (iii)
Track stress monitoring system (iv) Points & crossing monitoring system. (v) Track Alignment Data
(vi) Use of DRONES for Track Monitoring
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LEVERAGING DEVELOPMENTS
IN MONITORING TECHNOLOGY FOR
OPTIMIZING TRACK MAINTENANCE
K.L.V.S.Viswanadham

Asst. Manager (Civil)
Rail Vikas Nigam Ltd
Secunderabad

The life of a created asset primarily depends on its maintenance which, again hinge on the effective
inspections carried out periodically. The rapid progressing technology is outspreads its support in monitoring
the assets closely.In the sphere of Railways, Permanent Way is an area where important inspections are still
contingent on the human element. Some of the ghastly incidents such as Kalidindi and Ramannapet
washoutstook place on Indian Railways could be averted if asset failure was detected in time. Advancements
in technology can be effectively introduced to system for a better reliability.
Few critical inspections on P. Way; those can be substituted with advanced technology; are discussed
in this paper.
1.

Patrolling on Railway Track: Para 1001 of IRPWM narrates different types of patrolling to be done on
P.Way. Introduction of mechanized maintenance reduced the requirement of manpower for track
maintenance and thus the available manpower has become inadequate for the kinds of patrolling
stipulated in the subject IRPWM para.
a. Night patrolling during monsoons: To monitor the condition of formation, watch on vulnerable
bridges and locations, Railway Affecting Tanks, Railway Affecting Works etc.
b. Hot weather patrolling during summer: To detect occurrence of any buckling on sections where
high temperatures are anticipated subsequent to track renewals/large scale renewals on a
continuous stretch.
c. Security patrolling during civil disturbances or VIP movements
d. Gang patrol during abnormal rain fall or storm: In the event of abnormal rain fall or storms, known
points of danger such as cuttings or culvers likely to scour, banks likely to breach etc.
Meanwhile, the essentiality of the above kinds of patrolling cannot be dispensed stating inadequate
manpower as a cause in view of its sensitivity. In this scenario alternate to manual patrollingneeds to
be examined.
Drones- An effective substitute for manual inspections:
Using a drone for patrolling not only reduces the inspection time but also improves the reliability of
inspection. The digital aerial images, with resolution as sharp as 1.5 cm per pixel, can gather millions
of data points in one short ightincluding unstable slopes. Cameras with infrared vision are capable of
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recording in the dark.Engineering surveys took a new path with the help of drone survey in the elds of
topographic and hydrographic maps besides volumetric calculations and ood insurance maps.
The project progress at various stages and at regular intervals can also be monitored with the help of
drones.
A live example is narrated here:
Phase II works of Multi Model Transport System are in progress in the twin cities of Secunderabad and
Hyderabad over a length of 100 km. Rail Vikas Nigam Limited is monitoring various works of the
project. Since the project is planned in densely populated suburban area amidst tight land boundaries
and being done under live suburban trafc on a trunk route, a close monitoring with accuracy
associated with fast pace construction is warranted. It is opted to monitor the project progress with
Drones.

Drones t with high resolution cameras with GPS facility were used and the project progress was
recorded along the corridor at different spells. With the help of the drones, the x,y and z coordinates
were recorded along the formation, which not only gave the rst hand information on visual progress
but also gave the near accurate quantities of works executed by the contract agency. Automated
Distance Estimation tools associated with dronesyields digital elevation model and thus calculates the
distances and dimensions of various objects and gives the output.
Volumetric comparison of Earthwork:
= Earthwork done is compared with the
earth brought from borrow pit.
= The amount of earth excavated from the
borrow pit is assessed as 5400 cum
from drone survey.
= The amount of ear th used in the
embankment was arrived as 5280 cum.
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2.

3.

Detection of Rail/Weld fractures: On P.Way,Rail/Weld fracture is another grey area unable to eradicate
and causing scandalous image to railways. The present practice of inspection to detect the fractures
is; deputation patrolmen. The effectiveness of the inspection depends on various factors such as time
interval between occurrence and detection, age of patrolmen, effectiveness of inspecting gadgets,
environmental condition etc. In the current trafc scenario of 140% track utilization, the manual
patrolling is not dependable.
Audio Frequency Track circuiting,works with modulated signal in audio frequency range,may be an
alternate solution for detecting Rail/Weld fractures. AFTC can work over a range of 6.5km and can
detect any discontinuity in the track generated due to Rail/Weld fracture and alarms the track
maintainer. Since the basic carrier frequency for each segment shall be different from the adjacent
track circuit, identication of fracture location is easy and thus the time for attention can be minimized
by approaching within shortest possible time.
Considerable studies were conducted by IRCAMTECH towards implementation of this system in the
Signaling front. By necessary modications, system may be implemented to detect Rail/Weld
fractures. This not only improves the safety of the Trains but also increases reliabilityand thus saves
valuable time in defect troubleshoot.
Remote Eye Monitoring System: This is an innovative concept in use at RVNL to monitor the project
activities from their point of occurrence. The system works on Android, Windows and IOS platforms.
The physical progress of the work and the possibility to achieve the milestones can be closely
monitored with the help of the technology. Further, being GPS enabled technology factual status of site
can be manifested with accuracy.

User interface of the REMS
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This system can be best utilized to monitor the site condition and to assess the realistic assistance
required at the point of distress. Maintenance operations such as inspection notes and its compliance
can be monitored with the help of this technology. Its compatibility to modern electronic gadgets and
its user friendly environment gives ease in utility.

Status of bridge during heavy monsoon

Work of OHE installation

Summarily, the current day technical gadgets if introduced into the system gives effective monitoring
and thus proper maintenance of the asset which in turns gives reliable and optimum service in the
hands of safety.

Bibliography:
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Alignment plays a vital role in the and optimization of track maintenance. Alignment of the track is
disturbed due to the transfer of dynamic loads to the track. The riding comfort of the passengers and safety
largely depends on the alignment of the track. A track may be slewed to a straight line. But it may involve lot of
expenditure and resources. Slewing the track within the constraints and achieving the best results of
alignment is the main focus of this paper..
Determination of the alignment defect and rectication of alignment in maintenance of the P.Way helps
the railways. The perfect alignment not only reduces the maintenance of the track but it also reduces the wear
and tear of the components of rolling stock and locomotives and improves the riding comfort of passengers.
There are various methods existing for the determination are
a) Ranging rod method
b) Theodolite method
c) Total station method
d) Viseur and mire method
e) Laser beam method
a)

Ranging rod Method: This is a very old method of measuring the defects in the alignment of the track.
In this method the centers of the track are marked on the sleepers. Two good points are selected are
taken as the reference points. Two ranging rods are xed at these good reference points. Another
ranging rod is taken and moved in between the good points. The intermediate ranging rod is moved
from one end to other. The deviation of the center line marked on the sleeper with the intermediate
moving ranging rod is treated as the alignment defect at that particular location and it is marked as slew
towards the direction of the ranging rod.
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Limitations in the ranging rod method: In this method the selection of good point is left out totally to
the skill of the person deciding the good points. After determining the slew required for making the
track a straight line. If the slew effects the limitation of the slewing capacity of tamping machine, over
head traction, bridges or xed structure a compromise may be required between the ideal straight line
feasible and good alignment. The effect of the alignment error effecting the riding comfort and vehicle
dynamics track is not known and the quality of the alignment in targeted track is also not ascertained.
During tamping due to various constraints the track cannot be slewed to the target slew then the
amount of the alignment defect left over in the track cannot be ascertained.
b)

Theodolite method: Theodolite is used to identify the defects in the track in two ways. One is the
selection of the good points within the range of the theodolite and another method is the extension of
the straight line with reference to the back sight. In both the methods the center line of the existing track
is marked on the sleepers.
(1) Good point method: In this method
theodolite is xed at one of the good
points and the other good point is
sighted. A ranging rod is moved
between theodolite and the target
good point. The ranging rod is moved
in the sight of the theodolite
collimation line. The deviation of the
center line of the track from the
collimation line of the theodolite is the
deviation in the alignment.
(2) Extension of straight line: In this method two good points are selected as narrated in the above
method and alignment is carried out in rst initial block. The theodoliteis shifted to the target
location and back sight is taken. The theodolite is rotated by 180 degrees and new target location
is xed within the range of the theodolite. The ranging rod is moved in between the theodolite
location and target location. The deviation of the center line of the track from the sighting line of the
theodolite is treated as the defect in the alignment.
Limitations in the Theodolite method: This method suffers with the defect of the range of the
theodolite. Generally theodolites have a range of 200-300 mts. In this method the selection of good
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c)

d)

point is left out totally to the skill of the person deciding the good points. After determining the slew
required for making the track a straight line If the slew is beyond the limit of the tamping machine,
overhead traction, bridges or xed structure a compromise may be required between the ideal straight
line feasible good alignment.The effect of the alignment error affecting the riding comfort and vehicle
dynamics track is not known and the quality of the alignment in targeted track is also not ascertained.
During tamping due to various constraints the track cannot be slewed to the target slew then the
amount of the alignment defect left over in the track cannot be ascertained.
Total station method: In the total station method the existing track is surveyed at 10mts apart.The
longitudes and latitudes position of the each station are recorded at site. The stations with reference to
longitudes and latitudes coordinates are plotted in a graph sheet. Graphical analysis is done by
referring to a imaginary straight line drawn on the graph sheet. The deviation of the existing track with
the imaginary straight line is treated as the alignment defect of the track.
Limitations in the Total station method: After determining the amount of slew that is required for
making the track in to a straight line. If the slew is beyond the limit of the tamping machine and a
compromise has to be made. The amount of track defect that will be left over in the track is not known
and the quality of the targeted track is also not ascertained. During tamping due to various constraints
the track may not be slewed to the target slew then the amount of the alignment defect left over in the
track cannot be ascertained.
In this method the track is aligned in
straight lines between station1 and target
point. Small kinks are left over at the
junction points. Curves have to be
introduced graphically in between the
straight lines and again the deviation has
to be calculated. This method is very
tedious method and requires lot of
analysis. An exercise of the magnitude of
collecting the data before tamping has to
be done post tamping also to ascertain
the quality of the track obtained after
tamping.
Viseur and mire method : In this method
Viseur is xed at one of the good points
and the mire is xed at the other good
point is. After sighting the mire from the
viseur.Mire moved towards viseur. The
deviation of the track is measured on the
moving mire from the sighting line is
treated as the defect in the alignment.
Limitations in the Viseur and mire
method: This method suffers with the
defect of the range of the Viseur and mire.
In this method the selection of good point
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e)

is left out totally to the skill of the person deciding the good points. After determining the amount of
slew that is required for making the track in to a straight line. If the slew is beyond the limit of the
tamping machine and a compromise has to be made. The amount of track defect that will be left over in
the track is not known and the quality of the targeted track is also not ascertained. During tamping due
to various constraints the track cannot be slewed to the target slew then the amount of the alignment
defect left over in the track cannot be ascertained.
In this method the track is aligned in straight lines between station1 and target point. Small kinks are
left over at the junction points. The amount of the kink left over at junction point is not desirable as
oscillations in the vehicles will start at this location.
Laser Beam Method: This laser beam method is used with the track machines. A laser beam is
emitted from the track machine and it is received on a target location within the range of 200-300 mts.
After xing the target at a target location the machine moved in the direction of the target. The deviation
of the track from the laser line between machine and target is treated as the alignment defect and track
is slewed by the machine in the direction of the laser line.
Limitations in the Laser Beam method: This method suffers with the defect of the range. A target is
xed at a location within the range of the laser beam. The target location may not be a good location.
This will lead to unnecessary kink in the track. The track is tamped in this method to a small stretches of
200-250 mts of straight lines which is not desirous.
Basic limitations in the existing methods :
a) The basic limitation of the existing methods is formation of straight lines in between the good
points. Fig 1 shows the existing alignment of the track in between xed points.
Fig 2 is the proposed new alignment between the tracks. while attempting for making a track
straight line between the two xed
points it requires slewing at various
points. Many times the slew will be
limited to 40mm to 50 mm because of
the constraints of OHE, signals,
bridges, platforms etc. For example if
the required slew is 100 mm and due
to constraints at site a slew of only 40
mm is feasible. It cannot be
ascer tained the amount sacrice
made in the track and quality of the
track ascertained at the end.
b) Formation of a series of straight lines
and kinks left over at the junction:
After aligning the track to a series of
straight lines in between the good
points kinks will be left over at the
junction points as shown in the g 3.
These kinks at the junction points of
the straight lines may of the small
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f)

angle of the range upto 4 degree to 5 degree but the displacement of the track at the junction
points will be around 40mm to 50 mm depending upon the site conditions.
Aligning of straight track by string lining method. Aligning of the curved tracks by string lining
method is most popular method and approved method for realigning of the curved track in indian
railways. The same method is adopted aligning the straight track treating the straight track as a curve
of very big radius of the range 10,000 mts to 40,000 mts. In this method stations are marked on the
track at an interval of 5/10m preferably from the starting of a km number and closing at each kilometer.
If any fraction of the chord is left over at the end of each kilometer it may carry forwarded to next KM.
The versine of the straight track is measured by overlapping chord at each station treating the straight
line of the track as a curve of Zero degree curvature. Standard deviation of the track versines is worked
out for the existing track (Sde). Practically it was found that the track was never a straight line. Always it
was that the straight track is a compound curve with a radius of the curvature ranging from 10,000mts
to 40,000mts. After taking the versines of the track they are tabulated in the excel. String lining method
of curve re-alignment is used for re-aligning the straight line (Curve of radius ranging 10000 to
40000m on an average).The detailed procedure is as narrated as below. The standard deviation of the
targeted alignment is worked out and it is (Sdt).
Stringlining operations :– (1) The work of realigning of the straight track by string lining method
consist of the following three main operations :–
1 Gauging of the track. Gauging and distressing of the track has to be completed before recording
the versines on the straight track. Renewal of the ttings if any required to be completed.
2 Survey of the existing track by measurement of versines.
3 Determination of the revised alignment and computation of slews
4 Slewing of the track to the revised alignment.

Survey of versine– 1)Versine readings shall be taken along the non
gauge face of the rail These “stations” should be marked and numbered
in white paint on the rail. With a shing cord as shown in the gures or
wire stretched out over the full length of the chord, versines are
measured to 1 mm. accuracy
serially at each station from
beginning of the kilometer to the
other end of the kilometer.
Features which restrict slewing of
the track either way should be
recorded, mentioning the
maximum extent inwards and
outwards to which slewing is
possible (i) in existing
circumstances and (ii) if a moderate expenditure be incurred in removing
the “restriction”.For purposes of check, this process should be repeated
in the reverse direction with the persons recording and measuring
versines interchanging their duties.
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The record obtained to be in the following form
Segment of from km....................................................................................to km......................................
Between station.................................................................................. and station.......................................
Date of survey.............................................................................................................................................

Where there are two or more lines, track centres at intervals should be recorded. After the versine-survey, the
recorded track alignment shall not be disturbed until the realignment is commenced. This interval should be the
least possible. In the case of the curve continuation in the straight line the measuring system to be shifted to the
gauge face of the outer curve.
String-lining calculations
(a)
The basic principles of string lining are as follows :–
(i) The chord length being identical, the sum total of the existing versines should be equal to the sum
total of the proposed versines.
(ii) The slew in any direction at a station affects the versines at the adjacent stations by half the
amount in the opposite direction, when the track is not disturbed at the adjacent stations.
(iii) The second summation of versine difference represents half the slew at any station.
(iv) At the rst and at the last station, the slews should be zero.
(b)
Success in obtaining the most suitable alignment depends on the proper selection of versines.
(c)
In actual practice the calculations are carried out in the following manner :–
(I) After recording the versines Ve in mm., proposed versines Vp are selected in such a way as to
obtain uniform rate of change of versines
(ii) The difference between the proposed Vp and the existing versines Ve are worked out for each
station, the positive sign being used, if the proposed versine is greater than the existing versine
and negative sign if it is less (Ref.Col.4 -Table 1, at the end of this sub- para (4), wherein a solution
to a realignment of curve is worked out).
(iii) First and second summations of the differences of proposed and existing versines are then
worked out (Ref. Cols. 5 & 6).
(iv) The rst summation at any station, gives the cumulative versine difference at each station. To
begin with this value for station ' 0 ' is the same as the versine difference (Col. 4). To obtain the
corresponding value for station No. 1 the cumulative versine difference of station '0' (Col. 5) is
added to the versine difference of station No. 1 (Col. 4) diagonally downward as shown by the
arrow indication and the resultant value is written against Station No.1(Col. 5) Similarly the
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cumulative versine difference is calculated at each station till the last station is reached. Since the
sum total of the existing and the proposed versines is the same, the gure against the last station
will be '0' (Col. 5).
(v) The second summation at any station gives the cumulative effect of the gures of rst
summations upto the previous station. It can be proved theoretically that this represents half the
slew required at each station to obtain the proposed versine. To start with, this value for station'0'
is taken as zero.To obtain the corresponding value of Station No.1, the second summation value
of the station'0'(i.e., the previous station) is added to the rst summation value of the same station
'0',as shown by horizontal arrow. This value is shown against Station No. 1(Col. 6). Similarly the
second summation for Station No. 2 is the sum of the gures of the rst summation and second
summation of Station No.1(Col.5 and 6). The second summation is obtained against each station
till the last station is reached. The slew at each station in the (Col 7) is double the value of 2 nd
summation in corresponding row. Normally for an ideal alignment the slew will not as desired with
respect to the constraints of OHE,Bridges,signal,platforms etc. To bring this value to the desired
slew the values of Vp (Col.3) are modied such that a) The slew at the end of the last station zero
b) The sum of the versines of Ve (Col 2) and the sum of the versines at ( Col 3) are the same. The
slew at the last station should be zero. Otherwise the track beyond the last station will be affected
by the slew at the last station. The detailed method of realignment is narrated with fallowing
example.
During this method of realigning there is a total
control on the amount of the
slew of the targeted track. If
the amount of the slew is
going to be heavy a
compromise can be made by
allowing a station to station
variation in the straight line in
a range of 0.5 to 1mm. The
station to station versine
variation of 0.5 to 1mm on a
20m chord has no effect on
the riding comfort. But the
compromise of 0.5 to 1mm
station to station variation on
20m chord has a signicant
effect on slews.
Note: The positive slew will
be towards the gauge face to
non-gauge face of the track
and negative slew will be
from Non-gauge face to
gauge face.
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In the Fig 5 It can be observed from the above
gure the kinks in the track junctions are eliminated
with a very less amount of the slew by forming a
smooth reverse curve in which the slews are very
minimum. The same realignment method can be
adopted an an shown in the Fig 6 can also be
archived.
After making the through calculations the standard
deviation of the quality of the track with respect to
alignment is calculated for the Ve ie Sde,Sdt, and
nally after correction as Sda. In the above example the existing track alignment on 20 mts chord ie Sd e is
4.2mm and Sd t is 2 mm and the quality of track archived is 1.97mm.It can clearly understood that the quality
of improvement in the alignment of track is 47%.In the above example it can also be ascertained the standard
deviation of the track in versine variation from station to station of Existing, planned and archived as shown in
the 9,10,and 11 respectively.
The work was carried out in the Vijayawada division of the S.C.railway and excellent results were archived. In
India railways the quality of the track is judged by track geometric index which is measured in dynamic
condition by a track recording car. The results archived by adopting above method and improving the Sdt
value by 0.8 to 0.9 mm is around 50 points in TGI which is nearly 50% improvement in riding quality.

Advantages of String lining method of track alignment
a) No sophisticated equipment is required
b) Field work is very minimum
c) The quality of alignment of track is judged by its standard deviation value of the versines
Conclusion: There are many methods of for the judging and correcting the quality of the alignment of the track.
The quality of the existing track, proposed track and quality of the track archived after making corrections is not
ascertained in the existing methods. The amount of the compromise made in alignment due constraints is also
not ascertained in the existing methods. This string lining method solves all the problems of the existing
methods and helps the maintenance engineers is the rectication track alignment
References : Indian Railway Permanent Way Manual.
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Induction of Technology for
Monitoring Railway Track
To optimize track maintenance in
Indian Railways
TV. Mahaganapathy

Vice-Principal
SRCETC/TBM/SR

Synopsis:
In our Railway Daily inspection by Key Man is a basic inspection in which, identication and rectication of
defects are done simultaneously. Initially Key Man inspection was designed for a single line section with
wooden/metal sleeper track. Subsequent to doubling of the section and upgrading to PSC sleeper work load
on key man was reduced. Additional maintenance works like greasing of ERC and sealing of linear seat were
included in the Key man work. There are stretches of track where adequate space for Key man or patrolman to
take refuge on seeing train approaching is not available such locations become life threat to Key man and
patrolman. There were instances of Key man, patrolman hit and run by train. Subsequent to introduction of
multiple railway tracks threat to life of Key man and patrol man are increased. Technology based Monitoring is
a solution available to take care of this problem. In this technical paper Machine vision method of monitoring
is suggested for critical locations like multiple line, cuttings, Platform lines, track with inadequate cess . In
these locations it is difcult for Key man, Patrolman to take refuge when train approaching. Ratication of
defects if required on critical locations based on machine vision alarms will be done as work of short duration.
In this method life threat to Key man, patrolman is eliminated and maintenance activity is optimized due to
redeployment of human resources for other maintenance activities.
1.

Introduction:
Human element in monitoring is
existing in our railway. Human based
monitoring is a threat at platform lines,
multiple lines and track with inadequate
cess. K. Man and Patrol man is at risk of
hit and run over at these critical
locations.
In this technical paper an attempt is
made to analysis existing monitoring
mechanism. Evaluation of technology
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based monitoring mechanism available worldwide is taken up to suggest a technology for monitoring
on Indian Railway Track .The strength of the existing Key man monitoring of railway track is that
inspection and correction of deciency are simultaneously taken care. Driving of fallen ERC, tightening
of loose bolts, renewal of broken ttings is completed along with inspection. In the proposed
monitoring system list of missing, loose, broken ttings will be generated and alert sent for corrective
action to the maintenance team and the correction in the critical stretch to be taken up as work of short
duration. Threat to the existing Key man monitoring is that it is individual based and possibility for loss
of life due to train hit and run over. Threat to the existing system is completely eliminated in Technology
based monitoring. Some of the duties assigned to Key man like greasing of ERC, sealing of linear seat
are already out sourced hence the proposed system will not affect existing maintenance activities.
2.

Existing monitoring system by Key man
There are 5 different ways a Key man can perform his inspection.
1. Inspection by waking centre of the railway track.
2. Inspection by waking outside of LH rail of railway track
3. Inspection by waking in side of LH rail of railway track.
4. Inspection by waking in side of RH rail of railway track
5. Inspection by waking outside of RH rail of railway track
As per IRPWM Key man in case of single line has to walk on one rail and come back on another rail. On
double line Key man will carry out one round of inspection on up line and then return along the DN line.
By this provision in case of double line the inspection frequency is 50% of single line track. It is also to
be noted that subsequent to up grading to PSC sleeper track additional works like ERC greasing is
added. The concept of driving Key is gone with regard to ERC driving it is both sides of rails. The role of
Key man inspection is grouped in to
1. Looking for dropped or loosened ERC and driving Dropped ERC/tightening loose ERC
2. Looking for Loose bolts/broken Bolts and tightening/renewal of broken bolts
3. Un manned LC clearing ange way
4. Observing USFD defect marked rails/welds and joggled sh plating.
5. Detecting broken rail/weld , track protection , and rectication.
6. Observing height gauge for its damages and looking out for shifting/damage to bridge girder and
track protection.

3.

Drawbacks of existing monitoring system
Key man inspection was initially dened for wooden sleeper track single line section. In wooden
sleepers keys were on inside of track hence Key man has to go inside of LH rail of railway track and
come by inside of RH rail of Railway track so that dropped keys of the sleepers are visible can be driven
immediately.
In the case of double line Key man walking on centre of one line can see ERC of inside only. If the Key
man is walking on the centre of the track cannot see the outer fastenings.There were instances of Key
man going to other end by road vehicles. There were also instances of Key mandoing greasing work in
the morning and not doing inspection.
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Considering this there is every possibility of overlooking dropped fastening.
When Key man walks on platform lines, multiple line sections, Lines with inadequate cess if train is
approaching it will be difcult for a Key man to take safe refuge due to critical stretch of track. There is
every possibility of hitting by a train. These factors make the critical stretch ineffective monitoring.
Considering the threat and in-effectiveness it is proposed to monitor the track by any one of the
following.
1. Way side monitoring at critical locations
2. Road cum rail vehicle for mounted monitoring system
The machine vision monitoring of the critical stretches can be taken up by eliminating manual
inspections. Defects if any rectication can be taken up under the works of short duration based on
alarms. Machine vision inspection is one way to set right Key Man hit and run issue.
The weakness of the existing Key man monitoring is that it is done only one time in a day. The frequency
of monitoring is once in 24 hrs. Proposed monitoring system will be continuous for way side and need
based for vehicle mounted.
Presently the recording car is available for standard gauge. To be inducted to our railway system with
technological transfer so that we our self can produce the recording car for 1673 gauge. Initiallyone
recording car is to be inducted in to the system. Subsequent to calibration and successful
commissioning each railway may be provided with one recording car. Our ultimate aim will be to daily
monitoring and Key man roll will be rectication of identied defects.
4.

Correction to existing monitoring system
The role of Key Man inspection is grouped in to
1. Looking for dropped or loosened ERC and driving Dropped ERC/tightening loose ERC
2. Looking for Loose bolts/broken Bolts and tightening/renewal of broken bolts
3. Un manned LC clearing ange way
4. Observing USFD defect marked rails/welds and taking corrective action
5. Detecting broken rail/weld , track protection , and rectication
6. Observing height gauge for its damages and looking out for shifting/damage to bridge girder and
track protection.
7. Existing bolts we shall provide split pins so that nut dropping can be avoided.
Corrections required in the existing system are
1. Avoid dropping ERC by replacing worn out ERC with new
2. Provision of split pin for bolts to prevent nut working out
3. Need based cleaning of ange way
4. Phasing out unmanned LC.
5. Ballast covering the ttings to be cleared.

5.

Inspection of Railway track has three aspects
1. Schedule of inspection
2. Quality of inspection
3. Rectication of defect detected
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Presently we have technology with regard tomonitoring schedule of inspection. We do not have
technology for monitoring quality of inspection. Our main aim is to nd out technology that can be
adopted so that quality of inspection can be fool proof and error due to human element is removed.
Once inspection quality is improved that output can be used for rectication.
Presently the identication of defect is individual based. In the present system in some cases defects
not getting recorded for analysis but getting attended.
On implementation of machine vision inspection Key man will be sent with specic task of making up
deciency at identied location. Hence he can go to that location and attend to the deciency. On
completion the compliance can be photographed.
1. Presently during night there is no monitoring of track other than monsoon patrolling.
2. Engineering deportment is depending on
3. Auto signal on
4. Driver reporting jerk
To detect rail/weld fracture happened during night. This method should change. Engineering
deportment shall have their own mechanism to detect rail/weld fracture during night.
6.

Already available mechanism for monitoring in Indian Railway
1. TMS
It replaces register and monitors the inspection schedule. Existing manual inspections are not
modied.
E-stick for patrolman tried to monitor patrol man but some of the problems listed during trial not sorted
out. This method is not applicable for critical locations.
2. GPS Tracking system
It is one of the monitoring systems required and this can be included in the present system.
Technology:
Video Track Inspection System
Used at:
Italy Railway
Features:
1. N o n - c o n t a c t m e t h o d o f
measurement
2. Laser optic principle
3. Video records
4. Accurate identication of the
structural elements of railway track
• Broken and missing fastenings are
detected and report sent
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Technology : Automatic Inspection Of
Railroad Track:
Used at:
European railway
Features:
1. V i s i o n b a s e d a n d
vibration based method
2. Continuous monitoring
3. Assessment of the
condition of the rail tracks
4. Calibration to identify
the fault location on the
track
5. Inspections include
detecting defects , missing
bolt, and clips
6. The device capture
videos of railway track
component using vehicle-mounted Cameras, image enhancement using image processing
and assisted automation.
7. In vibration based method the device will do calibration of the rail track by using vibration
sensors
Technology : Measurement of the track surroundings and track inspection
Used at
: US
Features : The options available are
1. Ultrasonic car aw detector
2. Contact less electronic track recording car
3. Video inspection of track
4. Evaluation of track geometry
5. Infrastructure surveillance of condition
6. HEAT insulated enclosure and evenly illuminated image at any time and any weather.
Technology : Integral diagnostic system
Used at
: Russian Railways
Feactures : 1. It combines 7 diagnostic vehicles NDT,Track geometry,
high speed track inspection, tunnel inspection, automation
and telemetry vehicle, radio link inspection, georader for road
bed inspection, visual defect detection system
2. Automatic transmission of data to external system
3. Storage of all the inspection results of diagnostic system
in a single archive.
4. Provides maintenance and repair schedules.
5. All weather recording
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Uses three testing methods ultrasonic, magnetic and optical
High resolution cameras for detection of visible defects
Multi channel NDT analyzer
Visual defect detection
P. Way component inspection system
Simultaneously analyze NDT data and track geometry.
Assessment of adjacent track
All season

Technology : Beena Vision
Used at
: Unites States
Features : 1. machine vision system for rail
and track inspection
2. The system can be attached
to an inspection vehicle for eld
inspection of rai
3. One on-board computer for
data acquisition and display up to
six cameras composes the
system, known as Surfview
4. The system also designed to
detect missing, worn or broken
track components.
5. GPS Based
6. Way side
7. Road cum rail Vehicle mounted
8.

Selection of locations for monitoring :
Based on the details collected and the requirement following three locations are short listed for trial
induction.
1. Critical stretches of track like
(1) Multiple line stretches
(2) Yards
(3) Stretches with inadequate cess
Way side inspection system as well rail cum road vehicle mounted system will be inducted for the trial

9.

Re deployment of K. Man
K.Man and patrol man of the stretches planned for monitoring will be retained in their same gang. They
will have to be ready to attend the notes received as alert.
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10.

Answers to Frequently asked questions
a. Number of camera or sensors to be deployed in the way side monitoring depends on coverage
area to be decided at the location.
b. Transmission of captured data from way side location to adjacent station will be through OFC
c. Way side monitoring planned round the clock to take care of K.Man patrolling, all other types of
patrolling.
d. One rail cum road vehicle mounted with monitoring mechanism for a P. W section. USFD
monitoring also to be included.
e. Initially this system will be under the control of JE/ USFD/PW

11.

Conclusion
Machine vision inspection system is necessary at critical location like multiple lines, yards, lines with
inadequate cess. Induction of this system will be benecial from the point of view of protecting key
man, patrolman from hit and run. Systems to be selected are way side for critical locations and wheel
mounted for SSE/PW/Section. The proposed system to be calibrated to our requirement with facility
for upgrading.
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OPTIMISING ULTRASONIC FLAW DETECTION OF
RAIL/WELDS THROUGH IMPROVED
METHODOLOGY & EQUIPMENTS
A K Mandal
&
V G Kulkarni

ABSTRACT
Ultrasonic Flaw Detection has been employed over Indian Railways for over six decades for in-service aw
detection of rails and welds and their failure prevention. It has emerged as one of the most powerful tools to
ensure safety and reliability of rail, rail welds and the track structure. This paper describes various
technological advancements in recent past in Ultrasonic Equipments, Ultrasonic Testing Methodology, Test
Data acquisition, their Analysis and interpretation. Simultaneously it explains various typical defects in Rail
and welds observed on Indian Railways and paradigm changes taking place in their characteristics and their
incidence level due to improved rail metallurgy and enhanced trafc scenario. It highlights the signicance of
implementation of these improved test methodology, protocol and testing equipment over Indian Railways to
derive maximum benets and optimize Ultrasonic Flaw Detection with adequate sensitivity and transduction
for enhanced safety and reliability. The paper concludes with key areas of attention during ultrasonic
examination, special features to be incorporated in the Ultrasonic testing equipments and Data acquisition
facility.
Key words – USFD, Single Rail Tester (SRT), Double Rail Tester (DRT), A-Scan, B-Scan, Hydrogen Degassing,
Vacuum Degassing, RH Degasser.
Introduction
Ultrasonic Examination is one of the most versatile and efcient NDT methods for ensuring safety and
preventive fracture management because of its high sensitivity, accuracy & in-situ adaptability. Its unique
capabilities of superior penetration, single surface accessibility, versatility of aw detection, instantaneous
aw indication and freedom from hazards make it an obvious choice for safety management in almost all the
strategic industries and Railways are no exception and have rightly employed in their safety management
protocol.
Ultrasonic Flaw Detection (USFD) of Rails and welds was introduced over Indian Railways during late 1950s
and since then it has evolved as a signicant tool for internal aw detection in rails and welds. Large number of
defects in Rails and Welds are detected by USFD testing every year and their timely corrective intervention has
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resulted in avoiding many catastrophes and trafc disruptions. During the past six decades, signicant
technological developments have taken place in USFD examination methodology, USFD equipments, Flaw
Data acquisition and Data processing which are in turn on account of tremendous advancements in
Electronics and Computer Technology as well as the sensors. The nature of defects and their incidence level
have also undergone paradigm changes during the past 60 years due to signicant developments taken place
in steel making, steel rening, rail rolling operations and trafc scenario on Indian Railways. These signicant
developments both in the USFD technology and the aw characteristics call for a thorough review of the
existing protocol and suitable intervention to upgrade the existing USFD system to derive maximum benets
from the technological advancements taken place and experience gained from USFD testing in the past six
decades. A quick glance through the history and recent developments taken place in USFD equipment and
Rail/Weld Defects scenario shall be appropriate and these are briey brought out in the succeeding
discussions.
Test Methodology
Rail USFD examination is carried out employing the Pulse-echo method in which the Ultrasonic Wave
propagation and its reection from a discontinuity forms the basis of aw detection. Both Normal and Angle
probe are used to detect various defects based on the aw location and orientation. The display of the signals in
the SRTs/DRTs and AT weld Testing Ultrasonic Equipment is A Scan representation (Displacement Vs
Amplitude) on the CRT or LED Screen.
Rail USFD equipment Status
The rst USFD equipment employed over Indian Railways for Rail examination during late 1950s was Double
Rail Tester (DRT) & Single Rail Tester (SRT) of Krautkramer (Germany) make. These DRTs/SRTs were Valve
operated equipment with 5 probes viz. Normal (0° Degree), 37° Forward, 37° Backward, 70° Forward & 70°
Backward for each rail for detection of Horizontal, Transverse and Bolt Hole cracks. During late 60s and early
70s these SRTs were indigenized and later the valve operated equipments gave way to transistorized (Microprocessor based) ones because of advancements taken place in the electronics. During early 1990s, the need
for enhanced testing productivity led to indigenous development of Double Rail Testers (DRTs) which were
capable of testing both rails at a time and hence resulted in higher testing output (4 KM). Subsequent
developments in Digital Technology paved the way for Digital SRTs and DRTs replacing the erstwhile Analog
System. In the meantime, due to incidence of Gauge Corner Defects, these SRTs & DRTs were equipped with
additional probes to detect Gauge and Non-gauge corner fatigue cracks. To record the test results and analyze
them, Data Logger was also indigenously developed simultaneously but with little success.
Thus, as on date Indian Railways are employing indigenous A-Scan (Displacement Vs Amplitude) Based SRTs
& DRTs with Normal, 70° Angle Forward, Backward & Gauge/Non-gauge Corner Probes & 37° Forward and
backward probes. An SRT typically employs 7 probes currently and the DRT 14 probes.
A-Scan display method provides aw indication signals whenever the equipment encounters a aw and is
further supported by LED Display and an Audio Alarm to caution the operator. However, in the event of a defect
remaining unnoticed by the operator at the point of its occurrence (due to lack of coiling, ambient noise,
attention diverted etc) , there is no method to recall the same. At the same time, vital data acquisition facility
about section under test, aw location, date and time of testing, operator's identity, nature of aw, aw position
in rail, aw signal amplitude is not recorded for future reference, verication and analysis. These are extremely
important parameters which must be incorporated in the USFD equipment to make the examination
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comprehensive. In view of this it is imperative to introduce B-Scan facility along with data acquisition capability
to make the USFD equipment more efcient. B-Scan image (shown below) is formed by a combination of
number A-Scan signals, which are synchronized to the movement of the Rail Testing equipment, and hence
presents a comprehensive view of a Rail under inspection. B-Scan image makes the interpretation much easier
and reliable compared to reading many A-scan information over the same length of rail.

Some salient features of the B-Scan system are enumerated below.
4 Relative dimension of Defect is presented on screen for easy defect/artifacts identication.
4 The Depth and Location of Defect displayed along its Two Axis.
4 Interpretation of Defects is made easier.
4 Display of Larger Rail lengths on the screen (13 m to above 100 m)
The envisaged equipment while meeting RDSO standards of DRT/SRT in respect of sensitivity, accuracy and
reliability must (a) be equipped with continuous display and recording of B-scan Data over longer lengths for
all the sensors employed in real time (b) provide enhanced test productivity i.e. 20-25 KM per day (c) possess
Built-in alarm and display for Loss of Coupling (d) be Light weight for easy off-tracking (e) be equipped with
enhanced electronics for data processing and GPS (f) have encoded distance measurement facility (g)
consume Least water and shall be able to run without interfering with the existing track ttings and signaling
system.
Test periodicity & Test Sensitivity
The basic principle of any preventive maintenance exercise is to examine the component/asset at such a
periodicity so that no failure takes place till the time next inspection falls due. This brings into focus the
acceptable aw size and the aw detection interval which in turn calls for an-depth study into the
characteristics of the defects, their crack propagation rate and critical aw size. These are obviously
dependent upon the stresses, the stress intensity factor and are a subject of Fracture Mechanics. Thus,
Periodic preventive examination is an attempt to optimize strategy of inspection and is a trade-off between
costs of inspection vis-a-vis cost of replacement. Thus, it has both economic and technical considerations. On
Indian Railways, the test periodicity has been decided to be 8 GMT for rails and 40 GMT for AT Welds and the
acceptable aw size is 12 mm SDH for rail head kidney defects, 5 mm FBH for Gauge corner defects and 3 mm
dia hole for AT welds. These criteria have been evolved over a long period of time employing both experimental
as well as experiential data and have served the system extremely well.
Rail/Weld Defects Scenario
Defects in Rails and Welds are mostly of manufacturing origin however some defects also generate during
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service. Most commonly observed rail defects are Vertical Transverse Rail Head Defects (also called Tache
Ovale, Kidney), Vertical Longitudinal Defects (Piping, Segregation), Horizontal Defects (in Head, at the
Head/Web & Web/Foot Junction) and Bolt Hole Cracks (also called Star cracks).
Vertical Transverse Defects occur because Hydrogen Embrittlement (leading to shatter cracks) and NonMetallic Inclusions which form sites for nucleation and growth of cracks. Incidence of these defects have
reduced considerably due to introduction of advanced Secondary Steel making (Vacuum Degassing, Ladle
Rening) which have brought down the Hydrogen level from erstwhile 5-6 PPM to 1.6 PPM and led to very low
content of Non-Metallic Inclusions. Piping and Segregation which were major reasons for Vertical Longitudinal
defects have almost been eliminated due to switching over to Continuous Casting (CC) Route from the Ingot
Route. Introduction of Electro-Magnetic Stirring have overcome the problem of segregation altogether.
Horizontal defects in the rail head/web/foot were associated with Non-Metallic Inclusions and rolling defects.
These have been effectively addressed by suitable intervention of Vacuum Degassing, Ladle Metallurgy and
modern Universal Rail Rolling Mill & their efcient operation. Bolt Hole cracks have become less evident since
introduction of LWR, CWR and Rails of Longer Lengths. Thus, incidence levels of majority of the Rail Defects,
observed in rails of vintages till the year 2009, are either on signicant decline or have drastically reduced as a
result of several advanced metallurgical interventions and modern rolling mill operation. This is demonstrable
and veriable from the available data.
However, in the meantime, incidence of Rolling Contact Fatigue Defects (like Gauge Corner, Non-Gauge Corner
Defects, and Shelling) has arisen sharply in the past 10 years changing the landscape of the rail defects. These
newer defects are a consequence of excessive contact shear stresses generated from changed trafc
scenario (both in terms of GMT/Throughput and Speed) and are likely to show a growing trend for heavy haul
and higher speed operations.
In the AT weld and Flash Butt welded joints, the defect scenario has remained almost constant with no newer
ones cropping up and the nature and incidence level of the common defects e.g. Lack of Fusion, Shrinkage,
Blow Holes, Porosity have not varied much.
Thus, due to paradigm change in Rail Defects, reduced level of erstwhile Rail Defects & near constant
incidence level of Weld Defects, the total Rail/Weld Defect Scenario has undergone a signicant shift calling for
signicant strategic interventions in the USFD examination equipment and related protocol.
Ultrasonic Flaw Detection in AT Welds
Due to its typical metallurgical characteristics and the complex prole, USFD testing of AT welds have always
been a challenge for the operators. Large number of controversies has arisen in the past on signal
interpretation and series of instructions have been issued from RDSO to clarify the same. However, these have
not eliminated the ambiguities and the problem of fool-proof examination remains elusive. A novel solution to
this is the C-Scan USFD examination of the AT welds which provides a pictorial view of the defects vis-a-vis the
AT Weld prole. Such systems are in vogue in Railway Systems abroad and can be gainfully utilized on Indian
Railways as well for an effective and lasting solution. Advantages of this system are as follows.

4 Visualisation of Defects in C-Scan provides unambiguous 3-D information regarding Area of

defect, boundaries of the defect, its location in the AT weld (including the reinforcement).
4 Interpretation of Defects and artifacts and defect classication is easier and accurate
4 Defect information can be stored as images and reconstructed for further analysis/studies.
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Brittle Fracture of Rails/Welds
During early morning hours, especially during winter months, sudden rail /weld fractures are a very common
and most disturbing sight destroying the trains operation schedule and punctuality and sometimes leading to
serious consequences. These fractures have no apparent origin and hence remain undetected by the USFD
system in vogue. No effective mechanism exists at present to combat the menace over Indian Railways. A
novel method recently developed is the Rail Fracture Detector which works on the principle of transmission of
Low Frequency Ultrasound Waves. The system developed utilizes ultrasonic transducers to generate acoustic
vibrations in the rail that are detected by similar transducers kept about 1KM or more away. Figure below
shows an overview of the proposed system.
Failure to receive the ultrasonic signal will indicate a break. The information describing which rail has broken
will be sent back to the train control center via a wireless communication. This is a fool-proof and real-time
fracture detection system which continuously (24X7) monitors the track integrity and provides instantaneous
communication to the Trains Control Centre for suitable intervention. Some limited trials have been carried out
on Indian Railways and its vigorous pursuance is imperative. The equipment employed must function
independent of the existing track ttings and signaling system and shall be equipped with Data Logging and
data monitoring facilities.

Key Ares of Attention
Based on the above discussions, the key areas of attention emerged are as under.
(a) Improvement in the existing USFD equipment of Rails & AT Welds (incorporating B-Scan and CScan, Data Acquisition facility, advanced electronics, advanced sensors)
(b) Enhancing the test productivity with suitable modications in the existing equipment.
(c) Enhancing the accuracy, test sensitivity, test reliability and detection probability through proper
design and quality of sensors.
(d) Flaw detection to be specically oriented towards Rolling Contact Fatigue Defects & AT Weld
Defects in view of their higher propensity of development and incidence
(e) Systematic periodic review of the test data, nature of defects, their incidence level to upgrade and
modify the test protocol appropriately
(f) Brittle Fracture Detector to be extensively employed over Indian Railways especially in the
vulnerable sections to guard against the ill-effects of sudden Rail/Weld Fractures.
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Conclusion
Ultrasonic has emerged as one of the most powerful tools for enhancing Indian Railway's safety performance
and to achieve the objectives of reliable and economic operation and has strong potentialities for a much wider
and comprehensive role. Efcient Ultrasonic equipment, methods and techniques are essential for
implementation and need to be developed and introduced on Indian Railways. In addition, continuous review
and up-gradation of Ultrasonic methodology (Procedure, Periodicity, Sensitivity) and Test Equipment
(employing the most modern methods e.g. B-Scan. C-Scan, Phase Array, EMAT Guided waves, Air coupled
laser etc.) is essential to address all the nature of defects arising and their incidence level efciently through
timely detection.
vvvvv
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“Leveraging Developments in
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Author:
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Sh. S.S. Shukla, Manager/RCED, RITES Ltd.

Introduction and Overview
The Indian Railways is among the world's largest rail networks. The Indian Railways network is spread over
115,000 km, plying 23 million travelers and 3 million tons (MT) of freight daily. India's railway network is
recognized as one of the largest railway systems in the world under single management. The railway network
is also ideal for long-distance travel and movement of bulk commodities, apart from being an energy efcient
and economic mode of conveyance and transport.
Indian railway has a complex and extensive system of infrastructure. Many of the existing Track, Bridge and
Tunnel of Indian Railway has suffered from decades of low attention and overuse, leading to the accelerated
deterioration of structures, resulting in a situation that may approach a infrastructure crisis.
Many factors have led to the unsatisfactory condition of our infrastructure. One of the primary factors is the
unsatisfactory inspection and monitoring of existing infrastructure, with problems becoming apparent only
once structures are in such dire need of attention that the cost of repair often approaches that of replacement.
Other factors include the widespread corrosion of steel reinforcing bars in concrete structures, corrosion of
steel Structures and components, increases in loads and/or design requirements over time, or simply overall
deterioration and aging.
It is undesirable to afford upgrade and replace existing structures using the same materials and methodologies
as have been used in the past, they are looking to newer technologies and rehabilitation schemes, such as
structural health monitoring system (SHMS) in monitoring tools which will prolong the useful service lives of
structures while reducing ongoing maintenance costs.
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Structural Health Monitoring System
In the last ten to fteen years, SHMS technologies have emerged creating an exciting new eld within civil
engineering. These technologies are currently becoming more and more common place. SHMS refers to the
broad concept of assessing the ongoing, in-service performance of structures using a variety of measurement
techniques (many of which are discussed in this document).
Smart structures – those structures which incorporate numerous SHMS sensors of various types – have
emerged as a potential solution in diagnosing infrastructure deterioration before it becomes critical, and thus
represent powerful tools in the ongoing struggle for sustainable infrastructure. Furthermore, the relatively
recent introduction of advanced, high-performance materials, such as FRPs, in civil engineering structures
necessitates ongoing monitoring to ensure that these new materials are performing as planned, and that the
safety and integrity of structures is not compromised.
It is clear that SHMS is an important tool in the current and future design, analysis, and maintenance of modern
civil engineering structures and systems. This module outlines some of the primary considerations to keep in
mind when designing and utilizing SHM technologies.
Indian Railway is examining the ongoing performance of their structures since long to lengthen structures'
service lives without compromising public safety.
Inclination toward Implementation of SHMS in civil engineering may be attributed to:
= need for long-term monitoring of innovative designs using new materials (i.e. to monitor and
ensure the safety of as yet unproven materials and systems); the need for long-term monitoring
for better management of existing structures;
= recent advancements in the development of new, functional, and economical sensors (e.g. bre
optic sensors (FOSs) and smart materials);
= ongoing developments in the eld of digital data acquisition systems (DASs);
= ongoing developments in communication technologies, including internet-based and wireless
technologies;
= developments of powerful data transmission and collection systems, and data archiving and
retrieval systems; and
= advances in data processing, including damage detection models and articial intelligence
algorithms.
European railway applications -The specification and demonstration of (RAMS): BS-EN-50126
The European Union has published a Standard providing Railway Authorities and the railway support industry,
a process which will enable the implementation of a consistent approach to the management of Reliability,
Availability, Maintainability and Safety, denoted by the acronym RAMS.
Processes for the specication and demonstration of RAMS requirements are cornerstones of this standard.
This European Standard aims to promote a common understanding and approach to the management of
RAMS.
Development of RAMS for Indian railway applications is necessary because of
= Obtaining a certainty in costs for maintaining the Track, Bridge and Tunnel.
= To increase reliability index in rail infrastructures.
= The need to verify that safety-relevant incidents occur “seldom enough”.
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Fig -01: Flow chart for Railway RAMS

Methodology
An ideal SHM system should be capable of providing information on demand about the health of a structure as
well as warnings regarding any signicant damage that has been detected. Clearly, the development of such a
system involves the use of expertise in many disciplines, such as structures, materials, damage detection,
sensors, data management and intelligent processing, computers, and communication.
= Acquisition and collection of data
= Communication of data
= Intelligent processing and management of data
= Storage of processed data

Fig-02:
Schematic diagram showing
data collection methodology
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Sensor Technology and instruments
Engineers involved in SHMS of structures may be interested in various types of data about a structure's
response, and hence many different types of sensors might be used in any specic SHMS application.
Fibre optic sensors
One of the driving forces behind recent rapid advancements in SHM technology has been the development of
new types of robust sensors that can be installed in or on a structure and which can provide reliable data over
extended periods of time without drifting. A class of sensors in which recent developments are particularly
important to modern SHM applications are bre optic sensors (FOS), which are used primarily to measure
variations in strain and/or temperature. For example, FOS strain gauges were installed in the Beddington Trail
Bridge in Calgary, Alberta in 1993 and in both 1999 and 2004 the sensors were found to be performing as
expected.
Sensors
Depending on specic requirements several type of sensors are present in the market.
a) Accelerometer- Measures accelerations in two or three orthogonal directions.

b)

Corrosion Sensor (Ladders) -The corrosion ladders consist of 6 small steel rods (anodes) and a
temperature sensor, placed in a ladder arrangement.
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c)

Strain Gauge - Measures static or dynamic strain at different location of the bridge.

d)

Anemometer - Measure Wind speeds in all the three orthogonal directions.

e)

Displacement transducer on bearings - Measuring longitudinal movement.
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f)

Dynamic Weigh in Motion - Registration of trafc - System for registration of trafc, both the
velocity and the weight imbedded in the pavement.

SHMS Testing
The overall monitoring system can be classied into two categories uninterrupted and intermittent; on the
basis of span of monitoring. Classication can also be made based on response parameter to be considered
like vibration, loads (static or dynamic) etc.
Uninterrupted monitoring
Uninterrupted monitoring is required for extremely important structure or for a structure in which structural
integrity is doubtful. It is costly and requires accurate real time measurement and data interpretation.
The period for monitoring may be in months, years and service life of structure.
Intermittent monitoring
Intermittent monitoring is conducted to investigate any unfavorable changes that might occur in a structure. As
the monitoring duration is limited and its frequency is in days, months, or years apart, it is relatively cheaper.
There are several different techniques for intermittent or periodic monitoring like static load testing, testing
under moving trafc, vibration of structure, monitoring of crack growth etc.
Static load monitoring
Static load testing is required to regulate the load carrying capacity of a structure, and provides data about a
structure's behavior and ability to sustain design loads and health of structure.
This test reveals little information about structural health i.e. long term health of the structure.
- to study the mechanism of a structure's behavior
- to verify the methods of analysis
- to evaluate load is distribution throughout the structure
In this test no information is provided about the load capacity of the individual structural components.
Dynamic load monitoring
This is executed in order to assess the behavior of structures subject to transient loading. These types of tests
are most.
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SHMS design, scheme development and application
Scheme development for SHMS of a project is by and large is that project specic.
The Structural Health Monitoring System document covers the detailed technical design, supply, testing, and
installation scheme ensuing following two prime factors:
a) To measure the parameters which have an inuence on the structural performance and intended
service of the structure and
b) Assessment of factors that inuence user safety.
Overall the document should be comprehensive dealing with training of the operators along with detailed
technical design, supply, testing, and installation. In addition, maintenance and operations requirement should
also be presented to ensure smooth and reliable operation.
During nalization of the document Structural designer should also be part of team in light of following:
a) Designer is well aware with the structural behavior and critical elements
b) Designer's input is essential while formulation of the data recording, analyzing and reporting
mechanism.
c) Designer shall indicate the environmental and structural response actors.
d) Designer's vetting is required for the report formats to be generated by data information
processing.
e) Designer will suggest the control actions, alert/alarm necessity and information scrutiny if
required. The structural monitoring system will issue alarm notication based on measurements
by the on-structure instrumentation; when pre-dened threshold values, dened by designer; of
structural loads surpasses.
f) Designer's approval is envisaged while physical installation of on-structure instrumentation
system.
g) Designer is the best party for the analysis of measurement data.
After identication of structures to be monitored following steps are generally followed by System designer:
a) Study the structural behavior and identify the damage or deterioration mechanisms that are of
concern for the structure.
b) Categorize the inuence of this deterioration on the mechanical response of the structure or its
key components under service loads; this includes the development of appropriate theoretical
and numerical models of the structure.
c) Establish the characteristic response of key parameters, experimentally and/or theoretically, such
as strain, vibration, or tilt and establish the sensitivity of each to an appropriate level of
deterioration.
d) Select the most sensitive parameters and dene a damage or performance index which relates
the change in response under services loads to the level of deterioration.
e) Design the monitoring system, including the selection of sensors, data acquisition and
management and data interpretation; this will include a determination of which type of monitoring
should be conducted such as static or dynamic, continuous or periodic, controlled loading or
ambient loading.
f) Install the system and calibrate with baseline readings.
g) Assess eld data and adapt the system as necessary.
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Abstract:
In present day scenario where the track structure has become heavy and the renewal is being done using the
mechanised methods using machines such as PQRS, T28 and TRT depending on the asset to be renewed. At
present the through Sleeper renewal is preferred to be done by TRT but it is conned to the track length
excluding platforms as of now. In our jurisdiction TRT has also being used for through sleeper renewal in the
track length having high level platforms. In this paper the various arrangements/alterations made in the
machine for using it in platform lines and the corresponding advantages are being discussed.
Key words: TRT, Through Sleeper Renewal, high level platforms.
[A]
Introduction:
Track renewal by manual means is very difcult now a days due to heavy track structure, specially concrete
sleepers. If somehow it is carried out, it results in slow progress, longer durations of speed restrictions and
poor quality of work. Introduction of machines have solved these problems to a great extant. In Indian railways
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the use of Track Relaying Train (TRT) for track renewal works is presently conned to the track lengths other
than High level platform lines, These portions of high level platforms are tackled manually and all the problems
of manual work are experienced. In our section we have tried to use the TRT for through sleeper renewal in the
portion of track having high level platforms and succeeded. The few modications and alteration were done in
the machine for working in the platform portions. Through sleeper renewal using TRT have being done in the
various platform lines of stations such as Rajgram, Pakur, Barddhaman, Talit etc of Howrah division of Eastern
Railway.

Schematic Diagram of Track Relaying Train

[B]

Problems in manual Through Sleeper Renewal (TSR):
There are various problems which are there in manual through sleeper renewal in platform lines.
1) Quality of work is not as good as in mechanised renewal such as spacing, squaring etc.
2) Progress is less.
3) Transporting of new sleepers and stacking is a headache in platform lines.
4) Stacking of old sleepers is a problem as lack of space in platform area.
5) Transporting back the old sleepers to suitable place.
6) Margin for sleeper changing is less as train stops at station and by the time it departs, next train
arrives in a minute or two.
7) Central drain gets damaged and lled up with the ballast.

[C]

Advantages of using TRT for TSR in Platform portion:
1) Highly superior quality as compared to manual renewal.
2) On an average 650 sleepers in mid length PF changed in 1 day.
3) Saving of about 700 man days for sleeper changing and transporting in a mid length Platform.
4) Sparing of PWI for about 1 month for this much renewal is not required.
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5) Saving of about 25 hours of UTV
block for removing released
sleepers.
6) Saving of blocks for unloading of new
sleepers.
7) Old sleepers reach the base easily,
loaded on BFRs with TRT (easy site
of dispatch/auction).
[D]

Alterations required in TRT and other
extra works to be done for working in
platform lines:
The other extra works to be done and
TRT Entering the Platform
various alteration required in TRT for
working in platform lines are summarized below with photographic illustrations for easy
understanding.
1. Guidance clamp on Platform side to be kept lifted on Platform surface as shown in photograph.
2. Operator seat to be removed and the operator works while moving on the platform with TRT as
shown in the photographs below.
3. The operator platform in handling car as seen in the photograph below is to be in to be removed.
4. Platform coping to be grazed at ramp of PF entry/mid PF if it appears to be infringing with the TRT.
5. PF distance blocks to be removed
6. More ballast is required to be removed from the track as compared to the non platform lines.
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Conclusions:
TRT can be easily used for Through Sleeper Renewal in the platform line without any extra arrangement. Only
few modications as mentioned in this paper are required. This trend of using TRT in platform lines will ease out
the arrears in the Through Sleeper Renewal work in platform portions which could not be undertaken due to
heavy trafc density and problems in transportation of new sleepers to the platform lines and old sleepers back
to the suitable place. This paper is written for giving this methodology a wide publicity so that it can be
implemented over the entire Indian Railways.

Platform Track After Through Sleeper Renewal by TRT
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Rectication of Alignment of
Defective Layouts in BZA yard
by String lining Method
S.Varun Babu, DEN/East/BZA
V.V.J.Nagendra Rao ADEN/Lines/BZA
K.S.N.Prasad, SSE/P.Way/S/BZA

Vijayawada yard is major yard in S.C.Rly.It is one of the key yard for entry in southern part of India.In
Vijayawada yard, there are 20 lines including 10 platforms with 328 points and crossings dispersing trafc in
four directions. Sharp curvatures are existing in points and crossings and between points and crossings on
north side of Vijayawada yard in track leading to Rd 10 to 14. The sharpness at isolated locations is upto 13.5
degree on 6m chord where station to station variation was existing upto 20mm at isolated stations and there
are 56 stations out of 120 stations varying more than 4mm between station to station on 6m chord which is
46% as against 20% for criteria for Re-alignment.This huge variation in versine is also violating para
No.237(4d). In the existing layout many derailments occurred due to not proper negotiation of wagons in
sharper reverse curves causing maximum lateral thrust on outer rail leading to wear of check rail.
The modication in alignment was taken up by re-aligning of 4 lines in the yard .String lining method on Excell
sheets was adopted for re-aligning the track. As there were many lines and restrictions for slewing Excell
sheets were used. This method was highly useful when slews were involved for multiple lines parallel and with
different amount of slew is required. It was also identied the amount of improvement planned to the existing by
calculating the standard deviation of the tracks and comparing them. While planning for slewing the infringing
track centres also increased keeping to minimum.
Salient Features of the work done:
1) Road No. 14 length of track rectied
No. of Points on Road No.14 rectied
2) Road No.10 length of track rectied
No. of Points on Road No.10 rectied
Total length of track rectied
No. of 1 in 8.5 points
No. of 1 in 12 points
No. of trap points
No. of crossovers
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:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

220 mtrs.
04 Points.
150 mtrs.
03 Points.
370 mtrs.
04 Nos.
01 No.
02 Nos.
02 Nos.

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Degree of sharpness at isolated locations before attention
Degree of sharpness (reduced to) after attention
No.of sharp reverse curves rectied
Maximum station to station variation existing
Total number of stations attended on 6m chord
Number of station to station versine variation more than 4mm
Maximum slew involved
Block taken
Engineering
S&T
OHE

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

13.5 °
6°
07 Nos.
20mm
120
56(46%)
-380mm to +72mm.
4hours (Cleared in 3.5hrs)
1Hour
2Hrs

Pre-Block Activities:
1) Sleeper spacing of all the points involved in the re-alignment were corrected to standard drawing.
2) Through gauging work was done before taking of versines for Re-alignment.
3) Two critical paths were identied, one leading to Road-14 and another one leading to Road-10
from Point No.60B to the fouling mark of Road-14 & Road-10.
4) Accordingly station numbers were marked at 3m interval from zero(0) station to 73 stations in
Road-14 and 47 stations in Road-10 and the lateral distances of track centres with respect to un
disturbed track were painted in un disturbed track.
5) Versines were taken on 6m chord and obligatory points like old F-cabin building location boxes,
track centres are noticed and infringements/implantation of OHE masts were jointly surveyed.
6) The existing versines were Re-aligned on Microsoft Ofce Excel le sheet in to two reverse curves
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7)

8)
9)
10)

11)
12)

13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

on Road-14 and two reverse curves in Road-10 keeping degree of curvature limited to 6° in Road14 and 2° in Road-10 and station to station variation limiting to 3mm.
Initially Re-alignment was done on Road-14 and the slew was transferred to the Road-10 where
the common sleepers are existing at 34th station in Road-14 to the 14th station in Road-10 of
point No.174A at Heel of crossing where slew of 232mm outside.
Accordingly the Re-alignment of Road-10 was done keeping in mind that 232mm slew outside at
station No.14 in Microsoft Ofce Excel le.
Maximum slew calculated worked out to be 380mm outside at station No.59 and 72mm inside at
station No.67
With the calculated slews it required to erect one new OHE mast and adjustment on turnout side in
3 OHE masts and shifting of TTC on one OHE mast and replacement of cantilevers in 2 OHE masts
and shifting of insulator in one OHE mast.
Initially Joint survey was done jointly at supervisor level of OHE signal and P.Way and later at Asst
ofcers level to conrm the block requirement for each department.
The block requirement was given 6 hours(Road-10 to Road-14 with manual slewing) for
Engineering, 1 hour for S&T and 31/2 hours for OHE (1 hour Road-9 to Road-20 & 21/2 hours
Road-9 to Road-14 after Engg block).
At the outset, The DRM/BZA has changed complete manual work in to T-28 utilization and
accordingly the block was reduced to 4 hours for Engg, 2 Hrs for OHE and 1 hour for S&T.
Entire crib and shoulder ballast was opened 2 days in advance of block to facilitate easy
movement while slewing.
Required slews are marked on sleepers and pegs are erected in addition to the permanent
reference marks made with undisturbed track.
Three locations in cross over portion and in points are made gaps by cutting of rails for easy
slewing one day in advance.
T-28 cranes are brought and kept in adjacent line one day in advance.
All check rail bolts are lubricated in advance to remove the check rail during block.
Block requisition and all concern departments are advised one day before the work of block.
Sufcient man power to be planned in advance of the block with minimum 10 numbers of jacks.

Block Activities:
1) Block commenced from 08:00 Hrs duly disconnecting the points and crossings starting Road-14
with T-28 cranes and Road-10 with manual departmental track man.
2) Removed the check rail and obligatory connections like earth bonds which obstructs slewing.
3) Slewing of track to be done at a time where less than 100mm slew and in stages where slew is
more than 100mm.
4) While slewing in crossing portion better to support the jacks with crowbars by digging in to the
formation so that it is easy to slew points and crossings.
5) After slewing both critical paths to the required slew the adjacent crossovers are smoothened to
the correct alignment.
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6) The block was completed in 31/2 hours.

Post-Block Activities:
1) Welding of rail joints where cutting of rails were done duly replacing the closure rails.
2) Complete crib and shoulder ballast should be pulled back.
3) Ensuring 100% ttings which are slackened /missed during the block.
Road 14 TIC measured on 6m Chord
Stn
No
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Ve
-7
-7
5
3
5
4
9
15
14
11
31
25
11
17
2
-1
6
4
2
2
-2
-9
0
11

Vp
-7
-4
0
3
6
9
12
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
12
9
6
3
0
0
0
3
6
9

Va
-7
-5
2
4
7
10
14
13
13
12
16
14
13
16
12
8
5
2
1
1
3
1
5
7

Vp-Ve

1st sum

2nd sum

slew

Ve Diff

Vp Diff

Va Diff

0
3
-5
0
1
5
3
-1
0
3
-17
-11
3
-3
10
10
0
-1
-2
-2
2
12
6
-2

0
3
-2
-2
-1
4
7
6
6
9
-8
-19
-16
-19
-9
1
1
0
-2
-4
-2
10
16
14

0
0
3
1
-1
-2
2
9
15
21
30
22
3
-13
-32
-41
-40
-39
-39
-41
-45
-47
-37
-21

0
0
6
2
-2
-4
4
18
30
42
60
44
6
-26
-64
-82
-80
-78
-78
-82
-90
-94
-74
-42

0
-12
2
-2
1
-5
-6
1
3
-20
6
14
-6
15
3
-7
2
2
0
4
7
-9
-11
-12

-3
-4
-3
-3
-3
-3
-2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
3
3
3
3
0
0
-3
-3
-3
-3

-2
-7
-2
-3
-3
-4
1
0
1
-4
2
1
-3
4
4
3
3
1
0
-2
2
-4
-2
-6
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Remark
DY 104, 2.42 In

DY107,2.52 In

SRJ of 54

DY109,2.70

S13 , 2.52 In
ATS of 56

Stn
No
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Ve
23
15
21
18
23
14
22
19
18
10
5
5
3
-5

Vp
12
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
16
15
12
9
6
3

Va
13
14
15
16
17
16
17
16
13
13
10
7
5
1

Vp-Ve

1st sum

2nd sum

slew

Ve Diff

Vp Diff

Va Diff

Remark

-11
0
-6
-3
-8
2
-6
-3
-2
5
7
4
3
8

3
3
-3
-6
-14
-12
-18
-21
-23
-18
-11
-7
-4
4

-7
-4
-1
-4
-10
-24
-36
-54
-75
-98
-116
-127
-134
-138

-14
-8
-2
-8
-20
-48
-72
-108
-150
-196
-232
-254
-268
-276

8
-6
3
-5
9
-8
3
1
8
5
0
2
8
-7

-3
0
0
0
-1
0
0
0
1
3
3
3
3
3

-1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
3
0
3
3
2
4
-1

SRJ of 171A

Total
V
321.5 321.5 333
Std Dev 12.76 9.67 9.49
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DY 17A,3.25 I

HOC of 171A

Road 10 TIC measured on 6m Chord
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Before

After

Before

After

Before

After
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FORMATION TREATMENT BY MOORUM BLANKETTING
BETWEEN GIDDALUR- YADAVALLI STATIONS,
NALLAPADU-NANDYAL SECTION,
GUNTUR DIVISION OF
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY

1.0

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CASE:
Track at Km 199.90 to Km 202.9 (3Km) between Giddalur and Yadavalli stations, Nallapadu-Nandyal
section in Guntur division was laid in the year 1906 and converted into Broad gauge in the year 1994, present
track structure is 52 Kg, 1998 rolling mark with sleeper density of 1540. It is having bad formation, thereby
track parameters are not getting retained. Frequent attentions are required in summer in April and May months.
Caution order of 50Kmph from Km 200/9-202/9 (2Km) and 75Kmph from Km 199/9-200/9(1 Km) is existing
since 2013. Formation treatment work has been carried out by moorum blanketing in the month of June-2017 and
Caution is relaxed to 90/75 Kmph and it is planned to relax to Maximum sectional speed of 100Kmph. 2.7Km of
work was carried out in 21 blocks of 3.5 to 5Hrs duration. On an average 150m progress is achieved with a block
of 4 Hrs duration. Cost of the formation treatment work by moorum blanketing is Rs 48 Lakhs per Km.
Formation plays key role in good performance of track and yielding formation becomes a bottleneck in
running of trafc to its full speed potential. Improvement of the track system has been mainly to track
superstructure, i.e. rails, sleepers, fastening, ballast etc. Track sub-structure below ballast had received
relatively less attention. Use of poor subgrade soil material has resulted in bad formation sections and are with
speed restrictions, resulting in repeated regular maintenance. Owing to the demands for faster and heavier
transports, railway tracks experience problems such as reduced stability, increase in settlements and
extensive oscillations. These issues have an adverse effect on the safety, reliability and economy of the railway
operations. Therefore, existing formation requires treatment/strengthening to meet the demand.
2.0

INTRODUCTION
Formation is made with the available material in the vicinity of track or from places which suites the
specications. During construction in olden days required emphasis was not given to the formation
material by considering economy and progress. Earth available in the vicinity was utilized to make
formation even though it is of poor quality. With passage of time, increase in speed, increase in
carrying capacity of trains and due to the inherent properties of the formation materials, formation
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started showing weakness in terms of cracks, bulging, and settlement. This has severely affected the
stability of track structure resulting in unevenness, misalignment, isolated settlement and maintaining
track with caution orders.
Due to the increased maintenance activities and continuous
speed restriction, full potential of this section was not
utilized resulting in heavy loss of punctuality, cost and
wastage of manpower. Stretches of unstable formation,
with or without speed restriction are the potential
constraints against utilizing line capacity and introducing
heavier axle load trafc. In addition to this, there is regular
additional expenditure involved in maintaining such bad
formation locations because of avoidable loss of ballast and
the frequent tamping efforts.
Railway formation may develop instability for reasons of poor bearing capacity of formation,
inadequate factor of safety against slope stability, excessive settlement, subgrade attrition due to mud
pumping and loss of soil from formation on account of erosion etc. Formation failure may be due to
any of them or in combination. Existence of one or more of these causative factors may lead to
development of others. The problem of formation failure is quite severe on Indian Railways mainly due
to poor soil formation.
Formation failure for poor bearing capacity alone or in combination comprises most of the unstable
stretches (about 95% or so). Increase in axle load & GMT also have a signicant effect on bearing
capacity of formation. Therefore, strengthening of formation against bearing capacity failure is the
most important rehabilitation work.
3.0

REPLACEMENT OF FORMATION MATERIAL:
Other methods of formation treatment like Lime Pile & Lime Slurry Pressure Injection, Cement
Grouting, Vinyl drains, Open cross drains lled with coarse grained material, Sand Blanketing,
Geotextiles & Geogrids all the methods either improve the formation material properties or improves
the drainage or accelerate the consolidation of formation or improves the load distribution pattern. But
the parent material of the formation remains same. Though there would be initial success in adopting
these methods, in long term the problem due to poor formation haunt us back. Permanent solution to
the bad formation would be replacement of the poor formation material with better one. Depth of
replacement will depend upon the axle load, stress distribution, feasibility and overall cost of the work.
The material to be replaced should have the following properties:
= Reduce thickness of ballast to minimum requirement of maintenance,
= Improve resiliency & energy absorption of moving load , and
= To act as separation layer between ballast and sub-grade to prevent percolation of water to soil
and mud pumping.
Moorum is such a material which satises all the above properties and as per soil classication it
should fall under the category of GW-SW (well graded gravel – well graded sand). Further it should be
ensured that the material to be used should satisfy the following soil properties so as to have desired
results.
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=
=
=
=
=
=

4.0

Coarse, granular and well graded.
No skip grading is allowed.
Particles ner than 75 microns can be permitted up to 5% if nes are plastic and the limit can be
increased to 12% if the nes are non-plastic.
Uniformity coefcient, ( D60 / D10 ), in no case should be less than 4. Preferably it should be more
than 7 to avoid liquefaction under train vibrations.
The coefcient of curvature ( D30^2 / D60 X D10 ) to be within 1 & 3.
The particle size gradation curve should more or less lie within enveloping curves.

FORMATION TREATMENT WITH MOORUM BY TRACK DISMANTLING METHOD:
Bad formation exists from Km 199/9 to 202/7 between Giddalur and Yadavalli stations of GNT division.
Caution order of 50/75Kmph is existing since 2013.

Formation treatment with moorum blanketing by track dismantling method was done for a length of
3Km from km 199.90 to 202.90 in the month of July-2017. The entire stretch is situated in black cotton
soil region and the complete formation is also of same black cotton soil. Due to frequent disturbance of
track parameters this stretch has been attended manually as well as tamped regularly with tamping
machine. CSM packing retains hardly for a month, then after caution order is becoming necessary.
Clean ballast cushion increased from 300mm to 700mm as the track is lifted, machine tamped and
ballasted periodically. This has further caused oating and instability.
5.0

SOIL PROPERTIES OF EXISTING FORMATION:
Formation and subgrade soil in this location was black cotton soil. From the test results it can be noted
that almost more than 75% of soil particles are passing through 75micron sieve and plasticity index of
the soil is more than 30 (High plasticity). From the tamping/ attention chart, it can be noted that more
than 6 times a year spot attention/machine tamping has to be done in this location. Picking up slacks
and manual attention is done regularly based on riding.
DETAILS OF THE SECTION AND LOCATION
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Moorum blanketing by track dismantling method was chosen for this location as it needed complete
replacement of black cotton soil, moorum is easily available in nearby vicinity, reasonable block time
was available without regulation of passenger trains, proper compaction of newly laid layer can be
ensured, speed restriction was needed for relatively lesser period, cost per km is 48 Lakhs and trains
can be allowed immediately after block time safely.
EXECUTION OF MOORUM BLANKETING WORK
6.0

PRE BLOCK ACTIVITIES:
= Joint survey was conducted with S&T and OHE ofcials to list out eld constraints like S&T
cables, infringement of OHE masts & stay wires. Marking rail levels and centre line distance of
track on OHE mast for reference.
= Collection and stacking of required quantity of moorum. As the entire track location is passing
through elds with black cotton soil, required moorum has been collected and stacked along the
track in summer season. The same path was utilized for movement of heavy machinery like 40MT
road crawler type road cranes, Hitachi-200 excavators, 15MT vibratory rollers etc.

RELEASED BALLAST AND EXACVATED EARTH
ON OTHER SIDE OF TRACK

MOORUM COLLECTED ON
ONE SIDE OF THE TRACK
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7.0

Moisture content of blanket material was regulated by watering. On D-1 day, Speed restriction of
20kmph was imposed and the LWR was isolated by cutting into 20 rail panels for a length of
260m. These 20RP service rail panels are replaced with 12.5m free rails (by front substitution
method).

ACTIVITIES DURING BLOCK :
During trafc & OHE block of 4 Hours it is planned to carry out 12 panels of 12.5m each per day i.e
150m. If the block duration is 3.5Hrs progress of 125m is done and 180m progress was done in a
block of 4.5Hours. various activities involved are
12.5m Track panels is removed with two nos of
40MT Crawler type road cranes. Each crane will
handle 6 panels and the released panels are placed
behind the collected moorum. Front substitution of
insertion of free rail panels for sufcient length has
to be made available for subsequent days work
during this block as parallel activity.
By using 6nos of Hitachi-200 excavators clean
DISMANTLING OF 12.5M OF TRACK PANEL BY 40MT ROAD CRANE
ballast was scooped out and kept aside on other
side of moorum for utilizing it during track relaying.
Excavate the formation up to 1m depth by Hitachis.
After excavation of existing black cotton soil for a
depth of 1m, vibratory roller of 15MT capacity is
utilized for rolling, then the moorum is spread in
three layers of 40cm each, watering and
compacting each layer wise to have compacted
thickness of 1m. Rolling is carried out in number of
passes layer by layer until 98% of maximum
density is achieved. Total top width of compacted
formation is 7.8m. Levels are taken continuously
with leveling instrument in order to ensure
formation height and initial rail levels.
REMOVING BALLAST AND EXCAVATING B.C SOIL BY HITACHIS

COMPACTION OF MOORUM IN THREE LAYERS BY VIBRATORY ROLLERS
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Once the moorum is rolled by required number of passes, samples for conducting density test (core
cutter method) were collected and tested at site itself. All the samples collected were passed and
having dry density of 98% of MDD.

FIELD DETERMINATION OF WATER CONTENT IN SOIL BY CALCIUM CARBIDE METHOD

CORE CUTTER METHOD TO DETERMINE DRY DENSITY
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Formation slope of 1 in 40 is being ensured by using
template. After proper rolling of formation, removed
ballast is spread over the formation, leveled and rolled to
have a rm bed.
As the ballast is rolled it became rm over which
released track panels are re-laid using 40MT road cranes
and track is linked, ballasted, packed. Alignment and rail
level is maintained with reference to the rail level and
lateral distance markings available on the OHE posts.
Originally 3.0 Km of formation treatment work is planned
to complete in 20 blocks of 4.5 hours duration each. The
work was completed in 21 blocks of 3.5 to 5 Hrs duration
spread over 33 days. It was started on 3.6.2017 and
completed on 5.7.2017.block was not availed for 5 days
due to heavy rain and for balance 7 days block was not
permitted due to heavy train services. On an average
progress of work is 125m in 3.5Hrs, 150m in 4Hrs block.
Maximum progress per day is 180m in a block of 5 Hrs.
List of Machinery and men deputed

8.0

POST BLOCK ACTIVITIES:
All 12.5m service rails were replaced and renewed with already released 260m rail panels and welded.
Further ballasting of crib and shoulder was done. Subsequently the LWR was destressed and speed
restriction was relaxed in stages after two rounds of machine tamping and stabilization by DGS. Cess
of the entire stretch was widened cross drainage is ensured for draining out of rain water from
formation.
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9.0

Cost of the work per one Km is 48 Lakhs and bifurcation is as follows :

10.0

CHALLENGES FACED :
i) Daily block of 4 Hrs per day for progress of 150m/day
ii) Obstruction of OHE stay wires, OHE masts, S&T cables and junction boxes
iii) Inclement weather

11.0

CARE TO BE TAKEN
= For effective utilization of space and machineries it is proposed to collect new moorum on one
side of the track and released track panels during block are also placed behind this moorum on the
same side. On the other side of the track, released ballast and excavated black cotton soil is
stacked. On one side of the track based upon need and tipper lorry was kept ready for shifting of
moorum.
= Initially tyre mounted road crane was utilized for removing of track panels. Due to clayey nature of
surrounding soil and restriction in side wise movement of hydra crane the progress was slow so
crawler mounted machinery which can move sidewise also is essential for better progress and
safe execution.

12.0

Conclusion:
Formation treatment with moorum by track dismantling method replaces entire poor material in the
formation/subgrade and gives a permanent solution for the track instability. This method can be
executed in block time of 4Hrs per day and existing speed restriction can be relaxed. Working is
relatively easier in single line section in which material movement and machinery working can be done
from both sides without having safety issued from other line.
U. SARATH
SSE/P. WAY/GID
Guntur Division
S.C.Railway

S. VEERAMANI
ADEN/NDL
Guntur Division
S.C.Railway
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Warning and Structural Health Monitoring System for the
World's Highest Railway Bridge across the Chenab River
Anurag Kumar Sachan*
Abstract
Complex structures built in most difcult terrains need to be instrumented and their performance need to be
monitored over a period of time to establish and validate the design assumptions and to conrm the
satisfactory performance of the structure as intended. In the context of structures whose performance
governs the safety of the operations involving lives, instrumentation of the structure to monitor its performance
all the more becomes imperative.
Indian Railways are building the Udhampur-Srinagar-Baramulla Rail Link (USBRL) project for providing the rail
link to the Kashmir valley. The alignment traverses through Himalayas which are the young mountain ranges of
the world where the seismic activity is still prevalent. As a result, the area is classied under zone V of Indian
seismic zoning map (IS:1893). Chenab bridge is the most important vital link in the USBRL project. The railway
alignment crosses the Chenab river gorge at 359m above the HFL. The length of the bridge is 1315m with an
arch span of 467m across the gorge.
Considering the importance of train operations, complexity of the structure, site conditions instrumentation
scheme was planned for the bridge so that necessary warning signals are generated in the event of unusual
occurrences like earthquakes and high wind speeds etc and also to monitor the structural health of the bridge.
This paper briey presents the principles of the designing of the instrumentation scheme and the broad
specications of the key components of the instrumentation.
1.0

Introduction
Complex structures are designed for various loading conditions and with certain assumptions regarding
the behavior of the structure. Sometimes a lot of safety is built-in. The behavior or performance of the
structure cannot be accurately predicted. As a result the behavior of structure could be different. To
understand the behavior of the structure under real life conditions, the performance of the structures
need to be monitored through continuous measurement of relevant parameters either by regular manual
measurements or through instrumentation. The monitoring of the structure and its environment
assumes highest signicance if the structure is in a very volatile environment and the consequences of
failure of the structure are catastrophic. In addition, the valuable data from monitoring can be analyzed
and conclusions drawn to improve the design and construction of similar structures.
Indian Railways have undertaken the ambitious project of Udhampur-Srinagar-Baramulla Rail Link
project (USBRL project) to connect the Kashmir valley in the state of Jammu and Kashmir to the main
land of India. The project alignment map is shown in Fig 1.

* Chief Administrative Ofcer, Udhampur-Srinagar-Baramulla Rail link project of Northern Railway
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Fig 1 Alignment of Jammu-Udhampur-Srinagar-Baramulla Railway Line Project
The total length of the project is 272 km. The railway line from Udhampur to Katra (25km) and Bannihal to
Baramulla (136km) were completed and commissioned. The stretch from Katra to Bannihal (111km) is
the most difcult stretch of the project with very important and land mark structures like the Chenab
bridge which will be world's highest railway bridge, Anjikhad bridge and the longest tunnel (12.75km).
The entire project is targeted to be completed by 2021.
Chenab bridge is the most important link in the USBRL project across the river Chenab. The length of the
bridge is 1315m with an arch span of 467m across the gorge. The deck of the bridge is 359m above the
highest ood level and the bridge will be world's highest railway arch bridge. The general arrangement of
the Chenab bridge is placed at Fig 2.
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Figure 2 Structural Arrangement Drawing of Chenab Bridge
The bridge is in two distinct portions viz. arch portion – 785m long and viaduct portion – 530m long. The
deck is continuous on piers in each portion with an expansion joint between both the portions located on
abutments S10 and S180 and the pier S70 . The bridge alignment follows the track alignment. The
bridge alignment is predominantly on straight alignment with 115m long transition curve (clothoid
curve) and 154m long circular curve of radius 638.686m towards the end of the bridge on the viaduct
portion. The construction of the viaduct has been completed from S80 to S180. A photograph of the
completed viaduct is shown in Fig 3. The incremental launching of the deck of the viaduct was carried
out in two steps. In the rst step, the launching of the deck was carried out on combined circular and
transition curve. In the second step the launching of the deck was carried out on straight portion. The
incremental launching on the combined circular and transition curves was completed successfully
for the rst time in the world.
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Figure 3 Completed Viaduct Portion of the Chenab Bridge
The slopes on both the banks have been stabilized using steel bre reinforced shotcrete, passive rock
bolts, active prestressed rock anchors. All the foundations on both the banks have been completed and
the erection of arch has commenced. The photograph showing the erected base modules of the arch is
placed at Fig 4.

Figure 4 Erection of Arch Segments
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2.0

Need for Monitoring
Chenab bridge, particularly the arch portion is a very complex structure. The arch structure comprises
of fabricated box sections erected segment by segment following cantilever method of construction
from both abutments. During the erection stage the arch is supported by temporary stay cables. After
the arch is closed, the erection of trestles and the launching of the deck follows. During the erection of
trestles, the arch boxes are lled with free owing concrete. Thus behavior of the arch structure during
erection (steel cantilever) is different from that during the erection of trestles (steel arch) and deck and
that during the operations (composite arch). Further the deck over the bridge is continuous over the arch
portion and viaduct portion and as a result of continuity, the behavior of the structure becomes complex.
The structural health of the bridge is proposed to be monitored using strain gauges and deck
accelerometers. The tilt of the piers is monitored with the help of biaxial tilt meters.
The bridge is across a deep gorge. As a result of the ventury effect, the wind speeds across the gorge will
increase substantially. Wind tunnel tests carried out at the Force Technology Laboratory, Denmark
indicated that maximum possible winds speed could be 74m/s (266.4 KMPH). To ensure the safety of
operations it is proposed to install anemometer on the bridge and measure the wind speeds on the deck.
Though the bridge is designed for speeds up to 180KMPH with live load, it is proposed to stop the train
operations when the wind speed exceeds 25m/s (90KMPH).
The Himalayas are the youngest mountain range of the world and there are still active thrust areas in the
vicinity of the USBRL project. The site comes under zone V of the seismic zoning map of India. In view of
the importance of the structure, the site specic spectrum was got prepared by the Indian Institute of
Technology, Kanpur and used in the design of the structure. The ground accelerations were
continuously measured at arch foundations. If the ground acceleration exceeds a threshold value of
0.20g, the train services will be suspended and after thorough inspection of the bridge, the train services
will be resumed.
The slopes of the Chenab bridge are made up of highly jointed rock mass. Elaborate geotechnical and
geological investigations were carried out to assess the rock mass properties. 40m long drifts of 2.5m
diameter were excavated above the founding level to assess the rock strata for the arch foundations. The
slopes have been analyzed using the most sophisticated softwares like 3DEC, FLAC, SLIDE and
SWEDGE. The slopes are stabilized using steel ber reinforced shotcrete, passive rock bolts and active
prestressed rock anchors. The slopes of the Chenab bridge are as critical as the bridge itself. The
movements of the rock mass within the slope are proposed to be monitored using bore hole
extensometers. Load cells are proposed to be installed 5% of the prestressed rock anchors to
continuously measure the force in the prestressed anchors.

3.0

Warning System
The warning system for the bridge consists of two aspects. The rst aspect is environment and the
second aspect is structural health of the system.
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3.1

Warning System for Monitoring Environmental Conditions:
For monitoring the environmental aspects of the bridge, anemometer, ground accelerometer and
temperature sensors are proposed at locations as indicated in the Fig 5.

Triaxial Ground Accelerometers
Anemometer Steel

Temperature Monitor
Contact Temperature Sensor

Fig 5 Warning System for Monitoring Environmental Conditions
3.1.1 Anemometers (2 Nos.):
Two anemometers will be installed at the middle of the bridge span (6-10 mtrs. above bridge deck) with
limit relay for generating an alarm when wind speed exceeds 25 m/sec. The anemometer is
ultrasonically operated and can work in temperatures from -350 C to + 700 C. Ultrasonic anemometers
do not have any moving parts. There will not be spike from birds movement.
3.1.2 Triaxial Ground Accelerometers (2 Nos.):
Triaxial ground accelerometers are provided in the arch foundation to measure the ground accelerations
due to earth quake. The accelerometers shall be capable of recording seismic frequencies are more than
0.1Hz. Sampling rate will be 100Hz. The threshold frequency for raising the alarm shall be 0.2g
acceleration. Low pass ltering should be applied.
3.1.3 Temperature Monitor:
Temperature monitor will record atmospheric temperature. This will be installed in the same location as
the Anemometer on the same mast. Frequency of readings is twice per hour.
3.1.4 Steel Contact Temperature Sensor:
Two numbers of steel contact temperature sensors will be provided one on arch portion and the other on
the viaduct portion. Frequency of readings is twice per hour.
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3.2

Warning System for Monitoring Environmental Conditions:
For monitoring the structural health of the bridge as a part of warning system strain gauges, tilt meters
and deck accelerometers are proposed. The layout of these instruments is shown in Fig 6.

Tilt Meters

Deck Accelerometer

Strain Gauges

Fig 6 Warning System for Monitoring Structural Health
3.2.1 Tilt Meters:
Real time deection monitoring of the steel piers is monitored through bi-axial tilt meters. The real time
data will be compared automatically on a computer with permitted limits. We would like to install these at
10 locations. Two tiltmeters will be installed at two locations on the piers at S40 and S50.
3.2.2 Deck Accelerometers:
Two numbers of deck accelerometers shall be provided on the deck. High sensitivity accelerometers
shall be used to measure linear acceleration in three directions. Purpose of the monitoring is to track
abnormal changes in dynamics of the bridge (natural frequencies and modal damping). The system will
record acceleration signatures at least once per day for train load and after notable seismic activity or
storms or heavy winds .
3.2.3 Strain Gauges:
Strain gauges are located in the deck at three locations (S43, S45, S47). At each location two strain
gauges shall be provided. The gauges with a long life are proposed. The strain gauges are glued to the
structure by the special glue provided by the manufacturer of the strain gauges. The strain gauges are
protected by an enclosure of IP rating IP 67 and sealed from all sides with sealant. Special analog cables
would be used to reduce electromagnetic interference.
4.0
4.1

Monitoring System for the Slopes
Monitoring system with multi point bore hole extensometers:
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The monitoring system for the slopes consists of monitoring the displacements within the rock mass
using bore hole extensometers installed in the slopes as shown in Fig 7.

Location of Bore Hole Extensometer
Fig 7 Location of Borehole Extensometers
4.1.1 Borehole Extensometers:
Multi-Point Borehole Extensometer will have extensometers installed at depths– 8m, 16m, 24m, 32m &
40 m. The borehole diameter would be 150mm.
4.2

Monitoring system with load cells:
The monitoring system for the slopes also include providing a minimum of 5% of the prestressed
anchors with load cells. The number of load cells proposed are as below:
S.No

Location

No. of Prestressed
Anchors

Details of Load Cells

1

Below S40

37

4 Dyna Force Load Cells placed in three rows

2

Below S50

243

15 load cells in ve vertical columns and three rows

3

Below S60

160

9 Dyna Force Load Cells placed in three rows and
three vertical columns
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5.0

Overall Layout of the Warning System:
The overall layout of the warning system is schematically indicated in Fig 8.

Fig 8 Schematic Overall Layout of the Warning System
The data from various instruments will be acquired through data loggers and analog cables. The cables
terminate into a central server in the Central control room proposed to be built on the left bank near S10
location. The server processes the data and provides warning signals in the control room to act (to stop
trains) in case of unusual occurrences. The server also provides required management information
system reports. The data can be transferred from the central control room over world wide web.
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GIS platform of Indian Railway- Use of Aerial mapping and
Videography by Unmanned Aerial System in routine bridge
inspection and decision making
Sanjive Roy*
Sunil Kumar Gupta**
Introduction
Unmanned Aerial System is considered as efcient tool for mapping, monitoring, inspection and
planning purpose. The geographical intelligence captured by drone technology can help in efcient
mapping, project management and faster decision making.
There are 1,44,698 bridges in Indian Railways including 680 Important & 11,915 major bridges. Bridges
need periodic monitoring, inspection, maintenance and re-strengtheningto ensure safe and speedy
passage of trafc.
Currently, the inspection of these bridges are carried out by locally arranged jhoola, mobile inspection
units, ladders, rope access etc. Regardless of the method used to carry out the inspection, the
associated costs and dangers remain a challenge. Mobile inspection units likely to require operation
closures& blockage of routes, while inspection by locally arranged jhoola, ropes/ladders require a high
level of training & expertise and still having issues related with availability of highly skilled BRIs and other
inspection staff. The safety of the inspection staff always remains a cause of concern as even after strict
instruction they avoid using safety rope and move on the top chord or bottom chord of the bridge without
protection and always there is tendency to bypass the risky area.
Use of Unmanned Aerial System for Inspection
Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) or commonly known as “Drones” is truly a disruptive& emerging
technologywith many potential applications in the civil engineering eld including bridge inspection
which is capable of giving access to engineer's eyes in the hardest to reach places of a bridge, without
the need for expensive access vehicles or potentially dangerous rigging. An efcient way of capturing
the photographs or Video of the various structures of bridges in challenging locations which helps in
efcient bridge structure Inspection and monitoring.
It was decided to carry out a bridge inspection by using drone technology to demonstrate capability of
remote access to engineer's eye in hard to access locations and locate the area of concerns by taking
the geotagged high resolution videos and photographs of different strucutres such as sub structure,
super structure including critical area of concern. Bridge no.-30 located on Allahabad-Mughalsarai
section on Yamuna river was selcted for the study.
* Principal Chief Engineer, NCR
** Dy Chief Engineer/TP, NCR
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Salient features of Bridge:
Bridge no-30
Route-Delhi - Howrah
Between station – Naini – Allahabad
No of Span – 14 + 2 approach span
Span length – 61m
Chainage – 821/1 – 822/1
Year of construction – Down line -1834& Up line 1906

Instrument Used
An advance Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) was used which includes
o
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (multi-copter)
o
VTOL (Vertical takeoff & Landing) category
o
Inbuilt Dual Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
o
Autopilot System
o
Obstruction sensors
o
High resolution camera installed
o
3-axis gimbal for stable video or photograph capture.
The vehicle was remotely controlled with GPS x by drone pilot from ground as well as from bridge itself.
Various types of UAS available
1.
Multi copter

Quad-copter

Hexa-copter
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2.

Fixed wing RC plane

Fixed wing (Pulling type) with belly landing

Fixed wing (pushing type) with landing gear

Stepsinvolved in Capturing the detail
1) Forward and backward Video Capture with a perpendicular or oblique angle suitable to capture details
from Bottom along with joints in most of the inaccessible locations in line of sight of the drone
2) Left & Right Side Videography / Photography with camera orientation of 90 degree to the side face of the
bridge structure including Vertical Chord, Diagonal Chord, Top Chord
3) Pier Video/Stitched Photographs of Full 360 degree to inspect the cracks
4) Focus area on the Joints of the Structures for Corrosion, Loose joints, developing cracks
5) 3D Model & Ortho-photo of the Bridge showing general structure & geometry of the bridge
Photographs of few critical locations taken with UAV
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Benets of inspection with the help of UAS:
1.
This tool can be largely used as 1st level of visual inspection and the areas of concerns can be identied
by bridge inspection engineer which may be further investigated in details based on the input received.
2.
The remote inaccessible location can be inspected easily. Risk associated with working at height and
disruption to trafc can be minimized.
3.
The record of inspection done is available which can be referred later on for reference as well as for
rehabilitation/repair planning.
4.
Defects can be identied and viewed in a close-up photo.
5.
UAVs can be utilized as an effective method to determine stream or river bank conditions upstream or
downstream of the bridge as well as capture large overall aerial maps of dynamic bank erosion and
lateral scour conditions.
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Draft Regulation of CAR on Civil Use of Drones Announced
As per the draft Civil Aviation Requirements for Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS), the drones have been
classied as follows on the basis of their maximum take-off weight :
1

Nano

Less than or equal to 250 gm

2

Micro

Greater than 250 gm and less than or equal to 2 kg

3

Mini

Greater than 2 kg and less than or equal to 25 kg

4

Small

Greater than 25 kg and less than or equal to 150 kg

5

Large

Greater than 150 kg

All drones are to be operated:
·
In visual line of sight
·
During day time only
·
Below 200 feet.
Dropping of any substance, carriage of hazardous material or animal or human payload is not permitted.
All commercial categories of drones except those in the Nano category and those operated by
government security agencies, will have to be registered by DGCA as per ICAO proposed policy, in the
form of Unique Identication Number (UIN). The Mini and above categories will require Unmanned
Aircraft Operator Permit (UAOP), but the model aircraft up to maximum take-off weight of 2 Kgs own
below 200 feet inside educational institution premises will not require UIN/UAOP. The draft regulation
also mandates remote pilots to undergo requisite training, except for Nano and micro categories. As per
the draft regulation, the Micro and above category drones will have to be equipped with RFID/SIM, return
to home option and anti-collision lights.
The draft regulation also species certain restricted areas for operations of drones. Drones cannot be
operated within an area of 5km from airport, within permanent or temporary Prohibited, Restricted and
Danger Areas as notied by AAI in AIP and without prior approval over densely populated areas or over or
near an area affecting public safety or where emergency operations are underway and within 50 km from
international border and beyond 500 m (horizontal) into sea along the coastline. Drones cannot be
operated within 5 km radius from Vijay Chowk in Delhi and from a mobile platform such as a moving
vehicle, ship or aircraft.
Indian Railway Guide line for use of UAS
Railway board has further emphasized the use of UAS for mapping, monitoring and management of
Transportation corridors, projects etc. and issued detailed guide lines for completion of one round of
recording of all operational routes of Indian Railways by 31.03.2018 vide letter No. 2015/TrackI/24(1)/18/1 dated 09.10.2017 salient features of which have as under:
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1.

Orthoptoto / photogrammetry Survey: It is an aerial photograph that has been geometrically corrected
by a photogrammetric process called “Ortho-Rectication”. For developing orthophoto “Down
Looking” still photographs are taken at close interval in overlapping mode. These geo-tagged
photographs are further geometrically corrected and mosaicked using photogrammetry technology to
prepare Geo-referenced image le.

2.

Orthophoto provide high resolution and high accuracy images which can be used for accurate
measurement of distance and area. This method is useful for:
o
Progress monitoring
o
Asset mapping
o
Preliminary survey and alignment nalization
o
Preparation of engineering plan
o
Direct measurement in CAD software such as Autocad and GIS software.
o
Producing drawing le by digitization orthophoto
o
Superimposing the design drawing
o
3-D reality model can be prepared for direct measurement in 3 dimension
o
Elevation modelling/contour mapping can be done
o
Visualization and simulation
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DESIGN OF 12.2M STANDARD SPAN PRESTRESSED CONCRETE U SLAB
Kailash Singh*
M. P. Singh**
A. K. Pandey***
Sanjay Kumar****
Mukesh Kumar*****
1.

SYNOPSIS
In order to bring uniformity in track structure, minimising track maintenance and to ensure smoother
riding there is need to replace small span Steel girders by PSC Slabs. Accordingly, replaceable slabs for
9.15 m & 12.2 m standard spans have been designed by RDSO with following considerations.
·

To reduce cost.

·

To overcome difculty in maintenance & replacement of bearings.

·

To reduce depth of superstructure.

·

To replace old & beyond repair plate girders.

·

To have maintenance free Superstructure.

·

To have lighter superstructure to cause less stresses in substructure.

·

To facilitate easy launching in short trafc block.

·

To enable continuity of LWR through bridges.

Keywords: High Strength Concrete M60, Post tensioned, ''U'' Slab.
2.0

DESIGN

2.1

BRIDGE LAYOUT:

Above gure shows the GAD of one span of 12.2m span PSC U Slab. The overall width of the slab is
5.2m.The slab is simply supported over an effective length of 12.862m.
* ED/Structures, ** DBS/CB-I, *** ADE/CB-I, **** SSE/D-I/CB-I, ***** SSE/D-II/CB-I
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2.2

SPECIFICATIONS:
The specications are as follows:

2.3

·

Design life of structure: 100 years

·

Number of Tracks: 1

·

Design trafc load: 25t loading 2008

·

Superstructure: Post tensioned PSC U Slab in M60 Grade

DATA:
Gap between two slabs
Width of pier top
Clear span of slab
C/c distance of pier
Effective span
Overall length
Overall depth at centre/end
Minimum Seating width for Zones IV & V
Camber at center
Width of Slab
Type of Loading
Type of Prestressing
Design speed (For goods/passenger trafc)
Moduls of elasticity(Tendon steel)
Moduls of elasticity(concrete)
fck and fci
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25
1200
12200
13400
12862.5
13375
1475
654
20
4500
25 Ton
One way
125/160
195000
36000
60 and 55

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

Km/h
2
N/mm
N/mm2
2
N/mm

2.4

SECTION PROPERTIES:

2.5

CABLE PROFILE:
The strands used are 12-wire stress-relieved type and has a diameter of 12.7mm (12T13), which
comes with a breaking load of 183.7kN per strand and modulus of elasticity of 195GPa. All the tendons
are to be stressed only up to 75% of its break load. The immediate losses during stressing are calculated
as 11.02%. The relaxation of tendons at different time t can be calculated according to clause 16.8.2.2 of
IRS: CBC.
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5.1

ADVANTAGES
·
Cheap
·
Light weight hence causes less force in substructure.
·
Launchable in single piece.
·
Replaceable to steel plate girders.
·
Suitable for loading standards of RBG, BGML, MBG & 25t.
·
LWR can be continued over it.
·
Requires less approach height hence further economy.
·
Suitable for all seismic Zones.
·
Suitable for upto 40 curves.
·
Can be cast in workshop & transported on BFR and launched.
·
Replacement of plate girder can be done in trafc block.
·
Weight is comparable to composite girder but otherwise cheaper than composite girder.
·
No bearings hence no maintenance problem of bearings.
·
Suitable for moderate & severe exposure.

5.2

DISADVANTAGES
·
Heavier than steel plate girders hence strengthening of substructure may be needed while
replacement.
·
Better quality control is needed for M60 grade Concrete.
·
Heavy duty cranes will be needed for launching.
·
In view of major applicability, slab is designed for moderate & severe exposure conditions.

5.3
·
·

SUGGESTIONS
Load testing may be done for proving the design before use.
For extreme exposure condition separate design may be developed.

6.

RECOMMENDATION
All old and unserviceable spans of 12.2 m Plate Girders may be replaced by PSC U Slab.

7.

REFERENCES
IRS: Bridge Rule-2008
IRS: Concrete Bridge Code (Reprint 2014)
IS: 14268-1995
IS: 1786-2008
IS: 2502-1963
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RE-RAILING RAMP ON BRIDGE APPROACH –
AN ESSENTIAL INNOVATIVE MECHANISM
A.K. Jha*
P. Raja Gopal Rao**
G. V. Prasad Rao***
M. Murali Krishna****
1.

Abstract:
Derailment-though undesirable, but inescapable event do take place over the rail track. On plain track,
the aftermath will be less as compared to a major bridge. The unfavorable rail wheel induction forces
cause derailment. If, a suitable mechanism is established at appropriate place will not only brings back
the wheel but also safeguards the precious bridges structures of the railways. A re-railing ramp is such a
mechanism developed to mitigate the problem and thus brings back the derailed wheel on to the track.
This paper covers the complete details of development done in consultation with RDSO for
implementation of Re-railing ramp using PSC sleepers in eld.
Para 275 of IRPWM insists provision of Re-railing ramp on the approaches of all major and important
bridges, near the abutments. ( nose of the guard rail should start at 7.2m from face of the abutment).

2.0

Introduction:
The wheel set of the bogie will be running between the two rails at a distance of 1673mm. In case of a
derailment also, one of the ofoaded wheels will be running between the two rails and thus the horizontal
displacement of the second wheel will be 1460mm from its original position.
Track gauge

=

1673 mm

Wheel thickness

=

138 mm

Thickness of rail head

=

74.3 mm (60kg)

Hence; displacement

=

1673-138-74.3 = 1460.70mm say 1460mm

The derailed wheel will be brought back gradually from 1460mm to its original position, and made to seat
on the rail and thus the rail wheel interaction will be re-established. Thus the re-railing ramp helps to rerail the derailed wheel.
3.0

Developments in re-railing ramp:
Initially re-railing ramp was designed on wooden sleeper track. Therein, the required slope and gradients
were brought with the help of wooden sleepers and bending the rails to suit the curvature. Banning the

* CTE/S.C.Rly, Secunderabad, India ** Dy.CE/Tr-II/SC.,Secunderabad, S.C.Rly
*** Sr.DEN/WEST/ SC Division, Secunderabad, S.C.Rly **** Sr. Inspector (Civil)/WDR/CSP, Wadiaram, S.C.Rly
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use of wooden sleepers and development of concrete sleepers demanded for the development of rerailing ramp on PSC sleepers. South Central Railway under the aegis of RDSO have developed a rerailing ramp on PSC Sleepers on trial basis.

Re-railing ramp on wooden sleepers at
Br. No. 398 between SRNR-GWD
4.0

Re-railing ramp on PSC Sleepers at
Br. No: 53 DN between MVH-TDU

Composition of the re-railing ramp:
Re-railing ramp composes of the following components:

5.0

a.

Inner Guard Rails – Bulb type – distance from gauge face of running rail to non-gauge face of the
guard rail varies from 840mm to 122mm.

b.

Outer Guard Rails – Splayed wing type- distance from non-gauge face of running rail to gauge
face of the guard rail varies from 1700mm to 149 mm

c.

PSC Sleepers – 27 Nos., of PSC sleepers are used in the lay out. The length of sleepers varying
from 3.330m to 6.030m in length (overall length arrives to 92.930 RMT) with overlapping
arrangement on sleeper nos. 1 to 6. Arrangement was given on PRC sleepers to accommodate
wooden blocks to gradually achieve the required slope and grade on the layout.

d.

MS Plate of 20mm, 16mm and 12mm thick, shaped according to the bend of guard rails and on
which the derailed vehicle travels and attains its standard position.

e.

Cast Iron Blocks: Specially designed cast iron blocks are provided to maintain the required
distance between guard rails and the running rails.

Design parameters :
f.

PSC Sleepers

:

As per IRS-T-45 with 3x7 ply HTS wire and with M-60 Grade concrete.

g.

MS Plate

:

20 mm thick plate of about 20 sqm on sl. nos:
16 mm thick plate of about 1.2 sqm on sl. nos:
12mm thick plate of about 0.88 sqm on sl. nos: 7 to 14 .
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c.

CI Blocks

: 14 nos, of specially designed CI blocks are used.
RT-8260

2 Nos on Sleeper No: 17-18

RT-8261

8 Nos on Sleeper No: 15-16,16-17,17-18,18-19

RT-8262

2 Nos on Sleeper No: 16-17

RT-8263

2 Nos on Sleeper No: 14-15

MS Bolts

: 4 nos of 21” & 6 nos of 18 ''
(RT-11535/RT-11549/RT-11528) are used in the assembly.

d.
6.0

Rails :

UIC 60kg Rails for running rail and 52 kg Rail for Guard Rails

Drawings:
a.

Overall assembly - As per RDSO RT-8259

b.

Details of assemblies - As per RDSO RT-8260 – 8263.

c.

PSC Sleepers from 01 to 08 – As per RDSO RT - 8265 to 8272

d.

PSC Sleepers from 09 to 12 – As per RDSO RT - 8273 to 8276

e.

PSC Sleepers from 13 to 15 – As per RDSO RT – 8277 to 8279

f.

PSC Sleepers from 16 to 17 – As per RDSO RT – 8280 and 8281

g.

PSC Sleepers from 18 to 21 – As per RDSO RT – 8282 and 8285
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7.0 Scale check of material:

8.0 Locations under trial:
The trail was done in the month of February in the year 2017, on Br no 53 DN span(15 x 17.22m PSC
girder) @ TP 64/32-34 between MVH and TDU stations on Secunderabad-Wadi section of
Secunderabad division of South Central Railway. Which has been chosen for trail which was laid and
found satisfactory by Sr.DEN/WEST/SC. Vide lr no CW/506/TC/PSC sleepers/2017 Dt: 06.04.17 .
RDSO Vide lr no : CT/SRC/Re-Railing ramp Dt : 05.05.17 has given clearance for further production in
this regard. South central Railway has produced 63 sets in this regarding and identied the Important
and Major bridges bridges.
9.0 Track maintenance at Re-Railing Ramp location :
During the trail at the above Bridge no block was taken, only caution order of 30 kmph was imposed
during insertions of sleepers. No block is required for removal of 20 mm MS plates, when regular
track maintenance is done.
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10.0 Improvements suggested:
a.

In the current drawing, independent wooden pieces are given to support the 20mm plate on
sleeper nos 09 to 19. If, a continuous wooden block is provided longitudinally, it gives better
bearing and also transfers the load effectively.

b.

Sunken head screws may be provided in place to plate screws to allow a free movement of wheel
during process of re-railment. (Proposal were sent to RDSO vide lr no W.456/PSC/TO's & Special
sleepers/2011-12/PRIL Dt.10.11.15)

c.

Fibre reinforced polymer blocks with compressive strength can be used in place of wooden
blocks for better maintainability and life.

d.

Pre-curved guard rails of 9145 radius, shall be used against in-situ bending for better geometry.

11.0 Conclusion:Based on the experience of installation of Re-railing on Br no 53 DN span (15 x 17.22m PSC girder) at
Km 64/32-34 between MVH and TDU stations on Secunderabad-Wadi section (B-route) of South
Central Railway has been encouraging and no maintenance problems has been encountered during the
last 11 months. S.C.Railway is going ahead with installation of Re-railing ramp at 62 more bridges. Other
Railways can adopt the same.
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Restoration of Railway Bridge No 249 at Km 67/17-19
between Chimidipalli (CMPD) – Borraguhalu ( BGHU ) stations
in Kottavalasa – Kirandul line of Waltair Division in East Coast Railway
Laxmi Narayan*
The Bridge No 249 constructed in 1964 with span arrangement of 2x30.50 m Under slung Girders + 1x12.20
m Plate Girder is situated in the Anantagiri mountain range between stations Chimidipalli - Borrahuhalu in
Kottavalasa – Kirandul line (KK line) of Waltair Division in East Coast Railway. The Bridge is a viaduct with 8
degree curve and 1 in 100 rising gradient. It is located in a very constricted location between two tunnels; steep
vertical hill touching on upstream side and deep valley on downstream side. One abutment of the bridge is on
the face of tunnel. The height of Piers from bed level is 20.35 m. Vertical water fall exists in the central span of
the bridge. Some of the site photographs are given below for better appreciation.

View of Bridge (Kirandul end)
1.

Top View of Bridge (Kirandul end)

Unusual occurrence:
Due to continuous and heavy rainfall in the catchment area for 4 days, on 06/10/2017 at about 17:15 hrs
a huge rock mass of size 12 m x 7 m x 2.5 m slipped almost vertically from the hill on u/s side of the
bridge and hit the Pier No. 1 above foundation of the bridge. The incident was reported by stationary
watchman Sri Ashok Kumar through SSE/Pway/Borraguhalu. The impact on pier was so severe that it
has completely shaken the pier resulting into tilt, shift and rotation of pier by approximate 250 mm. The
pier has separated from footing top, wide open separation in pier on u/s side and wide open separation in
footing on d/s has occurred. Girders have been dislodged from bearings.

* PCE/ECOR
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Effect on track due
tilting of Pier
(From Kottavalsa end)

Cracks and separation at
Foundation of Pier (P1)
(From d/s of bridge, Kirandul end)

View of Damaged Pier

Pier supported on Knife Edge D/S Complete view of Damaged Pier, P1 Inspection with RDSO team
2.

Restoration scheme :TThe site was immediately inspected by divisional ofcers followed by HQ ofcials of bridge
organization on 07/10/2017 and RDSO ofcials from B&S Directorate and GE Directorate on
08/10/2017 & 09/10/2017. It was deliberated on possibility of temporary rehabilitation of Pier to allow
trafc but considering the extent of damage it was realized that rebuilding of the damaged Pier at the
same location is the best suitable option available to complete the restoration in minimum possible
duration. Accordingly, it has been decided that the pier will be rebuild at the same location by dismantling
the damaged pier. To make the damaged pier free from the girders before dismantling, the under slung
girder (30.50 m) will be supported on CC Crib staging at panel point by raising it approx. 1.50 m and tied
with the wire rope on dead man anchor on hill top. The plate girder (12.20 m) will be de-launched from
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pier by rail crane. Dismantling of the damaged pier will be done in stages up to footing bottom and
rebuilding of pier with RCC open foundation, circular pier and bed block will be done. Lowering of under
slung girder, re-launching of plate girder will be done before linking of track and trafc to be restored.
3.

Resources mobilized and expected time of Restoration:
Initially it was envisaged to complete the work to restore the trafc in 90 days time frame keeping in view
difcult accessibility of site having hostile conditions. The work was to be done by engaging specialized
contractor on single tender basis based on urgency certicate. However, the site was visited by
GM/ECoR and PCE/ECoR on 12/10/2017 and PERT chart was made to complete the job with different
time line: 89 days , 63 days and 120 days .60 days time frame was decided by deploying two agencies &
doing parallel activities together. all activities were reviewed afresh and time frame has been crashed to
63 days by engaging two specialized rms so that trafc can be restored by 12/12/2017.

4.

Various activities undertaken to complete the restoration work by 12/12/2017:

4.1

Mobilization of 700 nos. of CC cribs for temporary support of girder before dismantling of damaged
pier:As the site is located between 02 tunnels and viaduct of 25m deep, movement of CC cribs was a real
challenge which could be possible by transporting the cribs by train, unloading near the tunnel faces &
loading by ropes at the bottom of the pier.

4.2

Rope anchor support of the under slung Girder before dismantling of pier:
To avoid any kind of failure of support for under slung girder in addition to CC Crib support, construction
anchor ropes of 25 mm dia. with steel core were brought at site and the anchorage arrangement at the
top of the hill above tunnel 232 was personally inspected by CBE/ECoR.
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4.3

Construction of approach Road to reachat the foot of the pier
This was the most critical activity to take manpower, materials and machineries to the foot of the pier as it
was located almost 25 meter below the Rail level and no approach except steep steps was available. The
work of construction of approach road was completed in 10 days from 12.10.17 to 21.10. 17. Presently
road of 70 m length, 4 m width up to foot of the pier is available for movement of manpower, materials
and machineries.
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4.4

Dismantling scheme of damaged pier& bed block:As the damaged pier was only about 12m from existing pier and near the hill on the upstream side , the
dismantling of pier without damaging the adjoining pier, the controlled blasting of maximum 1m at a time
was done to ensure that all the dismantle materials fall towards the valley without damaging the rocks on
the upstream.

4.5

Diversion of water fall
A may be seen from photographs below, there was huge water ow of the water fallalmost in the middle
of the bridge between pier 1 &2. Diverting the waterfall was absolutely essential for construction ofnew
pier. Suitable diversion arrangement had been made after the survey by CBE/ECoR, ADEN/ARK and his
team at the origin of the water falls at the top of the hill.
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Water fall diversion sequence
1.
2.
3.
5.0

Original huge ow of water
Diversion of waterfall at the top of the hill
Present meager ow of waterfall.

In House Design of Rebuilding Scheme of Damaged Pier (P1) of Bridge No. 249
In house design was done in a rigid time frame and the work was to be done in three shifts headed by
ADENs. All the scheme of restoration including the design oftemporary support of under-slung girders
by CC cribs, rope anchor & design of foundation of pier, design of new pier and bed block was done by
the Bridge organization of East Coast Railway under the guidance of Mr. A. K. Shukla, (Dy. CE/B&F ). M35 concrete was used for Pier /Bedblock with target mean strength (fck/T) of 43 N/sqmm. Strength
achieved after 28 days was about 46-47 N/sqmm. Curing compound was also used.

Progress of work during night

Close monitoring of the work
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6.0

24x7 Monitoring and progress of work to achieve the schedule by 12/12/2017:
For on line monitoring, web camera at site of work and in PCE/ME's chamber were installed. All activities
were closely monitored through on line web camera installed. Immediate decisions on technical
problems encountered during execution of work were communicated. Time schedule as per PERT/ Bar
Chart was maintained.
Rebuilding of the Pier has been completed on 28/11/2017. Lowering of under-slung girder and relaunching of plate girder on bearings have been completed followed by track linking on perfect line and
level has been restored. The curing of concrete in pier is being allowed for 14 days and accordingly
normal trafc will be restored on 12/12/2017.
Complete pier view after rebuilding

7.0

Completion of the bridge and restoration of trafc—
Dedicated team of Engineers with support system of the bridge organiastion design cell under
DyCE/B&F, Divisional teams and bridge organization at the divisional level of Waltair division about 20
ofcers and 100 supervisors and staff worked round the clock and the organized team of the
contractors, the work has been completed in record time of 58 days against the target of 60 days. The
trial run with tower wagon was done on 8.12.17 and empty freight train ran at 18:30 hrs on 10.12.17.
Loaded freight trains and passenger trains are planed to run from 12.12.17.
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Construction and Launching of Pre-Stressed Concrete Box Girder
in a Curved prole - a Learning Experience
Sandip Kumar Saha*
Rajeev Kumar**
Abstract
This paper describes Construction casting details and Launching scheme of Pre-Stressed Concrete Box
Girder in a Curved prole. The real challenge of the project was laid with construction of elevated structure for
double line track consisting of super structure with pre-stressed concrete box girder (casting and launching)
over the already completed substructure. Design is based on different IS code. Reinforcement was done using
TMT, HYSD (High Yield Strength Deformed) bars and CRS (corrosion resistance steel) bars of grade Fe 415 are
used conforming to IS 1786-1985.Soft Slab, Deck slab & web R/F are discussed in details. Staging and
shuttering are also described. Casting steps are also incorporated with different steps. 11 duets are provided in
each girder are (1) 8 duets for design requirement (2) 2 duets for future cable (3)1 duet for emergency cable for
Pre-stressing. Lastly, girder launching scheme is described elaborately.
1.

Introduction
A box girder bridge is a bridge in which the main beams comprise girders in the shape of a hollow box.
The box girder normally comprises either pre-stressed concrete, structural steel, or a composite of steel
and reinforced concrete. The box is typically rectangular or trapezoidal in cross-section. Box girder
bridges are commonly used for highway yovers and for modern elevated structures of light rail
transport like metro railway.
The work of construction of Metro Railway Super structure is going on at different cities. Here, I want to
share my experience of construction and launching of a pre-stressed box girder in Kolkata Metro
Railway Corporation Limited. The contractor was Simplex Concrete Piles (India) Limited. The real
challenge of the project was laid with construction of elevated structure for double line track consisting
of super structure with pre-stressed concrete box girder (casting and launching) over the already
completed substructure (Trestles) between chain age 276.300 m to 1688.838 m. This study was part of
Tollygaunge-Garia Metrorail extension project under Kolkata Metro Railway Corporation Limited. The
construction consists of 125 piers and 124 Ballast-less pre-stressed concrete Box girder. This project is
consisted of the laying of the girder in a curved prole.
Construction of super-structure on a curved prole itself is a very hard task. Moreover, this project is

* Divisional Engineer/East/Ranchi, South Eastern Railway
** Junior Engineer/Drawing/Ranchi, South Eastern Railway
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also very challenging for the construction over Talli Nala as it is very tough job to construction of the
foundation over the Nala. This was also new for pre-stressing the girder in curved prole. The provision
was kept for future strengthening the girder also. Quality control is very essential. Ready Mix concrete is
supplied from nearby concrete Batching plant, which had a capacity of 30 m3 /hour. Quality of concrete
was assured with highly equipped laboratory where quality of construction materials were checked by
cube strength, sieve analysis etc.
2.

Structural Component
The total structure consists of 1. Super structure 2. Sub structure.

2.1

Sub-structure
The sub-structure consisted of foundation piers etc. These sub-structures are already completed.
The super-structure is consisted of i) cast in situ girder ii) Pre-cast concrete Box girder.
The cast-in-situ girders were already completed. Here I discuss briey pre-cast concrete box girder and
its construction & Launching procedure.

2.2

Super-Structure
Here the super structure was the elevated structure of “PRE STRESSED CONCRETE BOX GIRDER”
(Figure 1a & Figure 1b). It takes live load directly and transmit the stress to the piers and nally to the
foundations.
The total no of girders and their spans types were as in below. No of girders: - 124
(1)

No of girders of 20m span is 95 Nos.

(2)

No of girders of 25m span is 23 Nos.

(3)

No of girders of 30m span is 6 Nos.

Above these the girders are of two types
a) Cast-in-Situ of 36 Nos. b) Launching girder or Precast Girder of 88 Nos.
In Cast-in-Situ girders there were
(1)

27 Nos are of 20m span

(2)

3 Nos are of 25m span

(3)

6 Nos are of 30m span

In pre-cast girder there are
(1)

68 Nos were of 20m span

(2)

20 Nos were of 25m span

The span of the girders was xed earlier because the construction had to be done and maintained in
horizontal curved prole.
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Figure 1(a) Upper portion of Girder (b) Pre-stressed Curved Box-girder
3.

Design Criteria
The total design was conducted upon
(1) IS concrete Bridge code (CBC)-1997 including A&C slip No.4.IRS Bridge rules incorporating all A&C
slip. (2) IS 14268-1995 (3) IS 1786-1985
Designed was done for severe-exposure condition:The girder was designed as per MRTS loading 17 tonner axial load metro RTS coaches.
The design is only suitable for track up to a curve of radius. 200m. Alignment of track up to 100 mm is
considered for design.
All corners of the girder shall have a chamfer of 25 m except otherwise stated.
Girders are accessible for inspection from station points only.
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4.

4.1

4.2

4.3

Construction Process
The total construction involves mainly the following stages
1) Staging 2) Shuttering 3) Reinforcement 4) Casting 5) Pre-stressing 6) Launching
The procedure of these various aspects is described in brief
Staging
The staging was prepared to support the shuttering which acts as a mould of concrete.
The various units of a single mould are:a) Channels (ISMC 100, 125, 75) b) Pipes of via 40 mm c) Single clamp d) Double clamp e) Adjustable
jack. Staging for pre-cast concrete (which would be launched) was due for separating for web & soft
slab.
Staging for Web & Soft Slab
The total height of the staging is 1300 mm & short column of 1000 mm height are placed under two
concrete line of bearing on each side. The purpose of these columns is to act after staging and removed
after casting. The vertical pipes are of diameter 50 mm and of 1000 mm height. The height of jack with
channel is kept at 30 mm so that it can be adjusted with wooden placing. Here used 45 mm channels.
Total width of the staging is 5000 mm. total 'H' frames used along the length are 9 No's and along width
are 8 No's.
Staging of Deck Slab
This staging is done after casting the soft slab and web. The staging consisted of 4 vertical pipes using
adjustable jack. The height of deck slab staging is 1150 mm

Figure 2 Soft Slab Staging Detail
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5.

Shuttering
Shuttering is the structure made from steel plate which is in the shape of girder which acts as the mould
of the concrete. The various components of shuttering are
1) Straight plates
a) 1200×600 mm2 pate of 3 mm thick.
b) 1250×550 mm2 plate of 3 mm thick.
These plates are attached with 50×50×6 mm angles on four sides.
2) Curved plate as per shape required
3) Nuts and Bolts
4) Lubricating oil- This is applied on the inner face of the shuttering to avoid sticking of concrete with
shuttering plates.
The shuttering plates are sealed with Brown tape to cover and gap between shuttering plates. A thick
layer of foam is used as a non-sticking material

6.

Reinforcement

6.1

Soft Slab Reinforcement
Details of soft slab reinforcement are shown in the drawing. The main features are-The bars used in
soft slab reinforcement are 10#φ and 12#φ. A longitudinal bar of 10#φ are provided at end to end of
girders and total 10 longitudinal bars (2 extra) of 10#φ are provided at the middle of the soft slab.
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Figure 4 Soft Slab Reinforcement Details

6.2

Deck Slab Reinforcement
Details of deck slab reinforcement are shown here the bars used are of dimensions- 10φ, 12φ, 16 φ and
25 φ#. # denotes that the bars are “Highly yield strength deformed bars”
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Figure 5 (a) Deck Slab Reinforcement (b) R/F at middle of Deck Slab
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6.3

Web Reinforcement

Figure 5 Web Reinforcement Details

6.4

Reinforcement on Parapet Wall
The parapet wall reinforcement is given after the girder is placed in the pedestals. Here use 10# and
12# bars. In the reinforcement of trench wall the shear connector which is already connected with the
girder is used for this and for parapet wall the reinforcement detail is as simple as of wall, but must be
provided with guard rail. So there is some bolt in the above of the parapet wall, the vertical development
of the steel bar from girder is 300 mm.
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7.

Casting
Casting is the process by which the steel mould is poured by concrete and giving its compactness near
by the consequently use of vibrations. The process of casting introduces this.
a) Mixing of concrete b) Transporting of concrete c) Placing of concrete (Casting) d) Compacting of
concrete e) Curing of concrete

7.1 Mixing of concrete
The concrete mix is prepared in concrete batching plant. The grade of concrete used for the Box-girder is
M-45. The main features of M-45 grade of concrete are –

7.1.1 Admixture

7.1.2 Concrete Batching Plant
The batching plant is consisted of four batches 1) Fine sand 2) Medium sand 3) Fine aggregate (10 mm)
4) Coarse aggregate (20 mm)
The ingredients are by the slip bucket from their respective gates and nally mix is prepared in the mixing
drum. Cement is stored in cement silo and the cement is transferred to the mixing drum by the
compressor through pipes capacity of cement silo (20 tonnes). Amount of water to be injected is
governed by water meter placed in control cabin.
7.2 Transporting of Concrete
Concrete mix from mixing drum is poured into the transit mixture. Transit mixture itself contains a mixing
drum. The capacity of transit mixture is 4 m3. The transit mixture is rotated about its own axis. When it
rotates in clockwise direction the concrete mixture mix properly and contain in the drum. But when it
rotates in anti-clockwise direction it mix the concrete in the concreting pump by a hopper.
The main factors/features of concrete pump are i) Model 350 G (coupled with Motor) ii) Capacity 35
m3/hr iii) Motor capacity-60 H.P iv) Diameter of delivery pipes = 125 mm
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7.3 & 7.4 Casting and Compacting
The concrete comes from concrete pump are compacted in the mould by using the vibrators. The
vibrators may be external or internal vibrators. The external vibrators are called as shutter vibrators and
internal vibrators are called as needle vibrators. The shutter vibrators are used to vibrate the shutter only
during casting. The internal vibrator i.e. needle vibrators used for removing air voids and present the
formation of voids and it is highly compacted with the reinforcement. The RPM of the needle vibrator is
3000.
7.5

Curing
Curing is one of most essential operation in which the concrete is kept continuously in moisture for some
days to give the concrete of its actual strength. It helps to complete the concrete from moisture loss due
to evaporation, absorption etc. The duration of curing depends upon the climatic condition.

8.0

Pre-stressing
After casting pre-stressing is used for stressing the cables used in the Box-girder. This method is very
much important in bearing of the above load.
Number of pre-stressing cables placed in each duet is 12 nos. for girder of 20 m span.
Diameter of pre-stressing cable i.e. stands are 12.7mm with 7 ply.
Diameter of duet holes is 76 mm for 12 cable (20m span) and 86 mm for 19 cables for 25m and 50m.
Total 11 duets are provided in each girder are (1) 8 duets for design requirement (2) 2 duets for future
cable (3)1 duet for emergency cable
The cables are provided by the slating tube made of G.I pipe. The cable co-ordinate from bottom of the
girder of different section is given in the table.
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Figure 6 Layout of Pre-stressing Cable ducts
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The pre-stressing is done in 'Three' stagesi)

Pre-stressing of No. 1 and No.4 duets are done after 7 days of casting the deck slab.

ii)

Pre-stressing of No. 2 duet is done after 14 days

iii)

Pre-stressing of No. 3 duet is done after 21 days.

After 2nd stage of pre-stressing, girder can be launched. The emergency cable has to be pre-stressed in
the required elongation and the gauge pressure is not achieved by the existing tendons.
The cables are of 7 ply high tensile low Relaxation. Steel stand of 12.7 mm diameter and is of Group II.
Pre-stressing is done by a hydraulic jack i.e. PS 20/200. Here 20 is the piston capacity and 200 mm is
the distance achieved by the Ram of the piston, while pre-stressing is adjusted. Also it is used as hydro
power pack for giving stress and locking the stress into the cables.
9.0

Grouting
Grouting is the process of injecting a mixture of calyx grouting mixture into the duet holes after prestressing done. Grouting mixture is prepared in grouting mix drum which consisted of rotating pedals.
The mix is prepared by mixing up of cement grouting, admixture and water. The water cement ratio is 0.4
in the grouting mixture. For 50 kg cement 400 gram admixture is used and water is 20 lit. The admixture
is Exem-C. It has a non-shrinkage property that why cement shrinks early. The cement is injected by
grouting pump. The pressure in the grouting pump is 5 kg/cm2 for 1 min to 2 min

10.0 Quality Control
In case of quality control the strength of cement is tested by cube-testing. In this test the compressive
strength test is performed after 7 days and 28 days of casting. The cube used is of 150 mm×150 mm
2

×150 mm. Minimum cubes strength should not be less than 450 kg/cm for M45 grade of concrete and
2

350 kg/cm for M35 grade of concrete .The cubes are wetted throughout the period. But they are kept out
of water just one hour before of testing.
11.0 Launching
Launching is the process of placing the pre-cast pre-stressed girder oven the pedestals of the piers. This
launching process is done by launching girder for transporting the girder from the casting place to L.G. It
is done by using a manually operated dash trolling having capacity of the desk trolley is of 140 tonnes. It
has 8 wheels each beam. The wheels carried 20% of the load carried desk trolley. For this, it is not too
much difcult for the workers to carry it from casting place to Launching Girder. This deck trolley is
derived in a rail path which is placed for temporary requirement.
11.1 Launching Scheme
Scheme for erection of precast-pre-stressed concrete girder over Tolly Nalla for Metro Railway
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(a)

Existing pre-stressed pre-cast Girder G1 & G2 (laid out girder) exist between P1-P2-P3 (Pier)

(b)

G3/G4 (precast pre-stressed (after using & stressing), girder dragged by winches over the rails

laid on the top of girder G1, G2, such that it goes up to centre line of pier P3.
(c)

The frame FR2 and FR3 mounted on rail or top of the concrete girder G2. As shown in the gure

frame FR1 is mounted on the top of pier P4. The base of which will rest on rollers placed on pier cap.
Launching girder SG1/SG2 will be mounted on the top of trestle FR1, FR2 and FR3 such that a portion
about 10m long will be cantilevering out beyond FR3 for suspending counterweight. SG1/SG2 will be
rest on rollers on top of frame FR2 and FR3 as xed on top of the FR1 with removable bolted connection.
(d)

Rails are provided on the top of launching Girder SG1 & SG2 2 Nos 100 Tons capacity crabs are

mounted on top of rails placed suitably to handle precast pre-stressed concrete girder.
The frame FR2 is having a removable portion 500mm width at center of portal Beam to provide passage
of the lifting chains. This removable portion is made of 3 segments so that only one segment is removed
at a time during the passage of the lifting chain. As soon as it crosses one segment, the next segment is
opened and previous segment is closed. This is for extra safety of structure.

Figure 6 Photograph of Launching Girder
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11.2 The Launching Girder
Girder between FR2-FR3 and FR2-FR1 are 24.5m and 30.9 m span respectively so as to handle girders
of maximum span of 26.5 m length. Provision for counter weight on the cantilever portion of the
launching girder beyond frame FR3 has been kept so that when the loads are taken between frame FR2FR1 the launching girder does not loose contact with the frame on line-3. Portal support on line 2 and
line 3 having wide became/at support on top and launching girder will be placed on roller. Support 1 will
have roller at base on top of pier 4.

Figure 7 Typical Sketch of Launching Girder

11.3 Launching Girder Movement
At the centre of portal support 2 and 3 (two G placed over a single beam or connected by a single
member) launching girder is connected by a single pin support and moved forward with the help of
winches or Motorized mechanism. When the LG moves to the next span, that support 1 will be faced on
the top of pier.
11.4 The placing of Girder
a)

After placing the launching girder at centre of support 2 and 3, lift the outer girder rst.

b)

Place the LG at the centre of support 1 and 2 and move the girder at centre of span.

c)

Place the girder on temporary support releasing from LG.

d)

Side shift the girder with the help of side jacks to its nal position of the support

e)

Move the LG at the centre of support 2 and 3 again and lift the inner girder.

f)

Move the LG at the centre of support 1 and 2 and move the girder at centre of span.

g)

Side shift LG along the position of inner rail line.

h)

Place the pre-stressed concrete girder in its nal position of support directly from LG.
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Re-Girdering of Road under Bridge – No. 38 (Niranjan Bridge)
at Allahabad, North Central Railway
Rajiv Ranjan Kumar*
Rajesh Kumar**
Abstract
The author describes a method adopted for re-girdering the Niranjan Bridge (Road Under Bridge No.38)
of single span of 18.3 meter of semi through composite girders having ve tracks (03 tracks on one girder and
02 tracks on another girder) with PSC slabs of 9.18 meter span near Allahabad on Mugalsarai – Allahabad
section of North Central Railway. The conventional method of regirdering using stagings or an enveloping
girder would have been very expensive, time consuming and even very difcult due to space constraint and
heavy road trafc under the bridge. The problems were overcome by careful planning; making the best use of
the available space and resources, trafc block and the long pending regirdering work (removal of early steel
girder) was completed successfully in two phases
1.

Introduction
This is road under bridge of semi though composite girders of single span of 18.3 M overall length on
Civil line – Chawk area road in the heart of city. There were two semi-composite through girders on this
bridge. First girder consisted of three tracks of Rambag line, Prayag line and shunting neck and second
girder consisted of UP Main line & DN Main Line. The UP Main Line and DN Main Line are on New Delhi –
Howrah Rajdhani route. The Rambag line connects Allahabad to Varanasi of NE Railway and Prayag line
connects Allahabad to Lucknow of Northern Railway. This was early steel girder fabricated in the year of
1903. Due to early steel girder and severe corrosion, the work of re-girdering was sanctioned in the year
2005-06. There were several site constraints i.e. heavy road trafc on the road connecting civil lines to
chowk area, limited working space at site, Electrical Cable of 11 KV passing under the Bridge, densely
populated area, very less space for fabrication and erection of girders at site. Due to this, conventional
method was not advisable at this site.

* Dy. CE /P&D/ALD ** Dy. CE/TS
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2.0

Bridge Details
This was semi through non standard girder bridge of single span of overall length of 18.3 m having 05 no
of tracks, constructed in year 1906. The girder was early steel girder fabricated in year 1903. This was
having sliding bearings, stone bed blocks and brick masonry abutment. The Bridge consisted of two
composite girders; one girder was having three tracks of Prayag line, Ram bag line and Shunting neck.
The Ragbag line connects Allahabad to Varanasi of North Eastern Railway and Prayag Line connects
Allahabad to Lucknow of Northern Railway. The weight of this girder was 76 MT. The Other composite
Girder was having two tracks of UP Main line and DN main Line on New Delhi – Howrah Rajdhani Route.
The weight of this girder was 62.5 MT.
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3.0

Work & contract details
The work of re-girdering of bridge no.38 was sanctioned in the year 2005-06. The contract was awarded
to M/s Pragati Construction Co., 74, Lukarganj, Allahabad in the year 2008 with a cost of Rs.1.88 Crores
with a original completion period of 06 months. The completion cost of this work is Rs. 2.03 Crores. In
addition to above, an amount of Rs. 8.72 Lakh was given to Vidyut Vitran Nigan Limited, Allahabad for
shifting of cables of 11KV from the bridge site.

4.0

Site Conditions
The Bridge is located on Kamala Nehru Marg connecting civil lines to Chauk Road in the heart of
Allahabad City of Uttar Pradesh. This road is having very high road trafc and its closure for even one day
creates utter chaos in the city. The site had various constraints such as heavy road trafc, large no of city
cables including 11KV electrical cables under the bridge, city drains along the abutments, limited space
for placing two cranes at a time, complex OHE network on both side of the bridge, Built up area around
the bridge, No approach road to reach on track, etc. The challenge was to nalize the scheme for
fabrication and erection of the girders at site, availability of trafc cum power block and coordination
among various concerned departments including state administrations.
Initially the work was sanctioned with replacement of old steel girders with new steel girders of same
dimensions, but it was very difcult to fabricate and erection of steel girders at this location due to less
working space and heavy road trafc. There was constraint of vertical clearance between the existing
road level and undersides of bridge. Also, there were turnouts within 20 meters of the bridge in Allahabad
Yard along with crossovers on both side of bridge. Due to this rail level as well as level of bottom of girder
is somewhat xed. Later on, scope of work was changed and it was decided to replace the old girders
with PSC slabs of 9.15 meter length with construction of one central pier along with jacketing of
abutments. Due to site constraints, casting of slabs, ballast retainers and bed blocks was done at other
location, Subedarganj, 8 km away from the bridge site. The line diagram for placement of slabs and
existing girders at site is shown in the gure. (i).
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Figure (I): Line diagram of bridges with PSC slabs
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5.0

a.

6.0

Discussion of various methods and their suitability:
The various methods such as end launching method, side slewing method, enveloping method and
erection by using cranes were studied in detail for erection of girders. All the methods were found either
very expensive or non feasible except the method to use road crane for erection purpose due to difcult
site conditions. The some methods of launching of girders considered here are elaborated as below:
End Launching method: There was complex OHE network on both side of bridge having portals. Due to
many turnouts and crossover, it was not feasible to adopt this method for launching of girders. In
addition to above, it required long duration of trafc cum power block, which appeared to be very
expensive exercise; even it was very difcult to get the required trafc block on Howrah – New Delhi
Rajdhani route.
b.
Enveloping Method: This method was not adopted because of complex network of OHE on both
side of bridges as well as very heavy road trafc and built up area around the bridge.
c.
Side slewing Method: In this method, girders are erected over temporary supports by the side of
the piers opposite to the spans and when ready, the slewing of girders is done into the position.
This method was suitable for the site having sufcient space at the approaches of Bridge on both
sides across the tracks. This is a road under bridge on very busy road connecting civil lines to
chauk side in the heart of city. The blockage of road even for the short duration creates lot of
jamming of road trafc. It was very difcult to get the blockage of road for required duration for
making temporary supports and erection of girders, from the civil administration. Due to the
above reasons, this method of launching of girder was ruled out.
d.
Erection by use of Cranes. With the available site condition and various constraints, this method
was found most suitable for replacement of old girders with PSC slabs at this site.
Technical Details:
The bridge has to be constructed with precasted pre-stressed PSC slabs along with ballast retainers for
two spans resting over precasted bed blocks. There were 45 PSC slabs, 8 retainers and 20 bed blocks.
Details of main components are as under:

Bed Block: Size: 3m X 1m X 0.25m. Concrete Grade: M-35, Weight : 1.8 MT
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Ballast Retainer: Concrete Grade – M 35, Weight : 8 MT

PSC Slab : Concrete Grade: M-50,
Size: 9.15m X 1.2m X 0.455/0.655m., Weight: 16 MT

The prestressing details are as under:
–

Strand used conrming to IS: 14268.

–

Ultimate tensile strength of strand = 1861.2 N/mm2

–

Prestressing force per strand = 132.26 N

–

Concrete – M-50

–

Standard of Loading: 25 t of 2008

–

No of strands : 51 (15+14+15+7) each ɸ12.7mm

–

Transferring of load done after attaining the strength of 40 N/mm.
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2

7.0

Project Description
Initially the work was planned with replacement of steel girder to steel girders, but later on due to various
site constraints, it was decided to replace the old girders with PSC Slabs of 9.15 meters in two spans, by
introducing central pier in the middle of road. Accordingly, the slabs, bed blocks and ballast retainer was
casted at Subedarganj, 08 km away from the site. The work was planned with the road crane of 200 MT
capacity with one additional Road crane of same capacity. The work was planned in two phases:
•

Phase-1: Replacement of Girder of Ram bag line, Prayag line and shunting neck.

•

Phase-2: Replacement of Girders of UP main line and DN main line.

The block requirement was nalized in consultation of divisional ofcers and headquarters. The
requirement of Trafc cum power block for phase- 1 work was as under:

For Phase-2 work having involvement of UP Main Line and DN main line, it was decided to process the
proposal for trafc cum power block based on the experience of phase-1 work.
7.1

Phase-1 Work
The activities involved in phase-1 work are given as below:
a.

Shifting of 11KV cables from the abutments.

b.

Shifting of slabs, Ballast Retainers & Bed blocks from the casting site to Bridge site.

c.

Removal of Steel Deck plates, existing pipe lines, electric cables etc

d.

Removal of existing tracks, Steel Girders and existing Bed Blocks (stone).

e.

Placement of new Bed Blocks, PSC Slabs and tracks.

The materials/machines required at site for launching of girders is given in the table-A. The total number
of crane operations in Phase-1 work was 52 (Girder removal: 03, Placement of new bed blocks: 12,
Placement of new PSC slabs: 27, Placement of ballast retainers: 04, Placement of tracks: 06). Some
important pre-block activities and block activities are given as below:
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Pre Block Activities:
a.

Removal of debris from the cess along the track to create working space.

b.

Removal of earth behind the bed block to create free working space.

c.

Dismantling of existing brick work between bed blocks.

d.

Preparation of temporary kachha road over track for movement of JCBs & Hydra Machine.

e.

Removal of Deck Plates, hoardings and old Pipe lines, Height Gauge, etc.

f.

Assembling of tracks to be laid on girders.

g.

Removal of Check rails.

h.

Road Blockage for three days including the day of block.

Block Activities:
a.

Removal of 03 no of tracks from the girders.

b.

OHE Lowering.

c.

Cutting of Girders into three pieces with seven teams working simultaneously.

d.

Removal of Girders and placement at proper locations identied before trafc Block.
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e.

Removal of existing Bed blocks with the help of JCB.

f.

Leveling the top surface of abutments after removal of old bed blocks.

g.

Placement of new bed blocks.

h.

Placement of ballast retainers and PSC slabs.

i.

Placement of BFR loaded with rail panels.

j.

Placement of tracks on PSC slabs.

k.

Ballasting & Linking of Tracks

l.

OHE Connections

After getting the sanction from Railway board vide letter under reference RBs letter no. 2014/CHG/37/2
dtd.19.11.2014 and permission for closer of road trafc from the civil authority, trafc block was
planned on 28.02.2016. Railway Board had sanctioned trafc cum power block for launching of girder
of phase-I work as demanded. Accordingly, all preparatory work such as arrangement of road cranes,
machines and equipments, labours etc. were arranged for availing the trafc block. The trafc block was
granted as 10:55 to 16:15 hrs (320”) of Rambag line, 10:55 to 16:55 hrs (360”) of Prayag line and
10:55 to 18:05 hrs (430”) of shunting neck. Some photographs of the activities of phase-1 are shown in
Figure (ii) and Figure (iii).

Placement of Road Cranes

Removal of Girders
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Girder Removal in progress

Placement of Ballast Retainers

Figure (ii): Various activities at Site

Girder Removal in progress

Placement of Ballast Retainers

Figure (iii): Various activities at site

The work was executed with the help of two road cranes of 200 MT capacity each. This involved the
removal of old girders in three pieces and placement of 27 Nos. of PSC slabs, 04 Nos. of ballast retainers
including replacement of 12 no. of bed blocks and 06 no. of track panels in a total 49 operations of road
cranes. The trafc block of Ram bag line and Prayag line was cancelled at 19:15 Hrs and 19:30 hrs
respectively. The reason of additional time taken was sudden brake down of one of the two road cranes
during trafc block. The crane was defective for the duration of 100 Minutes from 14:30 hrs to 16:10 Hrs
and their after it worked with reduced capacity.
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7.2

Phase-2 work
Based on the experience of Phase-1 work, the various options were studied in consultation with all
concerning departments such as operating, Traction and Signal department and the requirement of
block nalized as 480 minutes in DN main Line and 540 Minutes in UP Main line simultaneously, with
one road crane of 330 MT Capacity with one additional road crane of same capacity as stand by crane.
This included the OHE block of 210 Minutes (90 Min +120 Minutes) for lowering and raising. The site
plan for phase-2 work is given in gure (2.).
After getting the sanction from Railway board, the phase-2 work was planned on 18/09/2016. The trafc
cum power block granted from 08:15 hrs to 17:15 hrs in both DN line and UP line simultaneously. The
machines and materials were deputed at site as mentioned in Table-A. The pre block and post block
activities are almost same as done for phase-1 work. This involved total 38 no of crane operations.

Figure (2): Site plan for Phase-2 work
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During this period from 8:15 hrs to 17:15 hrs, removal of two tracks, cutting/removal of 02 no of girders,
removal of existing bed blocks, placement of 08 no of bed blocks, placement of 18 no of PSC slabs and
04 no of ballast retainers, lling of ballast, placement of new tracks and their linking was done. In
addition to this, lowering of OHE as well as raising was done. The trafc cum power block was cancelled
at right time at 17:15 hrs and phase-2 work was completed successfully. Some photographs illustrating
some activities are given as under (Figure – iv). Thus the long pending work almost 11 years old work
was completed successfully.

Main line Girders

Girders Removal in progress

PSC slab placement

Girders replaced with PSC slabs

Figure (iv): Phase-2, Various activities as site

8.0

Conclusion
Due to various constraints at site such as limited working space, very busy road, built-up area around
the bridge,11 KV Electric Cable passing under the Bridge, it was planned to carry out the launching work
in two phases with the help of road cranes of adequate capacity. In phase-1, rst three girders of
Rambag line, Prayag line and shunting neck was replaced on 28/02/2016 and the girders of UP main &
DN main line was replaced in Phase-2 on 18/09/2016, Thus, the long pending work was successfully
completed by using road cranes of 200T capacity cranes with the full cooperation of all concerned
departments of Allahabad Division.
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Leveraging developments in Monitoring Technology
for optimising Track and Bridge maintenance
Harsimran Singh*
Saroj Kr Biswal**
SYNPOSIS
Indian Railways is witnessing a massive up-gradation and expansion of its infrastructure in the recent
times. With continuously increasing trafc, higher speeds and increased axle loads, the demand for inspection
and maintenance of the infrastructure is ever increasing. To face the challenges of efcient and reliable
movement of high volume of trafc, the traditional man-power intensive, subjective methods of inspection and
assessment of condition of infrastructure are no longer sufcient. The advancement in science and technology
has opened up new vistas with a large number of techniques and instrumentation processes available for
inspection and condition assessment of infrastructure. Indian Railways has been using several technologies
developed from time to time for monitoring of track, bridges and tunnels. The recent developments worldwide
provide several new opportunities for cost effective and precision monitoring of assets.
1.

INTRODUCTION
Track and bridges are vulnerable nerve centres of railway infrastructure and their maintenance is highly
costly for the infrastructure management. Defects on track and bridges disturb the trafc ow in a high
extent. Tracks and bridge failures account for a large proportion of infrastructure related delays and
unplanned maintenances. The latest developments can be applied in our railway system for cost
effective and effective monitoring of assets. Thus failures can be avoided by means of PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE.

2

MONITORING PRACTICES IN RAILWAY

2.1

Existing Monitoring practices of Track
(a) Manual Monitoring of Track
By a system of regular inspections at various levels i.e. keyman, mate, inspectors and ofcers.
1) Daily patrol by keyman in his beat. This is inviolable and it is done, in the absence of keyman, by senior
gangman nominated by mate. It is like daily prayers in a temple/church or mosque – continuing from the
time Railways evolved in India.
2) Periodic inspection by Supervisors.

* Sr.DEN(Co-ord)/Adra ** SSE(P.Way)/Plg/Adra
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3) Periodic inspections by Assistant Engineers– Push trolley & Engine/Rear vehicle.
4) Periodic inspections by sectional Sr. DENs/DENs – Push trolley & Engine/Rear vehicle.
5) Periodic inspections by Sr. DEN/Coordination, HQ SAG ofcers & PCE.
(b) Mechanized Monitoring
With the development of technology, mechanical means of measurement was adopted on the Indian
Railways. The characteristic features of the mechanized measurements are
a. Direct/Indirect measurement of the 4 track parameters
b. Track parameters reported on pre-determined chord/base and analyzed
c. Track vehicle response measured in terms of accelerations and Ride Index
d. Computation of different indices like CTR, TGI, etc.
There are three different systems/mechanical means available with Indian Railways to assess the track
parameters and behaviour, which are
a) Track recording cars (TRC)
b) Oscillation Monitoring System or portable accelerometers (OMS)
c) Oscillograph car
Out of the three, only the rst one i.e. track recording cars have the ability to measure the track
parameters, whereas the other two measure the accelerations and the ride indices.
2.1.1 Recent track monitoring technologies adopted in the division:
Ultrasonic Flaw Detection (USFD) by Sperry Walking Stick:
Normally Ultrasonic Flaw detection is done using Single Rail Tester (SRT) and Double Rail Tester (DRT)
to check internal defects in rails. There are many effects that inuence rail defects and rail failure. These
effects include bending and shear stresses, wheel/rail contact stresses, thermal stresses, residual
stresses and dynamic effects.
The Sperry walking stick is a pedestrian ultrasonic testing of rail and weld by latest genre digital
inspection tool which the operator pushes along the railway track.
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The technology used in conducting the ultrasonic testing is based upon Sperry's patented Roller Search
unit(RSU),housing therein 9 probes, looking inside the rail covering almost 100% of the head, web and
area of foot under the web and it can be coupled with a great variety of testing speed equipments. It can
be installed on motorised bogies or spurt car which can test at a speed of 75 Kmph.All the 9 probes are
used for each rail and it store the ultrasonic response from every probe every 5mm interval along the rail
and a side view of the rail using the ultrasonic data is called the B-scan. We can scroll through every test
using the stored records. The analyser is trained to look for characteristic patterns in the data and the
process is aided by machine-based Algorithms. Most suspects produce a response on more than one
of the probes which increases condence in the data because every probe is independent of every other
probe.
The data is retrieved in a CD and it gives the user an overview of tests of a section of track over a period of
time and provides a visual indication of the location and severity of suspects and defects and Indicates
gaps in testing.
It is more accurate and faster in detecting faults in rails.
RDPS based monitoring:
Route Data (File) Preparation System (RDPS) is trolley-mounted equipment for accurately measuring,
and recording ground features, location and their details along the railway track to prepare route data le.
The recording speed shall be up to 20 Kmph.
The system shall have a storage capacity to record and store track features of at least 1000 Kilometers.
The system shall have the facility to record and store 100 types of track features along with their details,
in slow mode i.e. Kilometer, Longitude and Latitude Track features.

The system shall have the facility to display few of the last recorded track features on the display unit of
the system.
The system and tachometer or optical encoder used shall have the facility to sense the direction of
movement of the trolley i.e. if the trolley starts moving in reverse direction the system shall stop the
recording and shall resume it at the point from where the trolley had started movement in reverse
direction.
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The data is useful for Android GPS Based Oscillation Monitoring Systems and Tracking movement of
Patrolmen and Key men.
Android GPS Based Oscillation Monitoring Systems:
The Android GPS based Oscillation Monitoring System is an extremely portable monitoring system
consists of a Rail Transducer Unit, Rail Tracks Android tablet and Rail rectier Android Application.
Rail Transducer box consists of the MEMS based accelerometer sensor for monitoring oscillation on the
rail tracks. The transducer box is powered through an external high capacity compact rechargeable
battery. The external battery ensures ease of charging it at any remote location away from the system
and an option of allowing replacement as and when required.
The Railtracks Android tablet is sophisticated 8/9 inch Android Tablet installed with RailTracks AGOMS
app.The app connects with the RailTransducer Unit to retrieve acceleration information on the oor of the
railway coach. All data logged can later be synced to a cloud server directly from the RailTracks AGOMS
app after performing test runs.
The RailRectier AGMOS app is used by an ofcial who will be involved in repairing track issues detected
by RailTracks AGOMS. The RailRectier AGOMS app syncs with the cloud server to retrieve shared runs
performed with the associated AGOMS. All the information is again synced back to the cloud so every
concerned personnel can check the status of issues at anytime and anywhere.
The vertical and lateral acceleration levels can be measured on the pivot of the rail coach in real time
using advanced analog MEMS accelerometer based Rail Transducer Unit which is connected wirelessly
to the Rail Tracks Android Tablet.
The defects detected in 0.15g is planned for track maintenance by manually or mechanised, according
to the requirement. The Track machine deployment planning can be done accordingly which will save
manual maintenance manpower.
This system is used for detecting exact location of defects in real time and sends messages to
concerned eld ofcials for rectication of defect on track.
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To assess the track quality, vertical and lateral acceleration peaks exceeding the 0.15g for speeds
greater than 110kmph are to be taken. For judging track quality if average total number of peaks per km
when less than 1 then it is classied as very good, when 1 to 2 then it is good and when greater than 2
then it is classied as average. If the average number of peaks of vertical and lateral acceleration
exceeding 0.3g is more than 0.25 per kg or more than one in any particular kilometer,the track will need
attention. At locations when peaks of lateral and vertical accelerations exceed 0.35g , the track will have
to be attended to urgently.
2.2

Existing Monitoring practices of bridges
Visual inspection is traditional method of assessing state of health of the bridges and it is time
consuming and costly method. Also assessment is based on assessor's knowledge & experience. It will
work only in accessible regions of the structure.
The Bridge inspection envisages assigning numerical rating to the physical condition of bridge as whole,
as also to its components by condition rating number (CRN).
The Corporate Safety Plan (CSP) 2003-13 observed that the present system of inspection and
assessment of bridges is based on visual inspection and is subjective. Hence the same would be
modernized and a modern bridge management system would be introduced.

2.2.1 Recent bridge monitoring technologies adopted in this division:
Instrumentation of bridges
Railway Board took a decision in May 2005, to permit running of wagons loaded up to CC+8+2/
CC+6+2 on identied Iron Ore routes as a pilot project. Railway Board instructed the zonal Railways to
check the impact of running of high axle load services through a number of measures which included
assessing the fatigue life and residual life of bridges.
Instrumentation had to be done on sample bridges, representing all types in the route and results of the
study were to be reported to RDSO for further action.
Permanent monitoring systems can be provided to the structural maintainers. The information will allow
them to extend the life expectancy of the structures. The economic benet for the maintainer is that the
construction of a replacement structure can be postponed for years. The cost of monitoring is only a
fraction of the notional loan interest rate of a new construction.
In Adra division, instrumentation has been done on two bridges to assess the bridge tness for higher
mineral loading. Instrumentations were done on bridges- 520 & 441.
Bridge Instrumentation done to nd out the following:
(a)

Stresses at critical locations.

(b)

Deections at critical locations.

(c)

Dynamic augment.
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(d)

Longitudinal loads coming on bearings&substructures&proportion transferred to approaches.

(e)

Tilting of abutments/ piers and stresses in the sub-structure.

(f)

Fatigue analysis

Details of bridge:

Span-22 of Br No 520 UP ( Chandil-Asansol section), 22x100' Steel Under Slung Girder
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The measurement of Deection, Strains and Stresses are measured at the following locations:
1.
Bottom Chord at Center-Span (L4-L5)
2.
Top Chord at Center- Span (U4-U5)
3.
End Raker (U0-L1)
4.
Diagonal (L1-U2)
5.
Vertical (U1-L1)
6.
Cross Girder (U5-U5')
Results of the instrumentation:
i)
Deection has been found within permissible limit.
ii)
Stresses in the superstructure are well within the permissible limit.
iii) However no effect of speed on the stresses in the member has been observed.
The bridges which were instrumented, found to be safe for running of higher mineral loading i.e. 25T
loading. Hence 25 T load is permitted on the bridges.
3.

CONCLUSION
With introduction of new advanced technologies, we can reduce cost, manpower in track maintenance.
Need based track maintenance can be implemented which will reduce track maintenance cost and
which will optimise in track maintenance activities. Savings of gang/manpower/resources by enabling
the maintenance at correct locations as given by OMS and RDPS. Also where no. of peaks is found to be
more, the track machines can be moved to those areas. The data and automated alerts provided create
a vital time-frame in which maintenance work can be scheduled to restore performance before failure.
Maintenance can be prioritized according to asset condition.
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USE OF WARM MIX BINDERS AS CARPETING MATERIAL
FOR ROAD OVER BRIDGES AND LEVEL CROSSINGS
– A SUSTAINABLE AND FAST TRACK APPROACH TOWARDS
FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT CONSTRUCTION IN INDIAN RAILWAYS
Md. Tanveer Khan*
Satish Chandra**
Abstract:
Roads, whether it be of Road Over Bridges, Level Crossings, Station roads or Colony roads are integral
part of Indian Railway system. These are to be constructed and maintained by railway ofcials in quality and
specications at par with highway authorities. Although Railway is heading towards sustainable operation by
switching completely on to the electric locomotives, but the construction of roads in which bitumen is used
after heating it to very high temperatures, releases harmful gases causing environmental hazards and high fuel
consumption leading to depletion of fuel resources. The use of Warm Mix Binders in place of conventional
bitumen can reduce the temperature required, which will in turn reduce the fuel consumption and thus we can
contribute much towards the sustainable and eco-friendly system. In the present study Warm Mix Binders are
prepared using two additives ie Sasobit and Evotherm. The results shows that the mixing temperature can be
reduced by 20ºC to 25ºC while laying and compaction temperature can be reduced by 10ºC to 15ºC by using
these additives. There will be an overall reduction in quantity of emission of pollutants when the bituminous mix
is made at this low temperature and fuel will also be saved.
Key words:- Road Over Bridges, Level Crossings, Warm Mix Binders, Emissions, Sasobit and Evotherm.
1.0

Introduction:
Road Over Bridges, Level Crossings, Station roads or Colony roads are integral part of Indian Railway
system. Almost all of these roads are of exible type and thus uses HMA (Hot Mix Asphalt). It is often
mixed at temperatures of 149ºC to 176ºC depending upon the type of binder[1]. Rising energy cost and
increased environmental awareness have brought attention to the potential benets of Warm Mix
Asphalt (WMA) binders. WMA is produced by incorporating additives into asphalt mixtures to allow
production and placement of the mixture at temperatures well below the temperatures of conventional
hot mix asphalt (HMA). Warm Mix Asphalt (WMA) is the process of using additives to reduce the mixing
temperatures of HMA by 10ºC to 35ºC. Benets such as reduced plant emissions, improved
compaction in the eld, extension of the paving season into colder weather, and reduced energy

* Divisional Engineer, Asansol Division, Eastern Railway
** Professor, Transportation Engg. Group, Department of Civil Engg., IIT Roorkee, Roorkee
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consumption at the plant may be realized with different applications. Lower production temperatures
may also increase mixture durability by reducing production aging of the mixture. However, this area is
quite new and research on different additives available commercially is in very primitive stage. The
present investigation was conducted to study the inuence of different doses of warm mix additives on
the viscosity of the binder. The reduction in viscosity can be advantageously used to reduce the mixing,
placing and compaction temperatures of the Warm Mix Asphalt. This study will show a path towards
green road construction in Indian Railways.
2.0

Warm Mix Additives
Various types of additives are available in the market, which are used to reduce the viscosity of the
bitumen and thus reduces the mixing, placing and compaction temperatures of the binder. Some most
commonly used additives are:
A.Aspha-min Zeolite
Aspha-min zeolite is hydro-thermally crystallised silicate of natrium-aluminum. It contains
approximately 21% water by weight and is released in the temperature range of 85-180°C. Aspha-min is
added to an asphalt mixture at a rate of 0.3% by mass of the mix, which enables approximately a 30°C
reduction in production and placement temperatures. [2]
B.Sasobit
Sasobit is a product of Sasol Wax International and has been marketed in Europe and Asia since 1997.
Sasobit is a mixture of long chain hydrocarbons produced from coal gasication. It does not contain
ash-forming materials (metals) or hetero-atoms such as chlorine, sulphur, nitrogen and oxygen.
Therefore, it has good oxidation and ageing stability and may be stored indenitely. Sasobit's melting
point is at about 100°C and it is completely soluble in bitumen at temperatures above 120°C, and it does
not separate out on storage. It reduces viscosity at working temperatures which makes the asphalt
easier to be processed. [5]
C.Asphaltan B Wax
Asphaltan B is a low molecular weight esteried wax that enables the application of asphalt blends at
lower temperatures by reducing viscosity. It is recommended to use it at the rate of 2 to 4% of weight
relative to the binder. It can be added to the asphalt mixing plant or directly at the binder producer and it
can also be added to polymer modied binders. Similar to Sasobit, it acts as an asphalt ow improver by
increasing compactability and resistance to rutting. The melting point of Asphaltan B is approximately
99°C and it allows reduced production temperatures. [4]
D.Evotherm
Evotherm is a non-proprietary technology based on a chemical process that includes additives to
improve coating and workability, adhesion promoters and emulsion agents. The Evotherm product is
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delivered in the form of an emulsion with a relatively high asphalt residue (approximately 70%). Unlike
traditional asphalt binders, Evotherm is stored at 80°C (176°F). The water in the emulsion is released
from the Evotherm as steam when it is mixed with the hot aggregate. The resulting warm mix appears
like a hot mix in terms of coating and colour. [6]
3.0

Experimental Programme
In the present study different Warm Mix Binders are prepared by mixing different doses of additives. The
variation of their viscosity with temperature is then studied. The Brookeld viscometer is used for this
purpose.
A.

Materials

The materials which are used in the present study are as follows:
a.

Binders

VG 30 and CRMB 55 are the two binders which were taken in the present study.
b.

Additives

Two additives which are commercially available were taken (Figure 2.1).
i.
Sasobit :- The different doses of sasobit used in this study are 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5% and 2.0%,
by weight of the binder.
ii.
Evotherm :- The different doses of evotherm used in this study are 0.2%, 0.4% and 0.6%, by
weight of the binder.

Plate 1 Sasobit and Evotherm

B.

Preparation of Modied Binders

The two additives were used to prepare 14 types of Warm Mix Binders. In addition to this, two samples of
neat binders (one of VG 30 and another of CRMB 55) were also taken to compare the results. The
bitumen was heated to a uid condition and mixing of different additives was performed in the laboratory
with a mechanical stirrer at a frequency of 1550 rpm. From these 16 types of binders, samples are taken
for testing at eight different temperatures viz. 90ºC, 100ºC, 110ºC, 120ºC, 130ºC, 140ºC, 150ºC
and160ºC. Thus a total of 128 samples are tested for viscosity.
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C.

Test Conducted

The viscosity tests on the samples were conducted using Brookeld Viscometer. The torque required to
maintain a constant rotational speed of a cylindrical spindle while submerged in the sample at a constant
temperature is used to measure the relative resistance to rotation. The measured torque and measured
speed are used to determine the viscosity of the binder[3]. The Brookeld Viscometer is connected to
the computer and it is operated with the help of software “Rheocalc”.
4.0

Test Results
The results obtained from laboratory tests on two binders with different doses of additives are as
follows.
A.

Variation in Viscosity

The results of viscosity tests on Warm Mix binders are given in Tables 1 & 2.
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A.

Mixing, Laying and Compaction Temperatures

The mixing, laying and compaction temperatures of the bituminous mix is determined with respect to the
viscosity of the binder. Mixing should be done at the temperature when viscosity is around 0.2 Pa.s (200
cP) while the laying and compaction should be done when viscosity is around 5 Pa.s (5000 cP). [8]
Based on the variation of the viscosity, the variation in the mixing, laying and compaction temperatures is
determined and tabulated in Tables 3 & 4.

C.

DISCUSSION ON RESULTS

The results show that the viscosity of the bituminous binders varies exponentially with the temperature
and linearly with respect to the doses of Warm Mix additives. Evotherm is more effective than Sasobit,
this can be deduced from the fact that the viscosity which is achieved by addition of 2% sasobit, is
achieved by the addition of only 0.6 % evotherm. The mixing temperature can be reduced by 20ºC to
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25ºC while laying and compaction temperature can be reduced by 10ºC to 15ºC by using these additives
(ie Sasobit or Evotherm). It would result in less environmental hazards in terms of Emissions,
Environmental pollution, and the most important less energy consumption.
B.

CONCLUSION

The following conclusions are drawn from the present study carried out on the Warm Mix Binders.
_

The viscosity of the Warm Mix Binders varies exponentially with respect to the temperature.

_

The addition of Sasobit and Evotherm to the bitumen reduces its viscosity even when the
temperature is constant.

_

The dose requirement of Sasobit is more than that of the Evotherm.

_

Addition of Warm Mix Additives (Sasobit and Evotherm) reduces the mixing temperature by 20 ºC
to 25 ºC and laying and compaction temperature by 10 ºC to 15 ºC.

_

The reduction in mixing, laying and compaction temperatures will reduce the fuel consumption
and hazardous emissions and thus make the road construction and maintenance sustainable and
eco-friendly.

E.

RECOMMENDATION

As far as the results of my study is considered Warm Mix Binders are highly recommended for the road
construction in Indian Railways. RDSO is further requested to carry out their analysis regarding the use
of Warm Mix Binders.
NOTE:- Authors do not endorse any proprietary products or technologies mentioned in this paper. These
appear herein only because they are considered essential to the objective of this paper.
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Restoration of Breached Bridge Approaches of Bridge No. 133 in
New Jalpaiguri-Malda Town Section of Katihar Division, N.F. Railway
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Abstract:
During unprecedented heavy oods all over the Katihar Division of N.F. Railway, About 50 meter
th
approaches of Major Bridge No. 133 in New Jalpaiguri-Malda Town section were washed out on 13/14
August 2017. It was a very challenging task to Katihar Division, N. F. Railway to restore this breached location
as Railway connectivity to the entire North Eastern States was completely disrupted which were also affected
due to oods. A 24x7 control room was set up and movement of material, manpower and machineries
monitored round the clock. Taking site conditions and time required for restoration into consideration, it was
decided to use C.C. cribs to ll the gap between track and boulders bed formed by dumping of boulders on the
bridge approach. Almost 15500 cum of boulders and 550 nos C.C. cribs were used, 400-500 labours along
with 13 poclain worked in shifts round the clock in very adverse conditions. All the materials and machineries
were carried to the site by Railway. The method of restoration adopted to restore this breached bridge approach
was unique. Finally on 28.08.17 at 17.00 PM, the gap was bridged and connectivity of NE to the rest of India
was restored.
1.0

Introduction:
th

During 12 to18 August, 2017, incessant heavy rain fall in the foot hills of Himalayas in Nepal and
adjoining area in Bihar led to ash oods causing devastation in 19 district of North Bihar including
Katihar Division. Due to such unprecedented heavy ood, water level crossed the danger level at major
bridges on rivers Burhi Gandak, Kankar, Ramjan, Azhrail, Kosi and Mahananda and at many other
locations, water ew above rail level. Apart from monsoon patrolling, intensive patrolling of the track by
Ofcers and Supervisors of Engineering Department was introduced throughout the Division to monitor
the condition of bridges and embankment. The affected bridges and formation where ever found
necessary were attended by boulder dumping, placing of sand bags, bamboo pilling etc. In spite of best
efforts to restrict damage to Railway Bridges and Embankments, breaches/damage occurred at 10 nos
bridges of the Katihar Division including New Jalpaiguri (NJP)-Malda Town (MLDT) section (Group-B
route) due to heavy ash oods disconnecting entire North Eastern region from rest of the country.
*CBE/MLG, N.F. Railway, **DRM/Katihar, ***Sr. DEN/Co/Katihar
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Katihar Division, N. F. Railway was having tough challenge to restore Railway connectivity as disruption
was not only affecting transportation of essential goods to seven states but also was important from
strategic point of view.
2.

Breaches on Bridge Approaches and Embankment:
A brief detail of major breaches on bridge approaches/embankment resulting in total disruption of trafc
in three major sections due to oods during the period 12th to 16th August’2017 is as given below:

The breaches of about 50 m on the approaches of Br. No. 133 (UP & DN) between Telta-Sudhani Station
of New Jalpaiguri-Malda Town Section caused total disconnection of Railway connectivity to the
Northeastern States. Accordingly, all the trains going towards Guwahati were cancelled w.e.f.
14.08.2017. Further, breaches on the bridge approaches of Bridge No. MK-8, 9 & 11 between BarsoiKumedpur section, Bridge No. 3 in Katihar-Kumedpur section took place on 14th to 16th August
disconnected the Bridge No. 133 site from Malda Division, Eastern Railway. Photographs of the above
breached locations are shown as Fig- 1.
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Fig. 1: Photographs of Breached Locations.

A schematic diagram showing the breaches on the bridge approaches/embankment resulting disruption
of railway connectivity on various routes including New Jalpaiguri-Malda Town Section (B-Route) of
Katihar division is shown as Annexure-A. The scheme adopted and execution of restoration work carried
out on Bridge No. 133 is being discussed here3.

Restoration of Washed out Approaches of Br. No.133 (Span 3x12.2m ) :
On 13/14.08.2017, due to very heavy discharge and current passing through the bridge, heavy scour
and erosion on the approach of Bridge No. 133 (Sudhani End) lead to breach on approaches of bridges
th
th
UP and DN lines for about 50m. In the night of 13 /14 August’ 2017, Last train passed in section SUDTETA in UP direction was LE 12160 at about 00:45 hrs and in DN direction was Pass/Spl/Katihar at about
23:25 hrs. Trafc was suspended from 3.03 hrs in the section. To decide the scheme of restoration
work, preliminary measurement of scour and damages that occurred to bridge and bridge approaches
was taken. A diagram showing the scour on the on the washed out bridge approach and around the piers
is shown as Annexure-B. There was scour on the bridge approach with owing water depth of 11.3 m.
Restoration of UP Line: Considering the huge quantum of work, it was decided that all efforts to be
made to restore the UP line rst to restore the connectivity by building C.C. Crib staging on lled up
boulder base. Accordingly, Division started the restoration work round the clock w.e.f 16th August’2017
for restoring the UP line as per the restoration plan prepared by CBE/MLG. In Phase-I, base of required
width of about 14 m was prepared by lling of boulders up to 1.1 m above existing water level. For the
same, dumping of boulder was done manually/mechanically by deploying about 400-500 laboures
round the clock. Pontoon Bridge was also got constructed by Army in the available space between UP
and DN line bridges which facilitated the fast carriage and dumping of boulders from other end of the
bridge. On the prepared boulder base, C.C. cribs in ve layers were placed to support the track; track
was made leveled and secured against lateral movement by providing wooden wedges/blocks etc.
Successful trial was conducted on 28.08.17 by rst tower wagon and light engine at 17.00 hrs against
any possible settlement of boulder base under load. Track t was issued on 29.08.2017 for movement
of goods trafc i.e. after 15 days from the date of breaches took place.
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Thereafter, in Phase-II, additional sand bags/boulder crates were placed on both side of C.C. cribs,
hollow space of C.C. cribs was lled up with stone dust and top layer of C.C. Crib was removed under
trafc blocks, compaction of lled up stone dust was done by ramming and ooding of water. Track t
was issued on 02.09.2017 for movement of passenger train.
A restoration work done for UP line in Phases-I & II i.e. for Goods and Passenger Train movement is
shown as Fig-2.

Fig. 2: Br.No.133 UP Phase-I: Restoration of work done for Goods Train.
Phase-II: Restoration work done for Passenger Train.
Restoration of DN Line: For restoring of DN line, boulder lling up to 1.1 m above water level was done
and sand bags/stone dust/sand was lled up. Boulder crates in 3 layers of each 1 m height were
provided on both side of track and space between was lled up with sand bags/sand/quarry dust etc,
compaction was done by using rammer/ooding of water and DN line was made t for goods train
movement on 08.09.17 and for passenger trains on 10.09.17 Final Restoration work done for UP & DN
line is shown in Fig-3.

Fig. 3: Br.No.133 Final restoration work done for UP & DN Line.

All the machineries and material like boulder, stone dust, sand bags, C.C. cribs, parts of pontoon bridge
were carried to site by using BFR/railway wagons as no road connectivity was available from NH-31 to
bridge site. Machineries and materials used in the restoration work of Bridge No. 133 is given in
following table. Photographic representation of work executed on Br. No. 133 is shown in Annexure-C.
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4.

5.

Challenges Faced and Action Taken:
• Arrangement of labours to start restoration work during initial 2-3 days due to heavy oods all
around the site. Labourer were brought to site on foot, boats and material/special trains to work on
restoration site.
• Arrangement and transportation of all machineries to the site by special trains.
• Arrangement and transportation of huge quantity of restoration materials like boulders, sand, stone
dust, sand bags, C.C. cribs, wire for crates etc by Railway.
• Arrangement of communication by using satellite phone, walkie-Talkies and Block phones as there
was total communication failure. No mobile service of Air Tel (CUG) was available for rst 5-7 days
at the site hence; SIMS of other service provider were used at site.
• Monitoring the progress of work and security arrangement through C.C. TV camera round the clock
at Divisional and HQ level.
• Accommodation of ofcers and staff working at site round the clock by placing inspection carriages,
2AC, GS coach were placed at both end of site at Sudhani & Telta Stations.
• Arrangement of fooding and water for ofcials/supervisors/staffs at both end of bridge.
• Arrangement of sufcient light for night working by using inatable lights along with LED light of 200
watts by using 12 nos generators of 1 KVA at site.
• Arrangement of moped and push trolleys for movement of ofcers/supervisors to the site, as no
road communication was available.
• Arrangement and setting up of medical assistant booth at site round the clock for attending
emergency.
• Two tower wagons were continuously deployed for 15 days for the movement of ofcials from
divisional headquarter to site.
• Under water inspection of bridge was carried out for ensuring the safety of the bridge.
Lesson Learnt and Action Plan for Future :
a. Less than one bridge per Km is available in Kishanganj-Barsoi-Kumedpur Section which is not found
sufcient to discharge the huge quantity of water during such a high magnitude oods.
b. In rst phase, Provision of additional water ways is being done by constructing 11 Nos. new RCC
box bridges (1x6.0 m) in worst affected Kishanganj-Barsoi-Kumedpur section (84.39 km) during
oods.
c. The existing span 3x12.2 m of Bridge No.133 is being replaced to span as 6x18.3 m.
d. For the use in emergency, 30 cum boulder as ood reserve is being provided at all major bridges in
Kishanganj-Barsoi-Kumedpur section.
e. Strengthening of bridge approaches by providing adequate protection work is also being done.
f. Better co-ordination to be made with metrological and ood control department to get timely
information about unusual rains & oods.
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Case-II - Rescue tunnel with same dimensions as main tunnel, with option for accommodating a
BG track (doubling)
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Case –III-Main tunnel with parallel safety and service tunnel

Case – IV -Main tunnel with 9 adits (lateral egress) at every 1000m
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Final Decision on safety scheme of Tunnel-12 of Tupul-Imphal:
Considering Techno-economic consideration option III (Main tunnel with parallel safety /service
tunnel= 9.3km ) adopted. The main tunnel and parallel safety tunnel will be connected through Cross
passages at every 500m. The Cross nish section area of the main tunnel is 38.2 SQM and safety
tunnel is 18.0 SQM

Tunnel cross section of Tunnel 12
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Finite Element Modeling of Railway Track and
Analysis for Assessment of Fatigue Life of Liner
Bidyut Mondal*
Sharad Kumar Agarwal**
Isha Agarwal***
C. Sujatha****
Synopsis
The ttings and fasteners are most critical to maintain track parameters. Though these components
appear to be insignicantly small yet cost is substantially high in terms of frequent renewal. These fasteners
are subjected to dynamic loading; therefore assessment of fatigue life is very important to establish the
frequency of TFR. In this study nite element model of track including ttings and fasteners are done and this is
analysed for fatigue life of glass lled nylon (GFN) and mild steel (MS) liners. The results conrms the failure
patterns, accordingly improvements in shape is suggested. The predicted fatigue life is higher than those
prescribed and practiced. As the current model has certain assumptions it needs to be improved in the light of
in-situ experimental tests.
1.0

Introduction:
The ttings and fastenings are used for joining rails together and xing rails to sleepers. They also
maintain level, alignment, and gauge of the railway track within permissible limits to provide smooth ride
even during the passage of trains. In the process, the fastening gets subjected to strong vertical, lateral,
and longitudinal forces. In addition, vibrations are generated by moving loads mainly because of
geometrical irregularities in the track and due to the forces set up by the imbalance in the rolling stock.
These forces are predominantly dynamic, increase rapidly with increasing loads and speeds. They are
broadly classied as rigid and elastic fastener. The traditional rigid fastenings are not able to meet the
challenges posed by heavy dynamic forces and become loose under high-frequency vibrations of the
order of 800 to 1000 cycles per second, even at a moderate speed of 100 kmph. Due to the shocks and
vibrations caused by moving loads, the rigid fastenings become loose, interplay between the
components of the track develops, track parameters get affected, and rapid deterioration of the track
begins. To solve these problems a fastening which could safeguard track parameters and dampen the
vibrations is required. This has led to the development of the elastic fastening; one such fasteners shown
in Fig 1.

*IRSE(P), **Prof. IRICEN, ***IIT, Guwahati, ****Prof. IITM, Chennai
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Figure 1: Elastic fastenings

2.

Elastic Fastenings

2.1

Elastic Rail Clip
The elastic rail clip is a standard type of elastic fastening used on Indian Railways. The clip is made of
heat treated silicomanganese spring steel bar of 20.6 mm. It exerts a toe load of 850 kg to 1100 kg for a
nominal deection of 13.5 mm. This toe load is quite adequate to ensure that no relative movement is
possible between the rail and the sleeper.

2.2

Liner
Liner in fastening system acts as insulator and also transfers toe load from ERC to wider area of rail
ange. This prevents dent on rail foot due to a heavy toe load on a small contact area of ERC. Following
diverse types of liner are being used by Indian Railway:
Metal Liner- The liners are made from mild steel. The disadvantages of metal liner are its inability to
provide insulation and being corrosion prone.
Composite Liner- The Indian Railways uses two types of nylon composite liners, one with malleable
cast iron and other with MS. These liners have been developed by RDSO on the basis of designs adopted
by British Railways.
Glass-Filled Nylon Liner- RDSO has developed single piece 4 mm thick glass-lled nylon liners (GFN66) particularly for track-circuited areas and sections subject to server corrosion. These glass-lled
nylon liners are technically superior to composite liners and have longer life, also are corrosion free. A
new design of GFN-66 liners with a thickness of 6 mm has recently been developed and is expected to be
sturdier and provide a better service life.
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2.3

GRP
Grooved rubber sole plates (GRP) are used in between rail foot and PSC sleepers. This acts as spring as
well as damper to absorb vibrations.

3.

Fatigue
Fatigue failures of track components are very common in railway system. Fatigue is the reduction in
strength or failure of material due to uctuating stress which may be lower than the required stress to
cause fracture in a single application of a load. Damage due to fatigue is cumulative and unrecoverable
and also failure can occur without any obvious warning.
Endurance Limit- Fatigue behaviour of material is generally represented by nominal stress (S) vs.
number of cycles to failure (N) i.e. S-N diagram, as shown in Fig. 2. Fatigue or endurance limit is the
amplitude (or range) of cyclic stress that can be applied to the material without causing fatigue failure.
Endurance limit of ferrous metals is approximately half (50%) thetensile strength, whereas most nonferrous metals (e.g. Aluminum) do not have an endurance limit Fig. 2.

Figure 2: S-N curve

Mechanism of Fatigue- The physical mechanism for fatigue as well as the methods of analysis can be
divided into two stages; (i) Crack initiation based on the Con-Manson of local strain (E-N) approach, and
(ii) Crack propagation based on linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). Complete fatigue prediction
could therefore use a combination of both methods:
Total Life = Life to initiation + Life taken to propagate crack to failure
Factors affecting fatigue failure- Factors that play important roles in fatigue failure are stress
concentration, magnitude & type of stress, surface roughness, surface residual stress, environmental
effect etc.
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4.

Service Life of Elastic Fastening
As per present guidelines of IRPWM-2004, which is based on prescribed sample testing of toe load (if
below 400 kg), on normal route renewal can be proposed after 4 years or passage of 200 GMT,
whichever is early; and for corrosion prone areas this limit is 2 years and 100 GMT. However, as per para
219 of Indian Railways Finance Code Vol.I fastening should be planned for renewal as shown in Table 1.

5.

Finite Element Analysis
The nite element analysis (FEA) is a computing technique that is used to obtain solutions to boundary
value problems for specic results, such as stress, deformation, deection, mode shapes, natural
frequencies, temperature distributions, and so on. Finite Element analysis for any 3-D model mainly
involves supplying engineering data, geometry modeling, discretisation, dening boundary and loading
condition, solving and interpretation of results. Success of any FEM model depends on its accurate
modeling and validation of the model with actual structure.

5.1

Engineering Data
In an analysis system the main resource for material properties is engineering data, they can either be
experimental or user dened. Geometry of ERC is quite complex as shown in Fig. 3a, and is difcult to
model so accurately as to exert the prescribed toe load on liner at time of xing it to insert. Also the
material properties of ERC specially load vs. deection is not linear so it is obtained by experiment.
Therefore, to simulate the ERC Mk-III a spring is modeled to impart predened toe load. The toe load will
be applied on an ellipse (major axis of 35 mm and minor axis of 12 mm and area = 330 mm2).
Toe load test done on ERC Mk-III with standard toe load testing equipment is shown in Fig. 3(b). From the
load vs. deection plot of ERC as shown in Fig. 3(c); one may observe that load is varying with deection
at decreasing rate. This data is used for modeling ERC as non-liner spring in ANSYS®Workbench as
represented in Fig. 3(d).
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Figure 3: Modeling of ERC

In present case the most important inputs required for engineering data is S-N curve for different material
of different linear for fatigue analysis, which is taken from in-built ANSYS® material library. Material
properties used for various track components are given in Table 2.
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5.2

Geometry
The whole geometry of track is generated in ANSYS® Space Claim environment which is imported into
ANSYS® Workbench through ANSYS® Design Modeler. In the present study nite element modeling of
broad gauge (Gauge=1673mm) track with all its component is done, as shown in Fig. 4. Various
components are modeled as discussed below:
PSC Sleeper- Pre-stressed Concrete sleeper for 1673 mm gauge BG 52 kg and 60 kg UIC rails as per
standard approved drawing no. RDSO/T-2495 & 2496 is modeled as shown in Fig. 4(a).
Grooved Rubber Pad- 6 mm thick grooved rubber sole plate with horns for 60 Kg UIC rail (RDSO Drg.no.
RDSO/T-3711) Fig. 4(b).
GFN Liner- Glass lled Nylon-66 insulating liner to be used with at toe ERC MK-III, on PSC sleeper and 60
Kg UIC/52 kg rail (RDSO Drg.no. RDSO/T-3706 to RDSO/T-3708) Fig. 4©.
Rail- UIC 60 Kg Rail Fig. 4(d).
ERC- Due to geometric complexity in modeling of elastic rail clip Mk-III is modeled as non-liner
compression spring as detailed in Fig.3.
Insert- It is made of steel, simplied model is shown in Fig. 7.
Track- Finite Element model of track consist of many elements like sleeper, insert, rubber pad, insert,
and rail section as shown in Fig. 5(a).
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Figure 4: Modeling of track component in ANSYS®SpaceClaim

As large number of components are used, too many contact situations of contact between different
surfaces arises (discussed in following para), so from computational point view the FEM model of track
becomes a large and complex. Hence the track length is kept the least. Ignoring the manufacturing
imperfection, varying site conditions etc.; the loading and boundary conditions for both rails of a track
can be taken as same. Therefore, for the present study, track is modeled as one rail with three sleepers
and fastening system as shown in Fig. 5(b). Assuming that when wheel is beyond third sleeper from
liner under consider, effect of wheel load on it is negligible.

Figure 5: Modeling of track component in ANSYS®SpaceClaim
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5.3

Connection
Each element of track interacts with other element at predened planes/ edge/ point of contact. The
contact conditions e.g. coefcient of friction, degree of xity etc. is also vary for various components.
For example, contact condition between insert and sleeper is bonded i.e. there is no relative motion
between them during loading. Various contact and connection for different interacting surfaces are
dened in Table 3 and shown in Fig. 6.
Table 3: Contact surfaces, conditions, coefcient of friction etc.
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Figure 6:Connection of track component in ANSYS®DesignModeler

5.4

Meshing
For present study 3D tetrahedral element and coarse mesh is considered for reasonable computational
time. Total numbers of nodes are 68867 and total numbers of elements are 33816.

5.5

Boundary and Loading Condition
In railway track structure ballast is invariably provided, however, for present study it is ignored and
boundary condition for bottom of sleeper is taken as xed. For Static analysis wheel load is simulated as
concentrated load on an elliptical contact area with major axis = 80 mm and minor axis = 40 mm, axle
load = 25 ton, load per wheel = 12.5 ton, assuming dynamic factor = 1.5, wheel load = 18.75 ton
approx. 184 kN.
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6.

Results and Discussion
Most of structural damages are caused due to fatigue failure which starts with stress concentration at a
critical location. Any geometric discontinuity in structure e.g. sharp corners, holes, and changes in the
cross-sectional area of the object can cause high local stress. Initiation of crack starts from such
location, and with time; material fails due to fatigue.
Fig. 7(a) shows deection of track when wheel is placed on rail directly above sleeper. Fig. 7(b) shows
maximum deection of liner due to wheel load moving on track.

Figure 7: Results of fatigue analysis of liner by ANSYS®

From the fatigue analysis of present problem, it is clear that inner corners of liner which is in contact with
insert are most critical and from where stress concentration starts Fig. 7©. In this gure it can be seen
than plastic deformation start from both corner of Liner. Also the fatigue life is least at corner (red color
zone) and gradually increases toward outside (blue color zone having longer fatigue life). The present
study reconrms that sharp corner is the reason of stress concentration and initiation of fatigue failure
and also this is the area having minimum fatigue life.
The criteria for ultimate failure of liner, i.e. when it can be declared that the liner is unusable and to be
condemned, is dened by assuming that reduction in 20% area at corner of liner may lead to ultimate
failure i.e. liner breaking in part. Based on this assumption fatigue analysis is done. In Fig. 7(d) it can be
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seen that the area of red colour having minimum fatigue life and area with dark blue having maximum
fatigue life in term of number of load cycle. On this assumption life of liner can be correlated with
passage of GMT (Gross million Ton) of load. Results for two type of Liner material are listed in Table 4.

Discussion- From above result one may observe that fatigue life of metal liner is much higher than GFN
liner, which is expected. On basis of only fatigue failure Metal liner has 2.5 times higher life than GFN
liner. Above result can be compare with data from SDL-APR section where loading rate of Up line is 70
GMT per year and loading rate of Down line is 40 GMT per year (Table 5). Renewal frequency for Up line
is 2 years and for Down line is 4 years. It may be noted that due to heavy trafc of loaded rake in Up line
and empty rake in Down line there is substantial deference of in GMT of two adjacent line. GFN liner is
also in use for SDL-APR section.

7.

Limitations and Future Scope of Work
Limitations- Service life obtained by FEM analysis of GFN liner is much higher (almost double) than
actual life of GFN at eld. This mismatch is largely due to assumptions made during analysis in ANSYS®
software. Major limitations of present work are listed below:
1.
Behavior of ballast is kept out of the present scope of study and sleeper is considered to be xed at
bottom.
2.
Present study is limited to static load only. Dynamic behavior of moving load is totally absent here.
3.
ERC has been idealized with liner spring.
4.
Properties of GRP and GFN liners are taken from standard available data; these may be obtained
through experiments.
5.
Surface unevenness and dynamic interaction with rolling stock is not considered.
6.
Progressive deterioration and effect of environmental agents are not modeled.
Future Scope of Work- Present work lays down basic Finite Element Modeling of railway track and
approach toward fatigue analysis. It can be further enhanced with rened modeling and robust
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boundary condition representing more accurate condition. All the limitations listed above may also be
addressed while model renement. Finite element model updating can be done by correlating with eld
test results.
8.

Conclusion and Recommendation
In present study of fatigue analysis of liner using ANSYS® software as FEM tool, it can be concluded that
most critical part of liner for fatigue failure is its corner from where its start to fail under repetitive loading.
It is clear from FEM analysis results that metal liner perform better than GFN against fatigue failure.
As it is seen GFN in relatively weak in fatigue but perform better against cession and other environmental
effect than metal liner. The corner of GFN liner is more prone to fatigue failure, GFN liner can be improved
by using different material only at corner location. Alternatively, by improving the geometry at liner and
insert interface i.e. making it curvilinear, stress concentration can be reduced and the fatigue life of liner
can be increased.
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PROVISION OF CLEAN CUSHION OF POINTS AND CROSSINGS
WITH T-28 MACHINES AND JCB/HITACHI-200 MACHINES AND
CORRECTION CROSSOVER LENGTH ON S.C.RLY
A.K. Jha*
G.V. Prasad Rao**
K. Rama Rao***
K.V. Suryanarayana****
P.V.S. Prasad*****
1.0

Abstract :
Clean ballast cushion is one of the prerequisite for maintaining track geometry, transfer of track load to
sub-ballast/ formation and to have requisite track modulus. However due to constraint of ballast
cleaning machines and huge back log of deep screening of plain track and points and crossing , it's not
always possible to deploy BCM for deep screening of points and crossing. In this paper summary of
work of deep screening of a cross over at busy Tuni yard of Vijayawada - Vishakhapatnam section
having AGMT of 45.62 (UP) / 39.28 (DN) is presented.
In view of above alternative methods for deep screening of points and crossing has to be devised and
implemented.

2.0

Introduction :
On South Central Railway total of about 5700 points and crossing due for deep screening as on 1.4.2017
Vijayawada division alone has population of about 841 No. of point and crossing due for deep
screening.As a part of improvements of 100 yards over Indian Railways, initially one turnout of Udgir on
Vikarabad-Parli 'D' route was provided with clean ballast cushion using T-28 & JCB in 3 hours block. The
salient features are enclosed as Annexure-I and few photographs enclosed as Annexure-II.
Subsequently, work of correction of layout at Tuni along with provision of ballast cushion was
undertaken. A thorough survey was conducted at TUNI yard to assess the deciencies and errors in
crossovers length and it was found overall length of crossover No: S19B (1in12) & S19A (1 in 8.5 SS)
from Down Main line to Down Loop line is 9.801 m short. Therefore shifting of point No: S19A by
9.801m along with deep screening of P&C's was planned with Hitachi-200 machines (Proclainer) and
T-28 machines.

*CTE/S.C.Rly, Secunderabad, India, **Sr.DEN/West, SC Division, Secunderabad, S.C.Rly,
***Sr.DEN/North, BZA Division ,Vijayawada, S.C.Rly , ****ADEN/Tuni , BZA Division , Tuni, S.C.Rly,
***** SSE/P/Tuni, BZA Division , Tuni, S.C.Rly.
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Existing overall length of crossover No: S19A& S19B

= 91.70 m

Centre to centre of tracks

= 5.50 m

For 5.50 m centre to centre of track required overall length

= 101.501 m

(as per 'Layout calculations' published by IRICEN/PUNE)
Difference = 101.501-91.70 m

= 9.801 (Less)

Fig. 1 : Sketch showing the correction of crossover duly shifting point No. S19A by 9.801 M
The work was carried out under power and trafc block.
3.0

Scope and Planning of work :
] SCOPE OF WORK: Correction of overall length of crossover No: S19B & S19A of TUNI by 9.801 m
with T-28 machines, along with shifting of points deep screening of points by Hitachi-200 machines
(Proclainer) on 21.11.2017
] BLOCK TIME: 11:30 – 15:00 Hrs. 3 Hrs for Engg and S&T and 30 mins extra for OHE.
] PRE BLOCK WORKS:
}

Joint survey conducted with OHE and S&T ofcials to assess the quantum of works involved,
infringements of masts and S&T cable paths etc., time requires for various activity etc.,

}

Survey conducted with SSE/TM of T-28 machines to see the obstructions/infringements for
the movement of T-28 machines.

}

SR of 30 kmph was imposed one day in advance for preparatory works.

}

Ballast was opened at crib portion up to the bottom of the sleeper and shoulder up to 40 cms
from sleeper end to reduce the load on T-28 machines and ease out movement of machines.
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4.0

}

Isolated the point ahead and rear of Xing on main line and turn out sides. (Avoid to cut at SRJ,
stock rail length may reduced) i.e., one rail length ahead and behind crossing.

}

All loose/worn out ERC's were replaced and joggled sh plates are removed and provided new
ERC's to avoid dropping/hanging of PSC sleepers while carrying P&C's with T-28 machines.
Dropping/hanging of PSC sleepers causes obstruction of T-28 machines movement and time
delay due to re-xing of dropped sleepers.

}

T-28 machines and Hitachi-200 and Hitachi-70 were kept nearest to the work spot to reduce
the extra running time. (Hitachi-70 kept as stand by)

}

Existing rail levels and formation levels were taken to cross check the post block rail levels.

}

Sufcient wooden blocks were kept available at the site for the movement of T-28 & Hitachi200 machines.

}

Sufcient ballast in bags were kept ready at the site for ballasting during and after block.

Execution of Works under Trafc and Power block :
]

The block was granted for 3 hours (11:30 – 14:30 hrs) for Engg.and S&T along with 30 min extra
for OHE since OHE connections of new mast is involved.

]

After the block was granted, one side of the point was clamped with pad lock to avoid disturbance
of tongue rail during shifting by T-28 machines so that the housing of switch will not be disturbed.

]

T-28 machines were brought to the points and crossing (11:30 to 11:40 hrs).

]

After xing the point with clamps of T-28, the entire assembly of T-28 machines was moved
towards SRJ side(11:40 – 11:55 hrs). After clearing the P&C's zone, of point and crossing
assembly Hitachi-200 machine was brought on to the point zone. (11:55 – 12:00 hrs)
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]

Initially, the loose ballast was removed with modied bucket of Hitachi-200 welded with MS plate and
kept on both sides of shoulders. Then started the excavation up to the required depth in layers duly
ensuring 300 mm cushion during measuring the required depth of excavation using dumpy level.

]

After reaching required level so as to have 300 mm cushion, the surface was rammed using the
bucket of Hitachi-200.

]

Filling and Levelling of ballast was done manually using dumpy level. While ballasting was carried
out, the Hitachi-200 was shifted to the new location from one end and T-28 machines were moved
from the other end simultaneously. (12:00 – 12:45 hrs)
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]

The point was laid at the proposed location by T-28 machines. (12:45 – 13:15 hrs)

]

One T-28 machine was shifted from site to outside and second T-28 machine was used for
correcting the alignment. (13:15 – 13:30 hrs)

]

First sh plated the SRJ, then 9.801 m length of track was linked in rear of crossing on main line
and turn out side, ballasting and kutcha packing were done. (13:30 – 14.00 hrs)
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5.0

]

Engineering track t was given 30 mins before with Speed restriction of 20 kmph at 14:00 hrs.

]

Allowed the tower car for OHE connections at newly laid OHE mast and checking since the point
was shifted by 9.801 m. S&T staff also attended the point simultaneously and cleared the block at
14:30 hrs and OHE cleared the block at 15:00 hrs.

Post block works:
]

Re spacing of disturbed sleepers were done as per FSL requirement and PCE's circular of 2016 on
the subject.

]

First round packing including lifting and ballasting was done to match the existing rail level.

]

SR 20 kmph relaxed to 45 kmph on 3rd day by manual packing.

]

After 2nd round packing SR 45 kmph relaxed to 75 kmph on 7th day after tamping by UNIMAT.

]

After 3rd round packing SR 75 kmph relaxed to normal on 10th day after tamping by UNIMAT.

]

After shifting of point by 9.801m, the versine variations between stations to stations comes down
from 20 mm to 2 mm before Unimat packing.
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6.0

Advantages of this method over BCM :
1. If any rail pegs, concrete pedestals, foundations and any obstructions exist underneath the sleeper
can be removed easily by Hitachi-200 machine. But in the case of deep screening with BCMs, it is
very difcult to remove the obstructions due to insufcient working space.
2. The points which cannot be deep screening by BCM (the points in which 70 cms is not available
beyond the edge of the sleeper) can also be done in this method.
3. Proper slope of formation for drainage can be ensured which is not possible in BCM as the deep
screening is uniform by cutter bar.
4. Due to longer length of cutter bar at longer sleeper location, it forms bow shape which will result into
inward slope. This can be avoided in this method.
Hence deep screening of P&C's with T-28 machines and Hitachi-200 (Proclainer) method is very
effective and useful.

7.0

Conclusion :
Deep screening of points and crossing using T-28 machine and Hitachi-200 under trafc and power
block is an effective method for deep screening and layout correction. Meticular planning in advance of
work and due care during block period and post block attention are key to successful execution of work
on a sustained basis work can be planned and executed. This can be improved further to include.
Provision of Geocomposite in stretches of formation trouble, placing of ballast in layers and its
compaction by rollers and by using DGS after manual packing.
ANNEXURE-I
Through Ballast Renewal on Points & Crossings utilising
T-28 cranes and JCBs
I.

UNDESIRED FEATURES

1. Caked up ballast
2. Rolling down of ballast
3. Development of misalignment
4. Scabbing of rails
5. Rail / Weld failures
6. Wear and Tear on Tongue rail / CMS crossing
7. Poor drainage
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8. Accumulation of muck
9. Growth of vegetation
10. Rough running
11. Frequent unproductive attention
12. Track circuit failures
II. PRE-BLOCK ACTIVITY
1. Imposition of Speed Restriction of 20 KMPH for pre-block activity.
2. Collection of approximately 100 cum of fresh ballast in the vicinity of the point which is to be
screened.
3. Levelling of adjacent area around the Points & Crossing for the free movement of T-28 cranes.
4. Removal of crib and shoulder ballast for the entire length of the Points & Crossing which can be
reused if found to be clean.
5. Cutting of the rail and sh-plating the joint in advance with two bolts in all the three directions.
6. Ensuring 'Zero' missing ttings for all the sleepers in the Points & Crossing.
7. Oiling and greasing of S&T gear connected to the motor for easy removal.
8. Man power requirement as per Annexure-A.
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LESSONS LEARNT
1)

The condence that TBR of Turn Outs is simple and doable without BCMs

2)

Through ballasting of Points and Xing ( Turn Outs) now becomes a simple issue at our disposal

3)

All needed machinery is locally available except T-28 cranes.

4)

TBR of turn Outs in Double Line section needs site verication prior to block for infringing aspects

5)

While traversing of points, care is to be taken to see that S&T cables are not damaged.

6)

Adequate wooden blocks are made are available for T-28 machines.

7)

Synchronization in working of T-28 cranes is important, otherwise ERCs will y and hit staff
causing injuries.

8)

Pre Lubrication of ERC should not be done as it will result in ERC/Sleeper dropping hampering
movement
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ANNEXURE-II
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Execution of 680 m long tunnelensuring safety of the adjoining rail tunnel
with controlled blasting and monitoring in maoist affected zone of
HDN route of S.E. Railway - an experience and overview.
Rajesh Prasad*
Synopsis:
In South Eastern Railway, Tata-Rourkela section of Chakradharpur Division of Howrah-Nagpur-Mumbai route
is one of the busiest route having 40 and 52 GMT trafc in UP & DN respectively. The section is one of the most
typical for its geographical features compounded with the maoist affected zone. The 3rd line work (27.5 km) is
being executed by RVNL and in rst phase the work from Posoita to Manoharpur (11.6 km) has been
commissioned in 2016 whereas the 2nd phase between Goelkera to Posoita (15.9 km) is likely to be
completed in next 2 months time which includes a techno – maoist challenging construction of tunnel of 680 m
long. The Engineering challenge is for execution of tunnel having no approach and ensuring safety of the
adjoining tunnel by way of controlled blasting keeping the frequency of waves after blasting under control for
safety of existing nearby tunnel by monitoring of blasting sequences. The administrative challenge is to
execute the work in extremely maoist affected area where on two occasions, the maoist have burnt huge no of
plants, equipments, machineries of the executing contractor. In one occasion the machineries were burnt in
approach of the tunnel by maoist. The work is being executed 100% under security protection of SAP (Special
Auxiliary Police) provided by the State Government of Jharkhand after having incident of burning of
machineries which brought the progress to a stop. The paper deals briey about plan design, characteristics,
maoist problems and monitoring of the existing tunnel while blasting for construction of the said tunnel.
1.0

Introduction :
The existing double line between Manoharpur to Goelkera (27.5
km) is having two tunnels having 1067 m lengths and 3rd line
work is being executed with tunnel of 680 m length. The rail
tunnel is being executed between Mahadevsal and Posoita
Railway station on the uphill side of the existing tunnel. The work
of tunnel design has been entrusted to CIMFR Regional Centre
(CSIR/Roorkee). Considering the minimum requirement as per
moving dimensions of the Railways, 6.5 m wide and 7.5 m in
height, modied horse-shoe type tunnel has been considered
from stability point of view of the tunnel. Provision of pathway
has been kept on both sides of tunnel for working and inspecting

*Executive Director, Rail Vikas Nigam Limited
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staffs. Because of the nearby tunnel having a running trafc over the main line of Howrah-NagpurMumbai route, it was decided to use controlled blasting technique with monitoring system in the existing
rd
tunnel while blasting being carried out in the 3 line construction.
2.0

Soil/ Rock characteristics:
Rock core samples were taken for obtaining the geo-mechanical properties of rock. Laboratory tests for
uniaxial crushing strength (UCS) of intact rock material, elastic modulus (E), poison's ratio (v) and
triaxial testing for shear strength parameters like cohesion (c) and angle of internal friction (ɸ) were
carried out. Borehole wise details of rock core depths used for various tests carried out for mechanical
properties.
The laboratory test results for mechanical properties of rock/phyllitesrock were as under:

3.0

Features of proposed tunnel:
· Curves in tunnel alignment:
The tunnel portion of the rail line is not the straight one due to space constraint in available land. Two
curves of 3 degrees each are present in both the approaches of the proposed tunnel. On moving from
Mahadevsal to Posoita, the rst curve is towards left, whereas the second curve is towards right. Out
of total tunnel length of 680m (Ch. 5960m to 6640m), 305m length of the tunnel is in straight
between these two curves.
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· Size and shape of tunnel:
On moving from Mahadevsal to Posoita, the proposed tunnel would be on the left side of the existing
up line tunnel, i.e. on the up hill side. The proposed tunnel is required to accommodate single BG
(1676mm) railway track. Considering the schedule of dimensions (SOD) of Indian Railways to
accommodate the dynamic clearance envelope (moving dimensions) of the Rolling Stock including
the lean on curves, the size of tunnel is shown as follows:-
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While designing the shape of the tunnel, the rock mechanics principles have been kept in mind and
therefore, horse shoe shape with curved bottom has been opted for best stability. Also while
nalizing the shape, 750 mm clearance below the rail level is tried to obtain in the width of 1676mm
(BG width). Considering the characteristics of rock, the tunnel excavation is being done in heading
and benching separately using control blasting technique. The cross sectional area of tunnel
excavation is 59 cum per meter.
· Excavated size:
(i) Steel rib supported section (with provision of 30cm thick support)
† Tunnel height – 7.810m (6.726m above the rail/ formation level and 1.084m below rail level)
† Tunnel excavation width – 7.057m
(ii) SFRS (Steel Fiber Reinforced Shotcrete) and rock bolt supported section
† Tunnel height – 7.610m (6.526m above the rail/ formation level and 1.084m below rail level)
† Tunnel excavation width – 6.657m
Finished size:
† Tunnel height – 7.21m (6.426m above the rail/ formation level and 0.784m below rail level)
† Tunnel width – 6.457m
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·

Size, shape and number of trolley refuge:
Since the tunnel length is more than 100m, trolley refuges have been provided at every 100 m interval.
As such, there are ve trolley refuges in a 680m long tunnel. The trolley refuges are on the left side (up hill
side) of the tunnel. On the right side there is another existing up tunnel.

·

Ventilation shaft
After opening of ventilation shaftA ventilation shaft circular in shape and
2.0m nished diameter at the centre of the tunnel, i.e. at ch. 6300m has
been provided. The shaft is around 35m deep from expose surface of
mountain.

·

The portal location
The proposed locations of Mahadevsal and Posoita end portals are at 5960.0m and 6640.0m
respectively. The length of the tunnel thus worked out is 680.0m. It has 1 in 100 down gradient from
Mahadevsal end to Posoita end. The nished tunnel width is 6.457m and the height is around 7.21m.
The ground and formation levels at the two portals and the rock cover above the tunnel crown/ roof are
given as under:

The minimum rock cover above the tunnel roof or the tunnel crown at both portal locations is about two
times the tunnel diameter which is a standard as per practice while excavating tunnel in weak rock.
·

Stability of slope above portals
Because of loosened rock cover above tunnel portals at both the ends has been excavated in such a way
that it has a slope of 3V:1H (approx. an angle of 710) from the horizontal. One 3.0m wide bench has been
provided at a height of 16.0m from formation level, i.e. about 9.5m above the tunnel roof. This bench
matches with the top bench of side slopes. Slope treatment has beendone to stabilize the slope above
portal. Rock bolts, wire net and plain shotcrete for the protection of slopes above portal have been used.
The rock bolts of length 4m long fully grouted, spaced at 3m centre to centre and staggered. The
thickness of shotcrete being used are 100mm in two layers of 50mm each before and after xing the
wirenet. The wirenet of 100mm in two layers of 50mm each before and after xing the wirenet. The
wirenet of 100mmx100mm size with standard galvanized wire of 3.5mm diameter. Slope above portal
are also being properly fenced by erecting wall for the protection of persons, animals etc.

·

Stability of side slopes of open excavation
The expected maximum bench height of open excavation is about 21m at Mahadevsal end portal and
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19.748m at Posoita end portal. Although the side rock benches of open excavation in the existing
tunnels are standing without any support, but considering the appreciable height of slope and loose rock
and the weak overburden material, there are chances of cut slope instability. Therefore, slope angle is
710 from horizontal (3V:1H) has been provided.
4.0

Empirical approach of tunnel support design:
The rock masses of the area have been classied using the Q-system of Barton et al. (1974).
The ratings for various parameters of Q systems for phyllites have been collected by CIMFR from the
rock exposures on the surface and bore hole logs. The Q values, thus obtained, are given below. At
portal location it is expected that the rock joints would be loose and therefore in addition to other
parameters the rating of Jr and Ja is taken accordingly.

The Q values at intersections of main tunnel and trolley refuge is different because of the multiplication
factor in the rating of joint set number (Jn) [Barton et al., 1974]. The rating for Jnwould be 3XJnin the
intersection at trolley refuge area respectively. As such the Q value for the design of supports at the
intersection of tunnel and trolley refuge is also given. Q values for the portal has not used for the support
design purpose.
5.0

Numerical modeling:
Numerical analysis for the rock mass has been conducted using three-dimensional nite difference
code (FLAC3D). The state of the art code has the capabilities to model the behavior of the rock mass in
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continuum. The code was chosen to perform stability analysis of the parallel tunnels. The objective of
the modeling study is to understand the behavior of rock mass and induced stresses around tunnel.
Hoek-Brown (2002) proposed their failure criterion to provide input data for the analysis required for the
design of underground excavations in hard rock. The Hoek- Brown failure criterion characterizes the
stress conditions that lead to failure in intact rock and rock masses. The failure surface is nonlinear and
is based on the relation between the major and minor principal stresses. The model incorporates a
plasticity ow rule that varies as a function of the conning stress level.
Hoek-Brown criterion is dened by the equation:

Further details are available in CIMFR report.
·

Result of analysis

The results of the analysis indicate that the structure is stable and no major plastic deformations occur
except for minor instability at walls which has to be stabilized by providing rock bolt and shotcrete
supports. Figures of contour plots of major (σ1)and minor (σ3) principal stresses and maximum
displacements and state of shear failure. The principal stresses at roof and wall are given below:
It is observed from the gures that most of the plots of shear failure for different cases using the Hoek &
Brown failure criterion that the structure is stable and only rock bolts and shotcrete are required to
stabilize minor instabilities. These ndings hold good for massive rock.

6.0

Observation and recommendations of CIMFR:

·

The tunnel between Mahadevsal and Posoita in Jharkhand state passes through mainly phyllites.

·

The geological and geotechnical data for the tunnel design were collected from eld survey, borehole
logs and laboratory testing at Roorkee.

·

The treatment of slopes above the tunnel portal has been done. The stability measures required for the
high benches to be cut on the two side of the track in open area are also used.

·

For the tunnel design, the tunnel is divided into three ones – (i) portal area (ii) main tunnel, (iii)
intersection zone of main tunnel and trolley refuge.
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·

Five trolley refuges have been constructed at a spacing of 100m interval towards the uphill side of the
tunnel.

·

Controlled blasting technique is used for the excavation of tunnel, trolley refuge and the ventilation
shaft. Accordingly, the blast designs for all the excavations have been made. For the tunnel a MCD
(Maximum Charged density) of 14.0kg is being used.

·

Empirical and numerical approaches have been used. It has been obtained from numerical analysis that
the horse-shoe shape is better than the D-shape. Accordingly a horse-shoe shape is used. The spacing
of 31m between two tunnels, the existing tunnel and the one to be constructed, is found to be adequate.

·

It is suggested to use ISHB 200 steel rib supports at 100cm centre to centre spacing with 30cm thick
M20 plain shotcrete in the portal zone of 20m at both the portals.

·

In the remaining portion of tunnels supports have been worked out using the empirical approach based
on the Q-system. Accordingly, the rock bolt and M25 steel ber reinforced shotcrete (SFRS) support is
used. Thus the shotcrete is having good bond with the rock mass.

·

In case the rocks encountered during excavation are different, the supports would also differ. Hence, a
geologist has been deputed at site during construction to obtain the rock mass parameters and also to
obtain the Q value so that the supports can be modied accordingly. As and when required.

·

It was recommended to monitor the actual ground blast vibrations during the construction of the tunnel.
If required the suggested blast design may be modied.

·

It was also recommended to monitor the supports by monitoring the tunnel roof and wall deformations.

7.0

Features:

7.1

Underground excavation
Total excavation for the underground works considering the tunnel portal to be xed at Ch. 5960.00m
and ch. 6640.00 is as follows:
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7.2

Steel rib support in portal area
Steel rib supports have been used for the portal zone in a length of 20m at each portal. It is decided to use
ISHM 200 steel rib supports for the purpose.

7.3

Shotcrete requirement
The shotcrete should have UCS of 20 MPa and it
should have good bond with the rock.

7.4

Steel ber reinforced shotcrete (SFRS)
Steel ber reinforced shotcrete (SFRS) has been used in main tunnel, trolley refuge and in ventilation
shaft. For plain shotcrete and for SFRS, a rebound loss of 50 per cent has been considered while
calculating the required quantities. This got reduced to about 10 per cent after skilled persons and
machineries were deployed. This was as per the recommended action of CIMFR.
It was also be kept in mind that the shotcrete rebound loss decreases with the increase in the thickness
of shotcrete.

7.5

Rock ber
50 kg/ m3 steel ber of good quality and international standard for getting desired energy absorption
capacity has been used.

7.6

Rock bolt
Full column grouted 3.0m long and 25mm diameter tor steel rock bolts are used for the tunnel. The pull
out capacity of the bolts has been considered to be more than or equal to 15 tones. These bolts are xed
at a spacing 1.5m centre to centre.
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7.7

Concrete lining
Plain concrete lining of M20 of 30cm thick is used in the oor of trolley refuge. Reinforced concrete lining
of M25 of 30cm thick has been used in the invert of tunnel throughout its length.

7.8

Drainage pipes
Two 160mm diameter perforated drainage pipes above tunnel invert in the centre of the tunnel are used
throughout the length of the tunnel.

7.9

Lighting
LED lights of 56W each are being provided at 40m interval on both the sides of tunnel. The lights are
being staggered. So there will be one light on one of the walls at every 20m interval. Therefore, there will
be a total of 34 light points connections in full tunnel having 17 points on one wall.

8.0

Maoist affected area:
As the construction is in highly extremist infested zone the work is being executed under 100% security
cover of SAP posted by State Government of Jharkhand. The permission was earlier granted to execute
the work only during day time by bringing blasting material by mobile van from Ranchi and after blasting
it has to be return back on same day
as storage was permission was not
granted. With these constraints 570
m tunnel blasting was done.
Subsequently it has been brought in
the notice of State Government by
CRB that if last milestone support
will be given it is possible to nish
the tunnel excavation of remaining
110 m with fast pace. Hence, after
the meeting by Chairman, Railway
Board with the Chief Minister of Jharkhand, the permissions have been accorded for execution during
night time on 06.12.2017 by further strengthening the protection force at site by diverting it from other
sources. The tunnel is being executed by using heading and benching method due to poor rock structure
where stand up time is not very high. A crossing section and support section of partly and OHE
arrangements are indicated as per the drawings indicated as under:
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9.0

Vibration monitoring:
The layout of the existing tunnel vis-à-vis the tunnel under construction is indicated as per the sketch as
indicated below:
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·
·
·

·

As the existing tunnel is very close to the 3rd line tunnel under excavation (31m centre to centre) the
controlled blasting is being done under guidelines of DDC, the consultancy contract given to CIMFR.
There is a site monitoring system for measuring vibration in the existing tunnel during blasting of 3rd line.
During the recent visit of Principal Scientist, the following observations were recorded by the Principal
Scientist of CSIR-CIMFR:
Rock cover over tunnel at present location is more than 25m
Geological features coming in Posoita end now requires SFR shotcrete lining only.
At Goelkera face the rock mass is of poor quality and signicant water egress is also noticed. The joints
in the rock mass are clay lled having stability problem due to reduction in shear strength. Hence steel rib
support are recommended to continue.
The sequence of delay blasting by choosing 1 to 12 delay series of LD. The placement of LD's in heading
is shown below. This will control the amplitude of blasting and blasting is being done in sequences.

·

Two blasting were done in presence with maximum charge per delay approx. 10.3 kg and recorded
induced ground vibration having peak particle velocity (PPV) near existing tunnel portal at Posoita end
was found 5.65 mm/sec which is below 10mm/sec recommended for no effect on the existing nearby
tunnel. The summary of blast vibration and Fast Fourier Transform Analysis (FFT) are as per the report
attached.
10.0 Conclusion:
The technical challenge of ensuring safety of the existing tunnel has been done by using vibration
monitoring under the supervision of CSIR – CIMFR. Technique is basically to have the delay introduced
in sequences of blasting so that peak particle velocity of shock waves generated after blasting should
not exceed the permissible limit to the existing nearby structure, which in this case is a old railway
tunnel. The administrative challenge of execution in maoist area has been resolved by having regular
meetings with the senior ofcials of Government of Jharkhand and under the 100% protection of the
force. The tunnel work is likely to be completed by March, 2018 which was the most critical part of the
project. The section is also likely to be commissioned in coming few months which will have large
benet to the Railways in de-congestion of the Howrah – Nagpur – Mumbai HDN route.
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Auto Private Number (PN) Generation Device
For Non-interlocked Level crossing gates
A.K. Jha*
Malladi Srinivas**
P.V.N. Naidu***
1.0

Introduction :
Non- interlocked manned level crossing gates are a potential location for accidents if the laid down
procedures are not properly followed. Currently, PN is exchanged using standard printed PN sheets as a
token of conrmation of closure of gate. India is moving towards a digital world but railways is still stuck
with the same old system. The main aw in the existing system is that there is no objective check that
gatekeeper has exchanged PN only after closing the gate. ASM's while making movements are
pressurising the gatemen for giving the private number immediately after covering information regarding
train No. UP/DN line. There are times where the gatemen are put under pressure to such an extent that
detention of the trains is booked on the gate men. Gate men under pressure are exchanging private
numbers as a token of compliance of closing the gate without closing the gate. After exchanging the PN
number gate closed. And in few cases when physically gatemen is unable to close the gate before the
arrival of the train, it is leading to GATE IN OPEN CONDITION on face of approaching train. This condition
is nothing but an averted accident. The trend of the Gate in open condition in S.C. Railway is as follows.
Year

Number of Gate open cases

2015-16

28

2016-17

25

2017-18 (upto Nov 2017)

30

The trend shows a rise in the gate open cases in S.C.Rly. Furthermore, by observing the trend of
numbers in PN sheets, the series can be estimated by the counterpart ASM and may tinker with safe
working. The above serious deciencies are addressed in the innovation.
2.0

Evolution of PN generation machine :
The initial design of the PN generation machine system was designed with following features. The
automatic PN generation machine is a modied bus ticket vending machine. The Bus ticket vending
machine is customised as per the railway LC gate requirements and converted into a PN generation

*CTE/S.C.Rly, Secunderabad, India, **Dy.CVO/Engg ,Secunderabad, S.C.Rly
***Principal/DCETC/TWTC, BZA Division , Vijayawada, S.C.Rly
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machine. The power supply circuit of PN number generation machine is connected with gate booms and
boom locks in series. The Limit switches are connected in series from Boom stand LH ¨ Boom resting
stand LH ¨ Boom stand RH ¨ Boom resting stand RH. These limit switches sense the closing of the LC
gate booms mechanically and close the power supply circuit of PN device. The PN generation machine
is energised only after the circuit is closed.

The train number informed by the SM is fed in the machine along with the PN number given the ASM.
Then a UNIQUE PN number is generated by the machine and displayed on the screen. The complete
operation is shown in the ow chart.
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The above system was installed in LC no 291 of Vijayawada –Tenali section of BZA –Division of
S.C.Rly. During the testing period it was found that the limit switches failing frequently. The limit
switches were not very rugged and they are not weather proof. It was also felt that the procurement of
limit switches and replacement may be difcult in the long run.
3.0

Modied PN generation system
The P N generation system was modied by overcoming the earlier deciencies. The limit switches
were dispensed. Limit switches were replaced with 3 nos of E locks, and one EKT of the interlocked
gates. The modied operation is as fallows. After closing the L.C Gate the winch will be locked with E
type-lock (S&T winch locks to drawing number S-30-64) as shown in g 3 and key is extracted from
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it. This will ensure that winch is locked and boom cannot be lifted from the winch. The key extracted from
the winch is inserted in the boom lock (g 4) and boom lock is operated for locking the boom. This will
ensure locking of the boom from lifting by pedestrians road users. After locking the boom lock, key is
extracted from the boom lock and inserted in EKT of gate lodge.(as shown in g 5).This will ensure that
gate booms are locked. After operation of EKT key lock an electronic signal is generated from the EKT
and power supply circuit of PN generation machine is closed.

The operation of the PN generation machine remains the same after completion of the circuit. There will
be no display on screen of the PN machine if the gates are in open condition. The software of the
machine is made user friendly so that minimum no of commands are available for user to generate the
PN. A printout can be taken of the generated PN and can be saved physically as well. The ow chart of
the operations is as shown below.
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In the modied design the E locks and EKT are to be procured from approved RDSO sources of S&T.
These locks are time tested material and abundantly available with S&T counter parts. The operational &
and maintenance know how is available within the Department
The series PN numbers generated by the machine is totally random, hence un-predictable. The PN
number generated is from the of 1000 numbers (less than 40) fed in the microprocessor and the
seconds digit of the time at the time of operation of the PN generation. This makes the series totally fool
proof. The Logic of the numbers is as follows.

The ow chart of the machine working is given in both English and Telugu. This innovation completely
eliminates the situation of open gate on face of approaching train. The system works during power
failures upto 10hours. A print out of the saved data can be taken at any time. As an alternate
arrangement, in case of power failure, existing system of PN sheet can be restored till the defect is
rectied.
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The signal from the EKT is also taken for the Gate signal placed in parallel to banner ag/gate lamp
arrangement to indicate loco pilots on the gate closing. The signal is connected in such a way that the
danger signal will be taken off in the direction of approach of train as soon as the EKT lock is removed
from the PN generation machine circuit.
Presently, the machine is installed in 3 LC s of SC rly.BZA(LC no 281), GNT( LC No 38), SC (LC no 4). On
trial basis, the system functioned effectively.
The cost of the entire arrangement is Rs.50,000 per gate. This advanced system will ensure the safety
as compared to the INTER-LOCKED gate economically. The exchanging of the private numbers by the
gate men without closing the LC gate will be completely eliminated. The cost when compared with the
Inter locked gate is very nominal as the cost of interlocking the LC gate is around 40 lakhs. This system
whereas costs about 1.25 % of the cost of an interlocked gate. This system is more secure than an
interlocked that too at a nominal price.
The following procedure is planned for the effective functioning of the system in S.C.RLY
a)

Out sourcing of the maintenance of the complete arrangement

b)

Keeping 1 PN machine in spare for 5 LC gates and one E lock and spare for 10 LC gates

c)

Modication SR on LC gate signal at Non- inter locked LC gates

The modied PN generation may be tested in 30 LC gates of different railways and nal approval may be
given for a wide spread implementation of this system
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ISSUES AND CHALLENGES IN MAINTENANCE OF TRACK IN SUB-URBAN
SECTIONS OF MUMBAI DIVISION OF CENTRAL RAILWAY
R K Goel*
P K Garg**
Synopsis
Maintenance of track in suburban section of Mumbai has always been a challenging task. Suburban
network provides cheap mode of transportation to commuters and is the lifeline of Mumbai. Due to
trains running at close intervals, every maintenance activity requires trafc block and the actual
availability of blocks is gradually reducing due to increased number of services. On the other hand, the
damaging effects are on increase due to more no. of trains passing over the same track. There are large
outside interferences with limited support from law enforcing agencies, creating conditions that make
the track maintenance more difcult. Un-authorized settlements, municipal discharges, inadequate
capacities of cross drains, ooding of tracks during monsoons, frequent & heavy trespassing, threats
of “Rail Roko' on technical failures etc. are some of the issues, being faced daily by the maintenance
staff. Most of the yards were not designed keeping in view the present day requirements of the
passenger services. The yard capacities have been increased incrementally as and when forced by the
public demand but is insufcient due to space constraints. This has led to the non-standard layouts with
in-built violations of prescribed instructions. An attempt has been made in this paper to identify all such
issues and analyze their implications on track maintenance. Short term and long term remedial
measures have been suggested to improve the situation.
1.0

Introduction :

1.1

Mumbai Division of central railway is having a wide network of track with 567.94 Route Kms. The total
track kms are 1879.3 which include two Ghat sections on North East side (16 Km) & South East side (29
Km). The Ghat sections are having three lines with middle line as bi-directional line. All the long distance
trains, to & from north and east side are passing through these Ghats.

1.2

Besides, the long distance trains from four coaching terminals i.e. Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Terminal
(CSMT), Dadar, Lokmanya Tilak Terminus (LTT) & Panvel, the division caters to the demand of 45 lacs of
daily sub-urban commuters on an average. The main corridor from CSMT to Kalyan is highly congested
and serves the old city areas of Fort, Byculla, Dadar, Sion, Kurla, Ghatkopar, Mulund and Thane.

*OSD (Services) BB Division, C Rly, CSMT, **CE (Track Machines), C Rly, CSMT
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1.3

The stations between Thane and Kalyan e.g. Mumbra, Diwa, Thakurli & Dombivili do not have proper
road connectivity due to creek at Thane. Therefore, sub-urban railway is the most preferred transport for
the public residing in these areas. The un-controlled & un-authorized growth of these regions have led to
tremendous increase in demands for additional trains.

1.4

The track in Mumbai suburban network is conventional ballasted track laid on PSC sleepers. The ballast
is fully soiled with the muck creating the problem of water stagnation and mud pumping in the track at
many locations. The track can't be lifted to provide ballast cushion due to inadequate clearance of OHE
wires and also due to limited clearance available at series of ROBs & FOBs in the section. Deep screening
of the track is also not the option available since the track is lower than the surrounding ground creating a
saucer like situation. The PSC sleepers develop deep notches below the rail seats due to less resiliency
rendering the sleepers unserviceable.

1.5

Kalyan is the biggest and the busiest yard of the division from the point of view of operations and it
segregates the trafc towards NE or SE Ghats. Yard remodelling at Kalyan is a big challenge and it has
been long overdue. A work has been proposed recently to segregate the long distance trafc from suburban trains. Division is also having Electric Loco & Diesel Loco Sheds at Kalyan with a separate goods
yard. There are 7 no. of passenger platforms and all the Mail/Express trains are sharing the platforms
with fast local trains. The 5th& 6th line between Diwa& Thane and Kurla to Parel is under construction.
The work of passenger terminal at Parel is presently under construction. Every trafc block is planned
keeping in view the least inconvenience to general public. The on going construction activities demand
diversion of maintenance resources and trafc blocks which are to be given on over-riding priority.

1.6

There are new corridors of Navi Mumbai on Harbour line and Trans Harbour line which have been
extended from Mankhurd & Thane respectively to provide connectivity to Vashi, Airoli, Belapur & Panvel.
An additional corridor Belapur- Seawood - Uran is also under construction which will increase the trafc
further.

2.0

GEOMETRICAL CONSTRAINTS

2.1

Yard layouts involving too many cross-overs – Cross-overs have been provided in yards when lines
were used primarily for goods trafc. In most of the yards the goods trafc has reduced over a period of
time but the passenger trafc has increased. Although, the movements taking place on these crossovers have reduced but these cross-overs are still to be maintained to allow movements during
emergent situations. Requirement of each cross-over is therefore to be critically reviewed for their
present day utility and maintainability.

2.2

Non-standard Diamond Crossings – Ordinary Diamonds (OD) / Diamond with Single Slip (DSS) /
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Diamond with Double Slip (DDS) are existing in yards since olden days when such switches and
crossings used to be built at local level. As on date fabricated switches and CMS crossings only from
RDSO approved sources are permitted. All such layouts needs to be reviewed either to eliminate them or
replace them with standard arrangements.
2.3

Non-Standard Glued joints – Yards initially laid with conventional signaling, have been now provided
with automatic signaling. The turnouts have been earlier laid back to back and continuing as on date
without having sufcient space in between the two turnouts. There is no adequate space to provide
standard length of Glued joints. Additional joints are created very near to Stock Rail Joint (SRJ) or Back
of Crossing (BOX) in violation of provisions of IRPWM. The maintenance of such joints is always an
issue. Such locations have been listed and special instructions are required to be issued for inspection
and maintenance.

3.0

INFRINGING PSC SLEEPERS OF TURNOUTS

3.1

Turnouts in yards were originally laid on wooden sleepers and have been later on replaced with PSC
sleepers of RDSO design. At many locations, the PSC sleepers of adjoining line have been observed
infringing, leaving no space for insertion of tamping tool during machine packing. The manual packing is
done in all such cases, which is not effective leading to poor retention. Apparently, there is no solution
for such type of situations in IRPWM.

4.0

CONSTRAINTS DUE TO MONSOON

4.1

On Mumbai Division, no systematic maintenance to track is possible during the 4 months of monsoon
(June to Sept.) and only limited attention is given during the 2 months of pre-monsoon (April to
May)when staff is mostly engaged in cleaning of drains. Due to inadequate city drainage system, many
locations get ooded during heavy rains bringing lot of additional muck in the track.

5.0

EFFECT OF INCREASED TRAFFIC/ SERVICES

5.1

Over the last 20 years, the total no. of passenger coaches running over the sub-urban sections have
doubled. The total no. of services have increased from 1618 to 1660 in last one year and additional
services are planned this year. Moreover, the length of all the EMU trains have been increased from 9
cars to 12 cars. This has the following implications:-

(i)

There is no margin available to attend to any failure. The system is bound to have some failures in spite of
all the efforts. Many trains gets cancelled and bunching of trains take place in case of failures spanning
more even few minutes.
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(ii)

33 % more wear & tear to sleeper rail seat, rubber pad, Rails/Welds and damage to track ttings takes
place. Any surface defect will get extra battering and fatigue failure will take place earlier. Thus, early
replacement of ttings, rubber pads, rails, welds, sh bolts, stud bolts, tongue rails and stock rails is
required as compared to previous years.

(iii)

Due to larger impact and reduced maintenance, the frequency of USFD of rail and weld is required to be
reviewed.

(iv)

Additional manpower & efforts are required for attending to failures, replacement of ttings etc. for
maintaining the track in safe condition.

(v)

Even proper inspection of tracks is an issue. Trolley inspection is not possible and hence, not permitted.
Foot inspection is prescribed but it is also difcult due to lesser availability of time for inspection. Suburban trains are there every 3-5 minutes and for proper inspection additional time is consumed by
inspecting ofcials as only piece meal inspection is feasible in between the smaller time duration
between two scheduled trains. In fact, the personal safety of inspecting ofcials is very important and
the inspection becomes secondary.

(vi)

Lesser availability of maintenance margins/trafc blocks for even attention to loose ttings.

(vii) Additional stress on maintenance staff resulting in unsafe working conditions.
(viii) Rapid pulverization of ballast, choking drainage and reducing resiliency of track.
(ix)

Loss of resiliency of ballast bed again results in additional stresses on Rubber pads and frequent
loosening of ttings needing additional maintenance particularly on turnouts where stresses are more.

(x)

Requirement of deep screening is felt earlier than scheduled. There are already large arrears of deep
screening on sub-urban system as the progress of BCM is much less due to large obstructions and
various xtures provided by S&T/ OHE departments.

(xi)

Machine working is required to be done in co-ordination with S&T & OHE staff. The associating staff is
often busy in their own maintenance issues. Thus, minor issues are often piled up and remain unresolved for long as progress of track machines is also watched and they are withdrawn if progress
achieved is much less than specied. The machine output norms for congested sections should be
specied differently on lower side.

6.0

MUNICIPAL DISCHARGES TOWARDS TRACKS

6.1

There are number of locations where the municipal discharges are diverted towards railway land. Most
of the buildings adjacent to track leave their drain discharge towards the track. This creates slushy
conditions due to track being in saucer and makes the job of track maintenance very difcult. The mud
pumping takes place regularly and the locations become prone to rail/weld fractures. The photographs
below can be seen for appreciating the problem.
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7.0

GENERATION & REMOVAL OF MUCK

7.1

Lot of city muck is thrown on the track or dumped by the side of track. Removal of muck is a regular
process of maintenance in conventional ballasted track. The maintenance operations of shallow
screening, deep screening are essential to provide clean cushion of ballast under sleepers for track
resiliency and proper drainage. The muck generated, if not removed, blocks the free outow of storm
water during monsoon. The problem is compounded at locations where municipal discharges are
diverted towards tracks. It makes the track slushy and restricts any maintenance input creating unsafe
conditions. Arrears of last several years are accumulated in the form of heaps due to difculties in
removal of muck and released sleepers from the yards. For clearance, it requires frequent trafc blocks
and dedicated rakes with power & crew arrangements on regular basis which are not easily available.
Dedicated Power & crew is required to be nominated for faster clearance. Obviously, the available
resources are diverted for removal of muck rather than deploying these for track maintenance.

7.2

Process of removal is through lling the muck manually in gunny bags. The process is slow as it involves
working in yards with running lines. The gunny bags are then loaded into muck specials during the trafc
blocks. There are constraints due to space availability and safety of workmen while lling the bags.

7.3

Trafc block is a valuable item and always scarce as all maintenance activities are dependent on it. Such
blocks are normally available in night only and availed for loading the muck at the cost of some other
maintenance activity. Recently, Mumbai division has planned two extra rakes of 4 BRN each with JCB
machines for loading of muck and garbage on Main line & Harbour line sections. However, quantities
accumulated are huge and still remain piled up in yards & along the lines. A total quantity of about 35,000
cubic meter has been removed in last six months and about 1,15,000 cubic meters of muck is still
estimated to be balance. In fact, the fresh dumping of garbage is faster than the removal.

7.4

Disposal of muck is also a problem as there is no place for dumping in the city. The muck specials are
generally emptied along the track for widening the embankment near the creeks. In order to reduce the
generation of muck in long term renewal of existing tracks with ballast less track with tested designs of
proven manufacturers to be considered. However, it may require trafc blocks of longer durations for
which public perceptions have to be created in a systematic manner.

8.0

GARBAGE DUMPING NEAR RAILWAY TRACKS
There is a tendency of people residing in nearby colonies & slum dwellers to throw their waste & garbage
in railway area. The regular pursuance with municipal authorities are done with little improvements.
Although railway has planned boundary wall all along the track, the problem is not likely to be solved.
Effective co-ordination with Local Municipalities/State Govt., to help the Railway authorities in curbing
the menace of garbage dumping/Municipal discharges towards railway track to be done at higher level.
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9.0

TRANSPORTATION OF P WAY MATERIAL TO WORKSITE

9.1

Unlike material for maintenance of other departments, track material such as rails and sleepers are quite
heavy and need specialized labour for handling. Transportation for long lead requires BCNs, BFRs and
machines such as UTV under proper supervision. Until the material is transported, the maintenance
work remains held up.

9.2

Motive power & crew is required for transportation of material to the work spot. There is limited
availability of supporting machines, rolling stock and compatible staff. Additional supervisors are
required to follow up the movements of stocks & machines.

10.0 SAFETY OF WORKMEN & DETERIORATING WORK CULTURE
10.1 Safety of workmen during daily inspection and maintenance has become an area of concern. Every year,
railway men loose their life due to unfortunate incidences of run over. The fact remains that trackmen are
not willing to act as keymen.
10.2 The newly recruited staff for track maintenance is well educated and is unwilling to work in difcult and
harsh conditions. There is a tendency of newly recruited staff to avoid work in sub-urban sections of
Mumbai. It is suggested that the trackmen in suburban section should be considered for category
upgradation.
11.0 NIGHT MAINTENANCE
11.1 Since no maintenance can be possible during the day, the track maintenance is done only during the
nights. It leaves scope for overlooking of many maintenance aspects. Defects left, cannot be attended
before the next maintenance block. It is not a safe practice and the situation demands a review. Flood
lighting of complete section in a systematic manner needs to be planned. Moreover, the efciency of
labour working during night as also effective supervision & control is an issue. There are no additional
supervisors sanctioned for night maintenance and there are growing demands of supervision.
12.0 LACK OF SKILL WITH CONTRACT LABOUR
12.1 Shortage of trained labour with contractor has always been an issue. In recent Public Accounts
Committee meeting, the issue of ensuring safety of contract labour has also been raised. There are also
provisions of Contract Labour & Minimum Wages Act, which need to be ensured by Railways, being the
principal employer. There is no mechanism of training the contractor's labour or the staff employed by
the contractor. A serious thought needs to be given to have registration of contractors for track
maintenance works & training to their supervisors & staff.
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12.2 The outsourcing based on minimum number of labour can be considered to frame the estimates as per
minimum wages act so as to effectively comply with the stipulated laws.
13.0 ISSUES OF GHAT SECTION & TUNNELS.
13.1 Mumbai Division of Central Railway (unlike Western Railway) is maintaining two Ghats on North east &
South east. The NE & SE Ghats are having the steepest ruling gradient of 1 in 37 on Broad gauge in the
country. Besides it, every section is having tunnels which have ballasted track. Additional attention is
required to maintain the issues related with Ghats & Tunnels. Deep screening in tunnels is difcult with
BCM due to side clearances & other obstructions and only manual deep screening is possible. The
ballast cushion is quite often hardened & extra manual effort is needed. The problem of boulder falling is
common in every monsoon. Additional trafc blocks are required to run boulder specials and
transportation of materials for repair to bridges etc.
13.2 The third lines on these Ghats were constructed some 40 years ago and the increased trafc over the last
four decades, has made it difcult to get adequate maintenance blocks. Lot of released rails, sleepers
and debris are lying on the cess or in side drains in the entire Ghat section as there is no road approach
and the trafc blocks for picking up the material by rail are not easily available. Self propelled Engineering
machines also need a banker engine for movement in the section. As per GR & SR inspection even on
push trolly is required to be done under block protection. There is an immediate need to construct 4th
line in both Ghats to make available the maintenance blocks.
14.0 DEFICIENCY OF ALTERNATIVE MODE OF MASS TRANSPORT.
14.1 Mass rapid transport system for the city, has never been planned taking into consideration the capacity
and need of suburban rail network by the state authorities. The services over the existing sub-urban
network in the last 20 years, have almost doubled and the demand for additional services is still
increasing. The increased trafc has affected the track maintenance in two ways. Firstly, by giving more
damages to track and ttings and secondly, by lesser availability of maintenance blocks.
14.2 There is a need to develop additional modes of transport for the city with support of Govt of Maharashtra,
MRVC etc. to decongest the existing routes. The public perception for same is to be created.
15.0 CONCLUSIONS
15.1 Maintenance of suburban section/network is a challenging task and need to be dealt separately.
Separate norms for calculating requirement of manpower, allotment of resources, periodical track
renewals, USFD testing etc. are to be considered. Inspection schedules of supervisors & ofcers also
need to be stipulated in a realistic manner.
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15.2 Alternative Design of track sleeper with material such as Fibre Reinforced Plastic, Rubber & Composite
material has to be thought for providing additional resiliency. Rubber pad design to be revised for
controlling the incidences of rail fractures. Meantime, as an instant relief, provision of under sleeper pad
should be considered for better resiliency.
15.3 Addition of new trains in sub-urban system should only be done after assessing the implications of
technical failures and the public responses in such events. No new trains should be added without the
personal approval of PCE, PCEE, and PCSTE who should substantiate their decision with data on rail
fractures, maintenance backlog of deep screening, CTR, TWRs, TFR etc., OHE failures and other failures
of track circuits and signals.
15.4 The State Govt should be impressed upon the need of developing additional modes of transport for
providing alternatives to commuters so as to reduce their dependency on suburban railway network.
The transport planning should precede the city development plans.
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Leveraging developments in Technology for information management
Vikram Gupta*
A.Naga Hari Krishna**
In today's working availability of information has become the most important. The information should
not only be instant but also accurate. In this world of Information Technology we are expected to have all
information at our disposal. As humanly it is not possible, by leveraging the technology this can be
achieved to a great extent.
Today's requirements for information are 1.

Latest updated information.

2.

Availability of information 24x7.

3.

Transparency of information.

4.

Eliminate/minimize human error/hardware failure in information storage.

5.

Availability of same information at multiple locations simultaneously.

6.

Availability of information at safe and secured place and to eliminate/reduce the dependency on
individuals.

7.

To minimize the time delays in preparation of Reports where inputs are required from multiple sources.

8.

Deletion of unwanted information.
In today's world the information can be handled in paper form or in digital form. Traditional way of
information management is by paper ling. This involves maintaining hard copies by storing
information, data on paper. This method has many disadvantages like high expenditure, delay in
processing, difculties in maintaining the records, human dependencies, inability to access the le
simultaneously by multiple executives, loss of data due to natural calamities etc.
By leveraging advanced technologies, most of the organizations have started implementing digital
information management. This eases human efforts and results in effective utilization of information in
digital formats. By digital ling all the information is carried digitally, and data is stored online.
Digital Filing can be achieved in two ways i.e.

a.

Users Storing information on their PCs/Laptops:
This is the common prevalent method where users save all their data/Files on their PCs/Laptops. When
*Chief Engineer/Con/SC, **Manager/IT, RailTel/SC
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information is to be forwarded, communication is done using emails, USBs etc., This method has many
disadvantages like decentralization of data, loss of data due to human errors or employee's absence,
machine hardware failures, security threats like virus attacks, inability to access an employee's les by
other executives etc.
a.

Storing the les on centralized server location:
All the users of the organization store the information in a centralized server and can use it as and when
required. The information can be accessed from anywhere and by multiple people simultaneously.
Required permissions can be granted on the les to avoid data loss. The centralized server can be set up
as
i.

In-house Server setup:

Organizations procure required hardware like servers, storage, network components along with
software licenses for Operating systems, Data Bases, VPN connectivity etc. For installation of in-house
server, the requirement is dedicated space, uninterrupted power supply, dust free atmosphere dedicated
IT staff etc.
The advantage is that the data is in a secured and trusted environment as the server and storage is
installed in the organization premises. However, being a Capex model, high costs are involved as the
initial expenditure for complete setup is borne completely by the organization. Also operational costs
involve maintaining IT support staff, Software licenses, hardware maintenance costs.
ii. Opting for an Advanced Data Center solution:
This involves opting for resources from a qualied Data Center service provider hardware like servers,
storage, network components along with necessary software licenses. All the server compute will be
installed at the Data Center.
The main advantages are readily available infrastructure, availability of skilled IT professionals, IT
resources at the Data Center etc. In fact, all the facilities available at data center can be utilized. Complete
IT support can be taken from the Data Center. Any Hardware/Software up gradation can be achieved
without additional efforts. As this is an Opex model, Initial investment is much lesser when compared to
other options.
However, trusted data center service provider should be considered. Network bandwidth between the
Data Center and the organization should be secure and redundant for high availability.
Possible options for implementing information storage solutions:
Some of the best options for implementing the storage solutions are -
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1)

Dedicated physical server: In this option, a dedicated physical server along with dedicated storage is
installed and congured. Necessary software licenses like operating system licenses, hardware
support subscriptions etc, are to be procured. This solution provides availability of stable and dedicated
resources for usage to the organization. However, involvements of high costs, under utilization of
resources are its setbacks.

2)

Managed Hosting solution: This option can be implemented in a existing Data Center. A virtual server is
allocated with required SAN storage (Storage Area Network) attached to the server to store the
data/les.

3)

File Server: A dedicated le server means that there may be a specic computer server that fulls
leserver functionality, typically for a larger network, and has specialized hardware and software to
handle the greater workload. This may include more hard drive memory storage, better cooling
systems, better security such as limited physical access, and specialized software contained within
special server operating systems. Necessary Folder level permission can be granted to multiple users
with necessary congurations. This can be implemented either In-house or in a Data Center (service
provider's location).
Opting for a File Server solution in an Advanced and trusted Data Center for implementing a
information storage solution is the best of the options.
The major advantages of le Server are –

a)

Performance provided by File server is high as dedicated hardware is designed primarily to enable the
storage and retrieval of data while the computation is carried out by the workstations.

b)

File servers are specially designed for le share. It will cover most of the aspects of security and inbuilt
data loss technologies. Administration and maintenance of leserver will be easy. File server will provide
GUI (Graphical User Interface) for dening shares and applying security mechanisms.

c)

To avoid data loss in case of accidental deletion of le by authorized user from le server, backups of
leserver can be taken.

d)

A le server can host multiple customers on shared basis.

e)

Storage capacity of File Server systems/ Size of File Shares can be increased by adding hard disks.

f)

Scheduled/Real time reports can be generated to identify trends in disk usage.

g)

File servers can be made available from both public and private networks. File servers request coming
from internet users ows through rewall for security concern. Intranet users directly access the le
server. File servers receive request and transfer les to users.

h)

These les could be virtually anything, multimedia from text documents to sound les to photographs,
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as long as it is stored as a le. User initiates request to server with login credentials. Server veries the
user credentials, establishes connection and provides authorization accordingly. User will be able to see
authorized shares only.
i)

Files are downloaded to user for read/write action. File Servers lock le records in write mode for
consistency. Write changes are uploaded to Fileserver back. Once the request is completed, connection
is closed between user and server.
However, network interruptions may prevent user from accessing the les. This can be minimized by
conguring the user site and server with multiple networks to increase the availability.
Different User Privileges that can be congured in le server –

Implementation of le server for CAO Construction/SCR South Central Railway, CAO ofce has used le server solution with 2TB storage capacity through
RailTel. This storage system stores all the information which is accessible to all the users
simultaneously from internet and intranet. User access restriction to share folders has been applied to
prevent manipulation of data by unauthorized users.
Arhitectural Design for multiple share folders in File Server.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

Ofcials of SAG &JAG cadres are identied as primary users for the File Server. These users are divided
to 11 groups based on their Reporting Ofcer. Each group has a main folder named after the respective
CE. Executives at Dy.CE cadre reporting to the CE are provided with Sub Folders in the above mentioned
main folder. Currently, 61 Folders are created.
Each user is given a dedicated folder where he/she can save his les. Password protection is enabled on
each folder for security. Users are provided with the credentials for their respective folders in the File
Server. Each folder has been congured with multiple permission levels to achieve the below
requirement.
a)
Availability of Data to all the users.
b)
Prevention of Unintended data loss.
c)
Prevention of Data manipulation by unauthorized users.
Each user is given write permission to his respective folder and read permission to all other folders in the
File Server solution. This allows users to add/edit/delete any les in his folder and view/download the
les available in any other folder. A user can navigate to any folder of his choice to view the les.
Files/Folders can be downloaded to any location on user's PC/Laptop. User can select any folder on his
machine to download the les.
File server has been congured to access either from LAN (with in ofce network) or from WAN (From
outside ofce network using Internet). This enables user to access the les from any place in secure
environment. The File server has been congured behind the rewall and necessary security
congurations have been implemented as per standard.
The current solution is exible and scalable to meet future requirements like
a)
Increasing the number of users/folders.
b)
Changing the permissions of folders/users as per requirement
c)
Changing the passwords of users.
d)
Increasing the storage limit without disturbing the existing solution design.
e)
Deletion of any folders if not required.
Thus by implementation of multiple share folder in le server the latest updated information is always
available (24x7) through internet/intranet with respect to all
a)
Projects, Surveys etc.
b)
Departments Civil, Electrical, S&T, Personnel, Accounts etc.
c)
Issues like Land, Tenders, Design, and Drawings etc.
The same information is available to one and all in the organization. As the onus of feeding the
information lies with the executive and the information is available up to CAO/C, correct updated
information is always available. This can be instantly used by CAO/C ofce for generating reports where
inputs are required from eld units.
The eld units can not only see the information of their unit but the information of the entire construction
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i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)

o)

organization is available with them. This helps them in sorting out their minor issues and also develops
a feeling of competitiveness.
All the standard Drawings, Designs etc. have been uploaded which are very useful for day to day working
for eld units.
All the circulars and instructions issued by Railway Board/RDSO/Zonal HQrs are always available for
reference.
As the information is on line thus eld units can't hide the data. The material availability information can
be utilized for optimum use of available P.Way material.
While preparing the reports by CAO/C ofce the cut and paste technique can be used and the human
errors can be minimized for compilation of data.
Saves lot of effort of preparing daily position/weekly position/monthly position etc. Saving of paper/
Xerox etc.
Apart from regular folder, personal folders have been provided to CAO/C and other SAG ofcers where
they can keep condential information. These folders can be viewed only by the user and are not shared
with anyone. Thus, condential information can be kept in such folders.
Updating the information regularly is the key for the success of this system and the same has to be
ensured by all users.

For providing this entire facility an amount of Rs. 4,58,807/- (excluding GST) has been paid to
M/s.RailTel for rst year. The total charges for second year onwards exclusive of GST are
Rs. 4,33,807/- per year.
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Project Management: Methods and Strategies in the Project Life Cycle
Murali Jagannathan*
Surendra Bansal*
Bishawajeet Das*
Mridul Garg*
_

Introduction:
Construction Projects and its management are becoming increasingly complex day by day. Various
factors contribute to this complexity at various stages of the project life cycle preventing it to be smooth
process. For instance, the right contractor selection is an important activity at the tendering stage of a
project life cycle; obtaining all clearances from the government authorities is a crucial activity in the
execution stage of the project life cycle and so on. To add to the complexity, the number of participants
especially consultants for various trades of work has increased, creating more and more interfaces. All
such complexities necessitate the project stakeholders to resort to different strategic decisions at
various phases/stages of the project life cycle. These implementation decisions that are taken in one
stage of the project life cycle may have a cascading impact on the subsequent stages. Any wrong
decision taken would prove costly as it would directly impact the project cost and time. Over the years,
experts in the domain of project management have developed many methods/techniques to deal with
different stages of project life cycle. However, it is important to note that each methodology/strategy is
focused on a particular stage of the life cycle.Once a particular strategy is chosen, it would be a very
costly and time consuming affair to revert to another alternative later. Hence a complete evaluation of the
strategy in a particular life cycle and its impact on the holistic project success is very important.To
evaluate a strategy which is life cycle stage focused, it is important to list down the success factors
specic to the different stages of life cycle of a construction project. Hence the authors found it
important to bring this fragmented research at one place so that a new perspective is gained in the
process.

_

Objective:
This paper tries to establish this crucial link and identies the strategies that ensure that a maximum
*IRICEN
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number of critical success factors are satised in that particular stage of the project life cycle, with a due
consideration to the interfacing requirements and the holistic project success.
_

1.

Stages of Construction Project Life cycle:
1.

Project Idea

2.

Master Planning

3.

Design

4.

Tendering

5.

Execution

6.

Testing Commissioning and Hand Over

7.

Maintenance

8.

Demolition(after the completion of the lifespan of the asset)

Project Idea:
The critical success factors in the 'Initiation and Planning Stage' of PPP projects, which included among
others, factors like feasibility analysis, risk management, pre-projectassessment. Being the rst stage
of the project life cycle, the owners and sponsors at this stage have an absolute control over the project
and strategic decisions taken must be robust such that even the nal stage of disconnection and
demolition plans are taken into consideration. Once a decision is made to proceed, looking back would
prove too costly for the parties involved.
A step in this direction is the PDRI checklist. Project Denition Rating Index (PDRI) was developed by CII
as a comprehensive checklist that evaluates the robustness of the project idea and scope from the
viewpoints of '1) basis of project decision 2) basis of design and 3) execution approach'.

2.

Master Planning:
Having laid the roadmap, crucial planning on the key implementation strategies and desired project
outcome is chalked out at this stage. This is a crucial stage which acts as a bridge between the available
information and the desired outcome wherein specic technical and nancial needs are identied. The
management approach in this stage must cater to a wide range of factors starting from constructability
to contingency plans.
In this we focus on the Collaborative Approach: Though the cost that is spent towards the project in the
initial phases of the project life cycle may not be signicant, it has its greatest impact on the costs that
are spent in the construction and operations stage. This approach helps in reducing reworks, mistakes,
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misunderstanding, variation requests and claims on a later date. Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)
approach through Building Information Modelling (BIM) is, in the opinion of the authors, a very effective
approach for collaborative planning and execution.
3.

Design:
The decisions taken at this stage is having the greatest technical inuence on the entire project life cycle.
It is hence important that the strategy implemented at this stage carefully considers all the CSFs relevant
at this stage in order to prove benecial.
Design and Build (D&B) Model through a Collaborative Approach: Adopting a D&B model would go a
long way in reducing the technical conicts during construction. Variations and claims which are one of
the major causes for delays in construction can be minimized to a great extent through a D&B model. A
collaborative approach in the D&B model would encompass all the relevant stakeholder design needs
right from the government authorities to the end-user.

4.

Tendering:
This stage of the life cycle pertains to the crucial phase of selecting (mainly) the contractors for project
execution. Since the project goals are being realized by the owner organizations through the contractors,
it is important that their selection is based on comprehensive criteria, rather than just being focused only
on cost, time and bidding (L1) criteria.
Quality and Cost Based Selection (QCBS): In this method, bidder evaluation is made on a multi-criteria
basis which includes qualitative, technical, life cycle cost, sustainability and bid price aspect. Weightage
is given to each of these criteria and nal selection of the contractor is made on the basis of 'best value'
instead of 'best price'. Apart from eliminating the issue of predatory bidding and selection of bids with
abnormally low prices, this method also ensures that the contractor with the right combination of quality
and price is selected to undertake the project.

5.

Execution:
This stage is perhaps the most discussed phase of the project life cycle. Its importance stems from the
fact that this phase is dominant with the maximum number of stakeholders, often with uncoordinated
project goals. After the operations phase, the construction phase generally accounts for the highest
expenditure in the project life cycle. A careful selection of execution partners is crucial for meeting the
project goals, not only pertaining to this phase, but the entire life cycle.
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Collaborative approaches help in making the management of construction, more predictable and hence
controllable. The concept of Lean Construction promotes collaborative working. The Last Planner
System (LPS) which is a Lean technique is one such system that allows collaborative thinking involving
all the stakeholders of the construction. Subsequent to the original concept of LPS by Ballard several
associated tools and techniques were developed by the Lean Construction Institute (LCI).
6.

Testing Commissioning and Hand Over
Though the process of testing, commissioning and handover is considered as a separate stage in the
project life cycle, this stage is very much dependent on the preceding stages for success. This is a
transition phase from construction to operation, which requires interface management skills to avoid
various occurrences of critical conicts. With reference to this phase, it is interesting to note that the
timing of implementation of critical success factors is spread out in the stages preceding this stage. It
hence implies that the CSFs identied at this stage must be considered by the strategies adopted in
managing the preceding stages.
Continuous Commissioning or Ongoing Commissioning processes are the commissioning processes
which evolve with the life cycle stages and extend well into the operations and maintenance phase.
Testing and Commissioning is a critical activity which is dependent on the decisions that are taken right
from the initial phases of the project.

7.

Maintenance
This is a phase that is often viewed different and separate from the rest of the project life cycle stages.
However, it is important to understand that all the decisions and actions take in the construction stage
have their signicant impact on this longest phase of the life cycle. Often the user group personnel are
not involved in the major construction decisions in previous stages, resulting in difculties in this postconstruction phase. The methods that are adopted to manage this stage must have its roots in the initial
life cycle stages and must ensure smooth transfer of all relevant information from the previous phases.
Computer Aided Maintenance Management Systems: One of the biggest problems in the operations
phase (Facility Management and Maintenance) is the incomplete and missing information and
knowledge transfer from the design and the construction phase. Computer-aided Maintenance
Management Systems (CMMS) which includes BIM and Computer-aided Facility Management (CAFM)
is an emerging trend in the eld of Facilities Management (FM) that aims to improve the decision making
in the operations phase of the project life cycle.
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8.

Demolition
Risk Management Approach: Disconnection and Demolition is risk-prone process and probably may
not be witnessed in the lifespan of the engineers who had initiated the project. Hence a well-dened
strategy needs to be in place for the successful management of this futuristic phase of the project life
cycle. Depending upon the kind of building/ structure to be demolished, risk management strategies are
developed by organizations. In this we consider the factors like Waste Generation consideration, Quality
Management, Technical feasibility aspects, Exposure/Health and Safety considerations and Regulation
Requirements.

_

Summary
The authors opine that a PDRI – Collaborative – Design & Build – QCBS – LPS –Continuous
Commissioning – CMMS - Risk Management strategy of life cycle management may benet the
stakeholders to a great extent as they address most of the Critical Success Factors identied from
literature, including the interfacing requirements.
A detailed Matrix called ICSF-Life cycle-Strategy Matrix is shown in Figure 1 in a platform inspired by the
works of Gambatese and Dunston (2004) and O'Connor et al. (2016). This representation (Figure 1)
makes it clear that the strategy selection for a given phase varies across the life cycle. That is because,
as we proceed further in the life cycle, the number of input to be fetched (indicated by red arrows) is
more. Whereas on the other hand, the strategies adopted must have a futuristic thinking to cater to the
needs of subsequent phases (indicated by blue arrows).

_

Recommendations
The authors opine to undertake the Comprehensive approach throughout the Project Life Cycle and this
would help us in optimum utilization of our resources to deliver a Sustainable Project.
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(Source: Concept of Gambatese and Dunston (2004) and O'Connor et al. (2016), extended by authors)
Figure 1 - ICSF-Life cycle-Strategy Matrix

HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT – A convincing approach
Ashok Kumar Mishra*
Human Resource (HR) is the most precious resource as performance of other resources depends on it.
Once HR is developed/motivated, it has positive cascading effect on coming generation without any
additional extra effort/expenditure. This article deals the issue focussing from 03 directions: - scientic,
common sense & ethics. The points mentioned herein may be taken by anyone for PPT presentation
and contents, as given therein, may be easily explained to ofcers/staff.
Human beings, unlike other resources, think and get motivated to work only where gain to self is
involved. The biggest gain to a person is development of his personality which endows him with wealth,
health and recognition in society leading to quite overall satisfaction and happiness in life. The points to
be understood are:1.

Work done = Energy (04 types, a + b + c + d, as explained below)
Science says that you can gain/earn energy (which is synonymous to capacity of a person i.e.
personality) only when you work. Energy is gained/retained by the same person who works; energy
can't be taken/stolen/shared by others. More you work, more energy is gained i.e. valuable personality
level is enhanced. Thus, hard work is benecial to self is justied scientically.

2.

Gradation of energies:- Financial (a) < Physical (b) < Mental (c) < Emotional (spiritual) (d)
To appreciate the concept, total energy is divided into 04 parts. Financial energy (a) is inferior to physical
(b) as we never hesitate to spend any amount of money to get rid off diseases. Physical energy (b) is
inferior to mental (c) as persons working more with mind get higher salary, convenience & respect in
society than a person working more with physical strength. To understand spiritual energy, we examine
following points:-

3.

365

1.01 = 37.78, 1.0

365

365

=1.0, 0.99 = 0.03 (365 days in a year)

A ordinary worker who only carries out routine work, doesn't develop his personality whereas a small
extra work of 1%, raises the personality (energy level) to 38 times in 365 days. Similarly, a person
working slightly less by 1% than normal, his personality takes nose dive to reduction of 0.03 times. This
mathematical analysis explains that it is very easy to develop great personality as extra effort required is
quite small.
*Director IRICEN
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4.

2

E = mc , where E - any type of energy, m - any entity, c - velocity of light
This formula explains that in this universe, everything is energy. We know that energy keeps on
changing its form; therefore, in other words, we can say thatanythingwhich keeps on changing will
invariably be energy. Thus, whole universe, including thoughts, emotions, feelings, qualities (all
together may be termed as spirituality) is changing always, therefore, spirituality is also a form of
energy.

5.

Whom do you respect most / have max. regard? Why ? (because of spiritual energy)
We normally respect a person basically because of level of his spiritual energy such as parents,
teachers, freedom ghters and great leaders such as Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose, Chandrashekhar
Azad, SardarBhagat Singh and other great persons like Dr. Rajendra Prasad, Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam etc.
This common understanding clearly indicates that to get respect, regardand recognition in society, we
have to develop/earn more and more of spiritual energy.

6.

Law of conservation of energy = (a + b + c + d), total is limited & xed quantity (only adjustment
among 'a', 'b', 'c' &'d' is possible i.e. anyone of these may be excessive at cost of reduction of some other
only).
Human beings have limited capacity to work, therefore, they have overall total energy in limited quantity
only. However, option is there to interchange any energy from one form to another. Now here the
concept of wisdom comes. A wise person will like to retain more of higher value energy at cost of lower
value energy. To understand it, let there be a person who can carry maximum of say 20 kg weight. In his
basket, 04 types of bricks of 'soil', 'silver', 'gold'&'diamond' are kept. He is allowed to replace anyone
with any other. Then naturally, he will like to get more of diamond bricks at cost of other 03 types. Even a
fool cannot think of increasing 'soil brick' as if he does so, automatically other 03 types of more valuable
bricks will get reduced which will obviously be an unwise decision. Thus, wisdom lies in

7.

Not increasing 'a'i.e. nancial energy in unethical manner.
What to say of taking money from others, he will not like to take even any small favour from others as it
will make him losing more precious energy of other 03 types i.e. physical, mental and spiritual- leading
to grave drop in personality. Money in itself alonecan't raise the level of personality.

8.

Not working less in commensurate to 'a'
We get salary for work we do. If work done is less than energy (in form of salary) we get, then part of our
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salary becomes “unethical” and has same & adverse effect as taking money from someone in unethical
way. As there is no way to measure the quantum of work commensurate to salary we get, it is obvious
that one should put his full effort (to extent capacity available) then only his salary is justied.
9.

Ensuring safety/quality of work (to avoid long time curse by large number of people)
Ofcers/supervisors, especially executives at eld level, get salary basically to ensure that works are
executed of appropriate quality. Safety is intrinsically related to quality. In general, system chases for
fast progress and contractors are also interested to execute work to get payment. Thus, quality of work
will certainly suffer if ofcers/supervisors, executing works directly at site/eld, are not sensitized
adequate enough in this regard.

In case quality/safety of work suffers, these eld level

ofcers/supervisors will take major share of sin/vice/curse for difculties/pains/losses caused to public
for very long time.
10.

Reduce 'a'& spend 'b' & 'c' to increase 'd'
Higher level of wisdom demands for further increase of spiritual energy 'd', which is possible only when
one reduces 'a' (nancial energy) even if it is honestly earned as 'b' & 'c' (physical and mental energies)
can't be reduced. These 02 types of energies (physical and mental energy) when spent will get
improvement in its quality that adds to personality. If dishonest earning can't be avoided for any reason,
such whole earning should be given away/donated to genuinely needy persons.
We also see, without exception, that great persons had never cornered wealth. They were just giving
away their most of available wealth for social cause and using wealth for self only barest minimum
necessary for survival.

11.

Integrity without knowledge is weak but Knowledge without integrity is dangerous (for self, family &
society).
Technical knowledge is essential to ensure quality and safety aspects of work basically for which we get
salary. In absence of technical knowledge, any level of integrity whatsoever be, cannot ensure quality
and safety. However, absence of integrity will be dangerous a lot as it will cause disaster to society to
extent the person possesses knowledge/expertise in a particular eld. Experience of even common
persons tell that big scandals are committed by people possessing sharp mind. Therefore, integrity is
considered even more important than knowledge.
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Since energy (personality) is directly related with the person who does the work, a man of “no integrity”
will cause serious damage to himself rst, and thereafter to family and society. Therefore, we should
never compromise on integrity & hard work.
12.

Conclusion
This article clearly brings out direct benet to employee who works hard with honesty. A person will
never like to suffer in life. In fact, to safeguard against suffering, people involve in unethical practices but
forget that money is not the solution of critical problems of life. In fact, the money, lowest form of
energy, is not required when physical, mental & spiritual energies are high. All the great persons who
were obviously wise, had always been hard working & honest. We are intellectual, certied by
Government many times, but 'are we wise?' also. There is big question mark.Ahuman, the greatest living
being on earth, must be the happiest provided he converts his knowledge into wisdom-which is really a
challenge for each of us. However, once being convinced about reality of great benet, a person will
automatically be honest & hard working.
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PRESENT SYSTEM & MODERNISATION USING TECHNOLOGY TO REDUCE
HUMAN FAILURE WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR ENHANCING SAFETY IN GENERAL
M. ABHIRAMU*
Introduction :
Safety on the Railway track has paramount importance and periodical inspection of track, its regular
maintenance is an essential element to ensure. Inspections at various levels are in vogue to check the
health condition of track regularly. However, due to some constraints compliance of inspections is not
prompt & effective. There is every need to adapt the modern technology in inspections & compliance to
enhance Safety on various fronts of Railway.
Safety Inspections & Drives:
† Regular / Scheduled: Ensuring / Monitoring Regular / schedule of inspections of various assets by
†

Ofcers / Supervisors of respective Departments.
Periodical Drives: Periodical safety drives as ordered by RB or subsequent to any major accident /
incident on SCR or any other Railway involving all concerned Department Ofcials. This apart, a
Safety Calendar is designed for the entire year wherein the Divisions are advised to conduct drive

†

and take action on the shortfalls / irregularities noticed during the drive period.
Inspection by HQ Safety Ofcers: CSO & Dy. CSOs conduct all types of safety inspections covering

†

all Divisions and all activity centres in a timeframe.
Bi-monthly Safety Audit: Conducted by HQ team of 6 SAG ofcers with CSO as Convener every
year covering all the Divisions on rotation bringing out all deciencies / shortfalls / irregularities
noticed. Individual lapses and system deciencies are identied and advised for action /
rectication by the Division & respective Departments. Compliance of safety audit by the Division

†

is also reviewed.
Half yearly inter railway inspection by HQ team of 6 SAG ofcers: As nominated by Railway Board,
the inspections carried out by the safety audit team on SCR and the shortfalls / irregularities noticed

†

by that team are attended / rectied.
Monthly cross-Safety Audit: As per this, all the Divisions are required to carry out audit inspection
in other Divisions headed by Sr.DSO and based on the report, the shortfalls / irregularities are

†

attended / rectied.
Monthly Surprise Night Inspections by Divisional Ofcials: Safety Branch of the Division draws a

*Safety Counsellor/Engg/HQ, S.C.Rly
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schedule covering the entire Divisional territory involving Ofcers & Supervisors of all Departments
in order to ensure that each section of the Division is covered in the schedule and the alertness of
eld staff is ensured.
Few types of unusuals and measures / suggestions to contain them.
Signal Passing at Danger (SPAD): Currently the Indian Railways is in the transformation from Express
routes to High Speed Corridors. Trials are in progress to provide Anti Collision Devices in every
locomotive to avoid collisions on tracks. SPAD cases are being taken place since drivers fails to control
their trains ahead of signals on high speed routes. Even in automatic block signaling territories, where
simultaneous reception and dispatch is in operation it may lead to a mishap or a side collision.
Steps to reduce Signal Passing At Danger (SPAD) and Collisions
†

Introduction of TCAS (Train Collision Avoidance System) as a technical aid for prevention of SPAD

†
†

and subsequent collisions.
Seminars and counselling sessions are organised.
Number of safety literature on various precautions to be taken by LP/ALPs, LIs and other Inspecting

†
†

Ofcials issued from Headquarters Safety Branch.
Conducting mandatory B.A. (Breath Analyzer) test during sign 'ON' / 'OFF' and surprise B.A. checks.
Using speed guns for checking the speed of the trains at loop lines and at work sites where speed

†
†
†

restrictions are imposed.
Conducting ambush checks.
Ensuring periodical / adequate rest is given to the crew before booking them for duty.
Continuous monitoring of LIs performance that are accountable for the efcient working of LPs

†
†

under their control.
Ensuring implementation of 10-hour rule to achieve 90% and above.
Viewing the safety literature and SOB of the station is made mandatory before permitting the crew

†

to sign 'on' through CMS.
Ensuring congenial atmosphere in Running Rooms and thereby allow the Running Staff to take

†
†

proper and adequate rest.
Ensuring proper and hygienic food is served.
Ensuring availability of meditation room and encouraging the staff to do yoga and meditation to

†

relieve internal / external stresses.
Nominated LIs to constantly watch the performance of the LPs under their control.
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Fire Accidents/incidences on trains:
Major casualties are noticed during the re accidents on trains. Though percentage of accidents is
reduced through considerable development in material modications, still re accidents are taking place
in trains globally. Apart from installing automatic re extinguishers on trains, installations of smoke
detectors interlinked with remote alarm in stations are essential. Whenever, there is a smoke in the
coaches, the alarm should automatically send signals to either side stations; besides alarming Driver
and Guard of the train; for immediate action. From the postmortem reports it was learnt that; in most of
the re accident cases, the casualties are due to suffocation rather than the re. The roof of the coaches
should have an arrangement to exhaust the smoke immediately.
Steps to reduce incidents of re:
† Provision of 'on Board Fire Alarms' to reduce the re incidents.
† Checks for prevention of carrying explosives, dangerous & other inammable materials in trains
†
†
†
†

are conducted.
Checks on safety provisions in gas operated cooking arrangements in Pantry Cars.
Preventing unauthorized hawkers and vendors using Sigris and Stoves on trains.
Availability of re extinguishers in Locos, SLRs, Pantry Cars and AC Coaches in working condition.
Joint surprise checks at stations on luggage and parcels carried by trains for inammable material

†

by Railway ofcials in co-ordination with GRP& RPF.
Extensive use of print and electronic media in spreading public awareness on hazards of carrying

†

inammable and explosive material.
Ensuring two-wheelers are accepted for transport by rail without residual fuel.

Installation of Acoustic Detection System: To identify the defects in wheel, acoustic detection system
is an effective solution. Currently, the defects in the rolling stock are being detected by manually
observing while the rolling stock is in motion at the entry (Rolling-in) and exit points (Rolling-out) of the
station yard. If acoustic detection systems are installed, microscopic and error free inspections would
be done.
Safety Measures Taken - to reduce accidents due to human failure:
† Periodical Seminar with LIs /LPs, SMs, S&T Ofcials etc.,: Safety Seminars were conducted to
†

check the knowledge of eld Ofcials and also to positively receive local problems & suggestions.
Refresher Course & PME: No frontline staff such as LPs, ALPs, Guards, SMs, Pointsmen, Gatemen

†

etc., is allowed to work trains with invalid competency certicates.
Ambush Checks: Ambush checks are regularly conducted in order to get instant results on the
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†

working of eld Ofcials on various subjects.
Monitoring periodical mock drills: Mock drills of relief trains as per Accident Manual guidelines are
regularly conducted and monitored to identify the shortfalls in the Divisional machinery to gear up
to promptly proceed to the site of accidents in relief & rescue operations as per “golden hour”

†

concept.
Full-scale DM Exercise: Full-scale DM Exercise is organised every year in all Divisions involving
NDRF forces to identify the strengths and weak areas of Railways and NDRF on mutual exchange-

†

basis.
Monitoring 10-hour rule: Loco Running Staff related 10-hour rule is closely monitored in order to
ensure that it is achieve above 90% of implementation.

1.

IMPORTANT POINTS FOR ENHANCING SAFETY – SUGGESTIONS
Delinking Commercial duties and public relation from the SM operating the Central Panel: It is
noticed that various Commercial duties such as booking of tickets, PRS, Goods loading / unloading,
generation of RRs, FOIS, Parcel booking, etc., are entrusted to the SMs apart from the important train
passing duties. It is opined that this is causing a major concern for safety as they are not able to perform
their duties with sustained concentration which is mandatory since they represent the 'safety category'.
In addition to this, it was also noticed that they are required to attend innumerable public telephone calls
which will certainly distract their attention from safe passing of trains. Hence, it will be appropriate to
delink these activities from the SM operating the Central Panel.

2.

Altering the points against the occupied line immediately on arrival of the train as per GR 3.38(2):
Presently, an arrangement is developed in the form of generating exceptional report through data logger
whenever the SM is not altering the points after the arrival of the stopping train after a stipulated time
frame. This arrangement can be majorly used as an instrument for issuing warning letter / charge sheet
and this arrangement cannot prevent any collision. Hence, it is suggested to develop an audio-visual
indication to alert the SM to alter the specic points and prevent collision. Such kind of audio-visual
indications are already exist when the train passes LSS, Home Signal, etc.,

3.

Considering two-wheelers for the purpose of calculating TVUs: Two-wheeler population has
abnormally increased all over the country. But, unfortunately, they are not given any weightage for the
purpose of calculating TVUs. As a result of this, the Level Crossings are not coming up for either
manning or considered for enhancing its classication from 'A' to 'B' or 'B' to 'A' or 'A' to 'Special'
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class status. Hence, it is appropriate to give some weightage like ½ unit or ¼ unit.
4.

Manual guidelines for conducting census at a Level Crossing: As per IRPWM and G&SR instructions,
the trafc census at Level Crossings shall be conducted for a period of 7 days at an interval of once
in 3 years. The Supervisors of Engineering, S&T and Trafc Departments are required to supervise this
activity. Practical difculty is that 6 Supervisors (2 from P.Way, 2 from S&T and 2 from Trafc – one
for day and one for night) are not spared for 7 days by the Divisions. Hence, it is suggested to
outsource this activity with continuous videography or sensor system with automatic counting.

5.

SPARTs / SPMRVs (assistance required from Railway Board):
In order to achieve the 'Golden Hour' concept effectively, it is necessary to sanction one SPART & one
SPMRV for each Division initially and subsequently for all routes.
It is all the more essential to enhance the present status of Sidings, where these relief trains are stabled
to that of a running line by providing the Starter signal facility in either direction for faster despatch within
the target time.

6.

ELIDE re ball: The present arrangement of loading re extinguishers in locos, SLRs, AC Coaches,
Pantry Cars, etc., as a tool to douse the re at the initial stage by going close to the re location is
having several hurdles such as training, testing, replacing the cartridges, inspections, etc., these can be
overcome by procuring the ELIDE re balls, which has a life span of 5 years and do not require any
training / testing / inspection. These balls are required to be just thrown into the re from a distance,
which will explode and douse the re.

7.

Threshold Value': The concept behind introducing 'threshold value' - recently, the denition of Serious
Accident was modied and the damage to railway property was enhanced from Rs. 25,00,000/(Rupees twenty ve lakhs) to Rs. 2,00,00,000/- (Rupees two crores) to consider the accident as
“Serious Accident”(Para 103, Accident manual). On the similar lines, it is appropriate to enhance the
Threshold Value (Para 108(a), Accident manual) of Railway property loss from the existing Rs.
1,00,000/- (Rupees one lakh) to appropriate value.

8.

ACDs: Instead of giving more importance to ensure the availability and functioning of VCDs, Fog-Safe
Signal Devices, Speed Guns, etc., It is better that proper impetus is given for the implementation of ACDs
(Anti-Collision Device) which can prevent serious type of accidents such as Collisions, LC accidents,
etc., where more casualties are reported. The VCDs can have a check only on the alertness of the loco
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crew. Fog-Safe Signal Device is capable of only pre-warning the crew about the approach of a stop
signal ahead. It is not capable of stopping the train when the signal ahead is at 'ON' and similarly, it
is not capable of stopping the train ahead of the obstruction which may be a train in Automatic Block
Territory.
9.

W/L' boards ahead of LCs – Need for amendments to IRPWM and G&SR:
† As per SR 4.50 and as per Para 916 (1) of IRPWM instructions, 'W/L' boards are mandatory at all
UMLCs and at such manned LCs where the visibility is restricted.
† In this connection, there is a need to amend the existing rule provision to dispense with W/L board on
approaches of interlocked Manned LCs and non-interlocked manned LCs with desired visibility for
the following reasons:
a. At manned level crossings, we have our employee in the form of a Gateman.
b. Telecommunication facility is available.
c. SM ensures with the Gateman that the gate is closed against the road trafc before granting /
obtaining line clear for a train (by exchange of PNs for non-interlocked LC Gates).
d. In case failure of telephone /communication with gateman, SM shall issue caution order to the
LP of train for such LC Gates to stop the train if required to ensure closure of LC gate for road
users and then to pass the LC.

10.

Manning of UMLCs: As a policy all UMLCs are being eliminated on Railways. Most of the UMLCs are
being manned due to various constraints /demands from public. As a result manned LCs in a section
increases and thereby additional work load on the ASMs and proposal for posting additional ASM is
being demanded by Operating department. This proposal of Additional ASM does not eliminate
/reduce human element /failures. Therefore, modern technology to be induced in the system for
communication of train arrival to the concerned LCs to close the non-interlocked LCs before granting
'Line Clear' for the train. It is suggested to provide a system which indicates the status of LC i.e., 'Open or
Closed' in the ASM's panel room. ASM can grant Line Clear when the indication of NI LCs as closed. In
case of failure of this indication system, existing phone communication and PN exchange system can be
used as stand-bye.
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Strategies & Field Assessment of
Track Subgrade for Semi-High Speed 160kmph Routes
Jogesh S. Sondhi*
Abstract
Rational design approach for track subgrade is required to assure best suited track substructure with
low maintenance for increased axle loads, and/ or for semi- high speed lines. Indigenous effort made for
state of the art Track subgrade suited for 160 Kmph on IR is presented in this paper.
Design issues includes assessment of stress on subgrade layer, dynamic amplication factor, critical
speed issues on soft soils; and adequate subgrade layer as regards strength and stiffness.
Important factor in design of track subgrade layer, supporting the granular ballast/ sub-ballast layer, is
to check against shear failure limit excessive plastic deformation.
Available design approaches for track subgrade, and practices on World Railways have been covered.
Geotechnical issues for subgrade design has been covered. Lab and eld in-situ tests adopted to
assess strength and stiffness of the subgrade layer in the eld are mentioned. Latest development of
in-situ methods, including rail mounted systems have been outlined.
Draft specications for Track Formation for semi high speed on IR is suggested, on similar lines of GE14: RDSO Report on Subgrade Design for Heavy Axle Load, as developed during 2008-09 at RDSO with
guidance & review at Rly. Board level including the author.
A case study of a Double Track High Speed (160 kmph) Meter Gauge (MG) Project in Malaysia has been
presented. Correlation of eld test, and laboratory tests on eld samples were done to conclude and
predict assured behavior of track subgrade for higher speed upto 160kmph.
1.

Introduction
Railway tracks were earlier built with empirical design approach for track formation. With resurgence of
Railway Projects with heavier axle loads, and higher speed passenger trains (160 kmph) on existing
routes, attention is required for appropriate design of track formation with eld assurance tests.
High quality track is characterized by long term track stability, with low maintenance efforts for high
GMT, higher sectional speeds and heavier axle loads. Track formation supporting the track structure,
properly design and provided with good material can fulll the need for mixed trafc, with heavy axle load
trains and high-speed train service.

*Former ADG, RDSO, earlier PCE &CAO, WCR
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2.

Formation Issues
Formation comprises of granular ballast, blanket (protective) layer laid over subgrade layer, supported
on underlying soil embankment layer. Formation also includes slopes, longitudinal drains and any
embedded structure (viz. sub soil drain) within them.
Track formation function is to resist stresses due to axle loads, provide stability, and retain track
structure within narrow tolerance range, without degradation over

pre-dened service period.

Subgrade layer, acting as the stress bearing layer, need to provide sufcient strength, stiffness, and
reect reasonable settlement; in addition to good drainage for rain water from the ballast layer.
To understand, with passage of each loaded train, a series of stress bulb wave (stress contour to an
average depth of 2m) sweeps at train speed, through the formation: ballast, subgrade layer subjecting
the constituent soil to repeated stress application, resulting in degradation with multiple load cycle
application, resulting in accumulation of plastic deformation.
Signs of insufcient bearing capacity of track formation are reected in eld by way of:
†
†
†
†
2.1

Recurrent tack defects requiring frequent attention
Wet spots- subsoil material rising and contaminating ballast layer
Wet soil being pressed out to the sides, and
Deformation of earth formation by ballast pockets and trough formation with water retention.

Resilience, Track Stiffness, Track Modulus & Subgrade
On conventional track, approximately half the resilience needed to absorb dynamic forces is provided by
the ballast bed and the other half by the subgrade, Ref. (1) TTCI. Ideally, the stiffness of the overall track
structure is of the order of 100 kN/mm, which implies the structure deecting 1 mm under a 20 t axle

2.2

load.
Parametric study by Li and Selig (1994), using GEOTRACK model, ref (2), indicate in case of ballasted
track, stiffness of the subgrade is the most inuential parameter of Track modulus. Secondary inuence
parameters include the granular (ballast and sub ballast) layer thickness, rail fastener pad stiffness, and
sleeper type (wooden or concrete). Sleeper spacing and its dimensions has minimal inuence on Track
modulus.
Whereas, in case of slab track, and track on ballasted deck or open deck bridges the modulus is almost
entirely a function of the stiffness and resilience of the elastomeric elements in the rail fastening system
or at sleeper deck system; additional resilience must be added to the system to compensate for the
absence of ballast.
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3.

Formation Design Approach
I. Design Methods need to address maximum axle loads, trafc volume (GMT), max. speeds (V),
dynamic amplication, (DAF), and soil characteristics of Subgrade layer. Steps involved include:
(I) accurate assessment of loads, maximum stress on the subgrade,
(ii) DAF, critical velocity regime issue, and
(iii) granular layer thickness;
(iv) provide adequate material/ thickness of Track subgrade layer for strength & layer stiffness
(v) check for adequacy of ground bearing layer
II. Test Regime: Finally, validation by appropriate laboratory/ eld assessment tests.

3.1

Stress Assessment on Subgrade
Accurate estimation of stress in subgrade soil layers is basically 3D analysis; it being difcult to capture
load dispersion under point wheel loads in longitudinal and transverse plane by 2D analysis. Using
Winkler model beam approach proposed by Zimmermann (in 1941) and Odemark's Equivalence
Method (1984) described in ref (1), the vertical stress on formation is overestimated.
Case Study: MG High Speed Project, Malaysia: Double track High-speed (160kmph on MG) rail line
project between Rawang - Ipoh, north of KL, Malaysia, completed in 2006, has a New track
constructed adjacent to existing track, also rehabilitated and upgraded to new alignment on raised
embankment. Expected trains- freight, Intercity and Rapid Commuter with speeds varying in the
categories: 72-90 km/hr, 120, and 160 km/hr. Track Subgrade Study done by NUS, Singapore analysis results, summarized.
A.1 Geometry and Material Properties
The thickness of ballast and sub-ballast taken as nominal 300mm each, supporting UIC 54 rail on
concrete sleepers of dimension 2000x275x250 mm at 600mm spacing on a typical embankment
height of 5m.
A.2 Loads (20t axle load) : Trainload comprise heavier axle loads of locomotive with lower trailing
wagon axle loads; locos with CO-CO bogie (20t, 3axle each), axle at 1.78m spacing with bogie centers
8.1m apart assumed. Taking advantage of geometry and loading symmetry, a quarter portion of the
double track embankment (12m top width) was analyzed. Load from one bogie i.e. 3 axles imposed on
one track portion on double line simulates two locos positioned adjacent on two parallel tracks, track
centers at 5m.
A.3 Stress Distribution: Embankment modeled FE mesh is shown, max. subgrade stress occurs under
middle axle of bogie cluster. The Von Mises stress shown is the deviatoric stress; and is maximum
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directly under the rail seat of central axle of 3-axle bogie; separate stress bulbs are reected under each
rail. Shear failure for low soil strength follow similar pattern.
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Maximum deviatoric stress acting on the subgrade is approx. 37.5 kPa for Model 1, varying from 30.4
to 42.4 kPa depending on modulus of ballast. The vertical displacement under static wheel load at rail
and subgrade level varies between 4 and 7 mm.
The stress acting on subgrade increases marginally with decrease in ballast modulus (effect on
degradation).
3.2

Dynamic Amplication Factor (DAF)
Static stress values determined from FE analysis need to be augmented by dynamic amplication
factor. This factor takes into account, dynamic effects such as roll, slip, vibration, unequal load
distribution and related forces of motion. Dynamic amplication is also caused by impact loads
generated by the sleeper distance effect and track irregularities. Extent of stress amplication in
subgrade is dependent on several factors like:
train speed, track quality, sleeper spacing and soil stiffness.
The dynamic forces resulting from low (5-10 Hz) and middle frequency (20-25 Hz) steady state
contribution more primarily inuence the ballast and subgrade. Empirical formulae based on speed,
probability factor, and track conditions have been adopted. Two such empirical relations are:
a. AREA approach (1996): DAF is a function of velocity of trains and D diameter of the wheel., e:g: for
b.

wheel diameter of 0.9m, and train velocity of 160 km/hr, DAF = 1.92.
Whereas, Eisenmann Formula is dependent on train speed, track quality, and chosen factor t,
which is probability factor and depends on the track quality. For good quality track, and probability
of 66.7% (t=1) at subgrade level, DAF = 1.34.

3.3

Critical Speed: Critical speed issue affects track laid on soft underlying soils, and is governed by:
Soil Stiffness: Wave Propagation in soil – becomes restrictive in Soft Soils
Velocity of shear waves Vs = (G/), where G is shear modulus of soil and is the density.
For operating velocity of 160 kmph, Critical shear modulus is 4 MPa, & Effective Young's modulus
10 MPa.
† The maximum train speed is limited by velocity regime of the surface waves traveling in the
supporting soil strata. Rayleigh surface wave speed, slightly dependent on Poisson's ratio () of
†

soil, propagate at speed (Vr) approximately 90% of the shear waves for normal (Vs) values of soil.
At lower speeds, the deection below moving load points symmetrical and more or less coincides
with the location of load. Approaching critical speed, the deection below load point exhibit 'bow'
effect [3] of track below moving wheel load.
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Fig. 5 Critical limiting speed due to Shear Waves in Soft soil layer

Critical velocities for few typical subgrade soils are calculated, shown in Table 3. Allowable train speed is
computed as 0.65 times the critical speed. It is must to limit the train speed to the sub-critical zone.
Embankments with Soil Modulus Ev2 ~25 MPa with Value of DAF = 1.25 limit Speed Vmax to 188
km/hr.
Table.3 Critical Limiting Velocities for Weak to Good Subgrade

Heelis et al. (2000) derived relation for displacement amplication factor, as function of critical speed
and the results are shown in Fig. 6. Increase in displacement need to be checked by limiting DAF to about
1.25. It is also reasonable to assume damping to be about 5%
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Graph in Fig. 6 indicate that train speed should be 0.65 times the critical speed. In any case, in practice,
margin from critical speed should be kept, particularly when anticipating speed increase later on.
Accelerating train wheel loads approaching the resonance levels exhibit increased dynamic
displacements and forces in the supporting strata, as reported by various researchers
4.

Prevalent Design Approaches for Subgrade Layer
i) British Rail – Threshold stress concept (Heath et al., 1972)
ii) I. Railway Approach– Report on Subgrade Stress and Design of Track Structure (RDSO, June
1993)
iii) UIC- Design Approach: UIC Code – 719 R (1994)
iv) AAR Method- Li & Selig (1998) based approach.

4.1

British Rail – Threshold stress approach: developed by British Rail (Heath et al., 1972), wherein, the
stress on subgrade soil layer is limited within the limit of threshold stress value, to protect against
failure by excessive plastic deformation. At stress level above the threshold stress value, rate of
cumulative plastic deformation of soil is very fast.
Threshold stress is determined based on repeated Triaxial load tests, or in practice it is assumed to be
50% of ultimate compressive strength. Threshold stress approach consider the effect of repeated load
application on subgrade soil layer. Limitation of this method has been that it does not take in account
effect of cumulative tonnage.
Blanket/ Capping Layer on Australian Railways: provides 15 cm blanket/capping material over 0.5 m
of subgrade having CBR values more than 8 or over 1 m of sub-grade if its CBR is in range of 3 to 8. a

4.2

typical case of empirical approach for design.
Indian Railways RDSO Guidelines (1993): similar to BR recommends design of subgrade by keeping
stress below threshold stress level of subgrade soil by providing suitable depth of well-graded granular
(blanket) layer. Due to lack of experimental data for the underlying soil, placement of compacted
granular ll of about 1m thick blanket layer directly below the ballast layer was cntinued, later reduced to
60/ 30cm as per various directives. With GE-14 RDSO Design approach, now this is of historical

4.3

importance.
UIC Approach: The relation between ballast thicknesses versus subgrade modulus according to ORE
D117 for various Railways is reected in Fig.7. Relates 2nd step Plate load test (Ev2) or CBR values or soil
types to granular layer thickness.
UIC 719 (1994) provision species thickness of track bed layers; e= (total depth of ballast & blanket),
dependent upon axle load, GMT, speed, soil type used as prepared subgrade. Covers axle load in the
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range 20t to 25t, and prescribes geotextile for soil of QS1 and QS2 class. Blanket material is a well
graded sand-gravel layer ( Cu > 6 and Cc between 1&3), satisfying Terzaghi lter criteria with prepared
subgrade soil.

4.4

AAR Method: Li and Selig (1998), researchers at AAR Test Track Center at Peublo, Colorado, USA
based on eld testing, presented a rational design method considering two criteria:
(i) progressive shear failure, and
(ii) excessive plastic deformation.
Progressive shear failure criterion makes sure that the design is far from failure, whereas, excessive
plastic deformation criterion limits the total settlement due to repeated loading, to a given preset value.
This method is superior to other methods including threshold stress concept method; correlates annual
rail trafc, axle loads, train speeds and axle effects in terms of dynamic wheel load to the requirement of
the total granular layer (ballast + sub- ballast) thickness required for a given soil strength with a
predened design value for plastic deformation acceptable in the embankment.
The AAR method designs track subgrade based not only on maximum wheel load but also the gross
tonnage, whereas the threshold stress method is based on maximum wheel load only.
The second difference is in the analysis model. The AAR method is based on GEOTRACK (multi-layer 3D Model) for stress dispersion, whereas British rail method uses the Boussinesq elastic theory;
stresses computed by Boussinesq's equation are much higher hence design is on conservative. Hence,
for heavier axle loads, AAR method approach is on safer side.
Case Study (contd.): High Speed MG Project, Rawang – Ipoh, Malaysia
Maximum speed specied for the fast train-set with axle load of 16t would be 160 kmph, whereas for
freight with 20t axle loads is 90 kmph. Gross annual tonnage was expected to reach peak values of ~40
GMT at nal operational stage.
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Limiting Values specied by Malaysian Rlys for the substructure, included:
(I). Maximum settlement of 25mm, and maximum differential settlement of 10mm over 10m chord,
both over rst 6 months of commercial service; to sustain maximum design speed of 160 km/hr.
(ii) Vertical stress on subgrade due to axle loads to be less than threshold stress ( British Method
approach).
Technical Specications/ Criteria adopted, in terms of
1. Loading: 20t Axle Loads cause bearing pressure of 50 kPa on Track Subgrade.
2. Strength: Minimum soaked CBR of 5% correlates to 150 kPa.
3. Stiffness: Assumed E = 25 MPa for subgrade soil indicates static deection of 6mm, which is
acceptable. Shear wave velocity criteria requirement (to avoid resonance at 160 kmph) dictates a
4.

minimum value of Resilient Modulus: E = 25 MPa for the soil.
Lab. & Field Tests - Cyclic Load tests in Lab & Field Assurance Test for Subgrade Modulus.

Recommendations inputs from NUS, Singapore Study were:
a.
Limit nes in the range: 15% to 40% for top layer of embankment.
b.
Top 500mm layer: better than 95% of measured samples to have soaked CBR 6%, and CBR 5%
c.
d.

for 500mm to depth of 2m.
Special cross–hole seismic cone tests to assure subgrade/ embankment ll has Soil modulus
25Mpa.
Second step PLT & FWD (Falling Weight Deectometer) to check Modulus for subgrade.
On the project, majority of the stretches involve embankment ll above original ground with height
varying from 0.5 to 6.0m. Soils for the embankment were of 'suitable' type; nes contents
generally limited to less than 35%. Subgrade layer constituted by the top 600mm layer of

formation, and was compacted to minimum 95% MDD.
Review using AAR method ( Li & Selig approach) was carried out for Shear strain failure and total
allowable deformation (< 25mm).
The required granular layer thickness ( ballast + sub ballast) was re-conrmed for two different moduli
of subgrade, summarized in Table 4; track maintenance period of 2 years assumed between major track
tamping, with the projected annual GMT. Considering allowable cumulative plastic deformation 10mm
in 2 years, with subgrade modulus value 26 MPa, the calculated granular layer thickness works out 486
mm, less than 600mm ( 30+30 cm sub- ballast) provided.
In case of low embankments, where the existing ground may not be stiff enough. It, also indicate that
absolute minimum stiffness modulus required for sub-grade and or underlying soil strata is 16 MPa,
with total granular layer of 60cm.
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Table. 4 Thickness of granular layer (ballast + sub-ballast) related to Subgrade Modulus

Based on testing of samples retrieved from subgrade, and tested for 1x 106 cycles, range of plastic
deformation for embankment was likely to be 2 to 7mm. Also, 20t Freight trains@ 90 kmph has
equivalent effect as Semi-High speed 160kmph with 17t axle load.
Ground Improvement: Existing soils along the alignment ranged from laterite mix, loose sand, clayey
sand, clayey silt to organic mixed soils. Generally, the soil stretches with cone tip resistance (qc) less
than 1 MPa were subjected to ground improvement.
Apart from surcharge loading, ground improvement methods included: :
Remove and replace poor soil (R&R) with sand - improves bearing and drainage,
Dynamic replacement, SVC and stone columns - improves bearing & settlement.
These methods strengthen, limit future settlements and also increase soil stiffness.
Brief conclusion: for shallow embankments trainload (dynamic) effect dominates, whereas for high
embankments static effect dominates.
5.

Standard requirements for Sub-structure under Tracks on Earth formation, according to DS836
( DB AG)
Table 5: Few important values of layer thickness for various Line Types (DB AG) (Track
Compendium- Eurail Press)
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7.

Design Approach Strategy# & Specs for Semi-high speeds upto 160kmph on existing IR lines.
Formation on IR for higher speeds (160 kmph), and in mixed trafc scenario ( 23t Axle load) need to be
designed, similar to AAR approach, with: i) strength(CBR) based soil layers for subgrade/
embankment, and ii) cumulative plastic deformation criteria. Concept of graded multi-layer system is
adopted; which can also checked by Analysis Programs for stresses and deformation settlement.
# Considering the time tested features of Subgrade provided for Highway system (Ref; Indian Road
Congress Code, IRC:37 on 'Guidelines & Design of Flexible Pavements), and foreign Railway
practices, strength based approach with CBR value for subgrade , with minimum assured
Subgrade modulus for soil layers, is the most appropriate approach.
Steps of Rational design approach can be summarized as:
(i) Compute stress on sub-grade: 3D Model for load ( max. Axle load) dispersion through Multilayer's
(ii) Determine critical velocity and DAF value ( based on Train Speed)
(iii) Determine adequate depth of granular layer with assumed minimum sub-grade modulus expected
at site.
(iv) Laboratory and eld measurement of sub-grade soil modulus to determine value of sub-grade
modulus to validate.
(v) Field control of sub-grade parameters by compaction control with 95% MDD at OMC, soaked CBR
soils > 5%, and check sub-grade resilient modulus using 2nd step plate load test
SUGGESTED SPECIFICATIONS on IR for Higher Speeds up to 160 kmph, with Freight trafc of 23t
axle load :
Specications and layer thickness for blanket layer, subgrade, embankment are proposed, as two
different systems ( Values based on ABACUS analysis & GE-14 Report of RDSO ( for Heavy Axle
Load), Nov 2009).
A. Conventional blanket layer (30 to 100cm) over Single layer of Subgrade / Embankment Fill
B. Reduced Blanket layer thickness over prepared subgrade layer(s) - good/imported soil in one/ or
two layers ( inclusive of stiff subgrade layer).
Any of the two system may be considered for adoption in the eld based on good soil availability and
different material cost economics.
These are given for following: Specication values (as higher values) are specied, in Table 6.
a) Total Granular Layer ( Ballast+ sub ballast) thicknes for Higher Speeds, and/or heavy Axle Loads,
b) Blanket Layer of standard specs and thickness specied as per underlying soil type.
c) Specs ( CBR values) and thickness of Subgrade Layer, and soil embankment layers below.
Blanket material should have sufcient high CBR value to avoid penetration of ballast particles into
blanket layer. CBR value of prepared subgrade as top layer of formation should be minimum 5, and for
blanket material minimum 25.
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On Indian Railways, CBR value of soil used as embankment ll is recommended as minimum 3, but
preferably should be 4 or more.
Subgrade Modulus based Criteria: Rational approach species minimum Subgrade Modulus, e:g: for
top subgrade layer(1) > 35 MPa; and Sub Soil strata > 16 MPa. To achieve these values in the
formation layers, soil in terms of CBR need to be specied for the layers, with follow up assurance tests.
Table. 6 Proposed Specs of Subgrade layer ( in colour) for Higher Speeds (160kmph).
Assuming minimum Ballast + old ballast layer actig as sub-ballast= 30cm, on top of Blanket Layer

1.
2.

As per IS codes: Fines have size less than 75 micron ( c.f. in UIC, nes are below 60 micron)
EV2 to be determined in the eld as per procedure of German Code DIN : 18134 at ground.
Undrained shear strength, Cu of ground soil from Unconned Compression (UCC) test or Vane
Shear Test and Penetration Number (N – Value) from Standard Penetration Test should also be
determined.
3. If EV2 value of Ground layer is less than 20 MPa or Sub-soil strata having (Cu) < 25 KPa (mostly in
Marshy area) or N-value < 5 will also require Ground improvement.
4. CBR test is well established and easy to determine in the laboratory as per procedure laid down in
BIS Code– IS : 2720 (part 16) – 1979.
Strength: Related issues
The minimum soaked CBR of 5% ensures that undrained shear strength at top of subgrade is about 150
kPa (usingCBRCu*30=). The expected stress level on subgrade is about 50 kPa. This will ensure that
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the ratio of applied stress / strength of subgrade is about 1/3.
Selig and Li (1998) reported that the acceptable threshold stress level ratio (applies stress / strength of
subgrade) is about 1/2. The adopted ratio of 1/3 is prudently conservative.
Stiffness
The stiffness of subgrade will inuence static deection and dynamic amplication factor (DAF) due to
train loading. Finite element analyses using Young's modulus of 25 MPa for subgrade indicated that
static deection is about 6mm, which is acceptable.
It is important that stiffness of soil should be far from resonance due to train loading. For a 20%
amplication i.e DAF of 1.2, the required stiffness of soil is 25 MPa assuming train velocity is 160 kmph
(44 m/sec).
The undrained shear strength can be related to Young's modulus of soil using CuE*200=. The expected
Young's modulus of subgrade is about 30 MPa. This will satisfy both static and dynamic requirements.
5.
Laboratory & Field Testing, and Assurance
Strength and deformation properties are both important in measuring subgrade performance. Shear Test and
CBR value is considered to be the general indicator of strength, while elastic deformation per applied
load intensity is represented by the soil modulus. The tests include:
o Undrained (UU) Triaxial and Direct Shear test, - to determine strength of soil,
o California Bearing Ratio (CBR) Tests
- to measure soaked CBR value
o Cyclic Triaxial tests
- to determine resilient modulus, and
o Field Test for Strength
(i) Field Vane Shear test and/ or PLT ( Plate load test),
(ii) SPT, Cone Penetration test ( CPT)
o Field Test for Resilient ( Subgrade) Modulus
(i) Second Step Plate Load Test
(ii) FWD- Falling Weight Deectometer Test or Cross Hole Seismic Test
Methods used should simulate eld situation i.e. repetitive axle load applications for the design period.
QA/QC is generally adopted to assure design parameters: ( c.f. High Speed Project, Malaysia)
·
Strength:
Top ~500mm layer: better than 95% of measured samples to have
soaked CBR 6% , and CBR 5% for 500mm to a depth of 2m .
• Stiffness:
Subgrade/ Soil modulus 35Mpa for top layer
– Second step PLT & FWD (Falling Weight Deectometer) to check modulus for
subgrade along alignment at regular intervals,
– Lab Test- Cyclic Triaxial Test for Resilient Modulus.
Properties measured and related attributes of Various tests are summarised in Table below:
Track Modulus: To indicate, representative Track Modulus values required for Track varies between
1200 to 800 kg/cm/cm, value specied in Proposed Track Specs for the Malaysian project was 1000
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5.1

kg/cm/cm.
Assessment Methods for Track Subgrade
Repeated Load Triaxial Test (Cyclic Triaxial) (ASTM D3999)
The cyclic triaxial test is used to measure a soil's resilient modulus ( Er). The deviator stress applied
monotonically in the standard triaxial, is varied in the repeated load triaxial test to produce a cyclic
loading. Typical stress-strain behavior can be seen in Figure 9. Correlation of Ev with CBR in reected in
Fig. 10Elasticity- Ev2 ( Modulus of Elasticity for formation - from the second load step in a Plate Loading
Test), Foundation Modulus -C, and permissible compressive stresses z for 'n' cycle loading, (source:
Ref.1).
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5.2

Other In-Situ Tests For Railway Trackbeds
i. PANDA Penetrometer : A recently developed, hand-held version of a dynamic cone penetration
test called the PANDA Penetrometer has seen increased use on Railways trackbed assessment; is
a lightweight dynamic penetrometer developed in France. The penetrometer consists of a rod with
a 2, 4, or 10 cm2 cone on its end. The rod is driven into the ground using variable, manual energy
supplied from a hammer. Each time the rod is struck, the blow energy and the depth of penetration
are measured using a small central acquisition unit. Results used for estimating Elastic modulus
for various layers of track bed. Fig. 11 shows the set up, dynamic cone resistance, qd, is
calculated using Eq. 2.

Fig. 11 Panda Penetrometer developed for French SNCF Railways

ii.

iii.

DyStaFit ( Dynamic Stability Field Test): Developed by ARCADIS, Netherland, is capable of
generating static and cycle –dynamic loading of a train directly on to the compacted subgrade. This
1:1 scale provides more representative measure of subgrade performance, than the scaled down
test (Neidhart and Shultz, 2011). Loading cycles can be simulated in one or two days. Mentioned
as a verication method in the German Railways guideline on Earth Construction. Field equipment
similar to that shown in Fig. 15.
Portancemetre' Method: Recently developed continuous means of testing Subgrade soil modulus.
Known forces and measured deection are used to nd Mod of Subgrade reaction k value, and then
using Eq given (LCPC and CETE, 2007(2)) determines Ev2. Measurement covers 15 km each
day, at speed of 3.6 Km/ hr.
Ev2 ( kN/mm) = 5.26 * k ( in kN/mm)
Both the Portancemètre and the DyStaFiT systems have been developed for direct use on the track
(LCPC and CETE 2007(2)). Rolling Stiffness Measurement Vehicles (RSMV) and Track Loading
Vehicles (TLV) have been developed and used in Europe as well as the U.S. Now, Asian countries
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are adopting these for continuous recording.
LCPC and CETE were involved in the recent development of a modied Portancemètre for track
stiffness measurements as seen in Fig. 12.

iv.

6.

The TLV at the TTCI test track in Pueblo, Colorado uses a similar setup(see Figure 13), as the CARS
system. University of Nebraska at Lincoln has also developed a continuous track stiffness
measurement device using laser to measure track deection ahead of the rolling wheel (Norman et
al., 2004) While these tests are not run directly on the subgrade soil, their results are likely
indicative of the subgrade quality and performance. Their main advantage is obviously that they
are rail-bound.

Weak Subgrade Strengthening Method: Adopted when N values <5, and
Possible solutions include: (i) Remove & Replace ( R&R),
(ii) Soil improvement, grouting, deep mixing, and provision of piles, or
stone columns.
Stabilization using grouting or deep mixing can be applied mechanically to the soil very precisely.
Grouting involves injecting liquid mortar (based on cement or limestone), which then hardens, while
deep mixing consists of mixing the material already present with a liquid or dry mortar based on cement,
limestone, y-ash etc.
Piles: In addition to stone columns, Li et al. (2003) indicate that other types of piles, including concrete,
timber, and sand columns are accepted methods of stabilizing weak subgrades. Unless the end of the
pile is on a rm foundation, skin friction provides most of the load transfer capacity. Therefore, the pile's
effectiveness will depend on its length, and different lengths can be used to smooth the stiffness of the
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embankment approach to a bridge or weak formation stretch
Fig. 14 Installation of Stone Columns (2 methods) in a grid pattern on track bed to enhance bearing.

Fig. 15: SVC Method ( sand over Clay strata)

Fig 16. Mechanized Lime Treatment for Stabilization of
subgrade

Considerations need to be also given to:
† The use of Stone Columns, Surface Vibratory Compaction (SVC), soil cement, geosynthetic
materials, and piles are all techniques ensuring maximum and uniform soil density by
performing adequate soil density testing during construction.
† HMA ( Hot mix asphalt) layer below ballast provides a exible semi-impermeable stiff layer.
† Use of Geotextiles and Geogrids to reinforce weak soil layers
† Lowering ground water levels or installing cutoff layers if needed to prevent capillary movement
of ground water upward into cohesive soil embankments.
† Allowing for adequate embankment width to accommodate the ballast/subballast depth.
Allowing for adequate embankment slope angles or the use of benches, retaining walls, or sheet
piles for slope stability and control of erosion.
Related Observations – Subgrade Issues
1. As per 3D analysis, for 200 kN (20 t) axle loads, the static deviatoric stress on top of subgrade,
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supporting 30 cm ballast & 30 cm sub-ballast, is in the range of about 40 kPa, and considering
dynamic augment is of the order 72 kPa.
2. It has been observed that major part of deviatoric stress due to moving train loads dissipates in the
top 2m depth below the ballast layer. Dynamic train loads require high undrained shear strength
soil at ground layer for shallow embankments (~2m), for high banks overburden load of
embankment height govern the undrained shear strength of supporting ground layer.
3. The AAR design method is a rational method to determine thickness of granular layer based on axle
load, speed, GMT, and soil types used in the underlying layers, etc. It requires eld determination of
soil parameters and design calculations every time when new formation or Trafc scenario is
required / changed.
4. In the case study for High-speed Project, with design passenger speed upto 160 Km/hr, DAF is
1.92 based on AAR approach. As per AAR method, for mixed trafc with Freight- 20t axle loads at
90 Km/hr, the granular layer thickness of 300mm ballast and 300mm sub-ballast layer is
considered adequate, with resilient modulus of more than 25 MPa; the desired resilient modulus Er
for subgrade being ≥ 35 MPa.
5. Use of Good quality soil for top layer of formation with CBR >= 5 is essential to check excessive
cumulative plastic deformation and shear failure. Strengthening of weak formation/ ground may
be required particularly for soft clayey soils.
6. Suggested Layers and Thickness on IR for Semi- High Speeds- Similar to AAR, UIC, the total
requirements of Semi-High Speed along with heavy axle loads ( 25 t) can be met with a capping
blanket layer(~30cm) laid over prepared subgrade layer of ~70 cm of superior quality soil (CBR
>=6%, and min. Ev2 of 35), and the lower formation layers can be of slightly lower specication
in terms of CBR value. Ground soil to have min. Ev2 of 25 MPa.
7. Features as Proposed in GE00014 Report of RDSO, Geotechnical Directorate, RDSO, Lucknow
for Heavy Axle loads ( 25t) can be suitably adopted for Semi High Speed ( 160kmph) with slight
modications, and Field Tess.
Future outlook for subgrade strengthening for Higher speed/ heavy axle load system lies in adopting
modied stiff layer or alternate systems.
a. Geogrid and geotextile layers below blanket or sub-ballast layer.
b. Asphalt (HMA) layer 150-200mm thick as subgrade on formation supporting ballast layer.
c. Geo Mats below the sleeper for better stress distribution
7.

Summary
This paper covers various design approaches related to track subgrade, including British Rail, UIC, AAR.
Design approach involves stress estimation, provision of adequate Subgrade layer with higher strength
and stiffness. Weak formation leads to early deterioration and early track maintenance cycle.
Stiffness of subgrade in terms of Resilient Modulus is important and adequate eld assurance tests are
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required to be carried out to ensure recommended stiffness values. Field tests include second plate load
test, followed by co-relation of resilient modulus by cyclic Triaxial tests to soil strength parameters.
For the case on IR Semi-speed scenario, against the background of German(DB AG) requirements for
Blanket and Subgrade layer, and RDSO GE-14 Report with provisions for Higher Loads 25t axle load and
above, Draft Specication for Track Subgrade have been suggested in terms of CBR and Ev2 values for
subgrade as single or multi- 2 layer system.
Thickness of ballast, Blanket layer, and Subgrade layer with adequate strength ( CBR)/ stiffness ( Ev2
values) is specied , basically to check and prevent i) Shear failure, and ii) limit cumulative plastic
deformation.
Prepared Subgrade Layer with minimum CBR value of 6, and nes limited to 35% need to be uniformly
adopted throughout the project with gradual vertical stiffness transition ( systems) at approach of hard
points like bridges.
Proposed multi-layer formation systems based on CBR value and min. Ev2 values is better option and
will result in reduced blanket requirement and economic system as per site availability of soils.
Rail mounted, continuous subgrade modulus measurement systems getting developed, need to be
adopted on IR for assessment of existing tracks and plan for subgrade strengthening, assurance for
Semi-high speed implementation on Indian railways.
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Optimizing construction with use of prefab material
Rajiv Gupta*
Construction of platform wall in case of doubling/ third line near the running track and also after shifting
of existing line results in imposition of long duration caution and progress of work is affected due to working
near the running track. In all such cases safety of running track remains the concern of executing authority. ln
case of new line construction of platform wall can only be started after formation work has been done which
prolong the commissioning. To overcome this problem of safety and to take up parallel activity along with
earthwork in order to save time , use of prefab segments is a boon. Prefab construction is also benecial for
drain work in between the running track. These prefab construction can also be used for gate lodges,
goomties & cabin. The construction is faster ,safer and have the better quality control.
In Howrah Division in busy Sahibganj route during construction of third line the work of construction of
platform of newly constructed reverse line at Tarapith station (previously common loop) cannot be taken up
due to alignment of existing up line was lying on that alignment. After new UP line and reverse line was
commissioned, new island platform between Reverse and UP main line was required to be constructed. One
face wall of new up line has already been constructed but on reverse line, the work could not due to existing UP
line alignment falls on it. Since imposition of caution for construction of reverse line side of island platform
became problem due to caution already imposed by open line for maintenance exceeded ETA. Further due to
location of this platform on both side of running line, the carriage of material was time consuming and
requiring block for prolong duration due to limited block availability also it requires crossing of two running UP
and Rev line.
To overcome this problem the use of prefab segments was preferred. These segments since has been
thought of during initial stage of planning , hence, construction of these has been started after completion of
formation work. These segments of 0.90 m width can be constructed about 30 -40 per day depending upon
availability of form work resulting an average output of 30 m per day against 5m to 10m per day of
conventional brick work .Top coping slab of 0.75 m width can also be cast @ 40-50 per day simultaneously
with segments so as to achieve an average progress of 30 m per day to match with that of segments. The total
no of days for construction of these segment takes about 15-20 days for platform length of 575m.

*CE/Con-III/ER
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The launching of segments was done with JCB on an average 60-70 per day under trafc movement
thus it takes about 10-12 days for placement. However base should be properly compacted before their
placement.
Entire Island platform can be commissioned in a period of within a period of 30days depending upon
approachability for carrying of material whereas in conventional method it takes about 60 days considering an
average progress of 8 to 10m per day. Only look out caution is necessary for prefab construction whereas a
caution of 20 kmph is needed for 60 days for conventional brick wall platform.
The cost for construction of a typical 575m platform by prefab segments comes to Rs. 21.49 lakh
whereas that of brick wall it comes to Rs. 28.43 lakh. Hence a saving of Rs. 7 lakh (approx) occurs in
construction of one wall.
To make construction faster of platform, after placement lling material behind wall can be unloaded by
wagons in case of island platform or by doing earthwork for new line.
The advantage of these segments over conventional is that in case of localized settlement of formation
or due to accidental damage by dumper during lling behind wall ,they can be repaired easily.
These segments are going to be used in yard remodelling work of Rampurhat where one island platform
shall be constructed after dismantling of existing lines and also for all yard remodelling work of AzimganjBazarsau doubling.
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Segment placement

Completed wall

Reverse line at Tarapith
For making faster construction of drain work or stabilization of the troublesome bank slope and also sealing of
joints in segmental box construction, concrete canvas has been used in the doubling between TarapithSainthia 3rd line and Tarakeshwar – Bishnupur new line work.

Stabilization of formation slope

Construction of drain in Tarapith

(For Tarakeshwar-Bishnupur new line)

(For Tarapith-Sainthia 3rd line )

For construction of drain, the work require only construction of kuttcha drain as per prole with required
longitudinal slope. After that concrete impregnated fabric is laid over it which hardens when hydrated either by
spraying or by being fully immersed water. Once set, the bre reinforce the concrete and gives durable and
bre resistance concrete. Fabric requires a setting of 1 to 2 hr. and gains 80% strength in 24 hrs after hydration.
A progress of 400 m can be achieved in a single day after construction of kutchha drain against
conventional construction of brick/CC drains @ 25m per day. Hence, it is about 8 times faster. The above
construction is safer and faster for drain being constructed between two embankments near major bridge
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approaches with running trafc. Further it does not require batching plant as in the convention concreting
method. Also requirement of manpower is 4 to 5.
Eastern Railway has used this concrete canvass for stabilization and protection slope in the
Tarakeshwar-Bishnupur line. Further it has been approved by bridge organization of Eastern Railway to use
these canvas sheets for sealing of joints of segmental box culvert to avoid leakage instead of aluminium sheet
foils which get damaged during construction.
Eastern railway has also issued guidelines for use of these canvas sheets on the top as well as on the
vertical surface from the back at the junction joint between the two RCC segment for sealing of joints of
segmental box culvert to avoid leakage. They are preferred over aluminium sheet which get damaged during
placement. A typical drawing is attached herewith.

Use of canvas strip for sealing of segmental box joint

Although the rate of concrete canvas at present is Rs. 6900/sqm since the material is being improted,
hence, it is desired some Indian manufacturers should take lead in development of such products so as to
bring down the cost.
Hence by using such prefab segments and products construction time can be reduced drastically. The
safety in train operation is also enhanced during construction since it does not require excavation for
foundation in case of platform wall. It is the much reliable method for rehabiliation of the formation slope.
However, more manufacturers are requires in this eld to reduce the cost.
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Parametric Study on Vehicle Damping and Effects on Indian Railways
Vehicle and Bridge Dynamic Responses in High Speed Rail Systems
on Existing Indian Railways System
Mohammad Islam*
This works present the Parametric Study on Dynamic Responses of Indian Railways BOXN25 wagon type
Vehicle and steel plate Girder Bridge as per drawing “RDSO/B-16005, under the vehicle parameter such as
damping ratio in High Speed Rail Systems” on Existing Indian Railways System. This is an interaction problem
has been solved numerically with the help of condensation technique developed by Yang and Wu (2001). In
this study, dynamic responses of vehicle and bridge are observed under a series of four BOXN 25 wagon with
duly taken in to account the inertia force, suspension system and damping force of the vehicle, In continuation
of my previous work, as observed that dynamic responses of vehicle and bridge are depending on dynamic
characteristics of the vehicle such as the axle load, sprung and un-sprung masses, stiffness of primary and
secondary suspension system, damping characteristic, vehicle speed, type of wagons, wagon dimension,
mass moment of inertia of rigid mass, load combination and interaction between them, in this connection, a
set of damping ratio (ζ) in the range of 0.10 to 0.25 are considered in both the primary and secondary
suspension system for to nd out the damping ratio effect on vehicle and Bridge dynamic Responses.
Key words: Vehicle, Bridge Dynamic Response, Modeling, Suspension system, Damping Ratio,
1.0

INTRODUCTION
The vibration of bridges caused by the passing of vehicles has been a subject of research since
nineteenth century and the research has been accelerated in this discipline after introducing the high
speed train. Lot of research work has been done by many researchers considering different type of
model for vehicle and bridge; vehicles were often approximated as moving loads, which in many cases
allows the problem to be solved analytically. Extensive references to the literature on the subject can be
found in the book by Fryba([1-2]), [3-4]. Moving loads model applicable only when vehicle to bridge
mass ratio is small. By taken into the consideration of inertia effect of moving vehicles, the moving mass
model has been adopted instead of moving loads [5-6]. Nevertheless, it does not allow consideration of
the interaction and bouncing action of the moving vehicle relative to the bridge. Such an effect is
expected to be signicant for vehicles moving at rather high speeds. By taken into an account of
interaction of the moving mass with bridge, un-sprung mass model has been considered [7-8]. For the
cases where only the bridge response is desired, the moving vehicles have frequently been
approximated to the extreme as a number of +moving loads and moving masses. However, for case
where the riding comfort or vehicle response is of concern, it is necessary to consider the effect of the
suspension systems and the interaction of vehicle with bridge. still simplest model exist in this regard is
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a lumped mass supported by a spring–dashpot unit, often referred to as the sprung mass model [911], though more sophisticated models can be devised for the vehicles such as rigid suspended bar
supported by spring–dashpot unit with multi wheel model of the vehicle [12-15]. Whereas the
construction of high-speed railways and the upgrading of existing railways in India, the problem of
vehicle–bridge interactions has draw the attention of scientic Ofcer of Indian Railways and necessary
steps are also taken by Govt. of India under the leadership of HSRC (High Speed Rail Corporation of India
Ltd.) The main objective of my work is to nd out damping ratio effects on dynamic responses of Indian
Railway vehicle and Bridge, duly taking into account the inertia, dynamic properties of the moving
vehicle and also interaction between them, and to developed mathematical model of Indian railway plate
Girder Bridge and vehicle. To solve this interaction problem, a condensation technique has been
adopted, which was developed by Yang and Wu (2001), [14]. This interaction problem consist of two
sets of equations of motion of the second order, must be written each for the vehicle and for the bridge. It
is the interaction forces existing at the contact points that make the two subsystems coupled. As the
contact points move from time to time, the system matrices are time-dependent and must be updated
and factorized at each time step in an incremental analysis. At initial stage of this work no of simple
numerical problem are considered such as moving single force, single sprung mass with 2DOFs, two
wheel sprung mass model with total of 4 DOFs and nally four wheel vehicle model with total of 10 DOFs,
these problems numerically are solved by FEM in MATLAB for different parameters of vehicle and bridge
from available literatures. And results obtained are conrmed same. Eventually a series of BOXN25
Wagons having axle load caring capacity 25 ton are considered for dynamic analysis.
2.0

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF VEHICLE BRIDGE STRUCTURE.

2.1

MODELING OF VEHICLE
The simplest model of the vehicle in this context is moving force model, for more complex model of the
vehicle, the wagon body is modeled as a rigid body having a total mass Mct; and mass moment of inertia
Ic about the transverse horizontal centroidal axes. Similarly, each bogie frame is considered as a rigid
body with a total mass Mtt and mass moment of inertia It about the transverse horizontal centroidal axes.
Each axle along with the two wheel set has a total mass Mwt (for four axles Mwt1; Mwt2; Mwt3 and Mwt4). The
spring and the shock absorber in the primary suspension for each axle are characterized by spring
stiffness kp and damping constant cp respectively. Likewise, the secondary suspension is characterized
by spring stiffness ks and damping constant cs respectively. As the vehicle wagon body is assumed to be
rigid, its motion may be described by the vertical displacement (bounce or ve) and rotations about the
transverse horizontal axis Φe (pitch). Similarly the movements of the two bogie units are described by
two degrees of freedom (vertical translation and rotation) vbf , Φbf and vbr Φbr, each about their
centriods. The vehicle model have total number of four axles, each axle is described by one vertical
degrees of freedom vwi, totally this vehicle model compromises of 10 degrees of freedom (Fig.2.2). The
detailed parameter regarding the mass of different component for the vehicle is tabulated in table 3.2.
Parameter of primary and secondary suspension system of vehicle is tabulated in table. The twodimensional view of a railway BOXN25 vehicle moving over a railway bridge with a constant speed v on
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straight track is presented in the Fig.2.2. The primary and secondary suspension systems of the vehicle
are represented by a spring-dashpot unit. All the wheels are assumed to be in close contact with the
railway bridge as they roll over.

Fig. 2.1: Indian Railway BOXN25 wagon

Fig. 2.2: Two dimensional view of the
vehicle model used in this study

2.1.1 Assumption in modeling of railway vehicle

2.2

1)

The wagon body, bogies and axle-sets in wagon are regarded as rigid components,

2)

The connections between a bogie and its wheel-sets are characterized by the rst suspension
system and the connections between a wagon body and its bogies are characterized by the
second suspension system.

3)

The springs and dampers of the primary and secondary suspension system elements have linear
characteristics and damping in both the suspension system is velocity proportional.

4)

Friction does not exist between axle and bearing.

5)

The vehicle runs at a constant speed on a straight Bridge.

6)

All wheels remain in contact with the bridge surface; there is no bouncing between bridge
structure and wheels.

7)

The friction force acting between the wheel and bridge contact surface and horizontal contact
point forces have been neglected.

8)

Coriolis force effect induced on the bridge by moving vehicle has been neglected

MODELING OF BRIDGE
A single span, prismatic I- section plate girder Railway Bridge as per drawing “RDSO/B-16005
considered to analyze the dynamic response of railway Bridge under the moving vehicle (BOXN25
wagon mounted on CASNUB-22 HS bogie). The behavior of single span, prismatic I- section plate girder
Bridge is described by the Euler Bernoulli beam theory, for the purpose of FE analysis, the span of bridge
discritized in to ten no of equal length nite beam element with total 20 DOFs, each beam element are
represented by two vertical translation DOFs and two rotational DOFs, total of four DOFs. The response
of beam element in between the nodal point is characterize by the harmetian interpolation shape
function, the discritize bridge and beam element of the bridge with DOFs are shown in the Fig.2.4,and
properties of bridge are summarized in table 3.3
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Fig.2.3: Physical view of the plate girder Fig.

2.4: Span of bridge, X-section and nite

railway bridge

beam element of bridge

Fig.2.5: Shape function and elastic deform line for bridge beam element

2.3

Assumption in modeling of Railway Bridge
1)

Mass per unit length of the bridge is constant.

2)

Cross section area of bridge along the span of bridge is constant.

3)

Small deformation theory is considered,

4)

The damping of bridge sub-structure is considered as Rayleigh's damping,

5)

The computation will be carried through for a simple supported beam.

6)

For FE analysis, the complete span of bridge is divided in equal length of beam elements.

7)

Straight Railway Bridge is considered for this study

RESULTS
3.0

Introduction
The main rationale of this project work was to observed damping ratio effect on the dynamic responses
of the vehicle and bridge which is moving over the bridge with accounting the interaction of the vehicle
structure to bridge structure, the mathematical model of the vehicle and bridge already has been
described in g 2.2 &2.4 rep. In order to solve this complex problem, MATLAB is used. This Vehicle
Bridge Interaction problem solved numerically by FE method, Newmark's nite difference scheme is
used to discretize the vehicle equations of motion. Dynamic responses of the Bridge under moving
vehicles have been determined under different values of damping ratio used in primary and secondary
suspension system and as presented below.
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3.1

Dynamic analysis for developed mathematical model of vehicle and bridge.
In present study a series of four BOXN wagon type of rolling stock with Axle load 25 T are selected,
mathematical models of that rolling stock is developed in 2.2, and that series of vehicles are passed over
a single span steel plate girder bridge which is a mathematical model also developed in 2.4, with a
constant speed of 160 kmph. This vehicles bridge interaction problem is solved with the help of
condensation technique developed by Yang and Wu in 2001 in MATLAB specic data for vehicle and
bridge models are tabulated in table 3.2 & 3.3 respectively. Results for midpoint displacement of bridge,
Vertical acceleration of the wagon body and bogies frame are presented in g. from 3.2 to 3.7
respectively.

Fig: 3.1Mathematical model of Vehicle and Bridge

TABLE 3.2: Parameter of BOXN25 Wagon with CASNUB-22 HS bogie (Wagon maintenance Manual)
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The properties of steel plate girder are taken from IR drawing nos. RDSO/B-16005 and listed in table no. 3.3
TABLE 3.3: Parameters for Steel Plate Girder Railways Bridge Model [RDSO, B/16005]

3.2 Effect of Damping Ratio in CP on midpoint response of bridge under constant Damping Ratio in Cs

Fig. 3.2: midpoint response of bridge under constant Damping Ratio in Cs
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3.3 Effect of Damping Ratio in Cs on midpoint response of bridge under constant Damping Ratio in Cp

Fig.3.3: Midpoint response of bridge under constant Damping Ratio in Cp
3.4 Effect of Damping Ratio in Cp on Vertical Acceleration of wagon body under constant Damping Ratio in Cs

Fig.3.4: Vertical Acceleration of wagon body under constant Damping Ratio in Cs
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3.5 Effect of Damping Ratio in Cs on Vertical Acceleration of wagon body under constant Damping Ratio in Cp

Fig.3.5: Vertical Acceleration of wagon body under constant Damping Ratio in Cp

3.6 Effect of Damping Ratio in Cp on Vertical Acceleration of 1st wagon leading bogie under constant
Damping Ratio in Cs

Fig.3.6: Vertical Acc. of 1st wagon leading bogie under constant damping ratio in Cs
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3.7 Effect of Damping Ratio in Cs on Vertical Acceleration of 1st wagon leading bogie under constant
Damping Ratio in Cp

Fig. 3.7: Vertical Acc. of 1st wagon leading bogie under constant damping ratio in Cp

5.8

Conclusion:

Dynamic responses of Railway Bridge and vehicle under the simulation of moving vehicles over the bridge with
constant speed from one end to other end has been observed with a different values of damping ratio used in
primary and secondary suspension system and presented in g from 3.2 to 3.7,
It is clear from g 3.2 that the results obtained for midpoint displacement of the bridge under the action of
moving vehicle load increased while increasing the damping ratio value in primary suspension system from
0.12 to 0.25 by keeping constant damping ratio 0.10 in secondary suspension system.
From g 3.3, that the results obtained for midpoint displacement of the bridge under the action of moving
vehicle load decreased while increasing the damping ratio value in secondary suspension system from 0.10 to
0.25 by keeping constant damping ratio 0.12 in primary suspension system.
From g 3.4 that the results obtained for vertical acceleration of wagon body when vehicle passing over the
bridge increased with increasing the damping ratio value in primary suspension system from 0.12 to 0.25 by
keeping constant damping ratio 0.10 in secondary suspension system.
From g 3.5 that the results obtained for vertical acceleration of wagon body when vehicle passing over the
bridge reduced with increasing the damping ratio value in secondary suspension system from 0.10 to 0.25 by
keeping constant damping ratio 0.12 in primary suspension system.
From g 3.6 that the results obtained for vertical acceleration of leading bogie of 1st wagon when vehicle
passing over the bridge increased with increasing the damping ratio value in primary suspension system from
0.12 to 0.25 by keeping constant damping ratio 0.10 in secondary suspension system.
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From g 3.7 that the results obtained for vertical acceleration of leading bogie of 1st wagon when vehicle
passing over the bridge reduced with increasing the damping ratio value in secondary suspension system
from 0.10 to 0.25 by keeping constant damping ratio 0.12 in primary suspension system.
From the above results, it is to be concluded that higher level of damping in primary suspension system of
vehicle had sufcient contributing towards higher level of dynamic responses of both the vehicle and
bridge that is undesirable, vice versa higher level of damping in secondary suspension system of vehicle
contributing towards the reduction of dynamic responses of both the vehicle and bridge.
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